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Tuesday, 24 September 1985
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took the chair at 2.6 p.m. and read the
prayer.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER-Order! I am advised that the Minister for Sport and Recreation will
be absent during question time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

FIRST NATIONAL RESOURCE TRUST
Mr KEN NETT (Leader of the Opposition)-Will the Treasurer explain how the
investors in the First National Resource Trust will be affected by the Federal Treasurer's
tax package announced last week, which alters the tax status of trusts?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The Leader of the Opposition would probably appreciate that
the Federal Government's taxation statement made last week was only a I-page outline of
the impact the tax package will have on trusts. The preliminary advice will probably not
have an impact on the First National Resource Trust but, as the Leader of the Opposition
will also understand, when a private organization enters into such arrangements, it makes
that decision in the light of the prevailing tax laws and any impending changes.
It has been well known that the Federal Government has been contemplating taxation
reform, and one area under consideration was the treatment of trusts. The decision that
has been made by the Government on public trading trusts was not surprising. We are
seeking further advice as to the impact the taxation changes will have on those particular
trusts.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT FARES
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National Party)-Will the Minister for Transport
advise the House whether the Government intends to increase fares for public transport
in the near future? If so, by what percentage?
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-These matters are for consideration in the Budget.
The House and the community will know more about this matter at a later stage. I should
point out that there has not been a significant increase in public transport fares for some
time and this point must be taken into account when considering any increase in costs.

TOURIST INDUSTRY
Mr ERNST (Bellarine)-Can the Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources
inform the House of the latest figures on tourists visiting Victoria?
l\1r FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-Victoria is
particularly fortunate to have a diverse range of natural and man-made attractions that
are readily accessible. It is also fortunate to have a Government and a tourism commission
that are now marketing these facilities in a proper and professional way. It is pleasing to
note the response to these endeavours by the Government and the Victorian Tourism
Commission.
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Recent figures released in reports by Australian tourism authorities have certainly
supported the initiative, the enthusiasm and the confidence that have been displayed by
the Victorian Government and its tourism bodies.
Last year, for the first time, the number of overseas visitors to this country exceeded 1
million, of which 400 000 people spent some time in Victoria. That was an increase of 25
per cent on the previous year, which compared well with the over-all national increase in
tourism of7·5 per cent.
The Victorian Tourism Commission has expanded its offices and activities in London
and Los Angeles, to give two examples. This year, further offices have been opened in
Singapore and Tokyo. The Government has highlighted tourism as an important ingredient
of the State's economic strategy. Its performance is once again demonstrating that the
Government is on the right track. The people of Victoria, across Australia and now
overseas, are responding to these wonderful opportunities.

HOW-TO-VOTE CARDS IN NUNAWADING BY-ELECTION
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-Will the Premier give the House an assurance that
no Ministerial staff or advisers were involved in the drafting, printing or distribution of a
Nuclear Disarmament Party how-to-vote card which was handed out to mislead the voters
on the N unawading Province polling day and which is now the subject of a police
investigation?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The honourable member for Forest Hill should know better than
to suggest that I should comment on a complaint that has apparently been made to the
Chief Electoral Officer and is the subject of examination by him. I have the fullest faith in
his capacity to deal with any complaints made by competing groups on how-to-vote cards.
How he handles this and other complaints is a matter entirely for him to decide. I shall
not comment on it. I understand the honourable member for Forest Hill and the Leader
of the Opposition raised the matter in debate on the motion for the adjournment of the
sitting last Thursday in my absence. If they are concerned about this matter, I suggest it
would help the House and the people of Victoria immeasurably if they would indicate the
sources of funding for the Liberal Party think tank.
They say they cannot formulate policy, so that they need a professional think tank of
between three and twelve people. I want to know who is paying for it. If they pay people
to frame policy, they must have some say in that policy. They should also indicate how
the $1 million that Mr Elliott, Federal Treasurer of the Liberal Party, said he raised for
the 1982 campaign, was raised.

Mr KENNETf (Leader of the Opposition)-On a point of order, if the Premier wants
to evade and cover up the actions of his Government, that is his business. Question time
is for Government business. If he is not prepared to answer the question honestly and
frankly for the people of Victoria, let him be so judged.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-On the point of order, question time is about what occurs in the
electoral process. All I am saying is that the matter raised is the subject of examination by
the Chief Electoral Officer. I have faith in him in this matter, and the Liberal Party can
help the electoral process by being frank about its funding.
The SPEAKER-Order! I do not uphold the point of order, but I ask the Premier not
to debate the subject and to answer the question that was asked.

Mr CAIN-I shall round off by saying that if the political process is concerned about
those sources of funding, let us hear about those sources. I have always said that if the
Opposition indicates its sources of funding, I shall request my party to do likewise. The
offer has never been accepted.
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS OF UNIVERSITIES AND TERTIARY
INSTITUTIONS
Mr HANN (Rodney)-Is the Minister for Education aware of concern throughout
many parts of Victoria that with the introduction of the proposed Victorian certificate of
education, under the recommendation of the Blackburn report, some tertiary institutions
and universities may set up their own methods of testing future applicants for entry? Will
the Minister advise the House of what action he proposes to take; if any, to try to ensure
that there is a common method of academic qualifications for entry to universities and
tertiary institutions?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-I assure the Deputy Leader of the National
Party that the Government wishes to achieve a consensus result with all parties involved.
The Blackburn report recommended that some form of external examinations for tertiary
entrance, while competition remains for tertiary entrance, would be required in the future.
However, there is also a recommendation that the Government should seek to find
alternative and better means of tertiary selection. I wish to take up that issue with my
Federal colleague, Senator Susan Ryan.
In the interim, I have offered to chair a seminar in which the universities, the Victorian
Institute of Secondary Education and curriculum development representatives will
participate so that this whole issue can be examined. It will be an interface, not only
between curricula within schools in the Government and non-Government sector, but
also curricula within a whole range of tertiary institutions, includin$ the technical and
further education sector, colleges of advanced education and universitIes.
I hope that in offering to chair this week-end seminar, by bringing together the various
parties and having papers prepared on fundamental issues, the Government will be able
to arrive at a solution that will be a step forward and will be in the best interests of
Australian education.

PROPOSED STRIKE BY VICTORIAN TECHNICAL TEACHERS
Mr CUNNINGHAM (Derrimut)-Can the Minister for Education inform the House
what action he proposes to take about a suggested strike by Victorian technical teachers?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-Any strike or stop-work action by teacher
unions is totally unnecessary and unjustified. The only people who will suffer from this
proposed strike will be the students in what is a critical third term for many of them.
Neither officers of the Education Department nor I have been informed directly of the
proposed stoppage. Neither departmental officers nor I have been involved in any specific
demands made by the Technical Teachers Union of Victoria over which apparently it
wishes to strike.
I understand in general that the union is claiming the Education Department has been
slow in responding to its annual log of claims. However, I point out to the House that the
union lodged its log of claims only in August, some eleven weeks late. For reasons best
known to the union, it then withdrew its log of claims so that it could be amended; that
amended log of claims was then not submitted to the Education Department until 22
August.
Notwithstanding the tardiness in submitting the log of claims, I met with representatives
of all Victorian teacher unions last week and told them that I had instructed officers of the
Education Department to proceed with negotiations with them on the basis of the logs of
claims that had been submitted. Those negotiations must take into account declining
enrolments, particularly in primary and technical schools next year.
As a former teacher, I am aware of the difficulties faced by many teachers in the classroom and the increasingly heavy demands which society places upon them. I do not
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believe any Government has done more than has the Cain Government to assist teachers
in discharging their responsibilities or to ensure that they are adequat,ely paid. This has
largely been achieved through a series of agreements involving staffing and conditions of
work negotiated with the teacher unions. That position has led to a period of stability
within Victorian schools, which is in sharp contrast to the industrial relations chaos that
prevailed in the three years prior to the Cain Government coming to office.
I am confident that an agreement can be reached this year. The Education Department
will make a serious response to the log of claims submitted by the Technical Teachers
Union of Victoria by the end of this week aimed at reaching agreement with the union.
In the circumstances, I do not accept that any stoppage can be justified. I request the
unions concerned to call off their proposed stoppage and to enter into the negotiations
which I am now offering.

DIRECTOR OF CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-What were the matters or areas of concern of the
Minister for Education and the Government which led the Minister to seek an opinion
from the Crown Solicitor on the golden handshake payment to the Director of the Chisholm
Institute of Technology? Does the decision of the Minister to keep the opinion secret mean
that the golden handshake includes components that will be affected by recent Federal
Government tax changes?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Eclucation)-In the light, of the very clear answers that I
gave on this matter to the House last week, I am surprised that the Opposition is contin,uing
in its effort to make cheap political capital out of this issue. As I have assured the House,
there is no State Government money involved in this matter whatsoever. Therefore, I can
only conclude that the Opposition is being deliberately mischievous in attempting to focus
the spotlight on the State Government.
For the benefit of the honourable member for Benambra, I reiterate that the Chisholm
Institute of Technology is an independent, autonomous body which receives its funding
from the Commonwealth Government. When I became aware of the negotiations between
the council of the institute and its director I took what I then believed and still believe to
be the only step that would be required of me as Minister for Education; to seek an
assurance that the arrangements entered into by 'the institute and its director were in
accordance with the legal principles governing a determination of contract of employment
for a fixed term. I did that and I have repeatedly informed the House of the outcome. I
received advice from the Crown Solicitor to the effect that the financial terms of the
settlement appeared to be reasonable-Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-On a point of order, the Minister for Education is
referring to a document-the Crown Solicitor's opinion. I ask the Minister to table the
document.
The SPEAKER-Order! Will the honourable member for Benambra repeat the latter
part of his point of order?
Mr LIEBERMAN-The point of order I raised is that the Minister is reading from a
document from which he is reading parts of the Crown Solicitor's opinion. I ask the
Minister to make the document available to the House in accordance with the principles
of Parliament.
The SPEAKER-Order! I do not uphold the point of order but I ask the Minister for
Education whether he will make his notes available to the House.
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-Certainly. The document is not in fact an
opinion of the Crown Solicitor but it contains quotations from that opinion. As the
president of the institute's council emphasized in a public statement that he made last
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week, the institute's council resolved that the terms of settlement were to remain
confidential to the parties concerned. I do not intend to breach that confidentiality.
None the less, in the light of what I believed to be a mischievous and unprecedented
attack on the independence of the Chisholm Institute of Technology, an independence
that the Government always has been prepared to uphold, as did the previous Liberal
Party Minister of Education, I have suggested to the president of the institute that the
council may wish to consider releasing further information about this matter.
I understand the council of the Chisholm Institute of Technology will be meeting later
this week to consider the suggestions that I have made. There is no doubt in my mind that
the result of all this will bring home to members of the Opposition how recklessly,
disgracefully and needlessly they have attacked a great institution in what they should
have known would prove to be a futile attack on the Government.

CAPACITY OF NORTHERN WATER STORAGES
Mr SHEEHAN (Ballarat South)-I ask the Minister for Water Resources to advise the
House how recent rain has affected the low levels of our northern water storages and what
the outlook is for allocations to irrigators in the coming year.
Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Water Resources)-I thank the honourable member
for his question and I advise the House that the situation has improved since July. In July
Lake Eildon was holding 37 per cent of full capacity and Lake Hume 27 per cent of full
capacity. Due to the rains in early August and September, Lake Eildon is now holding 58
per cent offull capacity and Lake Hume 67 per cent offull capacity, which is a tremendous
improvement that will better the prospects of irrigation for this year.
I have been advised by the Rural Water Commission that the Murray component of the
Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District will at this stage receive 150 per cent of water right,
while the Goulburn component is still only 100 per cent of water right. If the rains continue
there is a prospect of reaching 130 per cent of water right and the chances of reaching that
level are better than nine chances in ten.

PAYMENT OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS
Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-I ask the Premier whether all Government departments
and statutory authorities have been instructed not to disclose to the Opposition or to the
media any information about bills which the Government has not paid or is late in paying.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-No such instruction has been given so far as I am aware, certainly
not by me. I made clear to all permanent heads and heads of statutory bodies at a meeting
that I attended what I expect of them with respect to the paying of Government accounts;
they should be paid in accordance with normal commercial practice. That process is being
put in train. I reiterate that no such instruction was given by me.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-I ask the Treasurer whether, in view of the fact
that the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands has unpaid accounts totalling
approximately $4 million for the latter part of the last financial year, he can give an
assurance that the transfer of those debts to the current financial year will not adversely
affect the financial program of the department.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The practice was not uncommon when the Opposition was in
government, but this Government endeavoured to improve the operations of the payment
of accounts to ensure that they are kept to a minimum in most areas.
In regard to expenditure in the area of the Department of Conservation, Forests and
Lands, I indicate that that department will receive an allocation which will enable it to
continue its services. In regard to over-all budgetary priorities, the honourable member
will have to wait another 23 minutes.
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RAIL PATRONAGE
Mr HILL (Warrandyte)-Can the Minister for Transport provide the House with
details of recent examples of improvements in rail patronage?
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-I thank the honourable member for Warrandyte
for the question. In recent times, some very good information, which should please all
honourable members in this House, has been received about improved rail patronage.
Country services have increased their patronage over the last financial year by 9 per cent,
which brings to more than 15 per cent the increase in the past two years. That is in contrast
with the figures of the previous decade when, year after year, country passenger services
decreased in number and in patronage.
Not only country areas have benefited from improvements in rail services. Only this
week there has been an excellent example of a significant improvement in patronage
related to the Royal Melbourne Show. In the first five days that the show has been held,
the number of patrons using the rail services to attend the show increased by 37000,
which is a significant number indeed.
In individual stations throughout the State, particularly in Melbourne, there is evidence
of a growing number of people wishing to use the service. At the Box Hill railway station,
which I mentioned during the last session, there has been a significant increase in patronage.
There has also been a significant increase in patronage at the Boronia station, which has
recently been opened after very substantial renovations. Since that opening, the number
of people using that station has increased by more than 1100. Even groups such as the
disabled have praised the Metropolitan Transit Authority and the Government for the
new design, which has made railway stations not only more attractive but also much more
accessible to the disabled.
The Government is also concerned to overcome old problems, and I am pleased to
inform the House, particularly the honourable member for Berwick, that from the end of
this week, trains will be stopping at Berwick and that, rather than simply stopping, they
will be allowed to pick up passengers coming into the metropolitan area. I know the
honourable member for Berwick tried to achieve that during his time as Minister of
Transport, but people are not always as responsive as they should be. A morning and
afternoon passenger service will now operate from Gippsland, which will be able to pick
up passengers from the Berwick railway station and bring them into the city. It is hoped
that that will assist patrons from the Berwick area from 30 September.
The Government is concerned to continue to improve the patronage both in the country
and metropolitan services, and I recommend to honourable members-particularly to
those opposite who tend to knock these services-that they join other honourable members,
who have been on the new country passenger services in particular and seen the
improvement that has occurred, and start to pay some credit to the people who have done
the work to ensure that improvement.

PROPOSED NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-I ask the Premier whether the Government has received
from the Federal Minister for Defence or from the Prime Minister an unconditional
guarantee that the land now used by the Army in Swan Street, Richmond, will be returned
to Victoria as public parkland.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-So far as I am aware, no such assurance has yet been given by the
Federal Government. If the honourable member is concerned about the proposed National
Tennis Centre, I hope, as shadow Minister for Sport and Recreation, he will do what he
can to ensure that Victoria has a National Tennis Centre. That might be a little too much
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to ask of the Opposition, but it is important that Victoria regains that status as one of the
four grand-slam tennis tournament cities.
The grand slam is a world tennis event and the Australian segment could be staged in
Melbourne if adequate facilities were provided some time in January to attract the top
world players. Those players do not like travelling during Christmas or the period leading
up to Christmas.
It has been made clear by both the Minister for Planning and Environment in another
place and the Minister for Sport and Recreation that it is the intention of the Government
to ensure that any parkland that is used is replaced, and that will be done. It is the desire
of the Government to proceed with the proposed National Tennis Centre. Contrary to the
newspaper reports that have been circulated and the comments that have been made, the
proposed centre is not costing the Government $52 million. The project is being financed
by the National Tennis Centre Trust with appropriate guarantees, and the advice the
Government has received is that the centre will succeed if people stop knocking those
things that make the State great.
I must say I find this feigned concern about parklands from the Liberal Party,
monumental hypocrisy, especially when I think of what the Liberal Party did as a
Government with regard to the Olympic Games and what Brian Dixon as Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation and the present Leader of the Opposition, as Minister of
Housing, did when they wrote letters explaining how they would support proposals for
Melbourne to host the Olympic Games. Their intention was to take all of the land at
Burnley and build an Olympic Village, high-rise housing and car parks. Not a word was
used about replacing that land. There is stony silence because Opposition members know
what hypocrites they are-absolute hypocrites. And the Opposition wants to talk about
parkland!
The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the Premier that the word "hypocrites" is
unparliamentary and I ask him to withdraw it.
Mr CAIN-I withdraw the word and replace it with the expression "double standards".
The proposal of the former Government was to use the Burnley Horticultural College site
for accommodation. It had been discussed as being the appropriate initiative to take, and
the fonner Government had no concern about parkland. It was concerned with developing
the site for high-rise buildings, car parks, the whole lot and yet the Opposition has had the
gall to claim that the Melbourne City Council should not proceed with this proposal,
which does come with an assurance regarding the replacement of parkland. I hope it is not
the wish of any member of the Opposition that the Government is unable to have the
National Tennis Centre constructed on that site for the good of both the site and the State.

AUSTRALIAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AWARDS
Dr COGHILL (Werribee)-I remind the Minister for Industry, Technolo~y and
Resources that both he and his predecessor have advised the House of assistance gIven by
the Victorian Government to technology-based industries. In light of that previous advice,
can the Minister advise the House of the success of computer software companies as a
result of assistance given by the Government?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I thank the
honourable member for the question and the support of many Government members for
the development of the technology aspect of my Ministry.
Recently the winners of the Australian Information Technology Awards were announced.
These awards were jointly presented by the Australian Computer Society and Peter Isaacson
Publications. I was delighted that Victoria again received the lion's share of these awards,
indicating once again that Victoria is very much the centre of new developments in
technology. Example after example can now be given of initiatives that have been
undertaken, many with Government assistance, over the past three to four years, set in
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train by my predecessor and assisted enormously by the Department of Industry,
Technology and Resources.
The 1985 Australian Information Technology Awards achiever of the year is Mr Brian
Gardner, the Managing Director of Integrity Business Software. That is' a software
publishing house and a successful exporter of Australian software.
The Melbourne systems house, BBJ Computer Services Pty Ltd, won the assistance
innovation award. Mouldflow, a Victorian software company has already won the
computer-aided design software award for its new product, jointly developed with the
CSIRO, called Metalflow.
Australian Industrial Publications Pty Ltd, based in Hawthorn, was joint winner of the
software solution of the year award for Its computer-based training systems.
All of these companies are clients of the Victorian Economic Development Corporation
and have been assisted by the corporation in a number of ways, demonstrating, once
again, the tremendous advantage of the Government and private enterprise working
to~ether in the interests of not only technological development but also of employment in
thIs State.

PROPOSED NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-Following the answer the Premier gave to
the honourable member for Gisborne and the Government's record of broken promises,
will the Premier guarantee that any land that is going to be returned to the community as
parkland to offset the loss of parkland for the proposed tennis stadium is identified and
handed back to the people of Victoria by legislation before the Premier starts development
on the project in Flinders Park?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I can only repeat what I said earlier. The Minister has indicated
the options that are available to replace parkland. It is the intention of the Government to
do so. I find it a stunning exercise of the Leader of the Opposition, who was one of those
persons who vocally supported the Burnley Gardens project in 1981, that he is now coming
up with a different story. He was a member of a Government and an individual who set
out to give the proposal for the use of the Burnley horticultural site as an Olympic village
all the support possible. There was no concern about parkland then. Now he is
demonstrating feigned concern about parkland. It is rubbish. The Government has said
what it will do and I repeat that I hope the project will receive support and not constant
denigration.

CARCASS CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I address a question to the Treasurer representing the
Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs. Are the Government and the Labor Party still
committed to the longstanding policy of introducing a system of carcass classification and
can the Minister give details of that proposal and also the time-table the Government
intends to adopt for that proposal?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-In view of the detailed nature of the question, I shall take up
the matter with the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs and supply the honourable
member with an answer.

TERTIARY EDUCATION
Mr KIRKWOOD (Preston)-Will the Minister for Education outline to the House the
Government's plan to fund places in tertiary institutions?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-On Sunday I announced an initiative by the
State Government to fund an additional 1500 places in universities and colleges of advanced
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education as part of the Government's youth guarantee objective. That is an historic
decision for a State Government to make because the Commonwealth has been financially
responsible fo.r tertiary education since 1974. However, the Government has been
concerned that ihis year alone, 6{)00 students who successfully completed their higher
school certificate were not offered a place either in a college or university.
The Government is equ'ally concerned that the Blackburn report encourages higher
participation in· education through to Year 12 and states that 50 per cent of people who
complete Year 12 'Should be able to continue to higher education in one form or another,
and that would require an additional 1500 places. The Government has encouraged young
people to remain at school longer and to complete Year 12 of their education.
They have responded and they deserve to benefit from that response. It was up to the
Government to keep faith with our young people and to ensure that these additional
facilities were available to them.
The Government has suggested that a special entry provision be implemented to assist
the socio-economically disadvantaged people in the community. It has also suggested that
courses within the colleges and universities should be targeted in line with the State
economic strategies that have been identified by the Premier and Treasurer. These courses
include electronics, computer and business studies.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CATHIE-I know it is of no interest to members of the National Party. This
proposal could extend to tourism and the employment of additional mathematiCs and
science teachers.
This initiative will cost approximately $4·1 million in the first year. I shall have further
discussions with the Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission which, in turn, will
have discussions with colleges and universities to determine where these places can best
be found.
This is an important initiative of the Government which is allied to its economic
strategies and objectives and is part of the Government's determination to stay ahead of
the nation.

UNREGISTERED GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT VEHICLES .
Mr I. W. SMITH (Polwarth)-I refer the Premier to previous public disclosures of
certain Government vehicles bemg unregistered and uninsured. Is the Premier concerned
that as recently as last Friday public vehicles were still unregistered and uninsured, and
does he condone this flouting of the law?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-Ifthe honourable member for Polwarth knew of a vehicle in that
state, he should have reported it to the appropriate authority as soon as he was aware of it
and not allowed it to continue in that state for a further four days. One might ask if he
reported it.
I do not condone the non-paYIpent or the delayed payment of insurance premiums or
the non-payment or delayed payment of any accounts. However, mistakes have occurred
in some agencies and attempts are being made to ensure that these mistakes are put right
next year.
As I understand the process, all accounts fall due on 1 Au~ust or on a certain date. I
accept that this situation should not happen. Government MInisters have taken steps to
ensure that it does not happen again.
I was asked last week to comment on accidents involving Government vehicles. I am
advised that four accidents were reported to the police involving unregistered Government
vehicles. In only two of those accidents were any persons injured. I have no advice on
whether any police charges will be laid.
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There are those who argue, as has been argued in the past, that vehicles owned by the
State are not required to comply with regulations. I make no point about that. What I am
saying is that the Government recognizes registration as an obligation which should be
carried out.
However, if members of the Opposition want to stalk around, either in daylight or in
the dark, to find vehicles that are unregistered and then to come into Parliament two or
three days later and ask me if I know that vehicle number so and so is unregistered, those
honourable members are not demonstrating much public spirit.
If an omission has occurred, it should be put right and should not continue. If the
honourable member for Polwarth or any other honourable member is aware of a vehicle
or vehicles being unregistered and uninsured, he has a duty to do something about it,
other than trying to make political mileage from it.
The honourable member for Polwarth has raised the matter four days later. He has
allowed someone to continue to commit an offence of which that person is not aware. The
Government will do its best to put right any omissions that have occurred.

PLACARDING OF DANGEROUS GOODS
Mr HARROWFIELD (Mitcham)-Can the Minister for Employment and Industrial
Affairs advise the House of the steps taken for the introduction of pIacarding of dangerous
goods?
Mr CRABB (Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs)-The Dangerous Goods
Bill will come into operation next Tuesday, after which time it is expected that every
company and organization in the State that has dangerous goods in its possession will
have them placarded. After next Tuesday it will be an offence for companies to have in
their possession dangerous goods which are not placarded.
To promulgate that event the Department of Employment and Industrial Affairs has
engaged in an intensive series of seminars and special meetings, with the co-operation of
the industry organizations for which it is grateful. The department has also commenced
an advertisIng campaign which-I think-began last night to ensure that any organization
that has dangerous goods of any sort in any specified quantities is aware of the need to
have those dangerous goods placarded from 1 October.
Honourable members will be aware of the deep-seated community concern in recent
months after the fire at a Footscray chemical plant earlier this year. As recently as last
week a fire occurred at a chemical plant in one of the bayside suburbs.
When the placarding regulations are put into effect from 1 October, it will mean that
firemen or emergency services personnel when attending a storage facility that contains
dangerous goods will be able to ascertain at a glance what those goods are and therefore
take effective action to minimize the risk to the community.
I take the opportunity of exhorting the community at large to ensure that the placarding
regulations are met and I invite honourable members to take such steps as they can in
their electorates to ensure that businesses in those electorates are aware of their obligations
from next Tuesday onwards.

PETITION
Residential Tenancies Act
The Acting Clerk-I have received the following petition for presentation to Parliament:
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The petition of citizens of Victoria respectively sheweth: that the current Residential Tenancies Act is unfair
and causes undue hardship and should be repealed and replaced immediately by full and equitable legislation
written in simple English.
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And your petitioners in duty bound will ever pray.

By Mrs Hirsh (452 signatures)
It was ordered that the petition be laid on the table.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the direction of an Act of Parliament, were laid on
the table by the Acting Clerk:
Police Regulation Act I 958-Determinations Nos 436, 437 and 438 of the Police Service Board.

The following proclamation, fixing an operative date for a section of an Act, was laid on
the table by the Acting Clerk, pursuant to an Order of the House dated 3 April 1985:
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) Act 1984-Section 5-18 September 1985 (Government Gazette No. 99, 18
September 1985).

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
The SPEAKER announced that he had received messages from His Excellency the
Governor recommending that appropriations be made from the Consolidated Fund for
the purposes of the following Bills:
Registration of Births Deaths and Marriages (Amendment) Bill
Housing (Commonwealth-State-Northern Territory Agreement) Bill

APPROPRIATION (1985-86, No. 1) BILL
(Budget Debate)
The SPEAKER announced the presentation of a message from His Excellency the
Governor recommending that an appropriation be made from the Consolidated Fund for
the purposes of the Appropriation (1985-86, No. 1) Bill, and transmitting Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure for the year 1985-86.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer), pursuant to Standing Order No. 169, moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to appropriate certain sums out of the Consolidated Fund for the service of the
financial year 1985-86 and to appropriate the Supplies granted in this session of Parliament
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Victoria can look to the second half of the decade with a great deal of optimism.
The 1985-86 Budget is framed to sustain the new wave of growth and prosperity in the
State.
The past few years have seen a massive turnaround in the fortunes of this State.
In the early 1980s Victoria lagged behind the rest of the nation.
In the past two years this has been reversed, and Victoria is back in its rightful placeat the heart of economic change in Australia.
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The Government is helping to provide the environment for rapid increases in private
in the State.
The implementation and further development of the State's Economic Strategy is
essential for Victoria to retain its position as the economic pacesetter of the nation.
in~estment

Importantly, too, Victoria has led Australia in social reform.
This Budget therefore is not only designed to facilitate economic groWth, it provides
additional resources in areas of greatest social need.

.

We are proud of the fact that the unemployment rate in the State has fallen dramatically
to be now 6·2 per cent-a full 2·3 percentage points below the rest of Australia.
However, unemployment, particularly youth unemployment, is still un~cceptably high.
A priority of this Budget is to increase employment and training opporturiities for our
youth.
The Youth Guarantee policy of this Government is one of the most exciting and
ambitious State policies seen for many years. The Budget reflects this Government's
commitment to the Guarantee by providing funds for the Youth Traineeship plan, the
creation of job opportunities for young people in the public sector, and additional places
in T AFE and tertiary institutions.
The successful implementation of the Guarantee will see the State's youth once again
given the right to choose work and/or training in preference to unemployment.
Another major priority for the Government is to upgrade the State's health services and
reduce waiting lists for elective surgery.
This is being addressed through a range of strategies in co-operation with hospitals and
health staff.
A major effort will be made to encourage nurses back into the public hospital system.
This year the Government will begin stage one of the anti-poverty program outlined
prior to the State election.
Importantly, the availability offunds for these and the other major social policy initiatives
of this Budget have been assisted by the Government's over-all economic and budgetary
strategy. The use of program budgeting, and the ongoing tight control of recurrent
expenditure, has enabled the Government to chanriel resources from low priority areas
into high priority programs.
The viability of the Budget has been restored. The awesome forward deficits that were
the order of the day in the early 1980s are no longer apparent.
This viability can be maintained within the constraints of this Government's far-reaching
taxation commitment.
Let us recall that commitment. It is that during this term of Government there would
be no over-all increase in the real tax burden fot Victorians. This means that changes in
taxation receipts will be restricted to inflation and the expansion in economic activity.
The quantitative measure of this pledge is the ratio of total taxation revenues in the
Consolidated Fund, excluding revenue directly offset by expenditure, to the value of
Victoria's non-farm GDP. In 1984-85 this ratio was 5·1 per cent. The Government will
ensure that over its present term of office this ratio does not exceed 5·1 per cent.
While the commitment refers to the full temi of the Government, it is ofinterest to note
that for 1985-86 taxation revenues are budgeted to increase by only 7·1 per cent. As a
consequence, taxation as a percentage of non-farm GDP is expected to be 4·8 per centsome 0·3 percentage points lower than the 1984-85 result.
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In other words, State taxation is taking up a smaller proportion of the State's economic
pie and thus providing an increased incentive to invest in our great State.
There are, as well, no new taxes in this Budget.
In fact there are tax cuts worth $34 million this year, with a full year value of $47
million.
Stamp duty on WorkCare premiums has been abolished, with a saving to business of
$25 million a year. Payroll tax cuts will save employers $3·1 million this year and $7·6
million in a full year.
Youth employment and the goal of achieving the Youth Guarantee will also see
employers being reimbursed for WorkCare premiums and payroll tax from 1 January on
any apprentice, or on participants in an approved trainee scheme.
There are also measures contained in the Budget to cut land tax, the vignerons licence
fee, rental duty and several stamp duties.
Measures are also being taken to strengthen the enforcement provisions of the Stamps
Act and the Business Franchise Act so as to reduce the incidence of avoidance and evasion.
Mr Speaker, broadly speaking, these are the major features of the Budget.
These measures are occurring within a context of continued economic growth.
Indeed, for 1985-86, we expect Victorian non-farm GDP again to grow faster than
growth in the nation as a whole.
This economic growth is consistent with employment growth of at least 2·5 per cent.
On this basis, unemployment should continue to fall, and the unemployment rate could
drop below six per cent on a seasonally adjusted basis.
We will retain our position as the State with the lowest rate of unemployment.
1985-86 will also see Victoria enhance its reputation for fast-growing business
investment.
Indeed, new private fixed capital expenditure is forecast to grow in real terms by some
12 per cent-about twice the rate forecast for the rest of Australia.
Such large increases flow from the strong growth in 1984-85.
This strengthening in private sector capital demand allows the State to pull back in its
own capital expenditure programs.
It has always been the policy of this Government to use its economic tools in a countercyclical fashion.

The stimulus provided from past public works programs can be seen as one of the major
reasons for Victoria's strong economic performance over the past two years.
However, with strengthening in demand from the private sector, the State intends to
wind down the rate of public sector capital expenditure to prevent the economy overheating.
This restraint in capital expenditure has a consequent effect on reducing the level of new
borrowings, and on the level of net public debt. Total net borrowings of the State
Government, semi-government and local authorities will fall to 3·5 per cent of non-farm
GDP in 1985-86, by comparison with 3·8 per cent in 1984-85 and 4·6 per cent in 1983-84.
Net debt of the State Government and public authorities is expected to fall from 28·3 per
cent of non-farm GDP in 1984-85 to 27·9 per cent in 1985-86.
In keeping with our budgetary strategy of the past two years, there will be continued
restraint on the current account.
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On a comparable basis with previous years, current account spending is budgeted to rise
by 9·5 per cent, making the third year in a row in which Government recurrent spending
has grown less than the economy. Current account spending will fall to 12·1 per cent of
Victorian non-farm GDP in 1985-86, by comparison with 12·4 per cent in 1984-85 and
13·2 per cent in 1982-83.
This is consistent with our budgetary policy.
We have made it clear that we do not subscribe to a policy of high taxation.
The Government charges component of the Consumer Price Index supports that position.
The Melbourne component rose only 2·3 per cent from June 1984 to June 1985. This was
by far the lowest of any State capital.
To get value, and to be able to expand services within a context of restrained recurrent
expenditure, top grade management is necessary.
The Government made it a major priority in its first term to improve the management
systems of the Victorian public sector.
The people of Victoria will now draw a direct financial reward from these new systems.
For the first time in Australia the Victorian Government is introducing in 1985-86 the
concept ofa productivity saving to the Budget.
Put simply, this means that, in general, agencies are expected to achieve efficiencies of
one per cent in the cost of delivering a given volume of services in 1985-86.
This will not entail a cut in services.
It is a saving gleaned from improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of providing
services.

Investment in a new computer system must yield productivity gains which can release
resources for use in the delivery of other high priority services.
All managers should strive for gains in productivity. Indeed, the success of the economy
depends on it.
In future years, the productivity gains assumed in calculating base levels of expenditure
in the Victorian Budget sector will be 1·5 per cent a year. These gains will also be
channelled back to the people through lower taxes and/or new services.
To ensure that the existing framework for resource management is not itself an
impediment to productivity improvement, I can inform the House that a review of the
State's financial legislation has commenced under the direction of the Comptroller GeneI1ll.
The review will include the Public Account Act, the Audit Act and related legislation. I
expect that a new legislative framework will be introduced to the Parliament in 1986, and
will result in a positive stimulus to management initiative and accountability.
THE YEAR 1984-85
As I announced recently the Government finished last financial year with a Budget
surplus of$27·7 million.
When I presented the 1984-85 Budget I predicted a nominal Current Account surplus
of some $900 000.
The position improved significantly during the year because of the stronger than expected
growth in economic activity in the State which was reflected in a number of key revenue
items.
Current Account receipts totalled $7202 million, $81 million, or 1·1 per cent, above the
Budget estimate. Revenue from stamp duties on land transfers was particularly bouyant.
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The Budget estimates of taxation receipts were also exceeded in the areas of payroll tax,
Tattersall's Duty, petroleum franchise fees and other stamp duties. Receipts from oil
royalties were higher than expected, reflecting a higher than forecast level of oil production
and, for the latter part of the year, higher prices resulting from the Commonwealth
Government's import parity pricing policy.
Recurrent expenditure was tightly controlled during the year. Total expenditure was
affected by two items where higher spending was offset by higher revenue. The first item
arose from an increase in public patients in public hospItals under Medicare, and these
increased costs were offset by higher Medicare receipts from the Commonwealth. The
second involved the ex-gratia refund of stamp duties paid on major corporate
reconstructions.
Final total expenditure also included an amount of $45 million deposited in the Cash
Management Account. Only $15 million of this deposit will be used to fund new initiatives
in 1985-86. The $45 million deposit was in addition to the repayment, included in the
Budget estimates, of$40·6 million to the Cash Management Account. The repayment was
the final instalment of the $97·7 million amount advanced to the Consolidated Fund in
1982-83 from the Cash Management Account.
BUDGET CONTEXT AND STRATEGY
The fiscal strategy of the 1985-86 Budget differs from the strategy employed in 1982-83
and 1983-84 and complements the strategic emphasis begun last year.
Expenditure initiatives and tax cuts have been adopted to facilitate economic growth
and to support the Economic Strategy, while also addressing the major social needs of the
Victorian community.
Importantly, as a mark of the success of the Government's policies, the growth in public
sector capital expenditure is being curtailed and net public sector debt is being reduced as
a proportion of non-farm GDP.
While demand was weak with the economy in recession, stimulation of the economy
through public sector capital works was the appropriate strategy. This occurred in 1982-83
and 1983-84.
Given recent strong growth it is time to wind back demand stimulation so as to ease
inflationary pressures yet provide policies which facilitate long-term economic growth.
This Budget does that, and is assisted by two major external factors.
I refer to the devaluation of the Australian dollar and to the recent agreement between
the Commonwealth Government and the Australian Council of Trade Unions to continue
the Prices and Incomes Accord for a further two years.
These factors will assist in the continuation of improved competitiveness throughout
the private sector during 1985-86.
This will be especially important in Victoria given the central role of manufacturing and
trade-exposed industries generally in this State's economy.
At a State level, industry will begin to reap the benefits of WorkCare. Labour on-costs
will be cut by $600 million during the first year of this new program. This will provide a
significant positive influence on output, employment and investment decisions during
1985-86 and beyond.
Other aspects of the Economic Strategy are likely to emerge as strong factors in supporting
medium term economic growth.
The outlook for the Victorian economy is encouraging.
Real non-farm output is expected to grow strongly by 4·5 to 5 per cent in 1985-86once again, considerably faster than the four per cent forecast for the nation as a whole.
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Employment, as indicated, is expected to grow by at least 2-5 per cent on a year average
basis.
The Consumer Price Index is expected to increase by about eight per cent in 1985-86.
This reflects, in part, the devaluation of the dollar.
The economic advance to be made by the State in 1985-86 will place it well along the
road to meeting the economic targets set by the Premier in February this year.
These targets were:
• a growth in the annual level of private business investment in Victoria of 50 per cent
in real terms between 1983-84 and 1987-88;
• an average annual growth in real non-farm GDP of 4-5 per cent annually between
1983-84 and 1987-88;
• creation of 200 000 new jobs between the end of 1983 and the end of 1987, lifting the
level of employment in Victoria from a seasonally adjusted figure of 1-7 million in
December 1983 to 1-9 million in December 1987;
• reduction in unemployment by at least half between the end of 1983 and the end of
1987, thus implyin~ a fall in the level of unemployment from 155000 in December 1983
to less than 80 000 ID December 1987.
As both the Premier and I have said before-these are targets for Government policy
rather than promises or predictions.
However, the present high growth rates in business investment, real non-farm GDP,
and employment are all consistent with reaching these targets. Their attainment would
represent the greatest economic achievement in this State since the re-emergence of the
Victorian economy after the end of World War 2.
Also important in the overall economic outlook for the State is the strength of the
Budget.
The past year saw Victoria become the first Australian State to undergo the scrutiny of
an offshore rating agency.
The Victorian Public Authorities Finance Agency-better known as VicFin-was
awarded a Triple A rating, the highest possible rating, by the Japanese Bond Research
Institute.
The rating was granted on the strength of the Victorian Government Guarantee-which
is to a large extent determined by the strength of the Budget.
The fact that viability has been restored to the Budget means the Government has
retained a high degree of flexibility despite the taxation pledge made prior to the March
election.
This flexibility is assisted by the on-going implementation of Program Budgeting, which
requires attention to program objectives, outputs and priorities.
The Appropriation Bill now before the House reflects further developments towards
more global appropriations to programs. This move is consistent with the principle of
giving Ministers greater responsibility for the management of their available resources
towards the achievement of program objectives. I can assure Honourable Members that
no less information than previously available is provided in the Bill and the supporting
Budget Papers.
In each of the past two years I have distributed a post Budget document providing
supplementary program information, mainly related to the sub-program level.
This year each Minister will be responsible for producing a paper containing that type
of information relevant to the particular Ministry. These papers will provide supplementary
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material, and greater detail about the impact of the 1985-86 Budget than is appropriate or
possible in the Appropriation Bill and the supporting Budget Speech and Papers.
During the year I intend producing a document covering the significant Budget reforms
which have taken place since the Government assumed office in 1982. This will cover the
Budget process, program budgeting implementation, works programming processes,
developments in the use of the national accounting data base and similar matters.
The Federal Oovernment's decision to introduce a fairer distribution of general revenue
assistance to Victoria was warmly welcomed by the Victorian Government.
This has meant an improvement in Victoria's relative position, although in aggregate
terms the Commonwealth has once again imposed the major part of the burden of restraint
onto the States.
In 1985-86, the States are expected to receive $9761 million by way of Financial
Assistance Grants from the Commonwealth-an increase of 7·75 per cent.
Of the $9761 million to be distributed between the States, Victoria will receive $2243
million or a little less than 23 per cent. This compares with a population share of a little
more than 26 per cent.
BUDGET OUTLAYS
The total estimated Current Account expenditure to be met from the Consolidated
Fund in 1985-86 is $7861 million.
On a comparable basis with the previous year, this represents an increase of $648
million, or 9·5 per cent, over expenditure in 1984-85.
Details of the expenditure proposals in each Ministerial portfolio are provided in Budget
Paper No. 4.
.
As I have already mentioned, this year, for the first time, the Government has determined
that Agencies make productivity savings of one per cent of service delivery costs.
However, allowance has been made for Agencies such as Education, where the 1985
school activity has been set already, and in Health, due to the special issues which are
being addressed.
The Government has also been concerned at the quality of service delivered by some
agencies of Government.
By way of example, in the past two months action has been taken at the Registry of
Births, Deaths and Marriages to reduce delays and improve the service offered.
This office provides an essential service, but at end July it was taking more than twenty
working days to meet a standard request for a birth certificate.
Now the office is on average taking four to five days to provide a certificate or a
registration. The intention is to get this to a while-you-wait service. This position should
be reached during the current year.
The Government is concerned to improve delivery of service at other major client
centres.
In 1985-86 attention will be directed at areas such as the Titles Office, and the
Government Bookshop-Information Centre.
In relation to the Bookshop-Information Centre, the Government is discussing with
the Commonwealth the feasibility of a joint shopfront centre.
While the Victorian Government Bookshop operates quite smoothly at St Andrews
Place, it is not readily accessible for potential clients.
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The Government should be easily accessible. The integrated Information
Centre-Bookshop should assist this process.
Client services of this type will be evaluated to see where improvements can be made.
Over the past decade insufficient attention has been focused on these centres by
Government, but this will change in 1985-86.
The Departmental expenditure statements to which I have referred contain items of
special significance in the implementation of the Government's policy undertakings.
The major item reflected across a number of agencies is the Youth Guarantee Program.
The Government is developing this program to provide all young people aged between
fifteen and eighteen years with an option of further study or training, or work and training.
In 1985-86 the Government will provide $11 million for the Youth Guarantee Program.
This includes funding for the employment of 1250 more young people in the public sector.
Victoria is also committed to assist the Federal Government in the implementation of
the Australian Traineeship System.
The over-all Education Budget this year is $2470 million and the increased provision
reflects aspects of the Youth Guarantee Program.
Recurrent funding· for· T AFE colleges is up by $26 million and provides for the large
increase in apprenticeship intake, for training associated with work/study positions, and
for other training improvements for young people. Another aspect of the program is the
commitment to further improve secondary school retention rates. The Education Budget
provides for increasing numbers of students in the senior years of secondary school.
The Government is prepared to fund up to 1500 places in tertiary education institutions
in 1986. This is a major policy decision. We do not accept this as a continuing State
responsibility. It is an inteJjm measure only, until the financial position of the
Commonwealth enables it to meet its proper responsibility in this area. However, the
initiative marks the Government's determination to do all in its power to increase
opportunities for Victorian youth.
Once-off funds for this initiative will be sourced from the Major Initiatives Program in
1986.
The new State-funded places in tertiary institutions will be in courses that are consistent
with the Economic Strategy. Advice is being sought from VPSEC in this regard.
This initiative is part of the Youth Guarantee objective and is wholly complementary
to the Federal Government's "Priority One" youth strategy.
To assist in the creation of opportunities for youth, the Government will introduce
Voluntary Early Retirement at age 55 in Government agencies from early 1986. In some
agencies this may occur sooner. I will be shortly making a full Government statement on
the early retirement issue.
Following consideration of the recent Neesham inquiry a special addition of$3 million
has been included in the Police Department estimates towards the cost of implementing
initiatives recommended by the inquiry. The total Police Budget is $376 million, an
increase of$37 million over 1984-85 expenditure. This provision includes funding for the
recruitment of a net additional 258 police, including an additional 50 for the Drug Squad.
This will raise the actual strength to 8958.
An additional 100 personnel will be recruited to provide technical and administrative
support for the Police Force, and to release Police for other duties. This action represents
a further increase in the effective strength of the Force.
The cost of the additional personnel for the Victoria Police is $3·6 million in 1985-86
and $10· 2 million in a full year.
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The Government's major commitment to public transport is maintained in this Budget.
In addition, the real level of expenditure on roads will be held at the 1984-85 level, despite
a reduction in Commonwealth Funds.
The Budget Papers contain summary information on the overall Transport Budget.
However, the Minister for Transport will be making available a separate statement
providing full details for the information of honourable members. An announcement will
also be made about an adjustment of motor registration fees. The rise will be 7 per centbelow the consumer price index increase-and the first for several years.
The total provision for the Transport Budget from the Consolidated Fund is $1608
million. This includes $457 million towards public transport running costs and associated
recurrent expenditure.
The present year will see the introduction of the anti-poverty program announced prior
to the recent State election.
Provision has been made in 1985-86 for expenditure of $1·5 million related to this
strategy. The Government is prepared to review the funding during the course of the year.
The Government is honouring its commitment to act on salinity control measures to
combat this serious threat to our agricultural productivity.
A co-ordinated and integrated management system has been prepared for this purpose,
involving eight different agencies of Government.
The Budget for 1985-86 contains provision for expenditure on salinity control totalling
some $12 million. This provision includes a contribution by the Commonwealth
Government.
Key initiatives include a major groundwater modelling project, continued assistance to
landholders for specific on-farm measures, and a community education program to promote
an understanding of the salinity problem and the solutions to it.
A pilot program has been approved for the Goulburn-Broken River catchment area to
facilitate an integrated approach to both dry and wet land salinity problems.
Improved Health services are a top priority of this Budget.
Our commitment to improving Victoria's health system is shown by an increased
allocation of $151 million, or 9·3 per cent, in 1985-86, including allowance for expected
National Wage awards.
Work will continue to upgrade the nursing services at our hospitals.
The Government will be negotiating a new career structure for nurses in the context of
the memorandum of understanding between the Government and the Royal Australian
Nurses' Federation.
In 1984-85 the Government spent some $20 million on a program to improve nursing
services. This year the Government is targetting to attract 500 nurses back into the public
health system. To assist in making their return more attractive, significant improvements
will be made in shift-work conditions, post basic nursing education and refresher courses,
and child-care services.
Those nurses not presently in the system have much to offer the people of the State in
the effort to improve health care, and can provide a necessary supplement to the overseas
recruitment of nurses begun in 1985.
A nursing review has been completed and a strategy committee is now working through
its implementation.
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Other items to which I draw attention are:
• The commitment for the Government to assume full financial responsibility for
kindergartens and pre-school centres, following the reduction in Commonwealth funding.
• An allocation of $225 000 by way of support for the International Year of Peace
1986. A similar amount will be provided in the next year's Budget.
• Municipal library subsidies will be increased to a maximum of$4. 25 per capita.
• A Courts Modernisation Fund is being established to bring forward projects and
systems required to up-date the administration of Justice in the Courts. This program will
be financed by a levy to be imposed on all processing fees with the Supreme and County
Courts.
• Allocations for the establishment of a Rural Affairs Office and for improvements to
Export Marketing by our primary industries.
• Total provision of$l 140000 this year for the Penguin Protection Program.
• Appointment of new staff for the Alpine National Park.
• Introduction of a dollar for dollar matching arrangement with the Accident
Compensation Commission for an Occupational Health and Safety program, up to a
maximum Budget contribution of$2 million per annum.
• As previously announced, provision has been made for a payment of $30 million
from the increased revenue from petroleum royalties towards the cost of the Compulsory
Third Party Insurance Scheme as a means of minimising the increase in premium levels.
As Honourable Members are aware, the Government is undertaking a complete review
of the C.T.P. Insurance scheme to ensure its viability. This is an agency-type operation,
carried out on behalf of the Government by the State Insurance Office and the Motor
Accidents Board. It must be regarded as quite separate 'from the commercial, and successful,
insurance activities being carried out by the State Insurance Office in a competitive
environment.
CONSOLIDA TED FUND-RECEIPTS
Budget Document No. 4 provides details of the sources of the funds required to meet
the total estimated outlays of$9714 million from the Consolidated Fund.
In summary, these sources are:
State Taxation
Receipts from other State sources
Loan Council programs
Financial Assistance Grant
Other receipts from the Commonwealth

$ million
3025
2691
393
2243
1334
9686

These receipts, together with the use of the balance of $28 million in the Consolidated
Fund at 1 July 1985 provide for a balanced budget for the 1985-86 financial year.
The total estimated receipts represent an increase of$859 million, or 9· 7 per cent, over
the actual figures for 1984-85.
As I have alreapy indicated, the 1985-86 Budget Strategy provides for no new taxes,
and for the granting of taxation relief in some selected areas. This is in line with the
Government's major election undertaking that there would be no overall increase in the
real tax burden for Victorians over the life Qfthe present Parliament.
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The effeet of this undertaking is that over the four year period the increase in tax
revenues will reflect only the rate of inflation and changes m the level of economic activity.
The measure of this commitment is that State taxation receipts as a proportion of State
non-farm GDP will be 4·8 per cent this year-some 0·3 percentage points less than last
year's actual figure.
Before outlining the initiatives which are reflected in the taxation estimates, I would
like to comment on the important revenue item of the Financial Assistance Grant, which
has increased by 11 per cent.
For some forty years, successive Governments in this State have striven to achieve fair
and equitable treatment under the Uniform Income Tax System.
In 1982, the Commonwealth Grants Commission, after a detailed independent
investigation, recognised that the existing distribution of tax grants was unfair to the two
major States, Victoria and New South Wales. However, the then Commonwealth
Government did not implement the Commission's recommendations.
The Grants Commission conducted a further review of tax sharing relativities during
1984-85, the third major review since 1979. It presented its report in April 1985 and this
review again confirmed that a change was clearly warranted in favour of the two major
States.
In Victoria's case, if the 1984-85 pool had been distributed in accordance with the
Commission's recommendations our grant would have been over $67 million higher.
That was the measure of the Commission's assessment of our disadvantage.
At the Premiers Conference held on 30 May 1985, the present Commonwealth
Government took the view that the Commission's conclusions should be accepted.
Accordingly, the Commonwealth Government proposed that the new relativities be applied,
with immediate effect, to distribute the financial assistance grants determined for 1985-86.
At last some measure ofjustice was given to Victoria under the Uniform Taxation System.
Details of the new system of financial assistance grants, which replace the former taxsharing grants, are set out in the Budget Papers. In brief, for the next three years financial
assistance grants and identified health grants will be increased by a specified factor which
reflects increases in prices.
For this year the total of the grants will be increased in line with the average increase in
the Consumer Price Index for the year ending in the March quarter of 1986 over the
preceding year estimated at 7·75 per cent. Because of the new relativities Victoria's grant
will increase by 11 per cent.
For the next two years-that is 1986-87 and 1987-88-the increases will be two per
cent in real terms, that is two percentage points above the increase in the Consumer Price
Index.
I now turn to make some comments on the revenue initiatives contained in the Budget.
The cost to the Budget of the selective measures of taxation relief which I will now
outline is $34 million in 1985-86 and $47 million in a full year.
These measures are predominantly directed at advancin~ the Government's Economic
Strategy, but they also include concessions aimed at supportmg our social policy objectives.
ST AMP DUTY ON WORKERS COMPENSATION PREMIUMS
Stamp Duty on workers compensation premiums was halved from 7 per cent to 3·5 per
cent in the 1984-85 budget. The Duty will be completely abolished from 1 July 1985 at a
cost of$25 million a year.
This initiative is an important element of the Government's WorkCare reforms, and
represents a substantial cost saving for Victorian employers.
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PAYROLL TAX
In accordance with the Economic Strategy the basic exemption for payroll tax will be
increased from $215 000 to $230 000, to keep it in line with movements in average weekly
earnings.
This concession will cost $2·4 million in 1985-86 and $5·9 million in a full year. It will
assist the group of 5000 employers with annual payrolls within the range of $215 000 to
$518000.
The threshold of annual payroll at which the higher, 6 per cent, rate of payroll tax begins
to apply will be increased from $1·1 million to $1·2 million. This increase also reflects the
general increase in average weekly earnings and will benefit some 300 larger employers.
This measure will cost $700 000 in 1985-86 and $1· 7 million in a full year.
At present, rebates are available on payroll tax paid on the wages of first year apprentices.
To facilitate youth employment and training programs the Government has decided to
extend this concession to second and later year apprentices and trainees under the new
Commonwealth Trainees program. The cost of this concession is estimated at $1·4 million
in respect of 1985-86 wages and $3·4 million in a full year.
VIGNERONS LICENCE FEES
Currently, vignerons pay a licence fee of $150, plus 5 per cent of cellar door sales over
$500 000 per annum. Only a very small number of vignerons have cellar door sales high
enough to incur the ad valorem fee. The recent report on the Wine Industry by the
Economic and Budget Review Committee recommended the abolition of the ad valorem
charge.
The Government has decided to accept this recommendation and to remove the ad
valorem component of this charge.
LAND TAX
Land tax liabilities in respect of 1986 for most taxable land will be assessed on the basis
of the recent municipal revaluations. In accordance with the Government's general policy,
the land tax rate scale, and the general exemption level, will again be indexed. This will
ensure that the increase in land tax revenues in respect of 1986 will be no more than 7 per
cent, this being the weighted average increase in land values in Victoria during the twelve
months preceding the date to which the recent municipal valuations relate, namely June
1982. The cost of indexation in 1985-86 will be $3·2 million.
Legislation will be introduced in the present session to provide that the minimum land
tax assessment will be $20. This is consistent with the Government's commitment to
simplification of the taxation scales. It will also free about 10 500 taxpayers from land tax
altogether.
LAND TRANSFERS BY PENSIONERS
Before the last election the Government promised to grant relief from stamp duty on
conveyances and on mortgages to persons receiving full age, invalid and widows' pensions,
and supporting parent benefits, who are moving to accommodation which is more suitable
to their needs.
On the grounds of equity and administrative convenience this proposed assistance will
be extended to all Commonwealth Health Card holders. The concession will be available
on a similar basis to that of the scheme for first-home buyers, and details of the eligibility
conditions are set out in Budget Paper No. 4.
It is estimated that this measure will cost $1 million in this financial year, and $2 million
in a full year.
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RENTAL DUTY
In the 1983-84 Budget the Government increased the rental income exemption limit
from $2000 to $15 000, with rental businesses having rental income above $15 000 being
required to pay stamp duty on their full rental income.
In the 1984-85 Budget I announced the introduction of amending legislation to provide
all rental businesses with the benefit of the $15 000 exemption, so that now duty is only
payable on rental income in excess of$15 000.
It is now proposed to increase the exemption level by one-third to $20 000.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES
In the last Budget, stamp duty on residential tenancy agreements was abolished where
the rent was less than $110 per week.
In line with the Government's Economic Strategy commitment to simplify the tax
structure wherever possible it is proposed to completely abolish this duty.
OTHER STAMP DUTIES
Legislation will be introduced to also abolish stamp duties on a number of instruments
and agreements currently dutiable at a flat rate of$1 O.
These are:
• powers of attorney
• easements
• agreements on partnerships
• sale of businesses
• licences to occupy or use property
• instruments appointing trustees
• instruments of guarantee or indemnity
Stamp duties on such documents have no economic or control rationale and do not
generate large revenues. Accordingly they will be abolished as part of the Government's
program for simplification of the taxation system and abolition of unnecessary regulatorytype activity.
The cost to revenue of these proposed abolitions, and the abolition of duty on residential
tenancy agreements, is $800000 in 1985-86 and $1·6 million in a full year.
It is proposed to simplify the present scale of stamp duty on mortgages, bonds and
debentures so that the duty will be $4 plus 0·4 per cent on any excess over $10 000. The
simplification will also result in a small decrease in duty in all cases where the amount
secured exceeds $8000.

CAPIT AL PROGRAMS
Receipts into the Consolidated Fund in 1985-86 by way of loan raisings and other
sources related to the State's works program are estimated at $1852 million, an increase of
$227 million, or 14 per cent over'last year.
These receipts may be summarized as follows:
Session 1985-11
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Loan Council Program for Government purposes
Receipts from State sourcesincluding
State
Development
Account
Capital Works Authority
Specific purpose Commonwealth payments

$ million
393

and
951
508
1852

The Government's over-all strategy in the formulation of its total capital works programs
for 1985-86 has been to recognize the demands on resources being made by the private
sector as its recovery has continued to strengthen, and to make counterbalancing
adjustments to the relevant sections of public sector activity.
This has been done within the context of improved long-term planning processes for
public sector capital programs and continued emphasis on projects meeting high priority
needs for economic and social infrastructure.
In terms of national economic strategy the Commonwealth Government made it clear
at the recent Loan Council meeting that it attached considerable importance to the need,
in present circumstances, to reduce over-all public sector borrowing requirements in
1985-86.
For its own part the Commonwealth undertook to make a substantial reduction in its
own borrowing requirement this year. The borrowing program for Commonwealth
authorities was set at about 7 per cent lower than for last year.
The Loan Council Program for Government purposes was held at the same level as for
last year.
As indicated above, Victoria's allocation under this program was $393 million, with the
State having the option to nominate part of the loan portion of this program for public
housing purposes at a concessional interest rate of 4·5 per cent. Victoria has decided to
nominate the maximum allowable funds to this end.
However, within the same total figure as last year, the interest-free capital grant element
has been increased by 7 per cent to $140·2 million with a corresponding reduction in the
loan element.
At the Loan Council meeting it was also agreed to continue the global approach for
borrowings by State semi-government and local authorities which provides greatly increased
flexibility in allocating capital funds in accordance with the Government's priorities.
For Victoria, new money borrowings under the global limit are estimated to be $1803
million, excluding the special borrowing cover for the State's commitment to the Portland
smelter project. Details of the Government's borrowing arrangements, including the
operations of the Victorian Development Fund and the Capital Works Authority are
contained in Budget Paper No. 2.
For 1985-86, the total capital budget for housing will exceed $320 million, with more
than half being provided from State sources. Funds under the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement were increased by 5 per cent.
In line with the Government's election policy undertaking arrangements have been
made, in addition to this Budget, and in partnership with the private sector, to further
help low-income families into home ownership. With the co-operation offour major banks
an amount of some $50 million will be advanced this year to assist some 1100 families to
buy their own homes. Details of the scheme will be announced by the Minister for Housing
in late October.
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In addition to this new initiative the Ministry of Housing will continue with its program
of direct lending to families with gross incomes below $320 per week. Under both prosrams
combined it is planned to assist over 2500 families to move into home ownership In the
next twelve months.
The Transport Works Program is estimated at $771 million, including $303 million for
roadworks and associated traffic facilities.
Provision has been made for expenditure of $64·8 million under the Major Initiatives
Program. This will allow for the approval of projects after the Budget or for the
supplementation of funding for approved projects in special cases. This is an important
in~tiative in providing flexibility in managing the State's works program.
In 1985-86, particular priority will be given to projects associated with the development
of high technology businesses, and to projects with significant expenditure in the areas of
heavy en~ineering and non-building construction. Provision will also be made for projects
with signIficant future returns in terms of reduced recurrent expenditure in the Budget.
Further information about the Government works program for the current financial
year is contained in the Budget Documents. Included in the program are the following
items of particular interest:
An allocation of$I·9 million for special projects associated with the Tourism strategy.
The Government is prepared to consider further funding during the course of the year.
Contribution of$250 000 in 1985-86 to a new Independent Film Makers Fund, through
Film Victoria, to assist in the development of film-making talent in Victoria. A further
$250000 will be available in 1986-87.
Allocation of$425 000 this year as part of a commitment to assist the Victorian Council
of Social Services with the renovation of new premises in Flinders Lane which will be
used as a resources centre for community based and self-help organisations.
Commitment of an amount of $1 million for the Halls Gap Aboriginal Information
Centre, with an'estimated expenditure of$240 000 in 1985-86.
Commencement of work in the Keith Turnbull Quarantine Building which is related to
the Government's strategy in respect of high technology. The total estimated cost of the
project is $2·8 million.
Total allocation of funds of $1·1 million for Government sponsored Brown Coal
Research under the Coal Corporation. Additional funds will be allocated as specific projects
~re developed as'part of the Coal for Industry 'Program.
provision for expenditure of$450 000 under the Ministry for Planning and Environment
for Western suburbs area grants.
Significant increase in works allocation for Victoria Police, including provisions covering
the new Sunbury project, the fit-out of the new St. Kilda Road complex, and work will
start on the Rosebud 24-hour station and the Corio police station.
$40 000 has been provided for airconditioning the Archives building at Laverton for
.
security storage of records.
As I stated in my Budget Speech last year the Government is en~aged in an exercise
aimed at reforming the capital works system in the public sector in Victoria.
This program, with the assistance of consultants, is involved in a detailed review of
Project Management Practices, the development of an integrated Works Planning,
Programming and Budgeting system and the establishment of improved Investment
Evaluation Guidelines. The implementation of this program will assist the sound and
efficient development of the public infrastructure necessary for the long term economic
growth and prosperity of Victoria.
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CONCLUSION
In presenting the Bud~et in the period in which we are celebrating 150 years of European
settlement in Victoria, It is a matter of very real satisfaction that the State is setting the
economic pace for the nation and that our public sector finances are in such good condition.
The early 1980s were a trial to the people of Victoria. We suffered from the effects of a
massive drought, from extensive bushfires and from the flow-on effects of the worst
international recession for some fifty years.
Happily, the second part of the decade is heralding a period of great opportunity for the
State to make progress which will flow on to provide even greater long-term benefits.
Victoria is on its strongest growth path for more than three decades.
The challenge is to ensure that this growth is sustained
beyond.

ov~r

the rest of the decade and

The dramatic improvement in the competitive position of industry provides the incentive
for long term growth.
The Government, for its part, is committed to providing the environment for private
enterprise to flourish. However, the private sector is the key to meeting the growth
challenge.
Our economic strategy is emerging as a strong factor supporting sustained economic
growth.
The Government's commitment to taxation restraint, and the tax relief in this Budget
provide further incentives for investment.
As this Budget plays its part in converting Victoria's growth potential into a reality I am
pleased to commend it to the House.
On the motion ofMr STOCKDALE (Brighton), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, October 15.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES BILL
Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill will reform residential tenancy law and repeal the Residential Tenancies Act
1980, which came into being as a result of the previous Government's belated realization
that the law relating to landlords and tenants, as it then stood, was archaic, irrelevant to
modern day residential tenancies and based on the feudal concept that a tenancy is a right
to work and occupy land rather than housing.
The Act brought the law into the twentieth century and, as a first step in the reform
process, it had admirable features. For example, for the first time there was to be a judicial
body, a Residential Tenancies Tribunal, which was to have specific authority to deal with
residential tenancy disputes in a relatively informal manner.
The most fundamental criticism or fault of the common law relating to residential
tenancies was that it was unfair. Although the Residential Tenancies Act 1980 sought to
address this problem, it unfortunately did not go far enough. The Act still has an
overemphasis on the contractural nature of the landlord and tenant relationship and
consequently it has not been totally fair to both parties.
During the consultation process which preceded the enactment of the Residential
Tenancies Act in 1980, the Community Committee on Tenancy Law Reform was
established. It was a broadly based committee representing tenants, estate agents/landlords,
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welfare agencies, lawyers, economists, planners and other groups. During the two years in
which the committee developed its report, it was supported and partly funded by the then
Liberal Government. However, that Government ultimately rejected many of the
committee's major recommendations, despite an exhaustive consultative process which
showed strong community support for those recommendations.
The Residential Tenancies Bill 1985 will complete the process of reform left incomplete
by the previous Government. In implementing the major recommendations of the
community committee, the Bill will at last provide a fair and balanced legislative framework
within which landlords and tenants of residential premises may operate.
The Bill also makes a substantial contribution to legislative reform in a general sense,
because of its plain English presentation. As an Act governing a consumer transaction and
setting out rights and responsibilities to consumers and lessors, it is especially important
for this legislation to be intelligible. The drafting and presentation of this Bill have been
carefully conscious of the need to express its intent in an unambiguous legal manner, yet
in plain, understandable English. As such, the Bill represents a landmark in the processes
oflegislative reform in this House and indeed in Australia.
The Bill aims to spell out clearly the rights and responsibilities of parties to a consumer
transaction. It endeavours to be clear and fair about those rights and responsibilities and
to provide accessible procedures for resolving any disputes. It abandons forever the old
fashioned feudal notions that rental property confers extraordinary rights, vis-a-vis other
consumer transactions, on the lessor.

It is also important to stress, however, that the Bill is about dispute settlement and not
the general environment oflandlord-tenant relations. That environment is largely created
by market-place conditions and will continue to be so. Considerably less than 5 per cent
of tenancies are the subject of disputes which require resort to the legislation. More than
95 per cent of tenancies do not require any reference to the dispute settlement procedures
provided by the Residential Tenancies Tribunal.

Mr B. J. EV ANS (Gippsland East)-On a point of order, I notice that the Bill presented
to the House by the Minister a moment ago departs dramatically from the format of all
legislation that I have seen in this House over many years. I ask you, Mr Speaker, whether
the Bill is in order. It does not contain the normal enactment provisions of legislation. I
ask whether it is in order for the Bill to contain the table of contents, whether it is in order
for notes to be included in a Bill and what the local position will be when the proposed
legislation is challenged in the courts.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member for Gippsland East has raised a
legitimate point of order. It is difficult for the Chair to rule without referring to various
authorities. In respect of the Bill being in a correct or incorrect form, I shall wait until the
Minister has completed his second-reading speech and, at some later date, rule on whether
the Bill is admissible in this manner.

Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-Two major reforms are effected by the proposed
legislation: First, bonds or security deposits are replaced by a tenancy security scheme.
Bonds restrict housing access, particularly for low-income earners. There is no evidence
that they prevent property damage or rental default and they constitute a major area of
dispute between landlords and tenants. Bonds will be replaced by an equitable tenancy
security scheme administered by the State Insurance Office. Introduction of this scheme
will ensure the housing of persons who would have previously been denied rental
accommodation because they could not raise the necessary bond-under the current Act,
the equivalent of up to one month's rent can be charged as a bond. Given today's rental
levels this can amount to a considerable sum-up to $600 in fact for a fairly ordinary threebedroom house.
While being fair to the tenant, the tenancy security scheme will provide as much
protection to landlords as is enjoyed under the Residential Tenancies Act. The payment
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of the appropriate premium by the tenant will cover the landlord for damage or rent
default up to a maximum of the equivalent of four weeks' rent.
The second major reform to be effected by the proposed legislation is the abolition of
the six-months' '"no reason" notice to vacate permitted under the current Act. Henceforth,
evictions will be permitted only for fair reasons, specified in the Act. There will be just
cause eviction-a fundamental right that is guaranteed in so many other countries in the
world and which is essential if discrimination and recrimination are to be removed from
landlord-tenant relations. Yet the grounds for eviction carefully preserve a landlord's right
to make investment decisions about the property.
Landlords will be able to sever the tenancy if they need the premises for their own home
or for the housing of an employee or immediate family. Also, a termination notice will be
able to be served if the premises are to be sold with vacant possession or if they are to be
converted to a new use, to be demolished or to undergo a major reconstruction~ These
sorts of grounds for eviction are open to abuse under the current Act. The proposed
legislation strengthens the relevant provisions and makes them fair to both parties in the
landlord and tenant relationship.
Of course, landlords will be able to continue to obtain possession of rented premises if
significant breaches of the tenancy agreement occur, such as non-payment of rent, illegal
use, damage and so on. Many other significant reforms are effected by this legislation:
Discriminatory practices before a tenancy starts will be prohibited.
A standard form of lease will be prescribed and, only in limited circumstances where
the tribunal gives its approval, will additional terms be permitted.
The maximum rent payable in advance which a landlord can insist upon will be two
weeks.
Although the unrealistic $200 limit on urgent repairs which a tenant can effect at the
expense of the landlord will be removed, a tenant will not be given a free licence to do
what he pleases in respect of urgent repairs.
The rights oflandlords and tenants in respect of repairs, urgent repairs, rents and rent
increases, will be clearly set out.
The monetary limit governing the jurisdiction of the Residential Tenancies Tribunal
will be increased to a realistic level.
No doubt even these realistic and fair reforms will lead to an outcry from some vested
interest groups. In particular, they will say that the Bill will damage the private rental
market. I challenge honourable members who might wish to represent those vested interest
groups, to identify the specific clauses in the Bill which will affect the private rental market,
and more particularly, the rate of return from private rental investment. Let us be quite
Clear that this Bill does not introduce rent control. Any complaints against excessive rent
by tenants are to be primarily assessed against the market rent for comparable premises in
the area, as under the current Act.
Moreover, the proposed legislation does not deny landlords the right that they need to
make investment decisions about the properties-that is to renovate, sell, demolish or
occupy for themselves or their families. The key investment decisions and the rental
income from a property will therefore operate according to the rules of the market-place.
What we have here is not an interference in market rates of return, but a fair mechanism
for resolving disputes which provides protection to both landlords and tenants. Under the
proposed legislation, tenants and landlords have both responsibilities and rights. Breaches
of responsibility by tenants and landlords will lead to effective remedies through the
Residential Tenancies Tribunal.
Problems in the private rental market over the past few years have been related far more
to the attractiveness of rates of return on alternative investments and the threatened arid
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actual changes to the taxation arrangement applying to private housing. The Government
has been actively supporting efforts to develop the appropriate supply side stimulus for
both private and community rental housing markets. It will continue these efforts. They
are, however, a separate issue to that of providing fair legislation for dispute settlement in
the market-place.
I would also point out to honourable members that all sorts of weird noises about dire
impacts on the private rental market were made before the introduction of the Liberal Bill
of 1980. Similar noises were made prior to reforms in South Australia in 1978. However,
there is not one jot of evidence to suggest that the problems affecting the rental market
have been any worse in Victoria and South Australia where reforms have occurred as
against New South Wales and Queensland, for example, where reforms have not. In all
States, legislative reform or not, there have been similar patterns of change in rental
markets over the past five years. It is the basic influence of rates of return that really
matters. Clear establishment of rights and responsibilities and efficient dispute settlement
will help rather than hinder the market.
The Residential Tenancies Bill 1985 is a major piece of legislative reform. The reform
process began in the mid-1970s but stopped with the current Act, which falls short of the
reforms needed. The keynote to the Bill is its fairness. The Residential Tenancies Tribunal
will continue to be administered by the Minister for Consumer Affairs. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr BROWN (Gippsland West), the debate was adjourned.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday _October 15.

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West)-On the question of time, the Opposition indicates
that an adjournment of the debate on the Bill for three weeks as proposed by the Minister
for Housing is totally inadequate. The Bill has been mooted for the full time of the Labor
Party Government's three and a half years in office and it has been brought before
honourable members for the first time today_ The Government claims that a three-week
adjournment of debate is adequate but I indicate that for the Opposition to adequately
put this measure before the community an adjournment of three weeks is totally and
grossly inadequate.
In the Minister's own words, the measure is a major piece of legislative reform. The
Opposition accepts that it is. It is the most important Bill to be introduced this sessional
period, and it is probably the largest Bill. Already it has been indicated that the Bill is
being presented in a new format and the question of whether that format is admissible is
before the Chair. Because the provisions of the Bill are so widespread and are so important
to the community, it is encumbent on the Opposition to ensure that these provisions are
fully and adequately discussed with both tenants and landlords, and it is totally impossible
for the Opposition to do the exercise within the framework of a three-week adjournment
of the debate.
The Opposition is totally opposed to the time for which the Minister for Housing
proposes that debate on the Bill be adjourned. The Opposition requires much longer than
three weeks to allow the community to place its views before Parliament.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The National Party also believes very strongly that an
adjournment of the debate for three weeks is totally inadequate for a Bill of this size and
importance. The Bill provides major changes to residential tenancy provisions of the past.
When dealing with the Minister for Housing in his former capacity as Minister for Local
Government, the National Party appreciated his reasonableness. One matter that concerns
me greatly is whether the Minister for Housing should be handling this legislative measure;
more appropriately, the Minister for Consumer Affairs should be responsible.
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The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the honourable member for Benalla that he is outside
the ambit of the debate before the House. It is simply a question of the adjournment time
of the Bill.
Mr McNAMARA-Mr Speaker, I take your point, my comments were outside the
ambit of this discussion but, nevertheless, I raised an interesting point. I reiterate that an
adjournment of the debate for three weeks is totally inadequate for a Bill of this size.
Obviously, it will require a great deal of research. Every landlord and tenant in this State
has to be made aware of the full implications and repercussions of the proposed legislation.
The Government has concealed this Bill from the public of Victoria for three and a half
years during which time the proposed legislation has been going through the various party
caucuses of the Labor Party. The measure did not surface until after the last State election.
It is most interesting that the Government did not introduce the Bill six months prior to
the last State election.
On the question of time, the National Party believes more than three weeks is needed.
The honourable member for Gippsland East questioned the legal implications of the
proposed legislation. The National Party will be taking up that matter with its legal
advisers to determine the legal implications of the Bill and whether its provisions will be
able to stand up in a court of law.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA-The yapping Minister for Education, who is a former Minister of
Housing, was not able to handle this Bill and was dumped as housing Minister as a result.
I strongly urge that this substantial measure be deferred until the end of this sessional
period and, preferably, until the beginning of the next sessional period to enable the
Victorian community to be made aware of some of the insidious proposals the Government
intends to implement.
Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-It has taken the Government three and a half years to produce
the proposed legislation and, given that circumstance, it is quite unreasonable to expect
that the adjournment of debate on the Bill should be for a period of only three weeks. The
Bill consists of 86 pages; it has 168 clauses and 18 pages of schedules. I do not believe the
Minister for Housing, who is handling this Bill and who usually is a very reasonable
Minister, can possibly expect landlords and tenants throu~out the length and breadth of
Victoria to be able to digest the contents of the Bill withIn such a short period to make
their judgments and to confer with those organizations responsible for taking up these
matters on their behalf in Parliament.
I am sure that if the Minister for Housing were a member of the Opposition he would
use similar arguments to support his case and he would be asking the Government for an
adjournment of the debate far in excess of three weeks.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing) (By leave)-Since I have been a Minister I have
realized how wrong I was when I was a member of the Opposition. The compelling
argument of the honourable member for Ripon suggests to me that I should extend the
period to four weeks.
By leave, the motion was withdrawn.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, October 22.

The House divided on the motion (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds in the chair).
Ayes
44
Noes
35
Majority for the motion
AYES
Mr Andrianopoulos
Mr Cain

9
NOES
Mr Austin
Mr Brown
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AYES
Miss Callister
Mr Cathie
Dr Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Cunningham
Mr Ernst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
Mr Gavin
Mrs Gleeson
M r Harrowfield
Mrs Hill
MrHiII
Mr Hockley
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kirkwood
Mr McCutcheon
Mr McDonald
Mr Micallef
Mr Norris
Mr Pope
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
Mr Rowe
Mrs Setches
Mr Sheehan
Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Simmonds
Mr Simpson
Mr Spyker
Mr Stirling
Mrs Toner
Mr Trezise
Dr Vaughan
Mr Walsh
Mr Wilkes
Mrs Wilson
Tellers:
Mrs Hirsh
Mr Seitz

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
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NOES
Coleman
Crozier
Delzoppo
Dickinson
Evans

(BaIJarat North)

Mr Evans
(Gipps/and East)

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Gude
Hann
Hayward
Heffernan
Jasper
John
Leigh
McGrath

(Lowan)

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Ms
Mr

McNamara
Maclellan
Perrin
Pescott
Ramsay
Reynolds
Richardson
Ross-Edwards
Sibree
Smith

(G/en Waver/ey)

Mr Smith
(Po/warth)

Mr Steggall
Mr Tanner
Mr Wallace
Mr Weideman
Dr Wells
Mr WilIiams
Tellers:
Mr Cooper
Mr McGrath
(Warrnambool)

PAIRS
Mr Jolly
Mr Mathews

I

Mr Stockdale
Mr Plowman

The debate was adjourned until Tuesday, October 22.

ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill, as its title suggests, is to introduce a number of miscellaneous
amendments to the Associations Incorporation Act 1981. That Act, which has been in
operation since 1 July 1983, provides a simple inexpensive means by which voluntary
associations can gain incorporated legal status. There are now more than 5000 associations
which have become incorporated under its provisions.
This Bill is designed to overcome a number of problems with the Act, which have come
to light since it has been in operation.
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TRADING RESTRICTIONS
The main problem concerns the trading restrictions which are imposed on incorporated
associations. The scheme of the Act is to allow incorporation by associations formed for
any lawful purpose but not for the purpose of trading or securing pecuniary profit for their
members.
Members of an incorporated association which breaches either of these limitations can
be made personally liable for the debts incurred as a consequence.
These concepts of trading and securing pecuniary profit for members are already qualified
in the Act to a certain extent. For example, transactions which are ancillary to the principal
purpose of the association and which are not substantial in number or value in relation to
the other activities of the association are not deemed to amount to trade for the purposes
of the Act.
However, concerns have been expressed that the degree of trading currently allowed is
too limited. Representations have been received on behalf of organizations such as schools,
hospitals and opportunity shops which have wanted to incorporate as associations but are
reluctant or unable to do so until it is made clear that the carrying out of their normal
activities will not constitute a breach of the trading prohibition.
The Government agrees that there should be a relaxation of the trading restrictions in
relation to certain types of organizations to enable them to use the Act, and the Bill
introduces an amendment to bring this about. It exempts from the prohibition on trading,
organizations whose predominant purpose is charitable and whose rules prevent the
distribution of assets on a winding-up other than for a charitable purpose.
In order to come within this exemption, associations must also pass a rule to the effect
that they are electing to trade pursuant to the exemption and that rule together with the
rule as to distribution of property on a winding-up will be unalterable except with the
Minister's consent. The purpose of this latter requirement is of course to prevent these
extended trading rights from being misused. The Bill also makes provision for individual
associations to be exempted by Order of the Governor in Council.
With this extension of the right to trade, the situation may arise where trading, even
though for charitable purposes, is conducted on such a large scale that further controls are
thought to be necessary. The Associations Incorporation Act itself imposes minimal
controls and reporting requirements. This has prompted the inclusion of a provision
which is drawn from the New South Wales Associations Incorporation Act 1984. It
empowers the Minister to direct an incorporated association to become registered under
the Companies (Victoria) Code where its continued incorporation as an association is
considered inappropriate or inconvenient. This may be so because of the scale or nature
of its activities, the value or nature of its property, the extent or nature of the dealings it
has with the public or for any other reason which appears sufficient to the Minister. In
deciding whether to make such a direction, the Minister is not necessarily limited to
consideration of matters arising from the trading activities of the association.
AUTHORITY TO APPLY FOR INCORPORATION
Another problem which has caused considerable difficulty in practice is the requirement
in section 4 that applications for incorporation must be authorized by a majority of all
members of the association. This has been especially difficult for organizations with large
inactive book memberships and they have often had to go to great lengths to obtain the
requisite number of responses. For example, a club with 5000 members would require
2501 votes in favour of incorporation to meet this threshold requirement. The Bill amends
this requirement to enable applications to be authorized by a majority of votes cast at a
meeting of which all members have been given 21 days' notice. This includes proxy votes
where proxies are allowed by the association's rules.
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RIGHTS OF MEMBERS
The other major amendment introduced by the Bill concerns the rights of members of
incorporated associations to maintain legal actions.
Under the present common law members of associations have standing to maintain
legal actions only in certain circumstances. The High Court decision of Cameron v. Hogan
in 1934 established that standing would only be conferred where it could be shown that a
proprietary right was affected or that the rules of the association were intended to create
legal relations. However, the court's view was that such relations were not normally
contemplated in voluntary associations and consequently a policy of judicial nonintervention in the internal affairs of associations was adopted.
Australian courts have, in a number oflater decis~ons, limited the operation of Cameron
v. Hogan. While the decision is still of considerable importance, in practice courts have
often distinguished or found a way around it where justice was felt to require it. For
example, in numerous cases concerning associations which control a trade, profession or
other activity which substantially affects a person's livelihood, courts have allowed members
standing to litigate internal disputes. Similarly, in some cases members have been given
standing where an association's assets were allegedly being used in a way which was
contrary to its rules.
The Associations Incorpor~tion Act has been criticized by Professor Baxt and others for
not including statutory provisions which would clearly establish that members of
incorporated associations do, at least, have standing to maIntain legal actions.
This matter has been taken up in the Bill and provisions are inserted to:
(i) establish that the rules of an incorporated association constitute a contract between
the members and the association;
(ii) enable the court, on the application of an association or a member, to make orders
giving directions for the performance and observance of the rules or declaring and enforcing rights and obligations of members and the association;
(iii) enable the court to refuse to hear applications or to make appropriate orders for
costs where it considers that the issues raised were trivial or for some other reason it was
unreasonable to make the application.
This change will eriable members of incorporated associations to have injustices within
their organizations righted by the courts. Many commentators have stressed the important
role which participation in associations provides for many members of the community.
Often an injustice suffered in this context can have far more significance for the individual's
way oflife than, say, a breach of contract or a motor car accident.
MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS
Clause 8 contains a series of miscellaneous amendments which are generally of a technical
nature. They pick up anomalies which have come to light since the Act came into operation
and will assist in its smoother administration. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion ofMr JOHN (Bendigo East), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, October 15.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH
Address-in-Reply
The debate (adjourned from September 19) on the motion of Mrs Hirsh (Wantirna) for
the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech was resumed.

Mr GA VIN (Coburg)-I am delighted to speak in this debate on behalf of the electorate
of Coburg. It is six months since the last election when I was delighted to be returned to
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represent the electorate of Coburg in this Parliament. I particularly thank the honourable
member for Berwick, the then Minister of Transport, for his efforts in 1982 in trying to
close the Upfield rail line, which wiped out the Liberal Party branches in Coburg and
made politics a lot easier in Coburg. Meetings were held to save the line and the Labor
Party was successful; a number of people left the Liberal Party and joined the Labor Party.
The honourable member for Berwick has now retired as Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and is now occupying the back bench. He is now an elder statesman. We call him the chief
Hansard reporter because he sits next to Hansard.
Since the last Parliament, considerable changes have taken place. There are now 22 new
members; fifteen members retired, nine of whom retired involuntarily.
The Governor's Speech sets out a number of matters that the Government intends to
bring before the Parliament over the next four years. The Government proposes a 4·5 per
cent increase in economic growth over the four-year period, an increase of 1 per cent
above this will be achieved this year. Over that period, 200 000 new jobs will be created
and it is estimated that 45 000 new jobs will be created this year.
It is projected that this financial year business investment will grow by 38 per cent. That
is double the projected rate for Australia, as the total for other States is 19 per cent.
Mr Perrin-Mr Deputy Speaker, I direct your attention to the state of the House.
A quorum was formed.
Mr GA VIN-The honourable member for Bulleen appears to be doing what the Leader
of the Opposition did last Thursday. All he did on that occasion was to call for quorums,
which indicates the empty headedness of the Leader of the Opposition and the rest of the
Opposition members. It is interesting that the Opposition should act in this way because
last Wednesday the honourable member for Polwarth, as reported on page 97 of Hansard
of 18 September, criticized members of the Opposition back bench. I recommend that all
Liberal Party members read that section of Hansard.
An Honourable Member-What did he say?
Mr GAVIN-I am not allowed to read it to the House. He criticized the questions asked
of Ministers as well as the inanities in debate. He also criticized the number of repetitive
speakers and the number of speakers who are called upon to speak on each Bill. He
referred to stupidities such as those of the honourable member for Bulleen today and the
Leader of the Opposition last Thursday in repeatedly calling for quorums.
I commend the honourable member for Polwarth; he is leadership material. I am
delighted that he is so critical of his colleagues. He appears to be the only Liberal Party
member who has any sense.
The Liberals have admitted that they will not be re-elected to government unless the
economy becomes worse. The Government knows that the economy will not get worse
and that that will occur only if the Liberal Party is re-elected! The Victorian Opposition
has the most unpopular Leader in this country.
An Honourable Member-Where did you get that information?
Mr GAVIN-I refer to the polls published in The Bulletin over the past few weeks. The
Victorian Leader of the Opposition has a disapproval rating of 51 per cent. That is worse
than any other Leader of the Opposition in the country. The Leader of the Opposition has
an approval rating of 36 per cent, which is less than that of the Liberal Party. The approval
rating of the Liberal Party is 38 per cent. The Leader of the Opposition is leading the
Liberal Party backwards!
Members of the Government party have been impressed by some of the new material
on the Opposition benches. They are a great selection of "young fogeys" espousing a dry
economic theory-an impersonal theory of economics that used to be known as "voodoo"
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economics. There are a number of other descriptions, including "new ri$ht", ~~romantic
right", ~~neo-Conservatism", "free market Liberals", "born again laissez-jaire capitalists",
~'radical reactionaries" and "reactionary chic~'.
Those are the various descriptions given by commentators around the world to that
economic theory. It is the same philosophy as that which Mrs Thatcher has followed in
England, which has led to a lengthening of the unemployment Queues.
An Honourable Member-What about Mitterrand?
Mr GA VIN-He does not espouse that type of nonsense. The new Opposition members
are espousing all this radical reactionary stuff and the Opposition also picked up as new
members some of the rejects from the 1970s.
Although the honourable member for Polwarth made a good speech last Wednesday, he
contributed to the poor fortunes of the Liberal Party Government prior to 1982 because
he ran through the then Premier with a knife. Members of the Government back bench
hope he does not do the same with the present Leader of the Opposition because we would
like to see him remain in place with his 51 per cent disapproval rating. Judging by the
behaviour of the Leader of the Opposition on Thursday, his disapproval rating is likely to
increase. The Leader of the Opposition does not have much approval from the Victorian
electorate and he has no support amongst the Federal Opposition. He tried for two days
to save Andrew Peacock from the challenge of Mr Howard and failed miserably. The
Leader of the Opposition said that Mr Howard was not loyal to Mr Peacock. He made a
few derogatory remarks about the current Leader of the Opposition in the Federal
Parliament.
Another failure who has been picked up by the Liberal Opposition is the honourable
member for Frankston South, who distinguished himself on the eve of the 1982 election
with a front page story in the Frankston Standard of 31 March 1982. I shall Quote from
the newspaper of that time because it indicates, to some extent, why the honourable
member then lost his seat. The article states:
A world standard marina costing more than $5 million is to be built at the base of Oliver's Hill, Frankston, it
has been announced by Tourism Minister Mr Graeme Weideman, MLA for Frankston.
Frankston is to get a marina of world standard.
It will be built at the base ofOliver's Hill and will cost more

than $5 million.

Tourism Minister and Frankston MP Mr Graeme Weideman announced details of the marina this week.
He said it would include mooring for more than 250 boats, boat ramps, a restaurant, shops and club facilities.
There were also plans for a water slide.
Mr Weideman said Cabinet had approved the Frankston marina and had given it No. I priority.

It is not surprising that the honourable member lost his seat by a swing of 8 per cent when

that type of article appeared in the local newspaper three days before the election.
Mr Remington-The electors scuttled him.
Mr GA VIN-That is right. The honourable member was another reject who was
introduced to try to boost the Liberal Party. Yet another is the honourable member for
Portland, who, for many years when in the Upper House, was the Minister for Local
Government. His great contribution as a Minister was to grant the Camperdown council
$18 000 virtually to build a private golf club-house. There were many newspaper articles
about that. I believe the matter was dealt with on the front page of the Age.
The honourable member for Brighton is one of the new "young fogeys" who has
distinguished himself in this place. Honourable members are well aware of his efforts
because he addressed the House on one Bill for 3 hours and 20 minutes. His speech took
up 79 pages of Hansard and contained 40000 words. The speech was referred to by the
Age as a "Yawnathon".
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The honourable member for Brighton issued a press release through his local paper
which was mentioned in the "By Gadd" column of24 July, which stated:
Liberal MP Mr Alan Stockdale is a little behind the times.
Received a press release from him the other day sympathising with Sandringham Hospital's "Iabor pains" and
complaining that it was virtually closed because the State Government hadn't fulfilled a promise to provide extra
staff.
All quite true. The only trouble is Mr Stockdale's press release was dated July 11 and an extra 10·4 staff (don't
ask me how you get·4 ofa staft) were allocated by He~lth Minister Mr David White on July 5.

The honourable member issued a press release after the event to say how disgraceful the
Government was for not doing anything about the situation. The honourable member for
Brighton is another bright spark who is trying to revive Liberal Party fortunes but he is
not endearing himself to his electorate or to Parliament.
Mr Remington-Is he a wet or a dry?
Mr GAVIN-I think he is fairly wet, really, but dry in economic terms. Another
newcomer on the Liberal Party's front bench, another new young fogey who intends to
shake the world, is the shadow Minister for Local Government, the honourable member
for Mornington. Having been elected, he realized that members of Parliament are allowed
to use telegrams-that one needs only to ring 015. In his first three months here he
distinguished himself by sending $2800 worth of telegrams to people all over the country.
Now that he has learnt how to use the 015 service, no doubt the telephone bill for the next
quarter will be even higher.
Another distinguished member that the Liberal Party picked up is the honourable
member for Bendigo East. In his contribution to the Address-in-Reply debate, he
complained about the standard of dress and about discipline in the Chamber.
The honourable member for Dromana distinguished himself by praising Japan on the
basis that only 6 per cent of its population were public servants compared'with 25 per cent
in Australia. The only time when as few as 6 per cent 'of Japan's population were public
servants would have been immediately after the second world war when Americans
occupied that country. Clearly, the honourable member should undertake some foreign
travel to bring himself up to date with world affairs. To suggest that Japan's bureaucracy
is not larger than Australia's is truly of the stuff of A lice's Adventures in Wonderland!
I should probably congratulate the honourable member for Glen Waverley for having
made one of the few decent Opposition contributions to the debate. He discussed defence
and foreign affairs! Clearly, he thought he was in another Parliament; but any person who
shows initiative should be congratulated, so I congratulate him.
Another point raised by the honourable member for Bendigo East concerned employeesnot unions, but employees.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-I sincerely hope the honourable member is
not going to run through all members of Parliament. Many of us will be shaking in our
seats if ghosts are allowed to appear from all directions.
Mr GAVIN-I shall not be referring to any Labor members, Mr Deputy Speaker.
The honourable member for Bendigo East was referring to employees, not unionists,
when he said that employees will walk off their jobs for the flimsiest of reasons at a time
when Victoria needs their productivity to overcome the difficulties it is facing. That is an
argument for having more unions. Unions would try to ensure that people did not walk
off their jobs for the flimsiest of reasons. It is surprising that a Liberal Party member
should make that comment. I am sure he would not want to make such a comment about
electors who happen to be employees.
The Liberal Party members include many young fogeys who espouse this very dry
economic philosophy.
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Mr Coleman-What is your definition of a fogey?
Mr GA VIN-The honourable member for Syndal is a good example. He spends all of
his time in the spa baths. As in Canberra, the Liberal Party in Victoria is clearly split
between the dries and the wets. Although most of them are wet, they support dry economic
philosophies. The Liberal Party is giving up the middle ground all over Australia to the
Labor Party and to the National Party if it wants to get into the act-although I doubt that
it would-and there is no way in which the Liberal Party can win an election in this State
or Federally. Most utterances of Liberal Party members in this debate have dealt with
scrapping or selling off public authorities such as the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation, the State Insurance Office, V/Line, the Victorian Tourism Commission, the
Prison Industries Commission and the Road Traffic Authority. A number suggested doing
away with areas like consumer affairs because they believe that, with free market forces, it
is not necessary to have a Ministry of Consumer Affairs or any consumer protection.
The Liberal members of this Parliament are quite different from those under the Liberal
greats such as Sir Henry Bolte and Sir Rupert Hamer who were conservative, but
paternalistically conservative, who cared about winning votes and staying in government
to accomplish the sorts of things they wanted to achieve as conservatives. The present lot
are really radical reactionaries who want to liberate the system by freeing up economic
institutions, but they are generally conservative on other matters.
The Liberal Party that honourable members currently see in this Chamber is
fundamentally different. It has deserted the middle ground. It does not matter whether the
Liberal Party stays with its present Leader who is so unpopular or whether it picks up the
honourable member for Polwarth. At least, he makes a decent speech on behalf of the
Liberal Party.
An Honourable Member-But can he use the knife?
Mr GAVIN-He certainly can wield the knife. He did so most efficiently back in 1981,
and I am sure he is willing to do so again in 1985 and 1986. However, whatever happens,
the Liberal Party has moved so far to the right that it has no future either in this State or
in Canberra.
Ms SIBREE (Kew)-I am pleased to follow the honourable member for Coburg. I seem
to be making a habit of doing so. His speech today confirms that he does not have much
future in this place either as a member of the Government's back bench or even as a
member of an Opposition front bench. Honourable members heard from him a completely
irrelevant speech, a "Who's who of who's new", and the honourable member has clearly
demonstrated that he is not even capable of being the assistant editor of "News Diary"
when he is looking for ajob after being put out of this place.
Honourable members just heard a demonstration of the seriousness with which
Government members treat the Address-in-Reply debate. It is an opportunity for all
honourable members to express concern about matters affecting the electorates they
represent. I hope the people ofCoburg will have an opportunity of reading the honourable
member's speech. This debate is one of the few opportunities he has of making a significant
contribution because Government back-benchers are not given a chance unless the
Government is trying to fill in time. What did the honourable member do? He frittered
away the opportunity. The people of Coburg should be distressed at his apparent lack of
concern for the matters which affect the electorate he represents. It is a pound to a pennyor whatever lingo honourable members care to use-that the honourable member for
Coburg should be pointing out to Parliament and to the Government many areas that
affect the people of Coburg.
I am sorry the Speaker is not present in the chair. However, I hope you, Mr Deputy
Speaker, will convey to him my congratulations on his election as Speaker. I know he does
not carry out the best traditions of Parliament in terms of wearing a wig, but that fact
reminds me of something I saw in the office ofa priest of the Catholic Church when I was
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last on the election campaign trail. The priest had behind his desk a poster which may
perhaps be of some comfort to the Speaker. The priest did not have very much hair on his
head and behind him was a poster with a charming comment ofa little bald-headed person
saying that God made only so many perfect heads and then put hair on the rest. I hope the
Speaker may take some comfort from that in terms of changing the traditions of this
House. I am pleased to note that the President in another place continues with some of
the important traditions.
I express my loyalty and that of those whom I represent to the monarchy, the Queen
and the institutions she represents. I am one who should be grateful to be here. I am
grateful to the Liberal Party for preselecting me once again and to the people of Kew for
electing me with an increased majority. I am proud to be their representative.
This debate gives honourable members an opportunity of putting ourselves on the line
in terms of the issues that we believe are important to our constituents. It gives me an
opportunity in a public place and on the record of explaining the way in which we see our
role in the Parliamentary system expanding and the sort of role we should play.
I shall respond to some comments made about matters I raised in a recent article in the
Herald concerning the emergence of the new right wing of the political system. I developed
some of those ideas in response to remarks made by the honourable member for Werribee
in the Address-in-Reply debate. He said that the only people embracing the so-called "new
right" of the political spectrum were members of the Liberal Party.
In that article, I was at pains to point out that the honourable member for Werribee
seemed to be wearing blinkers. I said that ifhe looked a little more closely at his own party
he would be aware that, even in the presence of Mr Paul Keating, the Federal Treasurer,
the new right economic rationale of a reduction in Government expenditure and the
freeing up of certain markets is alive and well. In fact, Paul Keating has been able to get
away with it in a number of areas within the Labor Party.
It is important to point out in this place that the so-called "new right" economic theories
are not the private domain of the Liberal Party; in fact they are becoming the public
domain and public concern of the community because there is growing concern about
what we can afford, where we are going, what government is doing and what will be left
for individuals in this community to do for themselves in 5, 10 or 20 years' time.

In that article, I pointed out that I believe there is a difference between those who hold
economic theories on a containment of government, a reduction of government influence
on people's lives and a reduction in Government spending-the so-called "economic
right" -and the generally understood "right" in society, members of which may have
different views about lifestyles and individual rights and duties.
I must say that in my beliefs I have had to part company with individual members of
the community, including Mr Bruce Ruxton-whom I have never met-who seems to
want to typecast me as a person who has no respect for some of our important social
institutions.
I express my loyalty to the monarchy and my support of the institutions that the
monarchy represents. I have no problem in supporting the monarchy or in supporting the
concept of the family, which I am supposed not to support. I make that point quite clear
to Mr Ruxton or to anybody else who might like to mislead the public about what I believe
in.

Bruce Ruxton has never spoken to me and has never sought my views on this matter. I
see this debate as a chance for people like myself, who seem to be misrepresented by those
who do not have the Liberal Party's best interest at heart, to place on the record my
commitment to family values, many of which are expressed in the community in varied
ways by individuals who have responsibility and care for one another.
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That does not make me any less or any greater than anybody else and I believe the
people in the electorate I represent also feel that way.
A number of issues that concern the electorate I represent were raised in the Governor's
Speech, which was now made some considerable time ago. One of the most significant
promises that was made during the election campaign, and it was reiterated in the
Governor's Speech, was the promise about taxes and charges.
This is an important matter. It has been talked about time and again and I raise it again
because the promise has, in my view, been abused in the electorate I represent. Over the
past two weeks, I have been formulating a dossier on the complaints of people who have
rung to tell me about the blatant abuse of this election promise as it applies to the people
of Kew.
Not every person in the electorate ofKew is well off. It is an established electorate, with
established houses and established services, but the residents, over many years, have paid
for those services and for the improvements to properties and so on. It IS fortunate that
when Kew was first developed, properties were built on larger blocks than those in the
newer suburbs. The Government told the people of Victoria that over the next four years
taxes and charges would not increase beyond the consumer price index. Honourable
members have just had presented to them the 1985-86 Budget Strategy and Review.
Nowhere in that document do I see that the increase in the consumer price index is
anything like the 200 per cent or 300 per cent increase in taxes and charges on private
properties in the City ofKew that I have come across in the past two or three weeks.
Even more serious, people have received rate notices containing increases of something
like 100 per cent but the rates were wrongly calculated. In fact, the rates they paid should
have been considerably less.
On behalf of those in the City of Kew who have been affected, I wish to highlight the
problem. All honourable members are aware that there has been a revaluation of properties,
taking account of the increase in values of properties over the past four years, and now
that revaluation has come home to roost in the Government's camp.
The stupidity of what the Government is attempting to do by manipulating the rating
system to try to meet its promise not to increase rates by more than the increase in the
consumer price index becomes apparent when one examines the detail of some of the
instances I am about to give.
Admittedly, that promise has been altered somewhat; first of all, Victorians were told
that over four years the rate would not be increased by more than the increase in the
consumer price index. Next, the Minister for Water Re~ources told us that he meant that
it would not go up by more than an average of 24 per cent because he realized that all of
these revaluations would affect the rate. I challenge the Government to tell me why people
in poor situations are being forced to pay increases in rates like those I am about to point
out to the House.
The Government has also said, through the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, that where people have added improvements to their properties over the past four
years, if the properties are revalued, the rate will be based on the new valuation or, in
other words, 100 per cent of the new value.
Where the value of the property has increased, not because of improvements, but
because of general increases in the value of properties, the Board of Works will follow a
phasing-in arrangement that has been set up by the Minister.
The phasing-in will allow rates to be based on 60 per cent of the new valuation for the
first year. In the next year, the rates will be based on 80 per cent and in the third year they
will be based on the full 100 per cent.
I shall cite the example of two properties in Kew that virtually look at each other: one
property was revalued from $5600 to $11 700 with no renovations or extras added on.
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The rates rose from $871 to $ 1404-an increase of 61 per cent, or nearly three times that
promised as the maximum increase by this Minister and this Government. On inquiry, I
discovered that the $1400 rate bill was in fact wrong. The Board of Works had forgotten
about the 60, 80 and 100 per cent three-year phasing-in and, unless the people had queried
it and contacted me, they would have been liable to pay the whole $1400. In fact, they
have to pay something like $500 less, around $1000, for a property valued at $11 700.
Then the plot thickens. The problem the Government has created for itself by making a
false promise and doing nothing about it gets worse. Over the last four years property'B',
virtually across the road, has had some renovations. It was revalued from $4700 to
$11 500, approximately the same new value as the property it faces, but the trap was that
some renovations had been done by the previous owner. The rates on that property have
risen from $653 last year to $1300 this year, a rise of 110 per cent; but the catch is that,
because renovations have been done, the owners are not entitled to a phasing-in of their
rate and they have to pay the full $1374. In other words, where two properties are valued
virtually at exactly the same amount, because of permutations and combinations and the
fact that the Government has tried to skirt around promises that it made and knew it
could not keep, one owner pays $1374 and the other pays $1000.
That is the stupidity of the system over which the Government presides and has allowed
to continue and made worse because of promises it knew it could not keep. The Government
knew before the last State election that property valuations were being undertaken. The
Government knew property values would rise, yet it did not allow that to be taken into
account; the Government then increased the Board of Works rates so that now two
similarly valued properties pay different amounts.
I know that commercial properties are different from others, but I have had one
commercial property drawn to my attention which has had its Board of Works rates
increased by 250 per cent from $984 last rear to $2278 this year. That is far in excess of
the 24 per cent that was the supposed maxImum to be paid. I also refer the House to a 300
per cent increase in rates for a private dwelling in Kew. Again because of a change in
valuation, rates increased from $377 last year to $1135 this year-an increase of
approximately 300 per cent. I challenge the Minister for Water Resources and any other
Government member to indicate where is the equity in that; how has that promise been
kept?
It is a joke for the Government to tell Victorians that rates will not increase above the
increase in the consumer price index and, at the most, 24 per cent. The Government is
allowing a complete change in the system of who is paying the rates. The Government is
virtually saying that it will allow a capital gains tax system to exist by basing Board of
Works rates on valuation. This is a serious matter with which Parliament and Victorians
should be concerned.

Either Victoria has a rating system for services that is fair and equitable and rates are
charged for services used, and there is a fixed cost for general metropolitan improvements
which we all share. The current inequity cannot continue where people living in houses
facing each other pay different amounts for the same valued property, especially when one
constituent in the electorate I represent has had a 300 per cent rate increase. If the
Government does not make any change to that system, a tax revolt will occur.
Another aspect of the Governor's Speech concerns the Youth Guarantee Scheme which
will be seriously examined in the Budget debate.
I shall highlight a number of inconsistencies and concerns occurring in the Youth
Guarantee Scheme which dovetails in with the Federal Government's youth training
scheme. Honourable members will be aware that before the previous election, the Liberal
Party campaigned on a Youth and Employment Scheme-YES-similar in concept to
training and work assistance that is now part of the Federal Government's youth scheme.
Enormous cynicism was expressed about that scheme by vested interests who are now
silent on many issues, particularly those contained in the Federal Government's youth
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training scheme. Those issues about youth training which the Federal Government has
not addressed were legitimately raised.
It is important that one does not consider the employment problem pureiy in the fifteen
to nineteen .. year-old age gr<j>up, which is the view incorporated in the s.tate and Federal
Government schemes. I highlight the cynical attitude of union leaders an~ unions to YES.
It was criticized by people with vested interests who were in cahoots with the Labor Party
because they said it would bring about job displacement. It was suggested that young
people would be exploited by being paid lower wages.

However, on reading the Federal Government's youth scheme, one notes that it is silent
about protecting existing workers. If one were to read between the lines, one would note
that the scheme is not quite silent about reducing wages for young people. the Federal
Government has taken a pathetic approach to youth employment.
In the Youth and Employment Scheme, the Liberal Party referred to propcised legislation
for protection of existing jobs and for quotas of apprentices and fully trained workers.
Protection for current workers and unionists was incorporated in YES.
If one carefully considers the Youth Guarantee Scheme, one observes that there is not a
word about protecting existing jobs, or the relationship of the number of apprentices or
trainees to the number of existing jobs or employers. The Federal Government's scheme
does no~ contain a. word about job protection for those already in jobs or about other
matters that were carefully analysed and addressed by the Liberal Party before the State
election jn March 1985. It is cynical for people with vested interests, who previously made
a stand, now not to say anything about a-half-baked scheme which will give hope for only
a small Percentage of unemployed young people and will do absolutely nothing for those
over nineteen years who do not now have a job.
Although I believe the Government should encourage job opportunities, it is important
that there is not a marked shift in the make-up of age groups of unemployed people. When
developing schemes for specific age groups, other age groups experiencing unemployment
should not be completely ignored.
I have carried out an analysis of unempioyment figures over the past four years, which
shows that the number of unemployed people aged 25 to 34 years as a percentage of the
total unemployed is growing. In other words, the number of unemployed people in the 25
to 34 years age bracket is increasing. Every time there is a dip in one age group, such as
fifteen to nineteen years, the other age groups increase further.
The Liberal Party's Youth and Employmein Scheme was not for specific age groups but
for all age groups and one must ensure that the system is not skewed so that there are ups
and downs in the market-place; the market-place must be allowed to take care of some of
those ups and downs. It may be that, in examining specific age groups for employment
initiatives, the market-place is being skewed and some age groups that specifically require
employment, such as thos~ supporting families and paying mortgages, are not being
pushed out of the labour market. The State and Federal Governments have not taken
heed of that situation.
If one were to examine advertising for the State Government's Youth Guarantee Scheme,
one would quickly come to the conclusion that the Minister for Consumer Affairs should
look further into that matter because it is misleading. Several weeks ago radio station 3XY
stated that the Youth Guarantee Scheme guaranteed a person a full-time job at the end of
the training. That is not the case. My inquiries to the Youth Guarantee Directorate reveal
that the Government will guarantee a person a part-time job but not a full-time job. The
Government has authorized advertisements on 3XY and other radio stations stating that
the youth scheme will guarantee full-time jobs. However, on telephoning the directorate,
one is told that a part-time job is available if one is lucky, and it is in the Public Service at
that.
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I have also been informed by people involved in the Youth Guarantee Scheme that a
number of positions in the health field were deliberately unfilled last year to keep jobs
open for the Youth Guarantee Scheme. In other words, many problems occurring in the
health area in the past twelve months have been deliberately exacerbated by the
Government and the previous Minister of Health. The Government did not fill health
jobs which were advertised in the newspapers so that Government positions would be
available part time to young people in the community.
It is unforgivable that the Government has allowed health services to develop the
problems they have. Many of the problems emanate from the extra non-nursing staff. The
Government deliberately did not fill certain positions before the election so they could be
made available for youth guarantee jobs before and after the election.

During the election campaign the Liberal Party produced figures showing that under its
proposed scheme young people would receive approximately $110 after tax for three days'
work. The Opposition was hounded for allegedly exploiting young people and it was said
that they would not be interested in obtaining employment under such a scheme. Under
the Government scheme I note that jobs are being advertised for $90 a week before tax.
The Government's attitude is two-faced. Eighty-five dollars 60 cents a week is being
offered for audio-visual assistants with the Education Department. Who is trying to reduce
youth wages?
I now highlight my concerns with the debate about the Blackburn report. Blackburn
endeavoured to address the training and transition of young people coming from school
into the workplace and other general areas. I am concerned that Parliament has not had a
serious debate on this issue. The Government and the Minister for Education should have
introduced a Ministerial statement indicating the Government's view on the report and
allowing honourable members on both sides of the House to express their points ·of view
about this most important subject.
Considerable fear and concern, not all of which is justified, has been expressed in the
community about the Blackburn report. I called a public meeting of teachers, parents and
school children in my electorate recently so that a discussion could be held on the
implications of the Blackburn report and questions could be asked about it. I say to the
Minister for Education, if he ever gets around to reading my speech, that a number of
positive matters came out of that meeting. People are aware that changes are needed to
accommodate young people and school children in our community who do not benefit
from the traditional aspects of education. The main concern expressed was, "For goodness
sake, let us not throw out what is good, what is working, but develop alternatives to go
alongside those things".
Many people can accept the proposed Victorian certificate of education and some
changes to the curriculum, but not every child's needs are the same and not every parent
wants the same education as that provided for the child next door.
The Government has to address the need for diversity, whilst providing an opportunity
to those who are not achieving their maximum potential in the system as it stands today.
The problem is not just the way schools are structured or the fact that we have not coordinated and combined secondary schools with technical schools and, therefore, technical
schools are missing out; there must be a new commitment from teachers, parents and
members of Parliament to accommodate changing needs. Many people are concerned
about the implications of the report and what it means to children in Years 8, 9 and 10. I
have a child who is commencing Year 7 and I am concerned about it. It is not good enough
for a Minister to come into Parliament with a Bill in a few months' time. The Parliament,
the public and future generations are owed a proper debate in this place on this most
important subject. The Minister for Education should not be running around talking to
just his Ministerial advisory groups, he should be discussing this matter in Parliament and
listening and talking to the community.
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During my four years in Parliament I have become most concerned with the downgrading
of the role of the Parliamentarian. I am especially concerned that the Parliamentarian
should be the fulcrum of community opinion, regardless of whether he or she is a member
of the Liberal Party, the Labor Party or the National Party. Under this Government an
enormous number of committees and consultancies have been developed; they present
reports, half of which members of Parliament never hear about. The Government should
be careful about continuing to create a plethora of committees and community interest
groups-good and fine as some may be. the Government should be using the person who
is being paid by the voters to represent them in the Parliament. The Government does not
need to spend all this money, it has a sounding board here in the Parliament and it should
be using the honourable members in this place.
In the four years I have been here, the role of the Parliamentarian has been downgraded.
The challenge to upgrade that role is there for all honourable members. The Parliamentarian
is important and should be important. Honourable members should be honest about what
people are saying to them.
I commend the Governor and Lady Murray for the work they are doing. They also play
an important role in the Victorian community.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-The Address-in-Reply debate is a tradition in the
House; I am not sure if the House could function without it. It is fortunate that this is one
of the traditions that has not been done away with by the current Government, however,
it might be on their hit-list.
This debate provides honourable members with the opportunity of canvassing a wide
range of matters. One of the traditions of the debate has been that honourable members
have taken the opportunity of reaffirming their loyalty to the Crown. Unfortunately, that
has been largely absent during the course of the current debate. I am proud to reaffirm my
own loyalty to the Crown and that of the great majority of voters of the electorate of
Gippsland East. I sincerely believe it is part of our system of government that we should
defend most strongly.
I was disturbed that a Bill was introduced today without any mention of the Queen
being part of the Parliament of the State. Most people recognize the role of the Queen, or
her deputy, the Governor, in this field. I am confident my opinion will be reinforced by
the reception given to the Prince and Princess of Wales in theIr forthcoming visit.
Another tradition is that new members of the Parliament are heard in silence when
making their maiden speeches. I congratulate all those new members who have used this
debate to make their maiden speeches to the House. However, I remind some honourable
members, especially the mover of the motion, that the tradition carries with it an obligation
not to be provocative in the course of one's maiden speech. As Newton's law established
many years ago, for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction, and that applies
to people as well as to inanimate objects. If an honourable member is provocatIve in
making his or her maiden speech, it can be difficult to maintain silence because one may
feel affronted by what has been said.
I hope the Government recognizes the problem. The fault may lie with either the party
Whips or Leaders who are not advising new honourable members accordingly by indicating
that maiden speeches should not be provocative in raising contentious issues.
Not all new honourable members possess the brashness that appears to be apparent in
some new honourable members, who are so full of their own importance and so certain of
their ideas that they make provocative speeches. Some new honourable members have
had a more secluded upbringing and they find making a maiden speech a great ordeal. Out
of respect for the feelings of those honourable members, it is important to retain the
tradition of new honourable members not making provocative maiden speeches.
Indeed, I compliment the honourable member for Warrnambool on his maiden speech,
which was a classic example of the manner in which a maiden speech should be made.
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The honourable member gave due recogrtitiQn to the position of his predecessor and, in
contrast to so many honourable members on the Government benches who believe in
knocking somebody down and kicking him in the guts to make sure he stays down, he
expressed graciousness in winning the seat from the previous incumbent and he p~id due
regard to the rple that that previous honourable member had played in the House. The
actions of the honourable member for Warrnambool in making his maiden speech were
an example to every new honourable member.
The majoritem to which I wish to refer is the actions that occurred earlier in the year in
the dairy industry. This is the first opportunity I have had to express my feelings on what
took place during what was generally termed either the milk crisis or the milk blotkade.
1 am proud of the fact that all my workin~ life I have been a dairy farmer. Indeed, I was
raised ori a farm that relied partly on dairyIng and partly on maize growing. I have had a
close associatiol,l with the dairy industry all my life and I am proud of the role played by
the industry over many years.
. The life of cl dairy ~armer is not an t:a~y one. Although it h~s many rewar~in$' features,
It can also be frustratmg and the condItIons of work can be dIfficult and objectIOnable at
times. It is ndt the nicest thing to do to get up in the early hours of either a Saturday or
Sunday morning when it is drizzling rain and get out in the elements, herd in the cows and
carry out the milking.
I have experienced the distress and emotional strain of one of the major problems of
the dairy industry when cows have threatened to turn up their hooves simply because they
have eaten too much clover. Fortunately this problem has been solved to a certain extent,
but many other aspects of the industry do not ~ake it an easy one in which to operate.
One of those aspects is the fact that one has to milk one's cows seven days a week, twice
a day, for most of the year. While other people enjoy themselves by attending football
matches, playing golf or relaxing, the dairy farmer is on the job seven days a week
providing an essential service to the population at large.
Therefore, it was with complete disgust thatI read in the Australian of Wednesday,
1 May 1985, comments attributed to the Premier when a crisis occurred i~ the dairy industry
and dairy farmers had to take the strong action of blocking milk supplies to the metropolitan
,
area to drive home to the Government the plight of the industry.
Before I deal with the remarks attributed to the Premier, I should point out that his
actions on that occasion appeared to be in marked contrast to the way in which he dealt
with similar actions by trade unions. The dairy farmers were concerned for a product
which they produce themselves. They were also concerned that it appears that the only
way to get through to the Government is by taking some form of direct action.
Dairy farmers have seen the Government and the Premier bend over backwards time
after time to please a trade union whenever it has imposed sanctions of some kind.
However, when the dairy farmers decided that that was the only way they could get their
point of view across, the Premier reacted by invoking what has been described as draconian
legislation-the Essential Services Act. Indeed, his own party violently opposed that
legislation when it was introduced but had no compunction about using it against dairy
farmers. I was greatly offended when I read in the Australian the remarks attributed to the
Premier. He is quoted as stating:
People are starving to death in Africa and the dairy farmers are pouring milk into the ground.

He went on to say:
These are not the actions of responsible people. They represent thuggery against the people.

I am proud of having been a dairy farmer all my life. I have referred to some of the
disadvantages of dairy farmin~. One of the consolations has been a personal feeling of
mine, which is shared by all daIry farmers, that at least dairy farmers are doing something
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for the benefit of mankind. Dairy farmers are producing products for people to eat at a
price that everybody in the community can afford.
If the Premier should make the same claim of having done that during his time as a
legal practitioner, he would be far off the mark. All honourable members know that if one
cannot afford legal advice one goes without it. The legal profession does not provide its
services at a price everybody can afford. Yet the dairy farmer is expected to provide milk
and other dairy products at a price everybody can afford.

Unfortunately, honourable members know only too well the truth of the Premier's
statement that the people of Africa are starving. For some time the Premier and the
Government have been endeavouring to drive home the point that dairy farmers should
be expected to produce milk not just at a price everbody can afford, but also at a price the
people of Africa can afford. The Premier gave no indication of his belief that it is the role
and responsibility of Government to encourage the industry to produce surplus products
which could be made available to the people of Africa.
We have no indication from the Premier or from his colleagues in Canberra that they
are prepared to provide assistance to the dairy industry to enable it to carry out that
function. The dairy industry is being told that it should be able to provide dairy products
at an 18 per cent margin above that at which they can be imported.
The Industries Assistance Commission has advised that the price of Australian dairy
products should be 18 per cent above the world parity price. The world parity price has
been established through overseas countries, especially in Europe, producing huge quantities
of surplus dairy products which they are then dumping on world markets virtually at giveaway prices.
An analogy can be drawn from an advertisement which appears regularly in the press
and this might bring the situation closer to home to honourable members. It concerns a
copying and secretarial service which offers an instant printing charge of$9 for 100 sheets
and $30 for 1000 sheets. Therefore it costs 9 cents a copy for the first 100 sheets but only 3
cents a copy for 1000 sheets.
The Premier is trying to tell the dairy industry that dairy farmers should be able to
supply dairy products to the Australian consumer at the surplus rate. Any person can
surely understand that it it does not add 10 per cent more to the cost of running a dairy
farm to milk 10 per cent more cows. Once a farmer has organized his capital expenditure,
has fitted his farm equipment, has obtained his herd and has carried out the milking
operation, it does not take 10 per cent longer to milk 10 per cent more cows. The surplus
production, therefore, can be sold at a reduced price in the same manner as the instant
copying service can provide large quantities at a lower rate. However, the argument of the
Premier seems to be that the dairy industry should be prepared to produce all its products
at the surplus rate.
Dr VAUGHAN (Clayton)-On a point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, I do not wish to
curb the rights of the honourable member for Gippsland East, but I direct your attention
to the first item on today's Notice Paper under General Business, Orders of the Day,
entitled "Dairy Industry-Censure of Premier".
I have listened with interest to the honourable member for the past 10 or 15 minutes
and he seems to be canvassing that item. I am sure that honourable members would want
to extend courtesy to the honourable member because of his length of service in this place
and his advancing years, but I direct your attention to the matter that he seems to be
anticipating in this debate.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-Mr Acting Speaker, the matter referred to by the
honourable member for Clayton specifically refers to the Premier creating the belief by
dairy farmers and the public that he had resolved the dairy crisis. I am not speaking about
whether the Premier has not resolved the dairy crisis. The point of order should not be
upheld.
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Mr ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I appreciate the point raised by the
honourable member for Clayton. However, I believe the honourable member for Gippsland
East has refrained from speaking on the censure motion. A similarity exists and I understand
the point of view taken by the honourable member for Clayton.
Mr B. J. EVANS-The Government is endeavouring to force dairy farmers into a
situation where they are producing at a price which is a little more than the equivalent of
the surplus price accepted by overseas countries. Indeed, many overseas countries are
producing under extremely high subsidy arrangements and this is the basic reason for the
overproduction by those countries.
The dairy industry has been enormously concerned over the years about the misleading
information which has been handed out mainly through the news media. It applies generally
to other primary industries. An article that appeared in the Sun of 29 April 1985 under the
heading, "Handouts for weak 'must go' " stated:
The Federal Government should stop handing out subsidies to the dairy and other industries that could not
stand on their own feet, the deputy president of the Arbitration Commission said yesterday.
Justice Jim Staples, speaking at a poverty summit in West Heidelberg, said several primary industries were
··over-padded" with handouts.
··1 think the only sane policy for our country, which is plainly in trouble, is to cut out giving money to
industries that can't stand on their own feet", Mr Justice Staples said.
He said the dairy, wheat and sugar industries were three that had been pampered by the government.
"Our experience with the feather-bedding of industries is a failure," Mr Justice Staples said.
·There is only one industry that can stand on its own feet and that is the wool industry.

HIt is charged by our farming publicists that their markets abroad are being swamped by EEC subsidies.
··They never seem to question to what extent excess farm production in Australia has been promoted by the
subsidies extended by our tax laws to rural producers."

I have already applied part of my argument to those comments. If the State and Federal
Governments have any real concern for the people of Africa, they would be assisting the
dairy industry to produce surplus products at a price that the people of Africa could afford.
Instead of that, both the State and Federal Governments are refusing to allow dairy
farmers to do so because Australia is buying its requirements from overseas and thereby
entering into competition with countries like Africa to acquire the surplus production of
countries such as the United States of America. The policies pursued by the State and
Federal Governments are forcing Australia to become direct competitors with starving
countries for the surplus production that should be going to assist these starving countries.
It is interesting that the Federal Minister for Primary Industry, Mr Kerin, responded to
the remarks ofMr Justice Staples. Incidentally, it is disturbing that a person in the position
of Deputy President of the Arbitration Commission should be so wrong in his knowledge
of the Australian primary industry. It is a disaster for our so-called arbitration system and
the economic trading of this country that people who are either so ignorant or narrow in
their approach are in such positions of authority.

To give full credit to the Federal Minister for Primary Industry, Mr Kerin, he replied to
Mr Justice Staples's comments. Although Mr Justice Staples received publicity in the Sun,
a daily paper, Mr Kerin's reply was highlighted only in the Weekly Times, a paper which
circulates mainly among primary producers.
The completely false information that was provided by Mr Justice Staples and published
in the daily press was not answered in the daily press.
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In an article in the Weekly Times of 1 May, Mr Kerin, the Federal Minister for Primary
Industry, stated:
Australia's primary industries were not subsidized, the Minister for Federal Primary Industry, Mr Kerin, said
this week.
In fact, secondary industry was assisted at the expense of Australia's primary producers, he said.
Mr Kerin was replying to reported remarks by the Arbitration Commission's Deputy President, Mr Justice
Staples, that Australia should not assist primary industries that could not stand on their own feet.

It is extraordinary that the direct reply to an article that appeared in the Sun should appear
only in the Weekly Times. Mr Kerin went on to state:
"Unfortunately, the remarks attributed to Mr Justice Staples reflect too closely the cliched views of many city
dwellers which are entrenched by urban commentators." Mr Kerin said in a statement.
"In the Government's discussions with the National Farmers Federation just recently ... it was agreed the
farm sector does carry the cost of secondary industry protection," he said.
The Industries Assistance Commission had estimated the rate of assistance to farmers at about 9 per cent,
compared to 26 per cent for secondary industries, Mr Kerin said.
There were no Government handouts to the wheat, sugar or dairy industries.
"The wheat industry is required to take world prices for its product and although wheat prices are underwritten
in case there is a collapse in the price. no Government has ever had to provide funds under the scheme because
our farmers are so efficient." he said.
The arrangement for wool is very similar, with a floor price scheme. Neither model encourages excess
production.
"While it is true that in the past the Australian consumer has been subsidizing dairy products for consumers
overseas, this will change after July I, 1985, when the Governments new dairy arrangements come into effect,"
he said.
"These new arrangements will expose the dairy industry to market forces.

Mr Kerin went on to make statements about the sugar industry.
I believe the Federal Minister for Primary Industry is sincere in his views and that he is
finding himself to be the odd man out in Federal Cabinet. It is apparent that because ofa
chan~e in Government policy the dairy industry will certainly not be in a position to
provIde sufficient product, some of which may in normal times find its way to feeding the
starving people of Africa. It is beyond the pale that the Premier holds himself up as a
person of compassion and caring for suffering human beings in other parts of the world.
I shall comment on Mr Kerin's remarks about the dairy industry being subsidized in
the past. Honourable members should consider the history of the dairy industry. During
the second-world war, a Government arrangement was organized regarding the supply of
dairy and primary products to Great Britain and our allies because of the obvious problems
of production and distribution of food stuffs. The Government promised to pay the cost
of production to dairy farmers.
In those days the world parity price was way above the home consumption price because
of the shortage of supplies. However, no one suggested that Australian farmers should be
paid the world parity price for their products. The Government of the day decided that,
rather than requiring the Australian population to pay the cost of production of dairy
products, it would subsidize the price of the products to the consumer. It was not a subsidy
to the dairy industry; it was a subsidy to the consumer to keep down the price of dairy
products.
The Australian dairy farmer has been the victim of circumstances. There is no doubt
that the Australian dairy industry is one of the most efficient dairy industries in the world.
It has the advantage of climatic conditions that enable cows to be in pasture all year round.
Australia does not need to go to the immense expense of having to house cattle for
considerable periods of the year because of the extreme climatic conditions experienced
in Europe, Canada and the northern regions of the United States of America. Therefore, it
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is only natural that Australia should be able to compete on a world market. The problem
the industry is up against is the artificial costs that are built into our arbitration system
and which do not take into account Australia's competitive nature in the world markets.
Mr TANNER (Caulfield)-It is my privilege and pleasure to speak during the debate to
pledge my loyalty and the loyalty of the overwhelming majority of the electors of Caul field
to Her Majesty the Queen. Pledging loyalty to Her Majesty is possibly the most important
task that an honourable member can undertake in this debate. It is a great pleasure to me
to be able to do so.
I take the opportunity of thanking the electors of Caul field for re-electing me as their
representative in this Chamber. It is a pity that it is now five months and three weeks since
the commencement of this Parliament and that this is the first opportunity I have had of
officially thanking them.
I also take the opportunity of praisin~ the work of Her Majesty's representative in
Victoria, His Excellency the Governor, SIr Brian Murray. As the Queen's representative
Sir Brian has performed most admirably and has gained the respect and admiration of the
Victorian public during his tenure of office.
Sir Brian has been ably supported in his duties by his wife, Lady Murray. All honourable
members should appreciate her work in support of her husband in his representation of
the Queen in Victoria.
I congratulate the Government on its return to office. I note, however, that during his
speech when opening the Parliament, Sir Brian stated:
... the people of Victoria confirmed that they wished to see the Government they had overwhelmingly elected
three years previously continue to govern.

That is the case, but honourable members must take note of the results of the recent
election and realize that the Government no longer has the confidence of the public to the
degree it had at the 1982 election. The Government must weigh its actions carefully
because the support it had in 1982 has dissipated and the Government was only returned
by a narrow margin at the election earlier this year.
I congratulate the honourable member for Pascoe Vale on his re-election as Speaker of
this House. I also congratulate the Deputy Speaker on his election to that position. I refer,
of course, to the honourable member for Sunshine.
Over the past five months and three weeks I have listened with interest to the contributions
of the new members of Parliament from all sides of the House and I congratulate them on
their election. However, I have noted with some disappointment the reticence the new
Government members have, along with their colleagues, in pledging allegiance to Her
Majesty the Queen. They either do not have the inclination or they do not have the
courage to carry out that provision that is part and parcel of this debate. The honourable
member for Melbourne is interjecting and laughing, and that is a sad reflection on the
Government.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I remind the honourable member
for Melbourne that he is out of his place and should not interject.
Mr TANNER-It is a sad reflection on the loyalty of the honourable member for
Melbourne regarding the head of Victoria and our nation that he laughs at the idea of
respect being granted to Her Majesty.
I congratulate the honourable members for Wantirna and Dandenong North in
respectively moving and seconding the motion on the adoption of the Address-in-Reply.
I am disappointed about the tardiness of the Government in bringing on the debate.
Honourable members would be aware that the Government had advised that Parliament
will sit tonight until whatever hour it takes for the debate to be completed. It is a disgrace
that Parliament has been treated in this manner by the Government.
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The debate commenced on 3 April of this year, exactly five months and three weeks
ago. The Government has had ample time to allow the debate on the Address-in-Reply
motion to be conducted reasonably and in good order by the members of the Parliament
and yet it has said-after allowing virtually no debate over the preceding five months and
three weeks-that the debate must be concluded today. Not only is the Government being
disrespectful to' the members of Parliament but it is disrespectful to Her Majesty, the
Queen, as the Address-in-Reply is to be forwarded to Her Majesty for her information.
Further, and perhaps in tune with the Government's motives and prejudices on the
matter, I note an unfortunate departure from tradition in Parliament relating to the respect
tendered to Her Majesty. I refer to the Bill which was introduced in Parliament today
wherein it is stat~d blandly:
'
The Parliament of Victoria enacts as follows:

I refer honourable members to the usual wording that has been followed by this Parliament
in the course of its history:
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
Council an~ the Legislative Assembly of Victoria ...

It is a great pity that Parliament is departing from the tradition to which the honourable
member for Gippsland East referred earlier. I am further concerned to note-and it seems
to be the general tenor of the Government's attitude towards our monarchal system of
Government in Australia and Victoria and the disrespect that is implied by the Government
in its disparaging manner of conduct in relation to anything to do with a monarchal
system of Government-that the debate is being curtailed after five months and three
weeks with pressured opportunity for honourable members to participate. In the fourth
paragraph of his Speech on behalf of the Government, His Excellency said, inter alia:
... government with a clear vision for the future of Victoria and its people-a vision founded equally in
prosperity and social justice.

Those are fine words and fine sentiments but what they actually disclose is that the
Government is involved in social change. I am disappointed that the Government wishes
to throwaway a society that was inherited from our pioneers; a society with its institutions,
foundations and traditions which has enabled us to live in one of the leading developed
communities in the world. Members of the Government should think carefully before
they decide to throwaway the traditions, institutions and standards that have been built
and developed.
I note further in the Governor's Speech the comment that Victoria has become Australia's
strongest and fastest growing economy. Certainly the Victorian economy is coming out of
the doldrums it has experienced under the Government over the past three years.
Nevertheless one cannot say that Victoria is in a strong position in comparison with our
fellow States in Australia and'I shall bring to the attention of honourable members some
statistics on the matter.
I note in regard to the labour force status of the civilian population aged fifteen years
and over, persons employed between March 1984 and March 1985, that Victoria is
"leading" from only fifth position among the States with regard to change in employment
levels. In other words, Victoria is not leading the Australian States in this area unless one
considers that it is "leading" from fifth position.
In relation to the building approvals for 1984 to 1985, Victoria has had a healthy
increase of 35·1 per cent but it is not the leading State. It is "leading" from third position;
two other States are doing better than Victoria.
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With regard to building approvals in the private sector from February 1984 to February
1985, Victoria is "leading" from fourth position among the States. On retail sales in the
three months to February 1984 as compared to the three months to February 1985,
Victoria is "leading" from sixth position.
Mr Richardson-It is a fairly slender lead.
Mr TANNER-Victoria is not Australia's strongest and fastest growing economy; it is
an economy that is slowly improving from the doldrums of the past three years.
Nevertheless, the Government is doing a disservice to the community if it misleads the
community in this fashion. I trust that the Australian economy as a whole and the
Victorian economy will continue to improve although certainly there are clouds on the
horizon with rising interest rates and the devaluation of the currency and the effect that
will have on the inflation rate and the consumer price index.
I note with some astonishment that under the economic strategy of the Government in
the Governor's Speech the Government is claiming that it is maintaining restraints in
expenditure and taxation. Honourable members will recall in the three years between 1982
and 1985 that the Government's expenditure rose by 55 per cent, its taxation and char~es
rose by 57 per cent, and the State's public indebtedness rose by 60 per cent. It is amazmg
for the Government to claim therefore that the State is maintaining restraint in expenditure
and taxation. The figures show the Victorian public otherwise.
In relation to the Government's Youth Guarantee Scheme, the Government's professed
aims in relation to providing occupation for our youth were expressed and certainly I wish
the Government well in that regard.
I am, though, concerned that the Government has not been prepared to face up, in one
regard, to one of the major problems in the State today-youth unemployment. The high
proportion of youth unemployment in Victoria could be attributed in part to the number
offemales now in the work force. I and the Liberal Party would not countenance any effort
by anyone to-discQurage the participation offemales in the work force ifit would have any
adverse effect upon those who wish to work.
In 1947 approximately 45 000 married women were working in Victoria. By 1981 the
number of females in the work force had increased to more than 400000. No doubt the
large increase in the number of females in the work force has put a squeeze on the
opportunities for employment of Victoria's youth.
Dr Vaughan-The population of the State has doubled!
Mr TANNER-Although the population has doubled in that time, an eight to ninefold
increase in the number of married women in the work force has occurred. In years ahead
I hope both the Federal and State Governments will appreciate the economic circumstances
which have brought pressure to bear on married women in the community and has forced
them to join the work force.
In his Speech on behalf of the Government, the Governor gave notice that the workers
compensation system in Victoria would be reformed. "Reform" is an interesting word.
The Government has used it to describe any change that it intends to implement. One
would assume that if one is against reform, one is against improvement. The Government
has specified a whole range of measures which it will introduce to reform this system or
that institution. They will be part and parcel of its system of social change. The intention
of the Government to reform workers compensation really meant that the Government
intended to nationalize the role of insurance companies in workers compensation, which
has been taken over by the Government.
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I am pleased that the Government announced its intention to establish an Office of
Regulation Review in the Department of Industry, Technology and Resources, but it is a
pity the Government was not prepared to acknowledge that originally the Liberal
Government proposed to establish that office. The Government has also set up a
Department of Employment and Industrial Affairs, which was another Liberal Party
proposal.
The Government needs to be taken to task over its claim that the finances of the State
are now on a much firmer footing. The further imposition of taxes on the general population
will not establish Victoria's finances on a firmer footing. The reality is that when the Labor
Party was elected to government in 1982 the State had a surplus of $6 million plus
approximately $214 million in trust accounts. This Government has caused the average
household public debt to increase from $11 000 to $20 000. The taxpayers will have
difficulty repaying these debts in future. The protestations of the Government that it is
reducing its expansionist policies will not be realized until it is prepared to show a profit
in its accounts rather than continually running up debts.
Hon~urable members should be aware that the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works IS owned by the ratepayers of Melbourne; it is not owned by Victorians and it is
not. ow.ne~ by the Government. Two or three years ago the Government released figures
whIch mdlcated that the assets of the Board of Works amounted to $2520 million. The
Commonwealth Government has invested $22 million in the board; the State Government
has invested $8 million and the ratepayers of Melbourne have invested $2490 million, yet
the State Government has the gall to levy a dividend tax on the Board of Works year after
year. That started at $30 million in the first year, then increased to $50 million. I understand
that n~w the payment is of the order of $60 million. That represents a surcharge of
approxImately $54 a household in the ~1elbourne and metropolitan area. It is yet another
tax levied by the Government on the ratepayers under the pretence that the Board of
Works is owned by the Government. That is not the case.

The Government gave lip-service to the need for improvement of health facilities. The
waiting lists for treatment in public hospitals are of the order of26 000 to 28 000 patients.
Mr Cooper-That is disgraceful!
Mr TANNER-One is reminded of the claims made years ago that the United Kingdom
national health scheme was breaking down because of the long waiting lists for treatment
in public hospitals. After only a few years under the Labor Government those waiting lists
have grown disgracefully. The Government is long overdue in addressing the problem
and cannot be excused from any censure for the deterioration of health services that has
occurred under it.
At the end of the Speech by His Excellency the Governor the word "reform" is used
once again. On behalf of the Government the Governor stated that the Government would
introduce measures to reform the Legislative Council. The Government actually meant
that it intended to change the method of election of members to the Legislative Council
to its advantage. It is interesting how the word "reform" and the phrase "reform package"
can also be utilized by the Government to justify its wish to introduce social change. The
Government should be honest with Victorians and state that it wants to prevent in the
future any political parties being able to frustrate its will in the Upper House. It only wants
a rubber stamp!
I am pleased to note that the electors of Nunawading Province in the recent election
were aware of the Government's intentions and were able to thwart it with the election of
Mrs Varty.
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On behalf of the Government, the Governor, towards the conclusion of the Speech,
stated:
It is obvious from all that I have said that my Government has a very vigorous and far-sighted program for
the betterment of this state and its people.

I believe that statement to be incorrect in consideration of the social change the Government
has attempted to implement during its period in Government since 1982. That change has
included an attack on and an attempt to nationalize the health profession, an attack on
and an effort to nationalize the insurance industry and virtually daily efforts in favour of
compulsory unionism. That latter fact is exemplified by the passage through Parliament
of the Occupational Health and Safety Bill, -which was concerned' not solely with
occupational health and safety but also with the extension of trade union power.
If the Government wants to introduce social change, it ought to have the courage to
stand up in the community and state what it is doing, rather than introduce change by
stealth. It bringsaqout those changes by stealth because it knows the public would not be
prepared ~o tolerate such change.

Finally, I raise my concern at the way in which the history of the pioneers of our society
is being neglected. Only a week ago I was speaking to a young man of thirteen years of age
who told me that he has never been taught history in his Government school. If the
generation growing up in our society today has not been taught the history of our pioneers,
that -generation is losin~ its heritage. Our ~ociety has a proud heritage based on firm,
proper and right ideals, Institutions, and traditions. It would be a pity if, through default,
our young were npt educated about the fine society that we have inherited and that heritage
'
were to be lost through change as a result of ignorapce.
I am also concerned to note a new development in a recent publication by one of the
Government's agents. It is a publiCation, the "East Gippsland study area", by the Land
Conservation Council. As is mandatory under the Government, the publication'includes
a chapter on the contribution or non-contribution to this country's development by the
Aboriginal population prior to European settlement. In the chapter on Aboriginal
contribution, the term ""BP" is used. It does not refer to the British Petroleum Company,
but means ""Before Present". It absolutely astounds me as it appears that the terms BC
and AD are now redundant under this Government in our society. However, what is
referred to as 2500 BP now, in 100 years will be 2600 BP. So that to use the term BP
historically will prove incorrect in time. Even more sinister is the encouragement by the
Government of terminology that is tearing down the traditions upon which our society
has been built.
The public ought to be made aware of what the Government is on about. It is not just a
Government of socialism; it is a Government for social change. If Government members
want social change, they should have the courage, honesty and decency to stand up before
the people of Victoria and tell them that social change is what they want and that the
Government wants to change the society that we have inherited in VIctoria and Australia
from our pioneers, a society that I am proud to say is probably equal to the best in the
world. Before such fundamental changes to our traditions, ideals and institutions, the
public ought to be given a say in the matter. The public ought to be made aware of what
the Government is proposing so that it can scrutinize any changes by the Government.
We do not want to find in future years that we have thrown away a society that, as I have
pointed out, has grown over the years since European settlement into possibly the finest
society in the world.
The SPEAKER-Order! I shall call on the honourable member for Murray Valley after
the suspension of the sitting. I advise the House that the annual general meeting of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association is proceeding at 7.30 p.m. As honourable
members are aware, important matters are discussed at those meetings.
The sitting was suspended at 6.26 p.m. until 8.5 p.m.
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Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-In opening, I congratulate Sir Brian and Lady Murray
for the excellent contributions they have made to the State. Sir Brian Murray has maintained
the highest standards as the Queen's representative. Sir Brian and Lady Murray have not
only attended metropolitan functions but have also toured country Victoria.
The National Party is only too well aware of the importance of country areas to the
State. It is disappointing that the Government does not recognize the true worth of the
country people of Victoria. Country Victoria is the most productive part of the State.
I can assure the Governor that he has the loyalty of the constituents of Murray Valley,
the democratically elected Government and, of course, the Parliament of Victoria.
Mr Speaker, I also add my congratulations on your appointment as Speaker of the
Legislative Assembly for a second term. I know you will handle that position with
impartiality and in the best traditions of the House so that decorum and order are
maintained, thus ensuring that the House is run as smoothly as possible.
I shall continue to work for the development of my electorate. I represent one of the most
productive parts of Victoria. The development of the tourist industry is increasing all the
time, as was mentioned recently by the Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources.
More people now recognize the tourist attractions of north-eastern Victoria. My electorate
is fortunate in having wonderful tourist attractions ranging from the waterways to the
snowfields. The wineries in the area produce the best wines not only in the State but also
in Australia and throughout the world. The redistribution of electoral boundaries has
meant that all the wineries of north-eastern Victoria now come within the boundaries of
the electorate of Murray Valley, which is of tremendous importance in my electorate.
I shall strive to represent all the people of the electorate of Murray Valley, not just the
66 per cent who voted for me as the representative of the National Party. I shall present
their views and aspirations in the Parliament and to the Government in an endeavour to
achieve the development of the electorate of Murray Valley.
I have listened with interest to the responses to the Address-in-Reply debate and I was
particularly interested to hear the comment from the honourable member for
Greensborough, who mentioned my change of hairstyle. I am delighted, of course, that
she noted the change in hairstyle and I advise the House that an Italian lady who is a
friend of mine decided that the honourable member for Murray Valley would look more
attractive to his constituents if he had a change of hairstyle. The change in hairstyle has
been noted by other honourable members, as well as people living in my electorate.
I believe a change is always as good as a holiday. In fact, the honourable member for
Swan Hill suggested, during my visit to his electorate last Monday week, that he would
prefer me to revert to myoid hairstyle because he believed the people of Swan Hill would
appreciate the old hairstyle better than the new one.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JASPER-The honourable member for Greensborough said that my change in
hairstyle is the only new occurrence within the National Party. How wrong she is! The
honourable member has not even noticed that there are now ten members of the National
Party in the Legislative Assembly. The honourable member has not noticed that the
National Party has a new member in this place, the honourable member for Warrnambool.
She apparently does not realize that the National Party also has the honourable member
for Swan Hill who has been in this place for a short while.
The honourable member for Greensborough also missed noticing that many new policies
were expounded by the National Party during the campaign leading up to the State
elections earlier this year and that, because of those policies, there has been an increased
vote for the National Party wherever its members have stood for election.
I point out to the honourable member for Greensborough that many new things have
occurred in the National Party, apart from the fact that it now has an increased number of
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representatives in this House and in Parliament. It is disappointing to hear the honourable
member for Greensborough say that there is nothing new in the National Party. The
National Party realizes that, as a deposed Minister and as the honourable member for
Greensborough, she has little to offer in Parliament and little to boast about.
Mrs Toner-That is a lot of nonsense.
The SPEAKER-Order!
Mr JASPER-In his Speech, the Governor mentioned developments in the mental
retardation area. I congratulate the Government on moving ahead with the development
of community residential units for the handicapped throughout Victoria. The former
Labor Minister of Health was gracious enough to respect, and also comment on, the work
done by his predecessor, the former Liberal Minister of Health, the Honourable W. A.
Borthwick, in moving ahead with the development of those units. That work was carried
on by the former Labor Minister of Health, and it is now being continued by the present
Minister. The Governor mentioned the development of that program as well as the closure
of the St Nicholas Hospital.
Two community residential units for the handicapped exist in Wangaratta; they have
been developed over the past three years and are extremely good. I am pleased, as the
honourable member for Murray Valley, that I have been involved closely WIth the relevant
committee in putting forward a submission to the Labor Government to indicate that
there was a need for the establishment of community residential units. The first unit that
was established in Wangaratta caters for short-term patients. The second unit, which
commenced earlier this year, caters for long-term patients, and each unit handles between
six and eight patients.
I am delighted that the Government has responded to further representations and, this
financial year, has approved the development of a further residential care unit for the
handicapped in the township ofNumurkah.
Numurkah is a progressive township in my electorate which, like many other
municipalities, is under Government pressure to change even though it does not wish to
respond to that pressure. However, the town has a strong committee which has worked
hard for the establishment of a residential care unit for the handicapped.
It is pleasing to note that in correspondence the Minister for Health in another place
confirmed with me last week that approval has been given for the construction, this
financial year, often residential care units for the handicapped of which one will be built
in Numurkah. That unit will be fully used to meet an urgent need in the area by a number
of persons who, unfortunately, fall within the definition of being handicapped in some
way.
The two residential care units for the handicapped at Wangaratta at this stage service
the north-eastern area of the State but there is a need for additional units to be provided. I
have received representations from the City of Wodonga in the electorate of Benambra,
which also has a high priority for the development of a similar unit. I trust that further
residential care units for the handicapped will be developed across Victoria.
Another area of concern is that the Governor's Speech, prepared by the Government,
did not address the major problems that face country people. Unfortunately, the Federal
and State Governments do not understand the specific problems of country areas and the
particular difficulty in those areas of maintaining a supply of services and continuity of
contact.
It appears that the Federal and State Governments are hell bent on a policy of equality
by looking at everything on the basis of numbers. Although it is a numbers game in the
Parliament, the Government is not paying due regard to the needs of country Victoria and
the problems associated with travel, the provision of services, adequate housing and many
other aspects to which I shall refer later.
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I refer particularly to the drastic shortage of housing in country areas. Yesterday I spoke
to a constituent who had telephoned me from Cobram. In a few weeks from now he will
be finishing his job with the Royal Australian Air Force and he wants to obtain
accommodation in north-eastern Victoria. He has contacted 28 estate agents throu~out
that part of the State without any success. This highlights the urgent need for housmg in
country areas.
The Housing Commission was established by a Country Party Government in 1940.
The aim of the commission was to provide housing for people living in country areas,
recognizing that those people had the greatest problems in being able to find housing of
any description. Over the years various Governments have also decided to provide funding
for housing commitments in the metropolitan area. However, traditionally, Liberal
Governments provided about two-thirds of housing money for country Victoria and onethird for metropolitan Melbourne.
The present Government has changed the method of fundin~ for housing and
approximately three-quarters of the budget for housing is now spent m the metropolitan
area and one-quarter is spent in the country.
I am concerned about the extended waiting period for Ministry of Housing
accommodation in the electorate of Murray Valley. About twelve months ago I had
extensive discussions on this matter with the former Minister of Housing. He was
sympathetic to the situation in the country but, when it came to the crunch and I said that
more money was needed for housing in country areas, he replied that since the biggest
percentage of the population live in the metropolitan area the Government would spend
the majority of the housing budget in the metropolitan area.
I do not minimize the fact that there are housing shortages in the metropolitan area, but
I point out that it is more difficult to obtain accommodation of any description in country
areas and even if one has to travel some distance to obtain accommodation in the
metropolitan area public transport is generally available. It is not easy to travel from one
place to another in the country as there is a dearth of public transport. The difficulty faced
by people living in country areas is that it is not easy to get any type of accommodation.
The lack of public transport in country areas means that people living in those areas
have an absolute need for fuel. On many occasions in the past I have stated that fact and
that Governments do not understand that need. A uniform pricing policy for fuel is needed
right across Australia. Honourable members are aware of my opposition to the present
pricing policy for fuel which was introduced by the coalition Federal Government in 1978.
That policy continues with less justification than ever by the Federal Government
maintaining a parity pricing policy so that fuel is taxed at 60 per cent and it results in a
higher price being paid by all Australians, particularly those who live in country areas. We
cannot achieve a uniform pricing policy, despite the fact that strong representations have
been made to the Government and despite the fact that when in opposition the Labor
Party said it would legislate for the uniform pricing of fuel right across Australia.
The former member for Morwell, as the spokesman on fuel matters, argued along
similar lines on many occasions. He agreed with me that all Australians need a uniform
lower price for fuel. This matter should be examined.
Recently, the Federal Government removed the price equalization scheme which was
introduced by a coalition Federal Government in 1978. Under the previous Government,
the freight subsidy provided for a maximum price differential of 4·4 cents a litre but that
has now been increased and the subsidy is not operative until the price differential is in
excess of 5·2 cents a litre.
In Victoria, the highest freight charge differential is approximately 4 cents a litre. People
in country Victoria are paying a higher price for fuel because of the removal of the fuel
price equalization scheme at Federal level. The removal of that scheme saved the Federal
Government approximately $116 million. When the Treasurer introduced this scheme he
Session 1985-12
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said that there had to be some sacrifices made somewhere. Country Victorians are the
ones who are making those sacrifices. They are suffering the consequences of the Federal
Government saving money in a particular direction. The Federal Government will save
approximately $116 million by forcing country people to pay higher prices for fuel. So far
as I am concerned, that is just not on. The Minister for Consumer Affairs has had some
responsibility in this area, although not in the current scheme, and he should understand
the problems faced by country people.
I could mention half a dozen different areas in which country people are at a disadvantage
as compared with people living in metropolitan Melbourne. Education is one such area.
The recommendations of the Blackburn report, if implemented, would have considerable
implications for country people. That report has not addressed the problems that would
be occasioned by the removal of Years 11 and 12 from country high schools. Students
would then have to travel to larger centres and that would have a drastic effect on smaller
schools in country areas.
The Government should be providing essential assistance to the beleaguered primary
industry in Victoria. In the 1984 Budget, the Government announced that it would
remove 120 jobs from the Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. The 1985 Budget
has increased agricultural funding by less than 3 per cent, yet the Treasurer indicated today
that the average increase in funds for most departments was approximately 8 per cent.
That increase of less than 3 per cent represents a downgrading of the Department of
Agriculture and Rural Affairs. When the Labor Government was re-elected in March
1985, a new Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs was appointed and he was supposedly
the third highest rating Minister in the Cabinet and the Leader in the Upper House. I
thought that although the new Minister does not understand agriculture and does not live
in a country area, he would have enough brains to recognize the problems facing primary
producers and would fight for a better deal for people working in the farming industry. He
does not understand the difficulties faced by primary producers and, as a consequence of
that, the country community is not recognized by the Government.
It is time the Government examined what is happening in country Victoria. I continually
speak with primary producers. Because of good rains a month or so ago, crops are looking
good and there is plenty of growth for stock. Despite the excellent season, primary producers
are not obtaining an adequate return for their products. Not only are they receiving low
prices for their products but they are operating in a high cost economy. The Government
surely must consider ways of not only improving productivity but also minimizing cost
impositions on primary producers.

The Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs has set up a Rural Economic Study
Committee. I believe that committee is being used as a shield to hide the inaction of the
Government. The Government can easily say that matters are passed on to this committee
to take action and consider what is needed in rural communities. The Minister should
speak to people in country areas to obtain a true picture of what is happening in country
Victoria.
The worst insult for primary producers and country people was the appointment of Mr
Wally Curran as the representative of the Trades Hall Council on the Government's
committee. Mr Curran, who is Secretary of the Australasian Meat Industry Employees
Union, has little understanding of and sympathy for country people. He has proved that
on many occasions with disastrous effects by his actions in the meat industry, including
the closure of abattoirs, not only in Victoria but also across Australia. The National Party
will be interested to see how he performs, although it cannot hope that it will be in the best
interests of country people.
Another concern to country people is the proposed changes to local government. There
is no doubt that the Government is moving towards the regionalization oflocal government,
which will be disastrous for country areas. I shall deal with that subject on future occasions.
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I am concerned about changes to the funding of water and sewerage authorities.
Traditionally the authorities received funding and paid a subsidized interest rate of 3 per
cent. The National Party recognized that that percentage should be raised to a more
realistic level, taking into account the current interest charges in Australia today. Over the
years the amount of interest paid by the authorities has risen and now the Minister has
declared that they will have to pay the current interest rates for any development in
country cities and towns.
There is no doubt that country communities can ill afford to pay the full interest charges
on borrowings to provide sewerage and high-grade water supply services. Those
communities do not have the income base to be able to justify the borrowings and interest
repayments. It is disappointing that country communities will be sadly neglected as a
result. Water and sewerage authorities in the electorate I represent have expressed concern
at the removal of the interest subsidy. I am pleased the Minister for Water Resources is in
the Chamber because this is an important issue for country people.
The department is saying that once an authority reaches 150 per cent of the base, it will
be fully funded for the provision of water and sewerage services. That means residents in
country towns and cities will have to pay higher charges for the provision of water and
sewerage services. The Minister should visit country areas and discover a true
.
understanding of the problems.
A further area of concern is the removal of assistance to country industries. To the
Labor Government, decentralization is dead. The National Party retains decentralization
as part of its policy for industries operating specifically in the country. These funds should
be provided as of right. Loan funds should not be provided at the whim of the Minister.
The National Party hopes the Government will become more conscious of specific
country problems and try to gain a better understanding of the needs and problems which
might require special funding assistance.

Mr REMINGTON (Melbourne)-I place on record my congratulations to you, Mr
Speaker, on your reappointment to the position of Speaker in this House. It is not a matter
I need to dwell on unnecessarily because you are well aware of my respect for you. It is a
position that you will hold so long as you wish to remain a member of Parliament.
I do not agree with the comments of the honourable member for Kew who lamented
the fact that you, Mr Speaker, were not adorned in your wig, robes, pantaloons, lace bib
and the "drag" that Speakers used to wear in this House. A Speaker who must rely on that
type of adornment to exercise authority in this House illustrates a weakness and lack of
confidence in his own capacity. You, Mr Speaker, do not need those types of props.
I congratulate the Premier for successfully leading the return of his party to government.
The people of Victoria showed no hesitation in returning the Labor Party to office. The
Government presented the public with three of the best years ofgovernment I can remember
and which, no doubt, any Victorian can remember. If one wants to go back to the bad old
days when the Liberal Party was in government, I could remind the people of the type of
government under which the State suffered in the larrikin days of that old warhorse and
guru of the Liberal Party who now spends his time down on the farm. I could also remind
them of the great land scandals, the waste, the corruption, the mismanagement and the
high rate of industrial disputes. There was no confidence in this State. The only records
the previous Liberal Government had were in the mountainous increases in bankruptcy
of small and large businesses and the immense lack of confidence that existed in Victoria.
It is no wonder that the people of Victoria threw out the Liberal Government three
years ago and it is little wonder that they recently re-elected the Cain Government to
manage the affairs of this State for a further four years.
I have been in politics long enough to know that one should judge a person on his
performance rather than on his promises. It is for that reason that the people re-elected
the Cain Government at the recent election. When the Labor Party took office, inflation
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was running at 10 per cent and roaring ahead and the unemployment rate was also 10 per
cent and heading towards 15 per cent. That was due to the economic policies of the
previous Liberal Government, the present Opposition, which covets the seats on the
Government side of the Chamber. In frustration, members of the Opposition will covet
these seats for many years to come.
Today, the unemployment rate is down to 6·2 per cent; 2·3 per cent lower than any
other State and lower than the average for Australia. That is because the Cain Government
has provided responsible government. It has regained the confidence of business, the share
market is buoyant, industrial stoppages are few and the State is firing again.
I have listened to speeches from many members of the Opposition who have spoken
during the debate. The honourable member for Berwick made quite a good contribution.
He indicated that it was incongruous that the Governor should deliver the Speech at the
opening of Parliament. I agree with the honourable member for Berwick, that it is a little
farcical that the Governor makes the Speech on behalf of the Government and refers to
'"his Government" .
If Parliamentary procedures were examined, that task could be removed from the
Governor. When the Whitlam Government first came to office and the Governor-General
was opening Parliament, Sir Paul Hasluck read the Governor-General's Speech on behalf
of the Government and he almost choked and suffocated on every phrase. It seems to be a
silly part of our systems and procedures.
I make a gentle criticism of the contributions made by members of the Opposition, and
I exclude those on the cross benches from my criticism. On the Government side, speaker
after speaker has congratulated the Premier on his outstanding leadership. Not one member
of the Opposition congratulated the Leader of the Opposition on his achievement in the
recent State election. They even won seats. I listened and suffered and writhed throughout
their contributions, and not once did I hear a word of congratulation by a member of the
Opposition to his Leader.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr Vaughan)-Order! The honourable member for
Melbourne will be heard in reasonable silence and with decorum.
Mr REMINGTON-They become a little excited, Mr Acting Speaker. I would not be
too hard on them, but the control of the House is quite properly in your hands. Not one
member of the Opposition pledged his support for and congratulated his Leader. I did not
expect National Party members to congratulate the Leader of the Opposition on his
performance. Honourable members have heard the Leader of the National Party on many
occasions and are familiar with his views on the capacity and the ability of the Leader of
the Opposition, but I should have thOUght that, among members of his own party, at least
one would have congratulated his Leader on his performance. Honourable members know
that he is the most unpopular Opposition Leader in the whole of Australia. Nevertheless,
he is the Leader of the Opposition and deserves the respect of the members of the
Opposition.
As a matter of fact, I give him some credit because he went into the last election at an
enormous disadvantage. Until the insurance companies came to its rescue, the Opposition
had virtually no money at all. When the Government decided to review the workers
compensation system, the Liberal Opposition became unexpectedly wealthy and spent
$60 000 to $80 000 in trying to defeat some Labor Party members in marginal seats.
Suddenly the Opposition had unlimited funds! I do not quibble about the actions of the
insurance industry. That industry is directly responsible to its shareholders, and those in
the industry saw the savings that the Government intended to make by a revamping and
reorganization of the workers compensation system. The Government is making those
savings for the benefit of all Victorians, but those in the industry saw that those savings
would be to the detriment of the bottom line in their balance sheets. I am not critical of
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the industry for going into the market-place and supporting the Opposition in its attempt
to defeat the Cain Labor Government; those in the industry had a vested interest in doing
so.
The Leader of the Opposition had no policies to start with, and he had fewer to finish
with in the recent election. I ask you, Mr Acting Speaker, to cast your eyes opposite and
see what sort of talent the Leader of the Opposition had to lead into the battle. I spent two
of the best years of my life in the infantry in New Guinea and New Britain, and I thank
God that we had decent troops there.
But the Leader of the Opposition went into the fight without policies and with nothing
of substance behind him. I congratulate him because he won seats at the election with
policies of absolute trivia. He produced no constructive policies. What did he do?
Honourable members will recall that he was going to sell the prisons to private enterpriseChain Gangs Inc. Have any honourable members ever heard of such a stupid policy
before? Those were the sorts of gimmicky policies that the Leader of the Opposition put
forward on behalf of his party. He was going to sell the Housing Commission high-rise
estates; what a crazy, stupid idea this man had! At one stage there were headlines about
the licensing of cats and dogs. This was the man who aspired to be Premier; if he had won
four more seats he would have been.

Mr Coleman interjected.
Mr REMINGTON--I am paying a tribute to the Leader of the Opposition, which the
honourable member refuses to do. He refuses to stand up and acknowledge his great
leadership.
At one stage there was a headline that there would be Argentinian death squads if the
Cain Labor Government was returned. Then in the run up to the election the Leader of
the Opposition came up with the idea of the blue blazers. Have any of the Opposition
members still got their blue blazers? They are not unparliamentary, as how one dresses in
this place is one's own responsibility. The Leader of the Opposition had shadow Ministers
running around in blue blazers. Aetcher lones and StaffPty Ltd did quite well out of that.
Then, of course, those people who are familiar with the film, The Pink Panther, will be
aware of the character, Inspector Clousseau. The Leader of the Opposition acknowledged
that during his army experience in Malaysia he had been a brothel inspector. He told those
at the Rotary Club at Hamilton this. He really hit his straps when he referred to the
""locking up of daughters."

Mr Leigh-The speech of the honourable member for Melbourne is so brilliant, I draw
attention to the state of the House.
A quorum was formed.

Mr REMINGTON-I thank the honourable member for Malvern for calling the House
to order. One classical comment made by the Leader of the Opposition and reported in
the Bendigo Advertiser was, "'The Liberal Party has taken a huge gamble on me. I represent
risk". One of the other classical comments he made was, ··You will be seeing a whole new
range of fresh policies. Some may in fact have been presented to you in the past."
The Leader of the Opposition continued to state that he wanted to restore old ideals in
the Liberal Party, and so on. The honourable member for Malvern might like to tell me,
if he knows, the name of the person who said that after the Nunawading by-election the
Liberal Party would have to get rid of its Leader.

Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-On a point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the
honourable member for Melbourne was quoting from a series of documents which are
held together by a clip. I ask the honourable member whether he is prepared to make that
file available to the House.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Dr VaulJhan)-Order! Is the honourable member for
Melbourne prepared to make the file available?
Mr REMINGTON (Melbourne)-Mr Acting Speaker, I should be delighted to do so.
Earlier I indicated that I would be prepared to make the file available to honourable
members. I might be able to sell it for $5 a copy for fundraising activities!
The honourable member for Malvern is a likeable young man. He has left the Chamber,
but I was about to ask him who was the member of the Opposition who said during the
election campaign in the Nunawading Province that after the by-election the Liberal Party
would have to "get rid of Kennett" . I can unqerstand that some members of the Opposition
would want to congratulate their Leader or swear their loyalty to him, but I can also
understand the frustration of the honourable member for Berwick who sits on the back
bench of the Opposition alongside the Hansard desk, three paces to the right-three more
paces to the right and he is out of Parliament! The honourable member for Berwick was a
talented Minister under the previous Liberal Government. Now he sits on the back bench
like Madame Defarge, knitting his eyebrows and wasting his time. I do not know how long
he will continue to sit on the back bench of an opposition party.
I have commented on the lack of policies of the Opposition and now I shall draw
attention to the obvious rifts and divisions that exist within the ranks of the Opposition. I
can understand how restless members of the Opposition may feel after Mr Howard raced
through to take over leadership of the Federal Opposition. As a result the popularity of
the Federal Opposition increased dramatically. I can understand that some responsible
and ambitious men in the ranks of the Liberal Party would rather be sitting on the
Government side of the House.
I can understand the honourable member for Polwarth not being anxious to congratulate
his Leader on his performance, because the honourable member for Polwarth controls the
Liberal country rump and covets the position of Leader. When he left Parliament to go on
sabbatical leave he collected his $300 000. He has since been returned to Parliament and
is refreshed. It is as if he has come in from the desert!
The honourable member for Hawthorn, who sits directly behind the Leader of the
Opposition, also aspires to be Leader; therefore, I can understand that he also is not
anxious to pay tribute to his Leader. As I said, the honourable member for Malvern is a
likeable young man who could be best described as Victoria's Michael Hodgman. Perhaps
he will enlighten us as to who the fellow was who stated during the by-election campaign
at Ringwood shopping centre that the Liberal Party would have to get rid of its Leader.
The Cain Government is now into its fourth year. As the Opposition has firmly
committed itself to not blocking Supply and has pledged time and a~ain that that will not
happen, it would seem that the Cain Government will see out Its full four years of
government. There are times during the lifetime of a Government when unpopular
decisions have to be made. The Labor Government would not be a good Government if
it were always high in popularity. The Hawke Federal Government is going through a
rough period. In the first few months of the second Hawke Government some hard
decisions had to be made.
A Government must make the hard decisions. My Government made those decisions
in its first term of office after inheriting a State that had been run by a Government full of
mismanagement, waste and corruption. We had to make hard decisions and our popularity
fell because of those decisions. The effectiveness of the Budgets that have been brought
down under the Cain Government has overcome those problems and the Treasurer, Mr
Jolly, has now introduced the fourth successive Budget. I look forward at least to some
Opposition members who have still to speak on this motion congratulating their Leader
on the outstanding leadership that he is showing them in opposition!
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-First of all, I pledge my affection and loyalty to Her
Majesty the Queen and convey to her the affection and loyalty of the people of Forest Hill.
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That pledge is in stark contrast to the sorts of observations that were made by the previous
speaker, the honourable member for Melbourne. He did not make any reference to the
Queen. I convey to His Excellency, the Governor, and his wife, Lady Murray, the
appreciation of the people of Forest Hill and Victoria, who hold Sir Brian Murray and
Lady Murray in high regard. I also convey my congratulations to the Speaker and the
President on their elections to the high offices they hold in Parliament.
I have noticed a number of speeches being made during this debate and other debates
in which members of the Labor Party seem to be obsessed with the Liberal Party. In
particular, I have noted the obsession that some members have for the spectacular
statements about what they refer to as the "new right", "shift to the right" and other
expressions relating to some newly emerging conservatism within the Liberal Party. It
seemed to me this was an opportunity for answering and commenting upon some of those
remarks. I refer particularly to the remarks that were made by the honourable member for
Werribee some time ago and by the honourable member for Niddrie during this debate on
what he perceived to be the political directions of the Liberal Party. The first thing that
should be said is that the essence of Liberal philosophy is a concentration on the individual
within society, which is in stark contrast with the socialist objective. The socialist objective
is a corporate state in which the individual is subjugated and society is ruled by a selfperpetuating elite.
I believe the role of Government is to create an environment in which the individual
can achieve personal fulfilment and success through personal effort and profit by that
personal effort. I emphasize that the word "profit" is not confined simply to financial
profit. I am a conservative and a Liberal. I am a conservative because I believe we should
retain the features of our society that are of merit. I am a Liberal because liberalism
provides the philosophical basis upon which society as a whole can prosper and develop
through the achievements of the individual components of that society. Liberalism provides
the free enterprise economic basis upon which compassion for the disadvantaged individual
within the community can be expressed in a practical way.
The socialists constantly preach the gospel of redistribution of wealth, but never speak
about the creation of that wealth which they wish to redistribute. The actions of socialists
in government are designed to prevent the creation of wealth. Their actions and the actions
of their trade union partners are designed to prevent the rise of the meritocracy and to
promote the ultimate triumph of the mediocracy. Their objective is to reduce society to
the lowest common denominator by stifling personal effort through the removal of
incentives for personal effort and the imposition of an array of impediments to personal
initiative.
The Liberal objective is the opposite because without incentives for individual effort
there can be little personal achievement. Without the creation of wealth there is, by
definition, nothing to redistribute. Without the economic resources generated by personal
achievement, there is no capacity for society to put in place practical expressions of
compassion for the disadvantaged nor to develop education, the arts and other community
facilities provided from collective resources for the benefit of individuals who compromise
our society.
Thus, I am a conservative because I wish to retain the features of our society which
have merit, which have proved their worth over the years, which have stood the test of
time and which provide the foundations upon which society can continue to build.
I am a democrat because, despite its fragile nature and inherent difficulties, democracy
remains the only system of government which allows equality of opportunity for every
individual in society.
I am a Liberal because liberalism provides the most effective philosophical basis for the
successful operation of democrats in which the development of economic strength through
the achievements of individuals provides the resources for compassion and opportunity
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so that society may assist the disadvantaged and provide the building blocks for the
continuing development of society through the achievement of individuals.
As each week passes, the socialist Governments of Hawke in Canberra and Cain in
Victoria provide increasing evidence to prove the correctness of my beliefs and demonstrate
the failure of trade union-based socialism in government. The financial mismanagement
of Victoria has now reached crisis proportions. The waste of money is a scandal, and
Victoria's public debt is now $20 billion. Published figures show that the public debt has
increased from $11 billion in 1982 to $16 billion in 1985, but the Opposition and the
Government know that the real figure for Victoria's public debt is closer to $20 billion,
which is more than $5000 for every man, woman and child in Victoria. That public debt
is a savage legacy which will burden future generations for many years.
No matter how cleverly the Treasurer cooks the books, the fact remains that this
Government is forcing Victorians to live beyond their means by spending now without
consideration of how the debts will be paid. The problem for the community is that it
cannot see what it is getting for its money. No significant new services have been provided
and no improvements in existing services have been made. For example, although the
trains are in bright new colours, they still do not run on time; every day many of them do
not run at all.
Impropriety is endemic in the Cain Government. If one were to refer to the election
promises made in 1982 and 1985, one would realize that election undertakings mean
nothing to the Cain Government. I refer the House to taxes and charges and that famous
remark by the man who would be Premier when he said, "I see no reason for any increase
in taxes and charges" .
Another famous statement was that there will be no increases in State Electricity
Commission or Gas and Fuel Corporation charges. There was a notorious statement that
there will be no increases in Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works rates. All those
promises were thrown out of the window within weeks of the Labor Government coming
to power in 1982.
Ministerial responsibility is to the Cain Government an historical anachronism. For
example, the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands in the other place has admitted
incompetence in the car registration scandal and the related accident that will ultimately
cost taxpayers millions of dollars in damages. Yet her incompetence is brushed aside as
unimportant. If I were Premier, the present Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands
would now be on the back bench.
The Minister for Transport was a disaster as Minister for Health after inheriting what
he described as the best public health system in Australia. He brought it to its knees.
Instead of removing him from office, the Premier simply transferred him to the Ministry
of Transport, where he is proving equally disastrous. Again, if I were Premier, the present
Minister for Transport also would be on the back bench.
Jobs for the boys in Victoria means more than just looking after one's mates. The Labor
Party Government has embarked on a disgraceful, yet extraordinarily effective subversion
of the Public Service. The Westminster tradition implies both Ministerial responsibility
and an impartial Public Service. The Labor Government is intent on destroying that
impartiality by removing from office long-serving public servants regarded as being
ideologically impure and replacing them with the Labor Party's own henchmen. The
sinister intent of the Government is long term. It wishes to change the character of the
Public Service so that long after it loses office it will have its own people in place. It is
crucial that the politicization of the Public Service be ended, and that can occur only with
the election of a Liberal Party Government.
The restoration of Victoria requires a reorientation of priorities. Firstly, smaller
government without the cosmetics of "buzz" words and gimmicks means leaving business
to get on with business; it means letting professionals be professional; it means letting
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workers work to earn a dollar; it means leaving people alone so that they may live their
lives free of Government interference and bring up their families in an environment of
challenge and achievement; it means letting farmers farm-and Victorian farmers are the
most efficient in Australia; it means a Government that does not hold out promises of a
brave new world just prior to a State election and abandoning those promises just after
the election as the Labor Party Government did to dairy farmers.
Farmers are businessmen and they can make their own decisions on what commodities
to produce so long as the Government is honest on markets and prices. The role of the
Government is to assist in the effective marketing offarm products just as it is to assist in
the effective marketing of non-farm products.
The greatest resource in the community is the young, yet they are being denied their
inheritance as participants in the economic development of the State by the stultifying
effects of trade union disruption, Government acquiesence to trade union domination and
the ideological imperatives of mediocrity. These ideological imperatives of mediocrity
come in the guise of equality and the disruptive effects on private enterprise come in the
guise of social justice.
The State's education system is now controlled by teacher unions and they, in turn, are
controlled by extremists of the left. The only way to combat the left's growing
institutionalizing of left-wing ideology in the State education system is to move
progressively towards the localization of school management so that, while curriculum is
determined centrally, the hiring and firin~ of school personnel, the establishment of
spending priorities and other matters relatm~ to school standards will be measured by
performance and determined by school councIls.
Business must decide whether it wishes simply to roll with the Government's punches
and then complain to the Liberal Party about the actions of a socialist Government or
whether it will back up the Liberals when they take a stand on principles in the interests
of free enterprise.
The performance of business in recent years has been poor. Business attacked the
Liberal Party when it was in government. It acquiesced to the socialists when the Labor
Party came to power. Business was ambushed by Prime Minister Hawke and the unions
at the famous summit shortly after the first Hawke Government was elected. Business
urged the Liberals to take action when it was in the interests of business, yet failed in
many instances to support action taken by the Liberals in support of free enterprise.
These remarks may sting some captains of industry, and business organization
bureaucrats, but they are home truths that need to be stated. Business needs to get its act
together and decide whether it wants indefinite socialism or an environment in which free
enterprise may flourish and the individual can find an incentive for effort.
Victorians now need to start making some decisions. Victoria is the highest taxed State
in the Federation. Despite the Premier's promises about taxes and charges, the State has a
socialist Government intent on changing the fundamental nature of our society.
It is appropriate that the observations I have just made should be made in a debate such
as the Address-in-Reply debate, which is Parliament's response to the Government's
words, spoken by the Governor. The Governor's address was a Government document,
an intensely political document, despite the apolitical nature of the office of Governor.
Many outrageous statements have been made, particularly by back-bench members of the
Government, during the debate. Wild accusations have been made and emotions expressed;
there has been praise of electorates-indeed, even praise of self on numerous occasions.
This is a debate in which the fundamental truths of political philosophy should be stated.

The media seems obsessed with the buzz words, "wets and dries", "new left", "new
right", "moderate left", "extreme right" and so on. The Labor Party has the lunatic left,
some of whose members are present tonight. The buzz word has taken over from substance.
The fundamental principles of liberalism need to be restated in simple English without
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buzz words, as does what they mean in terms of the projection of ideas and the
implementation of philosophy.
It needs to be stated what conservatism means and what liberalism means; and there
was a need for someone to talk about democracy. So far as I am aware, I am the only
member of this House who has referred to democracy during the debate on the motion for
the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech.

Parliament and the people of Victoria face another three years of socialist government
in this State; a socialist Government which is intent upon changing the essential fabric of
our society; a socialist Government which is the political wing of the trade union movement,
which is intent upon implementing the policies and the priorities of the trade union
movement, and which has, as its main motivating force, an intense hatred of all that has
gone before. That is why we hear honourable members such as the honourable member
for Melbourne display a paranoia about tradition and values.
To be a conservative is to relish those features of our society which are of merit, which
are of value, and which are part of the essential fabric of our society, and I am proudly a
conservative. To be a Liberal is to believe in the rights of the indiVIdual and to reject the
idea of the corporate State in which the rights of the individual are sublimated to the
interests of the State. That is why, ultimately, there can be only one successful Government
for the people of Victoria, and that will be a Liberal Government, providing that the
Liberal Party is able to project its values, its principles and its policies in a way which is
meaningful and real to those people outside, whom this party wishes to serve, the party of
which I am proud to be a member.
In defiance of the attitudes of people such as the honourable member for Melbourne, I
conclude my speech on the Address-in-Reply debate by stating, HGod Save the Queen!".
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill)-This is my first opportunity of making a contribution to
the debate on the motion for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the Governor's
Speech, having come to this place following a by-election, at the conclusion of the first
Address-in-Reply debate during the term of the first Cain Government.
I take this opportunity of pledging my loyalty and that of the people of the Swan Hill
electorate to Her Majesty the Queen, and also of congratulating the Governor, Sir Brian
Murray, and Lady Murray, on the excellent work they have done and the way in which
they are carrying out their duties.
Sir Brian and Lady Murray visited Swan Hill on at least one occasion last year. It was a
successful visit and it is my hope that Sir Brian and Lady Murray will agam visit Swan
Hill before too long.
Since the last State election the Swan Hill electoral boundaries have changed, to run
from Wedderburn near Bendigo to Robinvale in northern Victoria. The new areas
encompassed by the electorate are Wedderburn and Pyramid Hill, the latter fitting in well
with the Kerang region covering irrigation and the salinity problems. The Swan Hill
electorate now covers gold mining in the Wedderburn area and in future any legislation
affecting gold mines will require me to seek assistance from people in that area, whom I
know would be only too pleased to help me.
In the past couple of years Wedderburn has been in the news because of some large gold
finds, which I hope have improved the cash flow and led to an increase in tourism to the
area because over the years Wedderburn has been neglected and it is struggling
economically.
For the past six or eight months the Premier, Treasurer and other Government Ministers
have spoken about the marvellous record of the Government on employment, the growth
in the economy, the fall in unemployment figures and so on as proving that everything in
the Garden State is rosy. Although those figures may be true for Melbourne, they are
certainly not true for rural Victoria.
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In the electorate of Swan Hill the unemployment figures are twice those of Melbourne.
Unemployment in Swan Hill is presently in the vicinity of 12·5 to 13 per cent compared
with a State average of6·2 per cent. The number of poor in rural areas is increasing.
At present interest rates charged on small businesses and farming activities in rural
areas are running at 19 to 21 per cent but I have heard neither the Premier nor the
Treasurer refer to the high interest rates. One would be misguided in believing that either
small businesses or farmers in rural areas can cope with paying interest rates of 19 to 21
per cent.
Rural Victorians are fed up with both Federal and State Governments that either do
not understand or have no interest in rural Victoria. There is a militant atmosphere in
rural Victoria which is spreading throughout Australia. Some months ago a rural people's
march occurred when 40 000 men, women and children came to Melbourne. If the situation
in rural Victoria does not improve, the next time such a march occurs in Melbourne, twice
as many people will participate.
Small business operators in rural Victoria are finding it increasingly difficult to survive
owing to the imposition of taxes and charges, bureaucratic red tape, forms and statistics.
As a result of Government taxes and charges, small businesses in country towns and
provincial cities are finding it hard to keep up a cash flow and to provide employment
opportunities. Although unemployment has reached the 13 per cent mark in country
Victoria, in the past year there has been a significant drift away from small country towns,
particularly by young single men and married men who are moving their families to the
metropolitan area or t6 some centre where they can get a job. Another generation of
farmers is being lost and unless some life can be put back into rural enterprises this trend
will continue.
The State and Federal Governments must realize that the only way the huge overseas
debt faced by this country will be paid is through exports and primary industry-either
from farming or mining. The only real wealth will come from those areas and not from
the metropolitan area or the pen-pushing bureaucrats, big business operators and the
powermongers of the union movement to which the Government kowtows.
One of the biggest problems in the Swan Hill electorate is salinity. One does not often
have an opportunity to speak on the problem of salinity because, with one exception in
the past, the Government does not introduce proposed legislation dealing with this issue.
The Swan Hill electorate is becoming known as the dumping ground for salt in Victoria.
It is an area where the Loddon and Avoca rivers converge into what was the Murray
system. Fifteen years ago some of the most beautiful lakes were to be found in the Swan
Hill area between Swan Hill and Kerang.
Provincial cities and suburban municipalities are spending millions of dollars to create
lakes for recreation purposes. Swan Hill had a whole series of very good lakes, but now
the only lake left of any value or consequence so far as quality is concerned is Lake
Kangaroo because it has a flow through system and it is part of the irrigation system. We
have completely lost Lake Tutchewop, Cullens Lake and Lake Elizabeth; they are salt
areas now. Unfortunately, Lake Charm, not far from Kerang, has been locked up by water
engineers and is not far from turning into an evaporation basin.
Lake Boga is the lake closest to Swan Hill and it provides recreational facilities such as
speed boating, yachting, fishing and camping for Swan Hill residents. That lake is
deteriorating at an alarming rate and it is not known how much longer it can continue to
be used for recreational purposes.
Cullens Lake was once a beautiful lake, well stocked with Murray cod and, in more
recent times, with redfin. It once had an enormous potential for recreation and if it were
still a freshwater lake it would be a marvellous place. However, most of its trees are dead.
Its water is saline and it has no future potential.
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Most of the lakes in the Kerang and Swan Hill area were affected in 1964 by the actions
of an engineer who temporarily dropped water levels in those lakes and, in so doing,
introduced salt in the draining ground water to the lake. Cullens Lake and Lake Elizabeth
never recovered from that event.
Irrigation ceased in the Cullens Lake area in 1969-1970 and at Lake Elizabeth in 1970.
It is sad to see the cesspools that those two lakes now are. All the trees around them are
dead, and it is hard to believe that only fifteen years ago people were fishing and swimming
in those lakes.
Lake Charm still has the potential to be saved. This lake is of interest to me because my
grandparents actually lived there and I remember visiting the lake as a boy and observing
both its beauty and that of the willows surrounding it. In 1964, when the lake levels were
lowered, Lake Charm also received its slug of salt. By 1965 it had a salt content of 1660
EC. Shortly prior to 1964 the Government of the day prepared reports on the feasibility of
using Lake Charm as a water storage for horticultural areas further down in the lake
system. Of course, the salt ruined that.
In 1969, another great engineer decided to put a regulator on the lake which had the
effect oflocking in the salt water. In 1976 the salt level had risent to 300 EC and today it is
3500 EC. Farmers are still irrigating from Lake Charm, which is still producing reasonable
production in its immediate area. If irrigators ever ceased using water from Lake Charm,
its salt content would increase rapidly.
The Government has received many submissions requesting a scheme to create a flowthrough system for Lake Charm. The lake is worth saving. The Government sometimes
shows an interest in conservation. As evidenced by the Budget today, the Government is
prepared to spend some money on conservation-more often on publicity than on actual
work. However, a large conservation job needs to be done in the lake area of Victoria. The
local community is ready to work with the Government and I hope that sooner or later
the Government will consult with these people.
Lake Boga, which is the lake closest to Swan Hill, has, in the past few years, lost many
of its trees. This year the lake water is deteriorating to such an extent through salinity that
the lawns at the bowling club at Lake Boga are dying because the club uses irrigated water
from the lake.
Lake Boga is also a locked-in lake which is now performing the role that Lake Tutchewop
once performed. Lake Tutchewop was a terminal lake of the A voca River and the river
finished up there when it flooded. Now the river is forced over salty land into Lake Boga.
As a result the lake has built up a high level of salinity which cannot be released into the
River Murray system because of the horticultural areas downstream.
Although Lake Boga was slowly dying, it is now dying more quickly since Lake
Tutchewop was taken out of the flood flow system and more salt inflows are locked into
Lake Boga.
There was an embarrassing situation during the last flood, when Lake Boga was a
terminal lake for the A voca River, because the water was locked in at a high level, above
the full supply level, and there was enormous erosion on the lake foreshore and considerable
road damage.
These problems can be solved, but that involves money. Large sums of money are not
necessary, but somehow or another interest will have to be paid to the affected lakes or the
people of Victoria will lose them. Some of the biggest speed boat carnivals in the State are
held at Lake Boga; it is also a leading yachting lake. Lake Boga is well worth preservation.
Country people watch many schemes being developed in the metropolitan area knowing
full well that a small amount of money only would be needed to save the lakes. The money
needs to be spent only once.
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I shall now refer to the mineral reserve basins scheme that was established by the former
Liberal Government. It first came into prominence in 1975 as a result of a report and, in
1981, building commenced. The mineral reserve basins scheme, for those honourable
members who have no idea-and most members of the Labor Party have no idea-covers
an area where two depressions are filled with water and used as evaporative basins for
water being pumped out of Barr Creek, which is the major drainage stream in the area. I
shall not go into the details of Barr Creek at this stage.
The mineral reserve basins scheme is targeted to take out 16 000 tonnes of salt water
from the Barr Creek each year. The water is placed into an evaporative basin which, at
present, flows into Lake Tutchewop. The scheme will be extended to the mineral reserve
basins.
The engineers and bright boys came up with a scheme to take fresh water from Lake
Tutchewop, kill the lake and use it as an evaporative basin. This was done and now they
want a huge area of land not far from Lake Boga-between Lake Tutchewop and Lake
Boga-to create a man-made evaporative lake. It was thought that when the evaporative
lake was filled, water would be transferred by pipe and channel to Lake Tyrrell. Thank
goodness most people have given away the idea of taking the scheme through Lake Tyrrell
at Sea Lake.
The mineral reserve basins scheme commenced in 1981. The Labor Party joined with
the people of Swan Hill in fighting the scheme and, during the 1982 State election campaign,
the party indicated that it was very much opposed to the scheme. Unfortunately, when it
came to government, the party changed its mind and decided to continue with it.
No one seems willing to listen; the people of the electorate I represent are keen to see
the scheme stopped. Recently, the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs made a
statement in the other place about salinity. One of the comments that pricked up my ears
was this:
Divisive matters must be sorted out primarily by the affected communities among themselves, on the basis of
agreement and on a basis that the whole regional comunity can support as being fair and equitable.

I was pleased when I read that statement because the mineral reserve basins scheme is of
great concern. The people and organizations of Swan Hill, Kerang and Wycheproof all
believe the scheme should be stopped.
A joint submission from the Shire President of the Shire of Kerang, the Shire President
of the Shire of Swan Hill, the President of the Swan Hill Branch of the Australia Labor
Party and myself was sent to the Minister for Agriculture and Rural affairs. That is a
strange group of people to join forces, but the feeling in that part of Victoria is strong. We
still await a reply.
The salinity level of the River Murray is measured in Morgan, South Australia. The
readings range from 500 units to 800 units EC units depending on the season. The annual
increase in salt in the river is six EC units. The mineral reserve basins scheme will kill
many thousands of acres of land and will endanger the River Murray as well as the lakes
in the area.
The scheme will have an effect on the salinity of the River Murray of three EC units at
Morgan. While the readings ran~e between 500 and 800 EC units during the year, the
mineral reserve basins scheme WIll affect those readings by only three EC units. This and
future Governments would need to build more than two mineral reserve basins schemes
a year simply to maintain the status quo.
The people in the electorate I represent believe evaporative basins are not the answer to
the problem. In many ways, the answer to the salinity problems throughout the world
have not been found-the text book has not been written. People affected by salinity are
sick and tired of experts devising schemes such as those that have ruined the lakes and
land in the Swan Hill area. Over the years we have taken advice from learned gentlemen
and we are now asking that they give away their ideas ofa solution to the problem through
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engineering methods alone and that the Government turns its efforts to the source of, the
problem-irrigation, farm layouts, methods, farming techniques, knowledge of soil, plant
species, rotation ofcrops and machinery to change rotation quickly. People in the electorate
I represent are working in those areas and they are probably five or six years ahead of the
Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs in its research.
The mineral reserve basi,ns scheme is a classic example of m~m 's stupidity in his battle
against nature. Nature will not stand for that type of solution; it will always win. The
people of the Swan Hill electdrate have become so fed up with matters that 138 farmers in
that area are taking court action against the Government because they have found no
other way of achieving a solution. We have sought this year, and will continue to seek,
political solutions to the problem. From statements by the Minister in recent times, it
would seem that those solutions are not forthcoming and, in that event, the matter will be
sortfd out in the courts. That will be expensive and unpleasant for the Minister, the
Government, the commission and the people of Swan Hill. Nevertheless, 138 of them
propose to take that step very soon.
I turn now to on-farm salinity works. Much has been done in this area over the years.
Some local members understand the salinity loans program that has operated in northern
Victoria. Much has been done in an effort to improve on-farm salinity works, to get farms
and soils producing, to lower groundwater tables and to come to grips with the problems
and challenge nature on its own terms.
The work that is being done in northern Victoria and that I hope is being done in the
research areas of Victoria could lead to on-farm solutions. The solutions currently proposed
in the textbooks and those that engineers are keen to put into operation are not working,
have not worked and will not work. A whole region of northern Victoria has already been
lost and more could be lost. I do not know how people and Governments can be made to
realize the importance of the deterioration in the lakes that still remai,n. Salinity in Victoria
is not a party political issue, and it is not an area of great interest to the Labor Party,
although I appreciate that the Government has been attempting to encompass the problem
in its policies. The salinity problems of northern Victoria virtually steer into the Swan Hill
electorate and whoever holds the seat of Swan Hill will bear this massive salinity problem
on his own, but with enormous support from the people of the Swan Hill electorate.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-It has been a long time since, as the honourable
member for Benambra, I first had the opportunity of declaring my allegiance to His
Excellency the Governor and of conveying the allegiance of the constituents of that
electorate to His Excellency and to Her Majesty.
It is now nine years since I was elected to represent that area and the example set in that
time by the people of that area could well be emulated by many Australians. To me, those
families personify the Australian spirit of enterprise and willingness to work and contribute
to the benefit of their families, their community and their nation. One significant problem
in Australia today is the lack of awareness of what is needed-the spirit of enterprise and
an ability to get on with the job.
As the honourable member representing Benambra I have, seen almost four years of a
Labor Government in Victoria. It was the first time that I had seen the Labor Party win
government in this State. I had grown up unaware of how a Labor Government operated
and unaware of its effect on Victorians. I shall mention some examples that indicate that
the Government is good on rhetoric yet short on substance. Often if a Labor Government
is left unbridled it can cause grave harm and concern to the community.
For example, the Wodonga District Hospital has been the subject of a plea by both the
Victorian and New South Wales Labor Governments to stifle its future development and
contribution to the area. These Labor Governments have a grand plan to put all hospital
services in Wodonga under the New South Wales administration. I shall welcome any
honourable member who may wish to visit the hospital to see the effect this plan is having
on the volunteers and staff of the hospital. A shadow has been cast over the hospital and
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its future because of policies implemented by the former Minister of Health. I hope the
new Minister for Health will rectify that matter.
As shadow Minister for further education I was naturally pleased to hear the Governor
indicate the proposals of the Labor Government to provide new jobs and opportunities
for all young Victorians. There is no question that such an objective is worth while and
should be supported. I do not support the idea of party politics standing in the way of
achieving such a worth-while objective. As shadow Minister I have set a goal for myself to
try to do something constructive during the next three or four years to achieve the
common objective of all honourable members of tackling the problem of youth
unemployment. I am alarmed at the problems that have emerged and which stand in the
way of achieving a solution to this devastating problem faced by young people.
I take this opportunity of questioning the right of certain union leaders to stand in the
way of the introduction of a training scheme that has been announced by the Prime
Minister and which will be implemented in tandem with the Victorian Government.
Honourable members would be aware of trade union opposition that has been expressed
to key aspects ofthe Federal Government's traineeship scheme. This opposition is hindering
the introduction of that scheme in certain sections of the community such as the retail
industry. The Cain Government has introduced the Youth Guarantee Scheme which will
guarantee jobs and education for young people.
The track record of the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association of New
South Wales is a strong one in the Australian union movement. The union's reaction to
the proposal to introduce a trainee scheme was to produce a draft log of seven demands
which it has stated are prerequisites for participation in a traineeship scheme in Australia.
The major objection of the Retail Traders Association to the traineeship scheme, which
is proposed to place 10000 schoolleavers in jobs by next July, is the trainee wage. That is
the crux of the situation. The union has also served demands which include a demand
that the trainee must be engaged in full-time employment with all the benefits of full-time
employment; the trainee must be paid full-time award rates; any trainee engaged by a
retailer must be taken on in addition to existing staff; trainees must be counted with all
other employees for the purpose of abiding by existing industry award ratios of full-time to
part-time employees and junior to senior employees; each trainee must be guaranteed a
full-time job at the end of the traineeship; all trainees must be members of the appropriate
union; and each trainee position must be for a term of at least twelve months.
I have spelt out clearly the sorts of blocks in Victoria against achieving an effective
traineeship scheme. How could any member of Parliament doubt that one of the major
problems in giving a young person a job in this economy is the fact that many employers
are unable to afford to pay the award wage that applies? It does not matter what the politics
are; that is a fact oflife. It would take much work to get the employers in the private sector
in Australia to accept all the thousands of young Australians who want to work and to be
trained and who do not want to suffer the social consequences oflong-term unemployment.
The Victorian Government has not tackled this issue strongly and courageously enough,
particularly the influence of the union movement.
I lay down a challenge to Government members in the first year of their second term of
government. If the Government is not prepared to accept that the trainee wage oUght to
be set at a certain level of the present award wage, the issue should at least be referred for
determination to an independent arbitrator, perhaps the Full Bench of the Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission. That move would contribute greatly towards ensuring that
the Youth Guarantee Scheme or the Hawke trainee scheme continues. Unless an
independent arbitrator is able to hear about the economic difficulties that are perceived by
the private sector in employing young people, at the end of twelve months many employers
will be unable to continue the employment of those young people. Many people will
become redundant as a result.
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If that happens the Government will have to continue to provide additional jobs in the
public sector to soak up the growing numbers of unemployed. More people will be painting
road signs and working in hospitals, some of which will be worth while, but most of which
will merely be replacing the work of others that are already being paid wages for what they
are doing. The public hospital system is a bottomless pit that will consume more and more
money to provide work for people because strict union demarcations have been introduced.
Patients will receive less care and nurses will be under more pressure. That is the scenario
that is likely to develop unless the Government is prepared to tackle the real problems
that exist. The problems relate to youth wages and the need to provide a real incentive for
the private sector to take up the challenge of building the economy and providing jobs for
young people.
It is not an overstatement for me to assert that the real strength of Victoria and Australia
is small business represented by the family business person, retailer and farmer. It is not
an overstatement to say that those people are scared stiff of Federal and State Government
strategies on the economy, the way they foster and kowtow to the strong demands of some
irresponsible unions and the way the structure of the economy is being changed to create
a situation where, unless one is big and so-called beautiful, one will get nothing. The
strategy appears to be to lock society into a Hthem" and HUS" situation.

The electorate that I represent is an example of the dynamic grassroots private sector or
private enterprise life that should be fostered and encouraged, but it has not been fostered
and encouraged by the Cain Government, even though the Government has made that
claim. The direction and drive provided by the entrepreneurial values that these people
contribute should be noted and given more respect.
The Nunawading by-election registered a clear vote against the Government for a
number of reasons. The first was the Government's failure to recognize the voice of the
people at the grassroots level of society. The electorate I represent is one of the areas
affected by the proposal of the Government for a large alpine national park, that great
esoteric landscape the Government says is needed, without heeding the advice of the
people who have lived there for generations, who love the area and want to contribute to
its preservation and conservation as much as, if not more than, the people who say they
represent conservation interests.
I was heartened by the fact that Nunawading electors threw aside the assertions made
by the Australian Democrats and the Labor Party that the election was about conservation,
and clearly supported the mountain cattlemen who came down to Melbourne and shared
their knowledge of the alpine area with the electors of Nunawading. The election result
was a strong indication of the underlying current building up in the community in
metropolitan and country areas. Many people object strongly to the Victorian Government
telling everybody from the centre that it knows best, that it knows how to plan and control
and that Government control and Government enterprise are the best way to achieve
future welfare and benefits for families and the State.
The Government has failed miserably to increase the number of entrepreneurial and
productive Australians and appears to be actively working against their interests. There
was no mention in the Governor's Speech of the need to increase productivity. Productivity
ought to be spoken about more, not less, because that is the basis of real economic growth
in Victoria. Real economic growth does not involve Government spending, which the
Treasurer attempted to say in the Budget speech would now be wound down.
If the Government wants to maintain the respect and support of Victorians, it must
make a total commitment to keep Australia's economy competitive, but how can it do
that? The Government and its comrades in Canberra are hooked into a sacred prices and
incomes accord with the union movement, that is preserved and dictated by union leaders.

There was the spectacle of the Federal Treasurer telling the Australian communityand, as Treasurer, it was his responsibility-that unless there was discounting, as a result
of the dollar devaluation, of the consumer price index there would be lasting and damaging
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effects on Australia's economy. Subsequently, the Australian Treasurer was humiliated.
He had to say that he did not really mean that discounting had to apply to the forthcoming
national wage case and that it was all right to accept a 2 per cent package next year and to
sprinkle over that an agreement regarding other matters that will be supported in due
course dealing with superannuation and other issues.
In my view, that spectacle personifies what is wrong with Australia and what is wrong
with the present Governments of Australia and of Victoria. Victoria does not have a
Government that is serving the interests of the people of Victoria. It has a Government
that checks first with the trade union movement. There is nothing wrong with talking to
the trade union movement-I would encourage that-but the Government does not do
anything courageous that is in the broad interest of all Victorians. It merely modifies what
it knows is right and waters down its decision until it gets an accord that is acceptable to
the leading lights of certain trade unions.
Australians and Victorians should have Governments that are courageous enough to
say both to the private sector and to the trade union movement that what those sections
say is not necessarily best for the whole of Australia and for the whole of Victoria. There
is no courageous leadership under either the Federal Government or the State Government
but a form of watered down leadership that is not based on the long-term interests of the
next generation.
Look at the debt that succeeding generations will inherit; look at the costs that they will
inherit! A quick examination of today's Budget Papers reveals the ever-rising interest bill
of certain departments. With my particular interest in education I was alarmed to see the
increasing cost of interest and loan repayments on the funds borrowed from the State
Development Fund that have been used to help build schools. I am pleased that schools
have been built but I am not pleased-and nor will Victorians and Australians of this
generation and the next be pleased-to see the debt incurred to build those schools, which
is one based on a rising interest rate. The State Development Fund borrows short and
lends long, and places an additional burden on everyone, and especially on the taxpayer.
I am concerned about and I object strongly to the ever-increasing burden that is being
placed on the family, on the taxpayer, on the unemployed, on the elderly, on the chronically
ill, on the small business person, and on the entrepreneur. It is about time that Victorians
asked why; what are the reasons?
Typical of the problems I encounter in my electorate office is the case of a family where
the husband is chronically ill and needs nine different prescriptions for medication. His
monthly bill for those prescriptions is $110. These drugs are provided on the National
Health Service but the prescription fees to obtain those drugs means that the family is
spending $110 a month to keep the husband alive and to alleviate some of his pain. The
wife, who came to see me on behalf of her family, said that she had looked everywhere to
find some way of meeting this cost but could not find help anywhere.
This man had been an invalid pensioner but had almost gone out of his mind with
boredom, so the family found a small business, a little bookshop in a run-down shopping
centre, where the husband can sit and be employed and make a bit of money. He is not
now in receipt of his invalid pension and if he went back to receiving the invalid pension
each prescription for his medication would cost $2. 50 and not $5 and there would be
some financial relief for that family's medical bills. However, the husband wants to
continue to work and to have some dignity and not to be on the invalid pension. The wife
is prepared to work. She is earning $200 a week which, together with her husband's
earnings of$100 a week, support her and her husband and their three children.
I wrote to the Federal Minister for Health, Mr Neil Blewett, and asked him if there was
any way in which the Commonwealth Government could assist chronically ill people. It
is difficult not to be cynical about these matters, but the answer to my query, which I
already knew, is that unless one is a patient at a public hospital one has to pay for the
drugs used. If a person goes to an out-patient clinic and says, "Here is a prescriptIOn from
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a doctor, will you give me the drugs I need to keep me out of a hospital bed that will cost
$400 a day?" the answer is, hSorry, mate, we cannot provide the drug for you" .
All honourable members have a responsibility to investigate these problems. The
Government is not really helping the people who are genuinely disadvantaged.
1 note that the Minister for Housing is present in the Chamber. I was interested to read
the statement that he made about the effects of rising interest rates on young people and
people who are not so young but who are struggling to pay their mortgages. I had
considerable sympathy for what the Minister said. All honourable members know of the
financial burden suffered by these people because of increasing interest rates. That is an
example of the doers in our community, the ones who have some guts or get up and go,
being driven down. The chronically ill person who says, 441 am going to battle on" finds he
is saddled with more bills.
As a taxpayer I do not mind paying my taxes to help people who are genuinely
disadvantaged and those who are chronically ill. It is a disgrace tl\at Australia does not
have a scheme that provides the chronically ill with adequate prescription funding so that
they can be kept out of hospitals. Also, why should young families striving to get their own
homes be under threat because interest rates may go to 15 or 16 per cent? God help them,
because they will not be able to maintain their mortgage payments! That is symptomatic
of what is wrong with all the policies of the Government.
No immediate answer or solution is near, but there is one strategy that would work; that
is for a Government-State of Federal-to be prepared to say, "We will not cave in to
vested interests or union leaders who say there has to be a wages support system that is
totally sacred and disregards the effects of the overseas balance of payments and the effects
of devaluation". Governments must be prepared to stand up and say, '4you are talking
nonsense, there cannot be a wages accord that is sacred if it is not at least affected by what
is happening overseas". The same must go for big business. If big business demands
protection because of certain things that are happening overseas or in the Australian
economy, the Government has to tell it that it is not in the interests of government,
Federal or State. That is what is lacking with the present Government.
It is a challenge and a problem for all honourable members, but this is my opportunity,
as shadow Minister, to say to the Government that ifit wants the support of the Opposition
with respect to youth training and employment-it has my support for its endeavours to
employ young people, because 1 will strive extremely hard to obtain employment for
them-the Government cannot give in to unions that insist that the youth wage is sacred.
The private sector is indicating that it cannot employ young people long term unless
something is done about the youth wage. However, trade unions insist that they will not
countenance any review of the youth wage or even some bargaining that may bring about
a reduction.

1 have enough courage to say to the young people in my electorate-and 1 am prepared
to face them at the next election-"You are not going to get long-term work with training
and education without a review of training wages under a fair system of arbitration. You
have to face up to it; and if you are not prepared to do so, surely, you do not expect me to
vote for a system where the welfare system supports you", rather than saying, "We will
give you ajob painting signs or sweeping floors and, at the end of twelve months, you will
be all right". 1 will not lie to anyone in my electorate, and 1 do not believe anyone should
do so.
1 say to the Government, as 1 would to my party if it were in government, that unless it
is prepared to develop these policies and go out and sell them it does not have the right to
be in government and continue to be there.
Despite the problems 1 have mentioned in the economy in this State, the Government
has done some good things. I was pleased that the Government agreed to make the
Minister for Agriculture responsible also for rural affairs. As a member representing a
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country electorate, I welcome the move. I am still disappointed that, despite my several
invitations to him to visit the alpine area, meet the people and travel around, as former
Premiers have done, the present Premier has not done so. I remember being at the top of
the high plains with the former Liberal Premier, the Honourable R. J. Hamer. I shall talk
about that subject when the relevant Bill is again before the House, but it was an enlightening
experience at the time.
I hope the new Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs is able to persuade the Premier
to come out of his fortress and visit the area, see what the people need and learn why they
say they are concerned. Ifihe Premier does not agree with them after visiting the area, that
is up to him, but he should at least come up and have a look.
As a former Minister for Local Government, I believe the Government's policy on local
government is too heavy handed. I am alarmed at the way in which the Government i~
unsettling local government and not giving it enough time to settle down and come up
with proposals, which I believe would be complementary to government at all levels. At
present, there is concern at the way in which the amalgamations are being put forward,
and that is very disappointing.
I am pleased that the new Minister for Health in another place, the lionourable David
White, has adopted some of the policies of the Opposition, whichwere put forward by the
Liberal Party as its poli~ies on health. However, no matter how capable the new Minister
for Health may be, he will not be able to solve the problems because of orte fundamental
difficulty with the he~lth syste~ in AustraliC;l and Victoria ~ith .w~ich no Minister for
Health can cope-he IS locked mto the MedIcare system, whIch IS supposed to prOVIde
free public hospital treatment on demand. However, that is a lie because no Government
in Australia, Liberal or Labor, State or Federal, can provide the resources necessary to
give free hospital care on demand.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member's time has expired.

Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-I take this opportunity of congratulating you, Mr Speaker, on
your reappointment to that high office, and indicating that I look forward to working with
you in future in the interests of both Parliament and the State. I also congratulate the
Governor, Sir Brian Murray, and his wife, Lady Murray, on the role they play in this
State.
I particularly thank my constituents fot re-electing me in the March State elections. I
regard it as a tremendous honour to be a member of Parliament, irrespective of whether
one is a member of the Government party or of an opposition party. All honourable
members should realize that they are in this House because of the community that has put
them there and also the many people who support them while they are seeking to become
members of Parliament.
I thank them tremendously for their support and trust and I shall certainly, during my
time as a member of Parliament, try always to ensure that I serve my constituents to the
best of my ability.
I represent all the people in my electorate, not just the 59 per cent who voted for me at
the last election. Everyone in my electorate will receive the same level of service and
attention from me. I hope all honourable members adopt a similar attitude.
Unfortunately, some people from electorates represented by the Labor Party come to
my electoral office to see me even though I am a Liberal Party member of Parliament
because they do not wish to see their Australian Labor Party members. I am sure it has
happened on both sides of the political fence where some honourable members have
politicized their electoral offices to such a degree that some members of the community
feel most uncomfortable when they visit those offices. During the life of the last Parliament
I raised one instance where a Government member had an Australian Labor Party campaign office located above his electoral office.
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Although the role of the Opposition is to win government, I do not regard my role solely
as disagreeing with everthing the Government does. I hope I can provide fair and honest
criticism of mistakes made by the Government but, as with all Governments, the
Government does good and bad things and when it does anything good, I congratulate it.
As an example, I congratulated the former Minister for Education on helping to solve a
major problem at a school in my electorate during the life of the last Parliament.
Approximately $600 000 was spent on fixing up that problem and I congratulated the
Government on doing something good. However, I do have a role to play in the Parliament
in pointing out mistakes of the Government.
In his contribution to the debate, the honourable member for Melbourne spoke about
what he saw as the problems of the Leader of the Opposition. Indeed, the honourable
member for Coburg did the same thing in his contribution to the debate. Both of those
honourable members attempted to create divisions that do not exist. Both of those
honourable members should have concentrated on matters of importance to the
communities they represent, and it is a sad reflection on those honourable members that
they failed to do so.
During the lead up to the last State election, the Government conducted a dishonest
campaign. In my electorate the Labor Party candidate, who was an adviser to the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, included photographs of the former honourable member
for Malvern, Lindsay Thompson, various mayors, town clerks and all other sorts of people
in his election literature without the permission of those people.
That person conducted a dishonest campaign. However, if that person, who lives in my
electorate, has a problem, he can rest assured that, irrespective of the feelings I have about
the campaign he conducted, I shall give him the best assistance that I can. Perhaps that
person has learned a lesson that, in an area where he thought he would do better than I
because he was supposedly a lot better known, he did substantially worse. That was a
reflection on an Australian Labor Party candidate claiming credit where he had no right
to do so. Indeed, it was wrong of him to claim credit for things which had been achieved
through co-operation between the Minister for Police and Emergency Services and myself.
The Leader of the Opposition deserves to be congratulated for the campaign he conducted
during the last State election. During that time the Premier stayed in his bunker while the
Leader of the Opposition brought the issues to the Government.
I now wish to refer to a program submitted by the Government. It is claimed that the
Youth Guarantee Scheme is a program of imagination. I submit that it is not a program
of imagination. That is one scheme to which my colleague the honourable member for
Benambra referred. How can any Government guarantee that every fifteen to eighteenyear-old in the State will get a job or education, or part of both, when there are not enough
places in colleges now? I receive complaints from students who cannot get into various
courses and yet the Government has the gall to come into the House with a scheme that
professes to guarantee everything but which does nothing.
All the Opposition has to do to prove that this scheme is a load of rubbish is to find one
person who has not had that guarantee honoured. The Government has broken its first
election promise; 25 per cent of young people in the community are facing employment
problems. The Youth Guarantee Scheme is a waste of money and the fact that this
Government, in co-operation with the Federal Government, can participate in such a
scheme is beyond belief.
I can give many examples of where the Government has failed. For example, in my
electorate the Government allocated money for a cafe and according to the auditor, it lost
$62 000 in three and a half months. How can anyone waste that sort of public money in
such a short time? I would much rather see that type of Government money being used to
create real jobs by perhaps some form of subsidy to private industry, even If the jobs were
for only eighteen months or two years. Once a person breaks into the system, he has a
better opportunity of obtaining another job.
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After spending many hours working out how many people got jobs under this scheme it
is apparent that less than one-third of those who were unemployed, or 66000 people,
supposedly got a real job. We are not even told whether the survey that was conducted
included both the private and public sector. I suspect that the survey was conducted in the
public sector. Approximately 600 Questionnaires were distributed and 522 replies were
received. Perhaps those who were given the Questionnaires were promised an ice cream if
they filled it in and returned it. That is a phenomenal percentage of people who returned
the Questionnaire.
It appears to me that these schemes are not for the benefit of the community; they
merely cover up the problem in the short term.

I ask honourable members opposite, ""If you had a job for six months, which was taken
away from you through no fault of your own and it led to nothing else, how would you
feel?" I suspect you would feel worse than if you had never had a job. These schemes
mean nothing to people who want the opportunity to work.
One thing that amused me during the past few months was the cynicism of the
Government during the Nunawading by-election campaign. The Government brought the
House together prior to the by-election to pass a Bill to introduce the WorkCare program,
despite the fact that the Government claimed to have a mandate. The Government was
afraid to have the by-election before it introduced the proposed legislation. It was not
prepared to wait for the community to make a judgment.
The SPEAKER-Order! The time appointed under Sessional Orders for me to interrupt
the business of the House has now arrived.
On the motion ofMr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources),
the sitting was continued.
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-I refer to the Nunawading by-election because it highlights the
WorkCare and occupational health programs introduced by the Government in the limited
sessional period during which the Government had control of the Legislative Council. It
was unfair of the Government to take advantage of that. It says a lot for the Opposition
because Opposition members were prepared to come back into this House and to cooperate with the Government despite the manner in which they were treated during the
N unawading by-election campaign. The Government was prepared to throw the rule book
out the window to gain a short-term advantage. I think it will long regret that action.
Constituents to whom I have spoken have received no benefit from the WorkCare
system although most of them have been affected by increases in premiums. When the
Government introduced this wonderful new system it said that it would be more compact,
administratively competent and that everyone in the community would benefit from
reductions in premiums. I have yet to see a Government institution do anything more
cheaply than it can be done by private enterprise. One only needs to examine the records
of the State Insurance Office to see that it does not work. I am sure that the business
community will come to realize the tricks played on it by the Government. The
Government has misled the community.
I find it incredible that not one mention has been made of the Minister for Transport in
the Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech. I wonder why that is? I suspect that after
replacing an efficient Minister, the former Minister of Transport, Mr Crabb, and after
destroying the health system in the previous three years of Government-Mr Roper-You are the best candidate I have ever had against me.
Mr LEIGH-The Minister suggests I was the best candidate. It is a pity the electorate
did not realize this.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! Will the honourable member for
Malvern ignore unruly and untidy interjections?
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Mr LEIGH-The former Minister of Health said, and I quote, "I am taking over the
best hospital system in Australia". Some people have died because of the incompetence of
that man who sits across on the other side of the Chamber. Even Mr Les Butler says he is
not competent. When Les Butler says the Minister is not competent-The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The Address-in-Reply to the
Governor's Speech is a wide debate. It should not be confined to the Minister for Transport.

Mr LEIGH-Since the last election, delays in the transport system have been getting
worse. One can tune in to 3A Wand listen to· 10 minutes of train cancellation
announcements each morning. It is top of the radio pops. It shows that something is
inherently wrong with the people administering the system. Just who is administering the
transport system? It is the former Minister of Health! The Government spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars sectionalizing the transport network and the same Government is
now considering reconstituting it into one body.
The Minister looks at me with confusion, but members of his own party raised the
matter. A trade union official raised the possibility of bringing the Ministry of Transport
back into one. area. Why has the Government not addressed all the transport problems?
When I read the Governor's Speech I failed to see any mention of transport. In any case,
it must be remembered that Victorians no longer own the transport network. I believe, at
last count, the Government had sold off $472 million worth-and the amount is ever
increasing-of public transport equipment. The Government is obviously not interested
in the future of Victoria. The Government is interested in keeping itselfin office, deceiving
as many people as possible and hoping that it will get away with it.
I turn now to the subject of Government taxes and charges, which is a ·subject on which
the Liberal Party campaigned successfully during the last State election. It is not it phoney
issue, as members of the Government party seem to think. In the past two years constituents
in the electorate I represent have faced increases in land tax of more than 3000 per cent. Is
Australia becoming like Argentina?
The Government says that the properties are assets. It does not seem to matter whether
one of my constituents has lived in the house since 1950 or whether he is a pensioner,
because he has an appreciated asset my constitutent must pay land tax even though he
may have to sell his house to do so. I have constituents who have sold their houses because
they cannot meet the taxes imposed by the Government. That is a fact and, if honourable
members opposite dispute it, I shall provide the relevant names and addresses.
The Government said it would keep taxes and charges below increases in the consumer
price index. The Government did not say that residents of Liberal electorates would have
to pay more taxes and charges than those in electorates represented ~y members of the
Government. That is what has happened. Because my constituents vote for the Liberal
Party and live in a supposedly wealthy suburb, they are being ripped offby the Government.
If the Government must impose a land tax-even though I object--:,surely it should make
it understandable so that the average person can work out how much he or she has to pay.
The system is so complicated that one needs a bureaucrat to tell one how to work it out.
The Ministers speak about introducing proposed legislation in plain English; but perhaps
they should also make the accounts readable~ One needs to be an expert to be able to
understand the Land Tax Act and ordinary members of the community cannot understand
how the taxes are arrived at. I appreciate that the Government makes a valuation on the
property to ascertain land tax.
The Government said that Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works rates would
be in line with changes in the consumer price index. My constituents have received
increases of 50 per cent in their rates. What is going on? The Government says that Board
of Works rates are not Government charges; so far as I am concerned, those rates are
Government charges.
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In the past two weeks I have been involved with the housing crisis. It is ridiculous that
the bureaucracy should be assisting squatters to break into and occupy Governmentowned or privately-owned premises. The premises are connected to State Electricity
Commission, Gas and Fuel Corporation and Board of Works services. Those authorities
do not care about people being squatters-so long as they pay their bills, the services will
be connected.
The Government is assisting people to break the law. I accept that there is currently a
housing crisis, but it is brought on by Governments-of the nature of the present
Government-and through the attitudes they adopt to landlords and people in the
community who are trying to provide private rental accommodation.
The Government claims that it will assist people; it is currently spending more money
on public housing than it did two years ago but the waiting list has increased. That has
occurred because people in the private rental sector are withdrawing from the rental area
because the Government has made it harder for them to operate. Why should people
invest in a rental property when they can leave their money in a bank and be better off?
I am aware that a whole range of issues are involved-and I do not wish to draw
attention to proposed legislation currently before the House and I will not do so because I
accept the rules-but Government has a responsibility to provide fairness. Many people
in the community do not believe this Government is being fair; it is being falf to the
tenant but not to the other side.
During the course of the next few weeks when the Residential Tenancies Bill is debated,
I hope honourable members will speak about fairness to both sides rather than simply to
one side.
The Government has a responsibility to deal with everyone in the community. During
my three years in Parliament, I have noted with sadness that the Government is only
interested in people who support it. Members of the Government speak about poverty
and social welfare, but they do not help people to look after themselves; they are creating
a situation to keep people in their present position. That is how the Government creates
Labor voters.
During the contribution from the honourable member for Melbourne, I interjected that
he did not give his allegiance to Her Majesty the Queen but to Mr Gorbachev, and I do
not doubt that. The Government is not prepared to act in the interests of the community.
That can be seen every time I raise issues concerning local government with that curious
figure-the Minister for Local Government. He is not interested; he is there to administer
a portfolio but he simply sits there and collects his pay packet without carrying out his
Ministerial responsibility.
The Minister is prepared to do that because the councils about which I raise concerns
are controlled by the Australian Labor Party. If they were independent councils I am sure
the Minister-who is the one person the Premier did not want in his Cabinet-would be
quick to act as he would be picking on his political opponents. It is a sad reflection on the
Minister for Local Government that city councils such as Oakleigh, Fitzroy, Sunshine and
Keilor are allowed to function in the manner that they do.
I shall now refer to education. It is critical for all honourable members to ensure that
young people leave school with the best education possible to equip them for life, to obtain
jobs, to seek happiness in society and to achieve the goals that they wish to achieve.
Mr Tanner-They will not get them under this Government!
Mr LEIGH-I accept that interjection, because the Government is supposedly
decentralizing the education system but it is not providing the necessary resources to carry
that out.
To give an example, a school in the Malvern electorate has approximately 170 pupils.
Even though the school council has increased responsibilities in the area of curriculum, it
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has no administrative facility because it has fewer than 175 students. What has happened
to the bureaucrats in that area? Are they off sunning themselves, or are they working?
Those people ought to be put to work. If the Government wants to decentralize education
and impose additional responsibilities on school councils, that is fine, provided it gives
them the necessary capacity to carry out their functions. It has not provided that capacity,
and that matter ought to be addressed. If that school had a part-time secretary who had
not retired, it would retain the services of that person, but that service would be lost to the
school the moment that person retired, because the school's enrolment is below the quota
of 175.
That seems to be an anomaly. I do not expect that a school with ten pupils should have
administrative assistance, but one with approximately 170 students should not be left
without assistance. In the case in point, a secretary is available simply because the deputy
principal's wife comes in as a matter of choice and does the work free of charge. I
commend her for her good spirit of involvement, and I encourage that. However, the
school should be entitled to a staffing facility. If the Government cannot provide the
necessary administrative facility, it should not impose wider curriculum responsibility on
the school council.
Finally, I congratulate the Minister for Health on his position concerning the transfer of
Prince Henry's Hospital. Although it is not located in the Malvern electorate, it serves
many people from that area. I hope the current Minister has more good sense than the
former incumbent of that office, who was somewhat blinkered in his approach to the
health system. I hope that, in the next few weeks, the Minister will encourage the
Government to change its policy, save $100 million and retain Prince Henry's Hospital at
its present site. I shall congratulate the Minister if he is able to achieve that result. That
hospital is renowned far beyond the limits of metropolitan Melbourne.
However, I put a marker on the matter in the sense that the Minister will t>e hindered
in many other areas of his responsibility by his cumbersome group of colleagues and he
will face difficulty in attempting to improve the health system. Nevertheless, I encourage
him in his efforts in that area.
I wish the Opposition good fortune. I am sure the Liberal Party will be back in
government after the next election. I hope the Government will perform well until the day
three and a half years hence when the Liberal Party will again take control of this State in
the interests of Victorians and the Labor Party, fewer in its numbers, will occupy the
Opposition benches, where it will remain for a further 27 years.
Mr WALLACE (Gippsland South)-Firstly, I congratulate you, Mr Deputy Speaker,
on your appointment and ask you to convey to the Speaker my congratulations on his
return to that position. I also express my loyalty to Her Majesty and pay tribute to His
Excellency the Governor and Lady Murray. No doubt the Governor and his good lady
have, during the past twelve months, travelled widely throughout the State and made
people well aware of the importance of that office.
I congratulate the Premier and the Australian Labor Party on winning the election. It is
one of those things; it has happened, and the Premier and the Labor Party should be
congratulated.
I am gravely concerned about the Government's proposal to amalgamate various
municipalities. The Government is determined to implement change for the sake of
change. It has not clearly spelt out what it intends to do and how it intends to do it. Grave
concern about the proposed amalgamations has been expressed at the local government
level throughout Victoria. Mark my words, the downfall of this Government will be
through trying to implement change at the local government level.
The dairy industry is another area of concern for the Government. The Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs does not understand the farming industry and the problems
associated with it. The Minister has made many promises to farmers but unfortunately he
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has not followed them through. The Minister made a good speech to 40 000 farmers and
expressed his concern for their problems. Unfortunately the Budget did not reflect the
concern expressed by the Minister for the problems faced by the farming community.
Irrigators in the Gippsland district were shocked when they were informed that the head
office of the Rural Water Commission at Maffra would be moved to Bairnsdale, which is
80 kilometres away. The head office in the Gippsland region will be moved to Bairnsdale,
yet 80 per cent of the rural water revenue in Gippsland comes from the communities
within 20 kilometres of Maffra. There is the possibility that 50 employees will have to
either travel to Bairnsdale each day or move their famihes to the area. That will upset the
families and all concerned, particularly if children will have to be moved from one school
to another halfway through the school year. The union movement is also completely
opposed to the relocation of the head office.
The Gippsland South electorate seems to have been singled out as a waste dump. Over
the past twelve months a decision was made to establish a radioactive residue store at
Dutson Downs. Dutson Downs will also be used for the disposal of nuisance waste. The
store will cost $250 000 to build and will consist of a lead-lined concrete bunker. Perhaps
the Gippsland South dump will become the dumping area for all residual radioactive
waste in Australia. The Premier stated that when an appropriate area for dumping residual
radiocative waste is found the radioactive material that has been dumped at Dutson
Downs will be removed and placed in a national dump. The Premier stated that a national
dump will not be established in Victoria. If that is the case, why is the Government
prepared to spend $250 000 to build that store?
The provisional licence granted to APM Ltd will allow that company to dispose of waste
into the Latrobe River. That is of grave concern.
On 27 June 1984 the Minister said that the licence was being provided and that no
problem was envisaged. The licence allowed 900 milligrams per litre of dissolved salts and
55 megalitres of water to be disposed of appropriately. However, within six months the
amount completely doubled. This matter must be of considerable concern to people in the
area of Gippsland Lakes and the Latrobe River. There is no doubt that the amount of salt
released into the Latrobe River will affect the irrigators along the river and lakes, and will
affect tourism.
Honourable members hear how concerned the Government is about tourism. It claims
that it has potential for providins employment opportunities and yet it now appears that
the major tourist resort in Victona, the Gippsland Lakes, is threatened. The Government
is hell-bent on taking actions that upset certain areas, especially the lakes district. In the
past twelve months much development has taken place in the Sale area. A $23 million
shopping complex has opened and significantly improved the area. The Royal Australian
Air Force base has brought much new money to the Sale area. It will no doubt be spent in
the $23 million shopping complex that has been operating for almost twelve months. The
complex is now approaching its first birthday celebration. It was built on the railway land
that became available when the railway station at Sale was moved to a new site. I commend
that move and believe that Government was supportive in that action. It helped to get
things moving when there was a need to provide for future community supply and
demand.
A few weeks ago the Yarram High School unfortunately lost a number of class-rooms in
a fire. The Education Department was Quick to provide portable class-rooms, which were
appreciated by the school, students and people in the area. I hope sufficient funds have
been allocated in the Budget presented today for the rebuilding of the school so that the
portable class-rooms do not become permanent. The school must be returned to bricks
and mortar.
Much development of transport has taken place in the Gippsland area. The main
Gippsland railway line has been improved significantly and I commend the Minister for
Transport in that regard. I hope that following the representations that have been made,
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additional buses will be available in the Sale area in the not-too-distant future to take
people to Traralgon to catch the extra trains that are available.
I hope the Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources will consider making
natural gas available to Gippsland South, particularly Yarram, Leongatha, Korumburra
and Mirboo North.
Officers of the Gas and Fuel Corporation have stated that construction of the pipeline is
an expensive operation and they do not believe that operation is possible under the plans
I have put forward. However, if the pipeline cannot operate from Sale, perhaps it should
come from Cranbourne into Gippsland South through Korumburra and Leongatha. I put
that further proposition to the Minister for consideration.
In conclusion, I pay tribute to the excellent service rendered to Victoria by His Excellency
the Governor, Sir Brian Murray and Lady Murray.
Dr WELLS (Dromana)-I shall address my remarks to an analysis of the economic
performance of the Cain Labor Government over the past three and a half years. I shall
not comment on the Budget brought down by the Treasurer and shall draw a line on the
economic situation up until today.
The Government has made many claims about the great things it is doing. It claims it
has significantly improved the economy, but I shall illustrate the Government's actual
performance. Claims are no substitute for reality.
In the past three and a half years the Government has said it has achieved enormous
economic progress. However, It has not been due to the efforts of the Cain Government
that this has occurred. When the Cain Government came to office in 1982 the drought
broke, and this had a si~nificant effect on the economic situation of Victoria and Australia.
At that time the Untted States of America's economy also showed a remarkable
improvement.
The third important change was that the Government gained the benefit of the wages
pause introduced by the former Fraser Federal Government. It is also quite clear that in
their first terms the Hawke and Cain Governments played a parallel part in hpump
priming" the economy. Some of that has been justified but it is a short-term exercise which
will not continue in the long term.
The Cain Government has claimed that it is an efficient economic manager. However,
it skates over the fact that figures indicate it has been the highest taxing Government in
Victoria's history. The Government has been responsible in absolute terms for higher
unemployment, especially youth unemployment, since it came to office. The use of
percentage figures is not a substitute for reality.
The Government is the highest borrowing Government in the history of Victoria. It has
developed the highest Government employment rate and the highest rate of increase in
Government employment in Victoria's history. The Government was so desperate in its
early days that it sold off trains and trams to raise money. It even tried to sell Victoria's
dams and some of its water systems. The Government shifted items from Budget into
non-Budget categories to blur the edges.
The Government drained statutory reserves. I recognize that some of those actions have
not been to the disadvantage of Victoria, but they have restricted the capacity for movement
of statutory authorities. The Government has had a policy of "spend now and pay later".
I shall return to that principle later because the Cain Government, more than any other
Government in the history of Victoria, has mortgaged our future and the future assets of
our children and grandchildren. Honourable members would agree that that is not what
responsible government is about.
The Government lauded its proposal to establish the Victorian Development Fund in
its first term in office. The clear imputation was that this fund would wind up and get
private enterprise going in Victoria. What has now happened with that fund? The answer
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falls into two parts. Firstly, with the agreement of statutory authorities, the Government
gathered together moneys and reinvested them on the money market. The Government
clearly achieved a better rate of gain for those moneys and I commend it for that. The
Government returned the excess to the authorities concerned after subtracting a justifiable
amount for expenses, but that is not getting Victoria going.
The second part of the answer is that the Victorian Development Fund has gathered
from statutory authorities funds which it has lent out, on longer terms, to various boqies
for capital investment; a small amount has gone into private enterprise activities. Very
little has been heard about the results of this activity. The bulk of the moneys has gone
into areas like education that are clearly not interest-earning, so that they cannot be selfsustaining, as was the Government's claim. They have not been put into private enterprise
to get it going, nor even into any Government enterprise that returns a financial profit for
investment.
Although it may be said that investment of those funds has been desirable, those
investments have not been made to achieve what the Government promised the peo·ple
of Victoria prior to the 1982 State election. It was then clear what the Government
intended but that has not been done and that fund has not got Victoria going. That is the
reason this subject has been let quietly wither away and why it has not been raised more
than necessary.
This is ~ Government supposedly of great economic managers yet, in three and a half
years, there has been no major program for increasing Victorian exports. Where else is
there a major market to sell manufactured goods and, in turn, to provide employment in
a State whose major employment strength has been based on manufacturing? There has
been no export drive.
The Government has played an absolutely central role in the recent collapse of the
Australian dollar. It contriputed to the destruction of confidence in the nation. Why
should a State Premier lead the way by attacking MX missiles, Australia's defence,
Australia's co-operation with the United States of America, and so on? A State Premier
had neither need nor responsibility nor mandate to take the lead in that debate as did the
Premier of Victoria and he must take a major responsibility for the collapse of the
Australian dollar, which will be felt for years to come.
It is this State Government that said nothing about the need to prevent the passing on
of that devaluation by disallowing an adjustment of wages to offset the associated consumer
price index increase. The index has gone back up in part, but only in part. It is this
Government that really has not said anything that will contribute to preventing the next
major devaluation of the Australian dollar.
It is true that the Government has made a contribution towards reducing industrial
strife in the State, but at an enormous price. On every turn of the coin this Government
acquiesces to union control. Where is the sovereignty of Parliament when it comes to a
scrap with the union movement? Are the people placed first or do the unions win out?
History speaks clearly on the matter-the unions win every time. It is this Government
that has moved to form non-elected committees throughout the State of Victoria on to
which the Government has grafted non-elected union representation. By every device one
can imagine those committees have been used to confuse clear government.

The Government has not respected the will of the people. Recently in Gippsland two
referenda were held. They were sponsored by the Government. The result clearly went
against the Government's wishes and the Minister responsible said that he would take no
notice of the result. This Government, economically and socially, has lifted the conning
consultation to an art form and has ignored the wishes of the people.
It is clear that the Labor Government works for the unions and, what is worst of all,
works for the bosses of the unions, because many good unionists do not wish to go the
way this Government and the unions together are pushing things.
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It is this Government that will welcome with open arms the development of a Labor
court to rival Parliament itself and take over enormous responsibility. Honourable
members should examine the economic farce that is occurring with the deregistration of
the Builders Labourers Federation. Now that the Nunawading by-election has passed, the
deregistration proceedings against the federation have stopped. The Premier said that he
could not proceed while the Federal Bill was going through the Parliament, but that is now
through the Federal Parliament. I challenge the Premier to state what he is going to do
about the deregistration of the Builders Labourers Federation because it is important in
economic terms.

The Government has developed a standard approach to the question of informing
Parliament and the people; it makes promises and then skips away from them. It did that
after winning each of the two recent elections. In 1982 the Cain Labor Opposition said
that it would be a better manager of the State and that it would provide a Victorian
Development Fund to get things moving. They were the two clear incentives it offered the
people-which, unfortunately, the people bought. I have dealt with the Victorian
Development Fund which, in practical terms, has failed.
Honourable members should think about what the Government has not achieved as an
economic manager. If the Government claims responsibility for having improved the
economy in the past three and a half years, how has it done that? Has it increased the size
of the Victorian population and so increased the market? No. Has it increased Victoria's
competitive force interstate, enabling this State to compete in the markets in other States?
No. Has it lowered taxation to encourage enterprise? No.

Honourable members interjecting.
Dr WELLS-Name one instance where the Government lowered taxation.
Mr Kennedy-Pay-roll tax.
An Honourable Member-Probate duty.
Dr WELLS-The over-all level of taxation is far above what it was when the Labor
Party came to office in 1982. By even the most charitable assessment, it is far in excess of
the increases in the consumer price index in the past three and a half years. Has the Cain
Labor Government lowered Government charges to encourage business and wealth
creation? No. Has the Government increased subsidies for industry? Certainly not. Has it
lowered interest payments? Certainly not. Has it developed one new major industry in
three and a half years? No.
Honourable members opposite may not consider three and a half years to be a long
while, but other countries which compete against Australia on world markets have
established new industries and major new factories in the last three and a half years. Japan
is a perfect e~ample of that. Real pressure is being applied to Australian industry. It is
pressure being exerted by other countries that are galloping forward in comparison with
Australia.
The Cain Labor Government must accept responsibility for the fact that not one major
new industry has been created in Victoria since it came to office. Has the Government
increased the spending power of the average citizen to help boost economic activity as it
claims? Clearly it has not, and there is an obvious reason why it has not. The fact is that,
of every dollar increase in wages produced by the indexation of wages a significant
percentage goes on taxation, either Federal or State, and the person who has earned the
dollar to begin with is further behind the eight ball than he or she was before the Cain
Labor Party came to power. The Government has not increased the spending power of
the average citizen.
Has the Government opposed the Consumer Price Index offset due to the recent
devaluation of the dollar, which would certainly help business export? The devaluation of
the dollar was one of the basic reasons why the Government could say that there has been
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a pick up in exports during the month of August. Victoria is the centre of the manufacturing
industry of the nation and, thus, it has an extra edge because of the devaluation of the
Australian dollar internationally.
Has the Government encouraged decentralized industry as part of its claim of increasing
economic activity in this State? Certainly not. If one examines what the Government did
to a decentralized industry in a Bill that was debated during the autumn sessional period,
one notes that it removed a regular system that was understandable and the purpose of
which was to encourage decentralized industries-even though that system may have had
some deficiencies, and I acknowledge that-and replaced it with a system through which
it said, ··Come to us; tell us what you want. We will tell you whether you can have anything
and where it will come from." That is the cardinal form for political patronage.
Has the Government encouraged farmers? If one listens to Mr McLachlan and others
across the nation, one quickly finds out what the farmers of this nation think. They will
say that they are being killed off by a wages and taxation system that is controlled at
national and State level, regardless of what occurs on the farm. Their products have to be
sold on the export market, subject to real world markets and real world competition. Some
40 000 farmers of this nation stood outside the front door of this place only a few weeks
ago, and expressed their views.
This Government has not done a thin~ to help farmers in their battle to stay afloat. One
has only to examine what has occurred In the dairy industry to understand the situation.
Softly, softly, the Premier said, ""I shall do this and I shall do that". However, when the
heat of the day has died away, are the farmers better off? They are certainly not.
Mr Norris-What would you do?
Dr WELLS-I would do what the Liberal Government did in this State in earlier
years. If one examines the dairy industry on realizes that it is almost certainly the most
efficient-Mr Norris-It has the problem of overproduction.
Dr WELLS-Mr Deputy Speaker, I am trying to answer the question asked of me, by
interjection, by the honourable member for Dandenong.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member for Dromana
should return to the debate.
Dr WELLS-I am trying to answer the question asked of me by the honourable member
for Dandenong. Obviously, he does not want me to say that, under the former Liberal
Government, there was a most efficient dairy industry, which was within only a few
millions of dollars of matching the export price, which kept an industry worth some $300
million going. That former Government provided some $5 million or $7 million to the
industry. Let us examine what this Government has done with its $5 million or $7 million.
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr WELLS-I should like to think that, had it come to power, the next Liberal
Government would have contributed to the dairy industry to the tune of$5 million or $7
million because that is what will be necessary to keep the dairy industry afloat on the
ex port market.
Earlier today, honourable members heard the Deputy Premier talking about the great
deeds that have been done by the Government in the so-called higher-technology industries.
The Government claims to have given great support to scientific research and development.
Let me ask what it has done about the greatest export industries in this State-rural
industries. What has the Government done for research into animal production?
Mr Tanner-Nothing.
Dr WELLS-It is worse; the Government has taken away support from that area. It
released a statement saying that the Government is people-orientated. It cut back veterinary
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services in Victoria by 5 per cent. That is fact, and the Government has lost some of the
world's leading vetennary scientists for that reason. The Government is about to close
down an institute-and half of the staff have gone anyway, so it might as well proceedthat has had a world-wide reputation in that area. Therefore, the Government should not
sit there and say that it has made a great contribution to research in scientific technology
in this State. Has the Government encouraged confidence in the Victorian and Australian
economies?
Mr Tanner-No.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member for Dromana
does not need the assistance of his cheer squad on my left.
Dr WELLS-The MX missiles issue, legitimate defence issues and co-operation with
Western allies are not really popular subjects with this Government, which would much
rather talk to representatives of Vietnam and other places in eastern Europe. It would like
to rearrange things because it' is better that way. That is the message that comes across
quite clearly from the Government. Australia exports its products to Western nations but
the Government has done little to encourage these nations to deal with us.
Has the Government encouraged small business? Although the Government has said a
lot about small business, I shall give an illustration of what it has done to it. The
Government has attempted to unionize small business and has made it possible to plant
in every small business in the State a union representative, who can, in the words of John
Halfpenny, legalize strike pay.
Can the Government provide any rational justification for insisting that only a union
representative working in a business can nominate an employee of that business to be the
safety representative? Can the Government provide any intellectual justification for such
hogwash? Not only has the Government attempted to unionize small business but it has
also attempted to drive it out of business.
I refer to the workers compensation legislation. The Government claimed that that
legislation would cut the cost of workers compensation premiums. I have had
representations-and I am not the only member of the Opposition who has-from one
group representing 500 businesses in one industry association which can prove with facts
and figures that the Government has pushed up the cost of workers compensation by
between 20 per cent and 70 per cent. I can quote actual cases where "the workers
compensation premium last year was $16 000 and this year is $24 000, and that is excluding
the costs in the first five days of any claim.
Mr Cunningham-Which cases? Quote them.
Dr WELLS-I am referring to the hotel industry in Victoria and I shall provide the
honourable member for Derrimut with the figures if he so wishes. The Government has
not helped small business in this State.
Has the Government encouraged community values and confidence? It certainly has
not. In its constant push towards protecting homosexuals, communists and so on, the
Government is prepared to throw worth-while things out the window.
In the 1982 State election campaign, as in the 1985 election campaign, the Government
came up with the same confidence trick. WJtat was the community told in 1985? The
community was told "the partnership works''.. Secondly, the community was offered the
Youth Guarantee Scheme of a job or training or both for every unemployed youth in
Victoria. That will be the Government's death knell and my electorate will be the litmus
test of what the Government can achieve in that area.
If one examines, in a rational way, what the Government will have to provide through
jobs or training using the Public Service, as it chooses, and established educational
institutions, one realizes that it is just not on. The Government is whistling in the wind.
By 1989-the Government has four years now rather than three-the Government will
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be slipping away softly softly from that approach to something else. The only aspect on
which one could compliment the Cain Government is its capacity to put up propositions
at election time and abandon them later on.
In the first six months of this year, one has seen pass through the Parliament Acts which
have changed the social fabric of the State more than has anything that has happened in
the previous 100 years. If those were good Acts, I would applaud and cheer the Government,
but they are not good Acts.
I refer now to another confidence job by the Government in trotting out a publication,
Victoria. The Next Step, which was supposedly a plan for the next ten years. Around the
traps out there in the real world, I have been constantly told that that was a lovely
statement put up by politicians, but that it does not say a thing. It does not really say
where Victoria is going. Those are not my words, and the Deputy Premier should take
that on board and have a look at it because that criticism will return to haunt him.
However, I turn now to examine the four Bills that the Government passed earlier this
year. On the basis of those Bills, the Government has yet to persuade me of its claim that
it has improved the economy of the State; rather the opposite applies.
The Government introduced a Bill to chop out decentralization grants to industry. I
referred to that matter earlier. That is unadulterated political patronage. We have heard
nothing about that for six months. I am informed that firms are not getting the support
they used to get and a number of firms have left Victoria.
The Government then put through a Bill to unionize every workplace. That defies
common sense and will eventually help to destroy the Government.
The Government then put through a Bill to give the Minister for Planning and
Environment despotic control of brothels, particularly in the metropolitan area. That
might not be bad if the Government did the job well. The Minister gave an undertaking
that he would listen to the community on important issues but he has not done so on the
issue of the licensing of brothels. Many people are angry about what was done in that
regard. The Minister appoints committees of inquiry, receives their findings, and then
decides what he will do with them. If that is not contrary to democratic government, I do
not know what is.
The Government then introduced a Bill to nationalize workers compensation, stating
that premiums would be reduced. What happened? I have received representations from
an industry association stating that its 500 member firms are paying 20 to 70 per cent
more in premiums under the Government scheme. One firm's premium has increased
from $16 000 to $24 000 per annum, without allowing for the cost of the first five days of
each claim. Then there is the State Electricity Commission (Clearance of Lines) Act; in the
Shire of Mornington, the council has suggested that it may cost 12 per cent in rates to meet
a responsibility passed off by State Government to local government. It is a con job just
like the amalgamation of the shires.
On three occasions the Minister has told me to my face that, now that people understand
what is involved, they are rapidly moving in favour of amalgamation. I was present at a
meetin~ of the Gippsland Municipal Association a couple of week-ends ago when
approxImately 80 councillors said they were not in favour of amalgamation, but the
Minister said they were.
The Government claims to be working for the underprivileged. The Government cannot
support the 10 per cent of the population who are underprivileged by destroying the other
90 per cent. I refer to the myth of constitution, the myth of governing for all, and the myth
of union control. I refer to the situation where the Government is trying to establish that
it can fine employers but not unions.
We have the situation in this country where a Supreme Court judge has said that
anarchy will prevail if unions are not obliged to obey the same rules as everyone else.
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This Government is not in favour of bringing the unions into line. If the Government
does not bring them into line it should get out of office and let someone else do it.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member for Dromana has 2
minutes.
Dr WELLS-In terms of youth and housing, the Government will have to run faster
and faster and in smaller concentric circles because, while it destroys the macro-economy,
it cannot expect to compensate adequately by use of tax dollars. There is no question that
the Government goes on milking Victoria and wasting money. The Government cannot
run away from that charge in the long run. I have been talking to people today who have
made these comments.
An Honourable Member-Whereabouts?
Dr WELLS-In a taxi, in a garage and an hotel. I have to finish by saying that the
people in Victoria who are responsible for the production of the creative, hard working
Australia of which we have all grown up enjoying the benefits, are not going to continue
accepting what is happening.
Winston Churchill once said:
Socialism is the philosophy of failure. the creed of ignorance and the gospel of envy.
Its inherent virtue is the equal spreading of misery.

That describes the performance of this socialist Government and its claims to efficient
economic management in this State are absolutely fatuous.
Mr A. T. EVANS (Ballarat North)-I welcome the opportunity of speaking on the
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech and I express my loyalty to Queen Elizabeth
11 and to the Royal Family. I believe I am expressing not only the views of the majority of
people in the electorate I represent but also of the majority of people in the State of
Victoria.
The association of the Royal Family with Victoria has come under question by a
number of people. However, those people do not represent the majority and, ifany further
proof is needed, it will be evident on 28 October when the Prince and Princess of Wales
visit this State and attend a reception at the Arts Centre. Many hundreds of people will
attend that reception and many thousands more would undoubtedly like to have the same
opportunity.
I also express my appreciation of the devoted manner in which Sir Brian Murray and
his gracious lady carry out their duties as the Queen's representatives in this State. I trust
that when Sir Brian's term of office expires, the Government will reappoint him for a
further term.
I shall speak briefly about the need for the retention of the present Australian flag.
Miss Callister-That is a national issue.
Mr A. T. EVANS-Although the honourable member for Morwell is not included, I
include myself with illustrious company, such as the Prime Minister, Mr Bob Hawke, and
Mr Bruce Ruxton. The Prime Minister has said that he sees no reason why the flag should
be changed at this time, the reason being that the majority of Australian people do not
want a change. The Prime Minister is a man who has survived by consensus. He is
obviously sincere in what he says, although it is not many years ago that he advocated that
Australia should become a republic. He undoubtedly had his eye on the position of the
presidency of that republic. In the meantime, while public opinion is so·outstandingly in
favour of retaining the flag as it is presently designed, I can guarantee the support of the
present Prime Minister.
Numerous reports have been received from schools, some relating to a book being used
in the class-room in which there is an illustration with the Union Jack removed from the
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Australian flag. The Question is posed to the students: with what would you replace the
Union Jack? I believe a minority group is working for the removal of this flag. From what
I have seen of the alternatives being offered, I can understand why people wish to retain
the present flag.
I direct the attention of the Minister for Education to the concern he caused in the
electorate I represent during a recent visit he made to schools in what is known as the
Creswick District Cluster Group. This is a voluntary group movement which has come
together to improve facilities in a number of small schools. The attendance numbers at
these schools are of importance because of the Minister's interest. Ascot school has 17
students, Bald Hills has 22, Coghills Creek has 11, Dean has 29, Kingston has 36, Mount
Blowhard has 11, Mount Prospect has 21, Newlyn has 24 and Smeaton has 58.
The Minister invited representatives of the schools to meet him in Ballarat so that he
could discuss with them the progress of the cluster group, which is achieving a fine record
in the educational field in the Ballarat district. When the Minister arrived, he was not very
interested in the group. He was more interested in how he could rationalize the schools
within the group. They were given to understand that the Education Department and the
Government were considering the rationalization of smaller schools in Victoria, especially,
initially, those with fewer than twenty students.
The parents were concerned about whether the young children would have to travel 20
miles each way and whether buses would be provided. Who would pay the costs? Were
the parents to ferry the children to a central point? The parents were greatly concerned
about the safety of the children and the value of the education they would receive. The
rationalization appears to be another dollar-pinching project of the department to cut
down on expenditure on students so that funds can be frivolously wasted as the Government
wastes them in many other areas.
When the delegates reported back to their school councils, there was considerable
concern amongst the parents. I promised that I would bring the matter to the attention of
the Minister and I hope that after investigating the project he will abandon this scandalous
proposal.
I am pleased to note that the Minister for Sport and Recreation is at the table. I refer to
a matter that he and I have been discussing for the past six months-namely, the survival
of the BaHarat Young Men's Christian Association. During the election campaign the
Minister was approached and asked if he would be prepared to provide ongoing funds to
allow the institution to continue, especially in this International Youth Year.
At that stage the Minister refused and said that the association already has considerable
Government capital investment in loans. That is correct, but those loans have been frozen
for the time being. However, it is necessary for ongoing finance to be made available for
twelve months to ensure the continuation of the association in Ballarat.
I suggested to the Minister that he call a meeting of councillors. This was done and a
proposal was put forward at the meeting that a motion be moved to close the Young
Men's Christian Association. However, the councillors were not prepared to move the
motion. At the meeting I proposed that at a later stage I would develop a proposition that
the Government and the council jointly make funds available to the association for
twelve months to ascertain whether it could get back on its feet, as the new board claimed
it could.
Unfortunately, the Minister abruptly rejected that proposal in a letter to me and
questioned whether I had the support of the municipalities. Every municipality responded
to that rebuke and they provided me with a letter in which was incorporated the motion
they had carried at their council meetings.
Mr Trezise-You cannot count.
Session 1985-13
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Mr A. T. EVANS-Some councils had refused to do so earlier, but when it was
proposed that the funding be on a shared basis, they came around to support the project.
The other amazing thing the Minister did was to question whether the association was
of value to youth. That comment got under the skin of the local people; so much so that
the Minister has at last-after six months-got the message. His officers would have
encouraged the association to collapse and close in that time.
He has now seen the light of day! The Minister for Sport and Recreation informed me
that it was not traditional to grant ongoing funds to an organization such as the Young
Men's Christian Association. However, the Government gives hundreds of thousands of
dollars to unions, trades hall councils, anti-Australian organizations and gay societies and
that is all right. Those grants are not traditional but are innovations instituted by the
Government which is under pressure from its own extreme organizations. The Government
has given into that pressure but it had to be belted into giving some money to the Young
Men's Christian Association.
While I am on the subject of International Youth Year-and the Government must be
browbeaten to do anything for Ballarat-I draw the attention of the House to the situation
at the Ballarat railway workshops. I have written to the Minister for Transport asking him
to make a Government contribution to train more apprentices at the workshops, which
has been re~arded as the key training area for apprentices in Ballarat. In past years many
industries ID Ballarat have obtained their tradesmen from the workshops. If the
Government is sincere in its intentions to create more job opportunities for youth, the
situation at the Ballarat railway workshops presents a wonderful opportunity of doing
something. I wrote to the Minister with that in mind.
Last year 21 apprenticeship places were made available at the workshops and that is
quite commendable. However, according to my information, this year-the International
Youth Year-only two apprentice boilermakers will be appointed. I hope the Minister for
Transport will review that important decision.
I shall now refer to a matter that has been raised by a number of honourable membersI refer to the amalgamation of local councils. The Minister for Local Government has a
smirk on his face as if to say, "I am going to get even with you". The Premier and the
Minister for Local Government made a hurried appearance at a recent municipal
conference. They told the councils that "You will do thIS and you will do that", and they
then got into their polished cars and shot back to the comfort of their offices before the
people present could question them on the matter.
The Premier and the Minister for Local Government delivered an ultimatum to what
they call the tier of government closest to the people. On returning to his council, one
delegate aptly described the situation by stating:
They expect us to commit hara-kari, and if we do not they will hang us.

I now direct attention to the amalgamation of municipalities in the Ballarat area. During
the election campaign, the honourable member for Ballarat South gave an assurance that
the State Government had never proposed that municipl1ities should be forced to
amalgamate. I notice that that has taken the smirk off the face of the Minister. How can
he reconcile his present actions with that statement?
The Ballarat Courier of Thursday, 28 February 1985, under the heading "State Poll
'85-Sheehan blasts leaflet" stated in part:
Mr Sheehan said the Minister for Local Government, Mr Frank Wilkes, had described the claims made in the
leaflet as culpable untruths.

Mr Sheehan went on to say that he generally regretted that the people of Sebastopol had
been caused unnecessary concern.
What do the people of Sebastopol think of this statement now? They have recently
conducted a number of elections, and those candidates who came out against amalgamation
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were elected with record majorities, and the Labor Party lost its majority on that council.
Sebastopol is a proud and progressive community, yet the Minister and the Premier are
det~rmined to force it to amalgamate with the City of Ballarat.
If the Government conducted a poll in this area and did not get its own way, it would do
nothing but pick up its bat and go home. I invite the Government to conduct a poll in
Sebastopol and the City of Ballarat. It would get the same result in Sebastopol and the
City of Ballarat as it obtained in the City ofTraralgon. The people of Ballarat are not being
hoodwinked. They know what is behind the Government's intentions. Local ratepayers
are well aware that the Government plans to create a bigger municipality and to shove its
own traditional responsibilities on to councils without providing compensatory funding.
The final matter I raise deals with Ballarat's biggest problem-unemployment. The
Ballarat Courier of Wednesday, 18 September 1985, published an article under the heading
"'No staff: Paddle sets up in SA". The item reports a deplorable situation and states:
Plans for expansion at Paddle Shoes, Ballarat, have been dropped because of difficulties in finding suitable
labour.
Paddle General Manager, Mr Jeff Quick, said yesterday that the labour problems, combined with superior
Government incentives interstate, had prompted the company to set up a new factory in adelaide, rather than
expand the Ballarat operation.
Paddle has invested $150 000 in the South Australian operation and plans to employ 50 people in cutting and
machining work.
"We had planned to expand here, but couldn't because we couldn't get the suitable labour-people with the
ability to train for appropriate skills", Mr Quick said.
"South Australia offered us better incentives in that there was a better pool of prospective employees, and a
range of incentives similar to those offered in Victoria under the Liberals.
"In South Australia for example training for employees is available through TAFE, something which has never
been available in Ballarat."

It was available in Ballarat for one period when people were trained for the clothing and
shoe trades, but that program collapsed. I called two conferences in an endeavour to get it
going again but the T AFE college and the Commonwealth Employment Service could not
get it off the ground. With Government support similar to the support given by the South
Australian Government, we could have got the training off the ground, retained the
extensions to this industry in Ballarat and employed more people.
It is sad that, since the Labor Government came to office, industries in Ballarat have
dwindled away and hardships have been created. Our housing waiting list is spiralling.
The Government claims that the western suburbs of Melbourne must be given priority,
but it is time more consideration was given to the situation in Ballarat. Many hardships
are being caused by the Government in the electorates of Ballarat North and Ballarat
South.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston South)-I take this opportunity of declaring my
electorate's allegiance to the Queen. I congratulate the honourable member for Wantirna
for moving the motion and the honourable member for Dandenong North for seconding
it. I also congratulate all honourable members who have taken the opportunity during this
debate to make their maiden speeches. One well remembers the trauma of having to make
one's maiden speech, and although this is not my maiden speech, I well remember the
occasion. I am often referred to as a recycled member. I congratulate the Speaker and the
Presiding Officers of the House on' their elevation to those high offices. I thank them for
allowing me to form an association with honourable members and to establish myself
once again in Parliament.
During the debate on the motion for the adoption of the Address-in-Reply in 1979, the
honourable member for Bundoora, who is now the Premier, commented on the wearing
of wigs and robes by the Presiding Officers. He stated at that time that he believed that
that tradition did not lend any weight to the functions of the Speaker. I be~g to differ from
the Premier on that matter because members of Parliament respect the office rather than
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the person. I should have liked to have seen the continuation of the tradition of wearing
the robes and the wigs in this House. One is led to believe that the decision not to wear
those garments was yours, Mr Speaker, but if one reads the speech made by the honourable
member for Bundoora in 1979, one understands that the honourable gentleman made it
clear how he felt about that tradition.
In that speech, the honourable member for Bundoora commented on the presentation
of the Governor~s Speech on behalf of the then Liberal Government and described it as
stodgy. I suggest that the presentation was almost exactly the same as the Speech delivered
this year by the Governor on behalf of the Labor Government. The phraseology in this
year's Speech was also not good. Maybe the Premier should read some of his old speeches
before he comments, as he did this morning, on the issues raised by the Opposition. I am
delighted that the Premier is in the Chamber.
On behalf of my constituents, I raise once again the issue of the Frankston Baptist
Centre. During the debate on the motion for the adjournment of the House on 17 September
1985, the honourable member for Frankston North raised the matter and, in doing so,
took the opportunity of attacking the Reverend Robert Pay ne and me. The honourable
member suggested that the Reverend Payne was one of the principals involved in that
particular issue. The honourable member explained that the centre cares for approximately
600 people in two villages with approximately 250 units in each. The centre has been
developed over a number of years, and those who are familiar with the area would know
that the centre has become prominent in Frankston. Many business people and others
depend on the centre for their livelihood.
Until last Thursday when the matter was raised in the debate on the motion for the
adjournment of the House, I had not been informed of the financial plight faced by the
centre and so I contacted those involved. Those people were misinformed that because
they had tried to make contact with the appropriate Ministers and shadow Ministers, all
honourable members had been informed of the problem.
From discussions with them I found they had not spoken to any Ministers or people
holding positions that could help. I spent all day Friday speaking with people from the
Law Department, Department of the Premier and Cabinet and Department of Health and
had much difficulty convincing them that at least the Ministers should be prepared to
speak to those people to enable them to put their plight before the Government. The
Minister for Housing offered to meet with them, and I thank him for that offer. My
impression from the start was that, because that ~entleman has certain right-wing views,
it was decided to let him wither on the vine and pIck him up later.
This is not a political situation. The matter transcends politics. I shall highlight the
plight of the people at the Yarraville village, which is not in an electorate held by' the
Liberal Party. The retirement village began to sink. I understand the village was bUIlt on
land that had been filled. When it started to sink, walls of the building cracked and people
subsequently lost thousands of dollars. The Government of the day saw fit to take action
and give aid to that group of people. The retirement village was not only sinking literally,
but was also sinking financially. There is a similarity in tertns.
I hope local members, the Premier, the Attorney-General and other Ministers will speak
to the people concerned so that they understand the situation. My simple understanding
is that the group has expanded into New South Wales, Queensland and South Australia.
It has had to stretch itself for liquidity into other financial situations. It is a serious
situation. As of last Monday it could not pay its milk or bread bills. It has a hostel that
cares for 80 patients. No honourable member in this House needs to make political capital
out of this matter. It is a matter requiring compassion.
What has annoyed me more than anything else since I have returned to this place is the
attitude of some Ministerial staff and Ministers who are not prepared to speak to Opposition
members with the courtesy one would expect. During the six years in which I was a
member of this place previously, I do not remember any honourable member being treated
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in the way in which some of us are being treated. Honourable members do not make the
effort to telephone Ministers and take matters to them to score political points. We are
trying to do the best we can for the constituents we represent. This morning the Premier
attacked the shadow Minister for Transport for directing a matter to his attention. I spent
all day Friday following up this matter. At 5 o'clock somebody rang and said they had
talked to the accountant and would see the person concerned on Monday. I spent all day
trying to arrange that appointment on behalf of people, and yet the accountant was able to
arrange the meeting. I leave that matter with the Premier and his staff and hope they give
some thought because I am not prepared to accept that that is the way Opposition
members should be treated.
The Frankston South electorate contains half the City of Frankston. Previously, someone
was responsible for approximately three-quarters of the City of Frankston. The other half
of the city is in the Frankston North electorate. In speaking on the Address-in-Reply, one
normally raises matters in the electorate. The first matter that comes to mind is the
Frankston railway station. The Frankston railway station is well known to this House; it
has had a chequered career.
In 1975 it was proposed that the Frankston railway station would be a new transport
model interchange centre for buses and taxis and that the railway station would be elevated.
It was proposed that a 1500-car park be incorporated with 90 000 square metres of retail
and 28 000 square metres of commercial space. It would be similar to what is now at Box
Hill.
The honourable member for Carrum, who is now the Minister for Education, said at
the time that it was an imaginative proposal and that it should be supported. I became a
member of Parliament in 1976 and took the view, as I had been in business in Frankston
for eighteen years, that it was a little ambitious to have such a large proposal. After
investigating the plan and speaking to the various people concerned in 1979, I suggested
that perhaps it should not be such a large project.
The honourable member for Carrum then attacked me on the issue and said:
I was indicating that in the view of the people of Frankston the railway station would always be the central
terminus for buses and taxis serving Frankston. It is a major business district and the largest employer of people
outside the Melbourne business district. The original proposal was a bold and imaginative project. Despite the
scaled down thinking ofthe honourable member for Frankston . . .

At 6 p.m. today I drove past the Frankston railway station to see whether the project
announced by the Government before Christmas was operational.

Mr Plowman-Did you have leave from the Whip?
Mr WEIDEMAN- Yes, I had leave from the Whip. Honourable members often ask
for copies of plans for projects in the electorates they represent when they come to
Parliament, but the Minister for Transport refused my request when I recently asked for
plans. Now, after nine months, one platform and one building are completed. The project
seems to have slowed down significantly since the last State election. Frankston railway
station will be a minor station if this project does not proceed, yet Frankston is one of
Victoria's major development areas. It is unfortunate that Frankston has been badly dealt
with on the issue of a revitalized railway station.
During the election campaign the Minister for Police and Emergency Services visited
Frankston and stated that he would upgrade the police station. I have not fully studied the
Budget documents, but I notice that a new 24-hour police station was announced for
Rosebud. However, no upgrading of the Frankston police station was mentioned. The
Minister also promised that the Frankston police station would get typewriters and some
curtaining, but that was all. The Minister is overseas at present but he should return soon
because people are disappointed that Frankston and Mornington police stations have not
been upgraded as promised.
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Another aspect of transport is the "Neighbourhood" study which is to take place on the
peninsula and in Frankston. The honourable member for Mornington stated that there
appears to be a lack of funds. There appears to be a lack of communication between the
Metropolitan Transit Authority and the Ministry of Transport because they have taken
different attitudes on the matter.
Mr Remington-Wind up.
Mr WEIDEMAN-Ifthe honourable member for Melbourne has not been to Frankston,
I can arrange for a visit and shall explain to him the problems faced by the electorate of
Frankston South. Honourable members may recall that a railway line from Frankston to
Hastings was a matter of some debate when the train service was removed from that line.
The former Minister of Transport, Mr Crabb, when he was a member of the Opposition,
said that the rail service would be reinstated after the 1982 election. It took three years for
that to occur, but in the interim a bus service was put on. However, when the train service
recommenced, the bus duplicated the service from Frankston to Hastings.
After three and a half years the train service was reinstated but the Government did not
remove the bus line, so that buses and trains were running in the same direction at exactly
the same times. I raised the issue with the Minister for Transport and an understanding
was reached whereby the bus service was to be used to provide transport for people living
on a new estate that had been developed. Now, some of the buses are servicing the right
areas and a train service is operating. The whole exercise has been most amazing.
I have received letters from many other people who are waiting desperately for the
committee to meet and to produce results, but there appears to be some uncertainty within
the Metropolitan Transit Authority and the State Transport Authority on which department
will be responsible and will provide the money. Consultants are running about everywhere.
The matter is of concern to many people.
The Frankston area has the highest unemployment in Victoria. When the Cain
Government was re-elected to office it took great pleasure in sayin~ how wonderfully well
it had done in reducin~ unemployment in Frankston. When the MInister for Housing was
Leader of the OppositIOn and Frankston had a total unemployment of 2000, he said that
Frankston had the worst unemployment in Victoria and that was a shocking situation.
Later, when Frankston had 6400 unemployed, the Minister for Employment and Industrial
Affairs considered that figure to be good because it had been reduced from 8000. There are
now more than 3000 unemployed in Frankston. Frankston heads the unemployment hit
parade in Victoria and that is not satisfactory. It heads the unemployment hit parade of
Australia as a whole. Once Frankston was not even in the top ten in Australia in
unemployment figures but in March this year it made the top three. It is alongside places
like Fairfield and Wollongong and areas that were usually in Labor Party electorates and
not in Liberal Party electorates.
The real problem of youth unemployment in Frankston is that this technical and further
education region has been allocated the lowest amount of money to spend on young
people; other regions have had more money to spend on thei, youth. The unemployment
problem concerns not only youth but also executives ranging in age from 35 years to 50
years. The Frankston and Mount Eliza areas are dormitory suburbs of good quality
housing and have attracted many executives and professional people. It contains a vast
reservoir of unemployed executives, which has created a significant problem for the
Commonwealth Employment Service to attempt to deal with. While today's focus is on
youth, the problem of unemployed executives is being ignored.
Recently, the Water (Mornington Peninsula and District Water Board) Bill was proceeded
with. The honourable member for Frankston North, during debate on the Bill, enumerated
who would be on the board, and yet it was not found out until after the event who has
been appointed. Amazingly, the board has encountered its first big challenge.
The local water board has a depot in Lawson A venue, Frankston, for use mainly by
those people who built the pipeline for the Cardinia reservoir. An attempt was made to
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construct flats and other buildings that were refused planning permits under the planning
ordinances and one would expect the residents to have that right. The residents of Lawson
A venue now have another fight on their hands. They are not fighting planning or local
government authorities, they are now fighting the Momington Peninsula and District
Water Board.
A decision has been taken to build a two-storey building on the fence line to accommodate
approximately 180 to 200 people. As there is no public transport most of these people will
use their private cars, which will create enormous problems for the young families living
in that area.
The Premier and the Minister for Planning and Environment said that public bodies
and authorities would observe planning re~ulations and the interests of the local
community. I wrote to the Minister for Planmng and Environment and asked that these
factors be considered. I am still waiting for their answers and I have suggested that they
write to the twelve members of the water board. The board must make decisions for the
people in that community. This issue will become important for the people in the area. I
ask the Minister to investigate the problem and to provide an answer that will support the
residents in an area that is one of the best dormitory cities in the State.
In February, the previous Minister of Health indicated that Frankston would have a
community health centre costing approximately $750000, with $55000 to launch the
project. The Minister appointed a local member of Parliament and some local people
from different health fields to a committee to investigate the needs of the community.
However, the Minister failed to consult the local member and others in the health area to
obtain our views and ascertain what we thought of the community health centre. We were
told the committee was in place.
I took the opportunity of writing to the Minister of Health suggesting that I, as a member
of Parliament and as president of one of the prominent health committees in the area,
should be involved, together with local government.
I made a speech about community health to a meeting of the Victorian Hospitals
Association Ltd and in that speech I gave the Government some advice. The Minister
requested a copy of my speech, which I was happy to provide, providing the Minister was
prepared to provide an answer to the letter that I wrote in May of this year.
The Minister's answer states:
I refer again to your letter of6 May. 1985, concerning the Frankston Community Health Working Party.
In late 1984. my predecessor appointed the working party. chaired by Ms Jane Hill, M.P. The membership of
that working party is representative of community groups and government. While no public meeting, as such,
was held in February 1985. members of the working party have consulted with over twenty community groups,
Frankston general practitioners and numerous residents. The results of the consultations will be available in
report form on 15 September.

Honourable members should note that I received the letter on 10 SeptemberOn 30 September. a public meeting will be held to elect a Committee of Management to govern the new
Frankston Community Health Service. When that task is achieved. the working party's Term of Reference will
have been met. Responsibility for the implementation of the new service will rest with its Committee of
Management.
In view ofthe fact that the Working Party has almost completed its task, I do not believe it appropriate for you
to join the group.

That is lovely; on 10 September, I was told that a report would be released on 15 September.
I then made some inquiries as to when the public meeting would be held and whether I
could attend. On visiting the member's office, I received a copy of the report. The report
contained the statement that the Peninsula Ostomy Association was involved. However,
the association received no information, nor was it ever contacted. That is pretty rou~;
the honourable member for Melbourne, who interjects, is correct. That is the way in WhICh
honourable members opposite carry on in government.
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Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member will ignore interjections.
Mr Remington-Is it wet? Is it dry-wet?
Mr WEIDEMAN-I am glad the honourable member for Melbourne-The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member will address the Chair.
Mr WEIDEMAN-Yes, Mr Speaker. I was about to reply to the interjection from the
honourable member from Melbourne.
The SPEAKER-Order! Interjections are disorderly.
Mr WEIDEMAN-It is easy to attack the Government and to refer to the problems it
may have. It certainly has sufficient problems, because everybody has observed that the
wheels of the cart are coming off. If the telephones keep ringing at the present rate, I do
not know how I will answer all the queries.
One area in which the Government could take some recognition is that of auditing. I
mentioned in an earlier speech the issue of comprehensive auditing; this is very much an
approach to auditing that has gained prominence in Canada. In fact, it was initiated in the
department of the Auditor-General in Canada. It is used, to some extent, in private
practice in that country and has been promoted in the public sector. The approach
involves getting value for money, value for the dollar spent by the Government, and
relates to three "Es", which are, economy, efficiency and effectiveness.
The expression being used these days is "program budgeting", but I am talking about
comprehensive auditing, which enables one to actually cost what a policy is all about.
As there is little time left available to me in this debate, I hope I shall have the
opportunity of elaborating on the subject during the Budget debate, on which occasion, I
suggest, it would be appropriate for the speech to which I am referring to be made available
to the Government.
.
On the motion ofMr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Extra trains for Geelong on 28 September-Ferntree Gully Road, Scoresby-Charges
under police disciplinary regulations-Greeting card business-Frankston Rental
Housing Co-operative-Colac District Hospital board-Adverse possession schemesTraffic holdups on South Eastern Freeway-Ayr Street Primary School-Bingo tickets
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr DICKINSON (South Barwon)-I direct the attention of the Minister for Transport
to the public transport arrangements in Geelong this coming Saturday with the Victorian
Football League grand final and the Royal Melbourne Show. Some of my constituents
have expressed concern that an inadequate number of trains will be provided for Geelong
residents to return from both those events. Can the Minister give an undertaking that
additional railway carriages will be provided and that he will review the railway time-table
for the trains returning to Geelong from Melbourne this Saturday?
Mrs HIRSH (Wantirna)-I raise a matter with the Minister for Transport regarding a
road in the electorate ofWantirna.
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Over the past 30 years Wantirna, in the western half of the City of Knox, has developed
from a rural backwater into a dynamic urban area with housing, industrial growth and
retail development going ahead rapidly.
In some areas the upgrading of roads has not kept pace with development, both residential
and industrial.
I have been approached by a number of people, including management and trade union
representatives from local industry and local residents, regarding a particular stretch of
Ferntree Gully Road, Scoresby, west of the Stud Road intersection.
In particular a group of residents, represented by Mr Peter Halsall of Chagall Court,
Scoresby, has also shown concern about this same stretch of Ferntree Gully Road.
Mr Halsall and his group have put in a great deal of work, collecting more than 150
signatures of local residents on a petition, which they have presented to me, pointing out
the need for duplication of the particular stretch of road.
Unfortunately the petition is not set out in the appropriate manner for presentation to
the House. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the concern of the local residents about the
condition of the road.
This stretch of Ferntree Gully Road, which is approximately 1 kilometre in len~th, does
have problems. There is room for only one lane of traffic each way, with no turning lanes
and the edges are extremely rough with much gravel on either side.
It is a major bus route, with bus stops along its length. Side roads lead off on the north
to a residential development and on the south to an industrial development.

Children need to cross the road, to catch the bus to school, and again to go home after
school. Traffic needs to turn into Ferntree Gully Road from side roads and to make righthand turns off Ferntree Gully Road, holding up through traffic. It is a major access road
to the city for residents from the hills area.
I ask the Minister for Transport to investigate the possibility of duplicating this stretch
ofFerntree Gully Road as early as possible. This road, together with Mountain Highway,
is a dangerous stretch of road. However, Ferntree Gully Road is of most concern to local
residents.
Mr CROZIER (Portland)-I raise a matter which I find most disturbing with the
Premier in his capacity as Acting Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I am sure
that honourable members who have read of this case will also find it very disturbing. This
case is causing considerable discussion and resentment in the Police Force.
It concerns the question of charges that are being preferred against policewoman Casey,
under the police disciplinary regulations. Policewomen Casey was instrumental In
apprehending a known criminal on 18 September 1983. Briefly, the circumstances of the
arrest were as follows: Policewoman Casey and Constable Murray were patrolling in
Stevenson Street, Richmond, on that day when they recognized a stolen vehicle. The
vehicle was parked outside 106 Stevenson Street, an address which is well known to the
police and no doubt well known by its reputation to some members of this house, not the
sort of place where a policeman or policewoman would enter unaccompanied.
In the circumstances, the two police officers took the correct action; the policeman went
around the back and policewoman Casey was left in front. Two suspects emerged from the
premises. The policewoman called on them to stop; one did and the other did not.
After a second warning the policewoman fired a shot which hit the known criminal,
whom she had recognized, in the shoulder. He was subsequently charged with a long list
of offences including six burglaries, three charges of possessing stolen goods, one charge of
the theft of a motor car, one of possession of heroin, one of attempted deception and
received a sentence of three years' imprisonment.
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The extraordinary part of this episode is that not only was the presence of mind, the
coolness and the courage of the policewoman in very difficult circumstances the subject of
recommendation and commendation by her superiors but was a matter of considerable
approbation by officers in the courts.
It seems incredible that an officer who acted in this manner-most professionally and
courageously-should now find herself charged after a lapse of two years with a disciplinary
offence and, moreover, not just charged in the normal fashion but, as I understand it, the
Director of Public Prosecutions has instructed a barrister and not the usual board prosecutor
to execute the prosecution.
I ask, and the police ask, "What is going on? Is this in any way a pay-back because of
some perceived resentment by the Government?'·
The SPEAKER-Order! I ask the honourable member to address the Chair.

Mr CROZIER-Yes, Sir, I shall address the Chair and repeat the question: The Police
Force and the Opposition are asking, "What are the priorities of the Government? How
are police officers to execute their duties from now on? How are they to decide when they
should draw a firearm and fire it and, if they do, what sort of response can they expect?··
This case is having a very serious impact on the morale of the Police Force. I strongly
recommend that the Premier personally investigate this matter and I look forward to an
explanation from him.

Mr NORRIS (Dandenong)-My remarks are addressed to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs. They concern the greeting card business. Honourable members will be aware that
the greeting card business is a huge and very lucrative business. Anyone who has visited a
newsagent or stationery store will realize that it is a major part of the average business and
a huge amount of display space is given over to greeting cards and cards of all
descriptions. I suppose the difficulty that many manufacturers have to face-I am not
saying the reputable ones but many of the fringe manufacturers-is thinking up new
gimmicks to advertise the cards to customers.
Comic cards are the most popular. Historically, I suppose the comic postcard first
appeared in Victorian days. It was certainly popular in Britain and the traditional seaside
postcard of those days-sexist as they normally were with large ladies and small gentlemen
in bathing costumes-were humorous but had innocent remarks printed on them suitable
for sending back to relatives to say what a wonderful time was being had at Blackpool or
wherever.
Cards became popular in Australia after the second world war and the card trade has
built up into a voluminous business today. My concern revolves around the type of card
that is now available in some of our stationery and card outlets. Without sounding
prudish, I believe many of the cards now on sale are offensive rather than humorous.
A card was delivered to a constituent of mine, this card having been printed by an
organization called "Anonymously Yours. The Card that speaks your mind when you
can·t." I do not request that a facsimile of the card be incorporated in Hansardbecause I
believe most honourable members would find it offensive.
I am aware that this is a time of rapid moral and social change. However, young people
may see this card and think that it is normal behaviour to send such a card to somebody
or that such a phrase as is printed on this card is acceptable. This should not be the norm
and I do not believe it should be accepted.
We have come a long way since Mr Rylah's teenage daughter but some things are
beyond the pale. I ask the Minister to investigate the products put out by this organization
and ascertain whether they contravene standards of decency. If one or one·s daughter
received such a card through the post, it may constitute receiving an obscene article.
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I believe that many people browsing through a card shop and coming across a card such
as this would be justifiably offended. I ask the Minister to investigate the product. I have
a facsimile of this card available for the Minister to peruse at his leisure.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston South)-I raise with the Minister for Housing my
continuing concern about the Frankston Rental Housing Co-operative. During the last
election campaign I was visited by a gentleman who had problems with the co-operative.
He provided me with letters that had been written to him by the previous Minister of
Housing informing him that a full investigation was being undertaken of the co-operative.
I did not take the opportunity at that stage to follow-up the matter because of the election
and the sensitive nature of the matter. I took the Minister's word that he had instigated an
investigation.
I was approached by several honourable members in May of this year advising me that
all was not well with this housing co-operative. I then approached the Minister for Housing,
and I thank him for his co-operation in making his staff available for discussion.
Twenty-seven people are involved with this co-operative and they are anxious that they
may lose their homes because of mismanagement and other problems. The Minister sent
his staff to Frankston to investigate the matter and found that certain situations were not
as they should be.
The Minister ordered, through his department, that action be taken. Many problems
existed including a sum of$6000 in rent arrears, which had been written offas a bad debt.
The co-operative had been sub-letting which is contrary to its lease; it did not have reserve
funds and did not have books audited. According to the minutes, confidential files were to
be burnt. The office was in disarray.
After thc visit the matter was reported to the Minister and I expected that things would
be carried out normally. To my horror I discovered that nothing had been done. I contacted
the Minister again and he rightly sent out his officers to examine the situation. I have had
discussions with him and his officers and I know he has the facts and information before
him.
I ask the Minister to inform me of the decisions he has made about the future of the cooperative. What action does he intend to take with respect to those people who want to
remain in the co-operative and what does he propose for those people who wish to leave
the co-operative?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Polwarth)-I direct the attention of the Minister for Transport, as
the representative in this place of the Minister for Health, to a matter that has caused
considerable concern in the City of Colac, namely, appointments to the hospital board.
I can well understand the wish of the Minister to alter the political complexion of the
hospital board and therefore to make new appointments. In fact, the Minister foreshadowed
the appointments of Dr Don McRae and Mr Greg Schonfelder but, in so foreshadowing,
he has effectively sacked Mr Derrick Mathews and Mr John Robbins who, between them,
have 29 years of service to the Colac District Hospital.
I can understand the wish of the Minister, for whom I have great respect, to make some
changes but, in looking at the situation of these two gentlemen whom he has effectively
dismissed, he is ignoring the amount of fund raising for which they have been responsible.
The Minister is ignoring the amount of business expertise and dedication which have been
given and which are capable of being given to the Colac District Hospital board.
That is why I direct the matter to the attention of the Premier, who is not listening. If
the Minister wishes to politicize boards by making appointments, the least he can do is to
telephone or write to the people who have given service thanking them for that service
and explaining to them the reason why he wishes to make different appointments.
An Honourable Member-Did your Government do that?
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Mr I. W. SMITH-The honourable member will find that the track record of the
previous Government was impeccable in that respect. At least people were treated with
ordinary human courtesies and thanked for their efforts. The reasons for the changes were
explained to them.
I have no complaints about the new appointments except that one of them, Mr Greg
Schonfelder, is new to the district. He has no capacity yet-he may develop it-to know
the needs of the district. He is replacing one of two men who, combined, have 29 years'
experience, not just in warming seats but in raising huge sums of money for the benefit of
the hospital.
The very least the Government could have done was to consult them, thank them and
explain the reasons for the change. I am entirely opposed to the methods employed by this
socialist Government in politicizing appointments where it has no understanding of
voluntary work. It is not as though the two men were paid; they have given long hours
and many years to the local community.
If the Government does not understand or know about a local community, it should
consult the local member, regardless of his or her political affiliation, to find out about it.
The Government should extend common courtesy to the people who have served in a
voluntary capacity in the past. An apology from the Government is due to Derrick
Mathews and John Robbins, formerly of the hospital board at Colac.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I raise a matter with the Minister for Property and
Services regarding correspondence I have received from the Shire of Chiltern in relation
to an Adverse Possession Scheme. A scheme has already been undertaken in the shire and
was completed in 1982. However, the shire has received advice from the Department of
Property and Services that the department has a backlog of requests dating back to 1975.
The indIcations are that the scheme suggested by the Shire of Chiltern cannot be undertaken
for many years.
The shire is concerned about the ten-year backlog. There are various small pieces of
land around the municipality which need to be cleaned up and brought under a scheme
where they can be auctioned to the highest bidder who may wish to use the land.
I ask the Minister to examine the request of the Shire of Chiltern so that an Adverse
Possession Scheme can be proceeded with as quickly as possible. I also request the Minister
to investigate the backlog of schemes within the department. The backlog is having an
adverse effect on the Shire of Chiltern, and other municipalities in Victoria must be in the
same situation.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley)-I raise a matter with the Premier to bring to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services regarding the traffic holdup
on the South-Eastern Freeway this morning which continued for a considerable time.
Initially, the freeway was blocked from approximately 10.30 a.m.
During the day I have received a number of complaints from people in the electorate I
represent who were held up for periods of up to an hour. The complaint is not about a
normal, mundane event, such as the flow of traffic on the freeway being held up, but the
fact that when members of the Police Force stationed at the eXIt point for the Burnley
turn-off were questioned, they informed people that there were no other resources available
to get the traffic moving in other directions other than on to the freeway. Therefore, once
someone got on the freeway they were stuck.
I ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to make the necessary resources
available. I am informed that holdups on the freeway are not infrequent and are a matter
of some concern to the people in that area. I ask that the Minister ensures that police are
present at the Toorak Road end of the freeway to stop traffic going on to the freeway.
Mr PERRIN (Bulleen)-I direct the attention of the Minister for Education to the Ayr
Street Primary School in Doncaster and a resolution passed by the school council to close
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the school. The resolution was put forward without prior consultation with the school
parents.
Last Thursday a public meeting was held at Doncaster at which parents, teachers and
members of the school council attended, as well as the Regional Director of the Eastern
Metropolitan Region, Mr Hall, and members of the regional board. A vote was taken to
ascertain whether the parents, teachers and school council wanted the school to be closed.
The result of the vote was tied-33 each with seven undecided votes. A number of parents
were unable to attend the meeting that evening, and yet others who wished to send their
children to the school were not given a vote. Interpreters were present at the meeting but
were not used, and a number of migrant parents subsequently said that they were not fully
informed. I am of the view that a majority of the parents wish to keep the school open.
A working party has been established and will make recommendations to the regional
board. On the evidence provided to me by the parents, I believe the school community
has been undermined by students being turned away and by the spreading of rumours that
the school will close. I am not aware of who is behind the undermining. However, on 7
August the school council passed a number of resolutions: to remove sweets from the
canteen; to close the canteen; to set up strategies to close the school itself; and to put in
place strategies to default on loans so that the school would be forced to close. The school
council has also proposed to sell off some of the school land, but the regional board has
properly rejected that proposal. None of these moves involved consultation with the
school community.
Another meeting of the school council on 20 August passed a motion to close the school.
It is interesting that the resolutions at both of those meetings were moved by the same

person-a senior teacher at the school. Parents who were aware of the subject-matter of
the meeting were refused permission to attend.
I understand that the regional board will recommend to the Minister that the school be
kept open. I ask the Minister to undertake that the Ayr Street Primary School will not
close for at least two years. This is important to provide stability for the parents and to
allow the school community to understand the ramifications; further, it will allow an
inflamed situation to cool down. I ask the Minister to ensure that all the school facilities
are maintained so that every student is given the opportunity of obtaining a good education
at that school.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-In the absence of the Minister for Sport and Recreation,
I ask the Premier to raise with the Minister a matter that I raised with him on 18 April, to
which I have not received a reply.
At that time I raised the question of sets of tickets being available in the Bendigo area
for a game called bingo, and I produced a set for the Minister. The arrangements for the
game contravened the Act in several respects. The value of the prizes on offer was $800.
The law requires that the operator of the game must have a permit to offer prizes of that
value. If the prizes are valued at less than $200, no permit is required. For raffles involving
prizes totalling between $200 and $500, the Raffles and Bingo Permits Board must be
advised and when the value of prizes is in excess of$500 the game must be registered with
that board. In this instance, that had not occurred.
The sale of these tickets also contravenes the Act, because cash is offered as a prize
rather than goods or goods to the value ofa certain amount of money. These tickets were
available in the Ballarat area where their sale is depriving other legitimate charities and
sporting organizations funds because people have bought those tickets. It was obviously
more lucrative to offer money as prizes even though it was outside the law.
In reply to the matter I raised, the Minister for Sport and Recreation said that he was
expecting a report from the board on the sale of the bingo tickets and that as soon as he
had the information, he would pass it on to me. Now five months and five days later I
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have still not heard one word from the Minister. I ask that the matter be drawn to the
attention of the Minister for Sport and Recreation and the matter dealt with promptly.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The honourable member for Portland raised two cases. I cannot
say that I know the facts but I accept them to be as he asserts. One of the matters he raised
was about the process followed by the police for internal disciplinary matters and the
other was about the process followed by the Director of Public Prosecutions. It seems on
the assertion of the honourable member for Portland that the director is now involved.
I should have thought that honourable members would have known that in both instances
the Government does not see the director's role as that of mediator in either process.
Members of the Opposition may laugh, but the independence of the Director of Public
Prosecutions is well known. The position was established by legislation which was passed
by this House. The situation is laid out in the statute-book and a well-defined process is
followed.
The Leader of the Opposition interjects that the Government washes its hands of the
matter. The Government does not believe it is its role to seek to influence the Director of
Public Prosecutions in any decision he makes. His independence is guaranteed and the
Government intends to do what it can to see that it is maintained. I shall endeavour to
find out what is the position on this matter and what is the police process. I shall then
advise the honourable member for Portland.
Two other matters were raised by the honourable members for Glen Waverley and
Gisbome. I shall have inquiries made into the matters and advise the honourable members.
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-The honourable member for Wantirna raised
the matter of the duplication of Ferntree Gully Road, which is of concern to residents not
only in the Wantirna electorate but also in surrounding electorates. Traffic volumes on
Ferntree Gully Road are around 20 000 vehicles a day east of Scoresby Road and 30 000
vehicles a day west of Scoresby Road. The need for duplication of these traffic volumes is
necessary on safety grounds alone. The Leader of the Opposition might have his own
views on the matter but he must be careful when he puts them forward at the Italian
function on Saturday.
Recently the Government completed the duplication of the section between View Mount
Road and Jells Road to Dandenong Creek. Works are proceeding on the duplication of
the section between Scoresby Road and Burwood Hi~way for completion in May 1986 at
a cost of $1·4 million. The construction of this sectIOn is being carried out by the Knox
City Council.
The Government would like work on this specific section of the road about which the
honourable member asked to proceed sooner, but that is a matter which will be subject to
the availability of funds.
The section between Femtree Gully Road west of Stud Road is now in the forward
program for completion in 1987-88 at a total estimated cost of some $3·4 million. Like all
future programs this program will also be subject to the availability of funds, but the
Government has provided significant additional funds for urban arterial roads. As all
research shows, funds are urgently required for capital works programs for the completion
of roads in this State and in Australia. We certainly hope to be able to keep to that timetable so that the problems that have existed in the Wantirna area for a long time are
overcome.
The honourable member for ,Barwon South raised the issue of train and transport
services in Geelong this week-end. The services to Geelong are now more readily available
to people living in that area, and the number of people using the system is a demonstration
of that fact with patronage increasing at a rapid rate not only on train services but also bus
services, which have increased by more than 40 per cent in the past two years. The Geelong
Advertiser has reported on a number of occasions that the people of Geelong have
demonstrated their support for the actions that have been taken by the Government to
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continue the improvement of transport services in the area. One can say their support for
public transport is now far higher than in any other urban area of the State, and is
increasing even further.
The honourable member for Polwarth raised queries about powers under the Health Act
in relation to appointments to the Colac District Hospital board. As honourable members
are aware, the decision that the Governor in Council would determine hospital boards
was made by the Honourable Vasey Houghton in 1977-78 when legislation passed through
this place. There has been discontent about appointments that have been made and some
appointments have been criticized. There are difficulties in accommodating the number
of people who apply to be members of hospital boards.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr ROPER-As the Leader of the Opposition would be aware, that is a practice that
has occurred in thanking people for their service to hospital boards, particularly longserving members and I am sure that will occur with those two gentlemen. Some people
believe they have been on hospital boards for longer than they have been. The same
situation applied with the honourable member for Frankston South! I shall take up the
matter with the Minister for Health to see what has occurred in Colac and I shall ask him
to reply directly to the honourable member for Polwarth.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-The honourable member for Frankston South
raised problems that have been associated with the Frankston Rental Housing Cooperative. Officers of the Ministry of Housing have carried out a fairly detailed and
thorough investigation into the operation of the Frankston co-operative.
Mr Richardson-"Fairly detailed" means it was not detailed and not thorough.
l\-tr WILKES-The honourable member for Forest Hill knows one can have a thorough
and detailed investigation, which was the case with officers of my department investigating
the Frankston Rental Housing Co-operative. I am pleased to adVIse the honourable member
for Frankston South, who has demonstrated concern in this matter, that I have decided
upon the following course of action, with which I am sure he will be satisfied.

Firstly, the Frankson Rental Housing Co-operative will continue to operate as a cooperative and incorporate as a legal entity to enable heads of lease to be signed before
I October this year. Secondly, the existing tenants, who no longer wish to be part of that
co-operative, will be permitted to remain in their present accommodation and their
tenancies will be transferred to the Ministry of Housing.
Thirdly, I am prepared to make available an experienced officer of the Ministry of
Housing to work with the co-operative in improving its procedures, its reporting
mechanisms and its decision-making process. I am sure that assistance will help
considerably in this case. I believe these proposals are fair and equitable and with the cooperation of all concerned, including the honourable member for Frankston South, I hope
the difficult times that have been experienced with the Frankston Rental Housing Cooperative are now in the past.
The Ministry and I and, I ima~ne, the honourable member for Frankston South, look
forward to a sound working relatIOnship with the co-operative in the future.
Mr SPYKER (Minister for Consumer Affairs)-The honourable member for Dandenong
raised with me his concerns about gift cards sold at the Parkmore shopping centre in
Keysborough. The card is called "Anonymously Yours-the card that speaks your mind
when you can't". It goes on to state, "I am a sucker for a handsome face". It also has what
would be considered by some people as an obscene message on the inside.
I assure honourable members that if people received that sort of message through the
mail, they would be offended. I am surprised that the distributors, with whom the Ministry
of Consumer Affairs has a close working relationship, has allowed a message such as this
in its cards. I did not believe its presentation would allow this sort of gift card to be on the
shelves where it is readily accessible to young children.
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Although some people would probably throw the card away and have a laugh about it,
other people would be offended. It is of concern to me that young people particularly,
when shopping for gift cards, could pick up that card and arrive home with it. I am sure
their parents would not be impressed.
I shall take up the matter with the distributors concerned and shall advise the honourable
member accordingly.
Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-The honourable member
for Murray Valley raised a matter brought to his notice by the Shire of Chiltern about
adverse possession schemes and a backlog that appears to exist in the processing of those
schemes. The honourable member has also written to me on that subject and I shall take
up the matter with my department and obtain a detailed answer for him.
I understand that "adverse possession" applies to cases where a property has a backlog
of rates owing to a council and is one of the means a council can use to gain a back
payment of rates. It can also be used where owners of properties cannot be contacted or
found over a period and some action has to be taken on those properties. I cannot give the
honourable member a direct answer, but I shall make inquiries on his behalf.
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-The honourable member for Bulleen raised the
problems being faced by the Ayr Street Primary School and a decision that has been made
to close the school, arising out of a public meetins of parents, teachers and school council
members where the vote was apparently evenly dIvided.
The issue of rationalization of schools because of declining enrolment is being faced by
the department; because of industrial implications I am currently working through a
process with the unions to see whether I can identify the issues involved.
I am not aware of the specific recommendations of the regional board in this case. The
purpose of the Government is simple. It wants to ensure that all children in Victoria are
offered and have access to a broad, challenging and purposeful education. It may be that
in facing this issue of rationalization, some over-all guidelines need to be developed.
Equally, the process in reaching those conclusions should be made clear. I shall investigate
both matters.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 1.5 a.m. (Wednesday).
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Wednesday, 25 September 1985
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took the chair at 11.5 a.m. and read the
prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

THIRD-PARTY INSURANCE
Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-I refer to the Budget's failure to honestly inform
Victorians about third-party insurance and I ask the Treasurer whether he will now lift the
secrecy over third-party insurance premiums and confirm whether third-party premiums
for vehicles will rise by 31 per cent and for motor cycles by 100 per cent.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-It is amazin~ that the honourable member for Brighton asks
such a Question when his approach to thud-party insurance is to advocate an increase of
65 per cent in third-party premiums. The honourable member has argued in the House
that there should be a fully funded arrangement for third-party insurance and all the
indications are that such an arrangement would generate a rise of at least 65 per cent in
premiums. Perhaps the honourable member would like Victoria to follow the Queensland
example where, in some cases, there have been increases in third-party premiums in the
order of 400 per cent. The Victorian Government has totally rejected that particular
approach.
As announced earlier this year, the Government made a small adjustment in third-party
insurance premiums. The Government has stated its intention to undertake a fundamental
review of the third-party insurance system. An interim report has been made available to
the public and the issue is still the subject of thorough investigation.
It is the Government's intention to introduce a scheme which essentially is based on a
pay-as-you-go approach, which would not generate the sorts of increases that have been
advocated by the Liberal Party and referred to today.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT FARES
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the National Party)-Yesterday I asked the Minister
for Transport about proposed rises in public transport fares and the Minister replied that
it was a Budget matter. However, nothing on that matter was forthcoming in the Budget
handed down yesterday and, since then, to my knowledge there have been no statements
made by' the Minister. Could the Minister confirm that, as from November, public transport
fares wIll increase, that the decision has already been made and that the increases will be
in the vicinity of 7 to 8 per cent?
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-As the House would be aware, there has been no
increase in public transport fares for a considerable time. The Government made it clear
that, when there are such rises, they will either be in line with the consumer price index or
less.
There will be a rise in public transport fares in the order of 7 per cent. The details have
to be worked out because individual fares vary enormously. At present the Metropolitan
Transit Authority is examining the way in which fare rises would affect individual fares.
After that detailed work has been carried out, the Government will make an announcement.

GOVERNMENT'S FINANCIAL PLAN
Mrs TONER (Greensborough)-Can the Premier indicate what representations he has
received from Victorian business and industry in response to yesterday's announcement
of a financial plan for 1985-86?
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Mr CAIN (Premier)-Only this morning, immediately following the Budget, the
Government received a strong indication of support for the Budget from approximately
200 business people who attended a Budget breakfast at the Victorian Arts Centre. That
function demonstrated the enormous interest the business community and industry have
in the economic policies of the Government and the recognition of the effect those policies
have had in the spectacular recovery of the Victorian economy since the dark days of the
previous Administration.
Suffice to say that strong support was expressed for Budget initiatives outlined by the
Treasurer. I cannot recall a Budget that has received such universal support.
I have been astonished by the breadth of support in newspapers, from commentators in
the various areas of industry and community affairs. I shall quote some. The Director of
the Metal Trades Industry Association of Australia, Mr Bob Herbert, described the Budget
as, "Another step in the right direction by the Cain Government". The President of the
Australian Small Business Association Ltd, Mr Peter Boyle, congratulated the Government
for raising the pay-roll tax threshold and abolishing a number of stamp duties. The
Executive Director of the Employers' Federation (Victorian), Mr Ian Spicer, also supported
the Budget, sayin~ he hoped the private sector could play a bigger part in the economic
recovery which thiS Government has initiated.
The Age this morning reported:
The Cain Government has generally managed the economy well and this Budget testifies to its moderation and
competence.

Honourable Members-Hear, hear!
Mr CAIN-That is one of the things the Government has been saying for three and a
half years.
Mr Kenneth Davidson praised the Government in these words, "There is no reason
why Victoria cannot once again become the richest State in the Commonwealth".
Honourable Members-Hear, hear!
Mr CAIN-Mr Peter Cole-Adams noted that Victoria has had a "rapid rise to the top
of the economic league", and contrasted it with "the declining years of a weary Liberal
hegemony". He also noted that the detailed Budget Papers presented yesterday are a far
cry from the skimpy documents that used to pass for a Budget under the Liberals.
I believe the Government's economic record is second to none in this country. It has
achieved a remarkable turn around in this State's economy. What have the economic
dries or the wets of the Liberal Party to say about such an impressive performance?
An Honourable Member-Not enough!
Mr CAIN-All the Opposition can say is, HNot enough". The Budget speaks for itself
and the response from across the community speaks for itself. I want to place on record
what I said this morning at that breakfast: I believe we are in the hands of the best
Treasurer in this country.

STATE INSURANCE OFFICE
Mr KENNETf (Leader of the Opposition)-Before the Premier is consumed by his
own rhetoric, I wish to ask a question of the Treasurer. Will he confirm that the State
Insurance Office for the year ended 30 June 1985 has again lost in excess of $5 million
and, if that figure is incorrect, will the Treasurer inform the House, in an example of
honesty, what the loss was to 30 June 1985?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The Leader of the Opposition would not know what honesty
was. Debates concerning the State Insurance Office have continued for some time but the
Leader of the Opposition refuses to either accept or understand that the State Insurance
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Office operates in two different areas. One area is economic functions and it competes
with the private sector. In that area, no loss has occurred. It shows quite a healthy profit.
I h,\ve gone to pains and lengths in debating in this House to illustrate how well the SIO
is performing in the area of employers' liability, that is, workers compensation, and in the
area of comprehensive motor vehicle insurance. In both those areas the SIO is in direct
competition with the private sector of the economy.
It is about time that the Opposition gave praise to the effectiveness and efficiency of the
SIO in that area. I know the Opposition would be delighted to have a 65 per cent increase
in premiums. I certainly do not advocate that. It should be understood by all that in the
area of third-party insurance the Government is effectively dealing with a social welfare
payment. The SIO is effectively an agent on behalf of the Government delivering the
benefits under that area, ensuring that people are paid compensation.

In areas where the State Insurance Office competes with the private sector, the office is
operating at a profit. The full details of the operations of the State Insurance Office will be
made available when its annual report is presented to Parliament.

PORNOGRAPHIC VIDEO MOVIES
Mr HANN (Rodney)-Is the Minister for Education aware that hi~er school certificate
students at a high school in the Ballarat area were given an exercise In media studies that
required them to hire five pornographic video movies, view the movies and then write a
500-word essay about them? Is the Minister also aware that grave concern has been
expressed by parents because a number of the students involved were younger than
ei~hteen years of age and severe embarrassment was caused to the parents who had to
wItness some of the movies with the students? Does the Minister condone the action; if
not, will he investigate the matter, in view of the Government's expressed concern about
pornographic movies, to ensure that a similar situation never occurs again?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-If the facts are as stated, I share the concern
expressed by the honourable member for Rodney. However, I am unaware of the facts. I
will immediately investigate the matter for further report.

CONCESSION FOR HOUSEHOLD USE OF LIQUEFIED
PETROLEUM GAS
Mis~ CALLISTER (Morwell)-Will the Minister for Industry, Technology and
Resources advise the House what people need to do to obtain the energy concession for
the household use of liquefied petroleum gas which was recently announced by the State
Government?

Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-The application
for the 1985 winter energy concession is to be made on a standard application form that is
now available from liquefied petroleum gas suppliers and State Electricity Commission
and Gas and Fuel Corporation offices across Victoria. If constituents of any honourable
member should have difficulty in contacting any of those centres, they should not hesitate
to write to the Department of Industry, Technology and Resources and the relevant form
will be forwarded to them.
A concession of $24 is available to all holders of a Commonwealth health card who
purchase a minimum of $60 worth of liquefied petroleum gas for household use. The
extension of the winter energy concessions is the latest in what is now a growing series of
steps the Government is taking to ensure that people are not denied access to energy
resources simply through an inability to pay.
The tremendous Budget introduced yesterday by the Treasurer outlined the further
steps and support provided by the Government for a battery of measures to assist those in
the community who clearly have not had that assistance in the past, either through energy
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concession measures, the home energy advisory service, the energy relief grants scheme or
the easy-way payment scheme. All those measures have been developed in conjunction
with welfare groups to assist those who would otherwise be significantly disadvantaged,
and they ensure that such people are able to maintain comfort levels through use of energy
at a lower cost and within their means.
In view of some comments in the media, I indicate that those developments have led to
a substantial reduction in the number of houses disconnected from electricity and gas
supplies over the past year. Since the new procedures were introduced last year, the
number of disconnections has already been more than halved.
The Government must continue to work on this issue and I commend both the State
Electricity Commission and the Gas and Fuel Corporation for their initiative, willingness
and capacity to work with welfare groups in local communities to assist those who obviously
require assistance. The new procedures are definitely achieving results and their
development will further allow the Government to meet its target of eliminating
disconnections through consumers' simple inability to pay.

BENEFIT OF BUDGET FOR RURAL PEOPLE
Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-Will the Treasurer explain how his Budget ofindexed taxes and
charges can benefit rural people who make up one-third of Victoria's population and
whose incomes are not indexed but are dependent on depressed world market prices.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The Government appreciates that last financial year the rural
sector faced a number of difficulties, not only in this State but also elsewhere in Australia.
The Government has made a commitment in the area of taxation receipts to ensure that
no increase is made in the over-all tax rate. That is certainly a significant departure from
the position that existed under the former Liberal Government, which was an extremely
high-taxing party.
The Government is endeavouring to provide greater stability on the taxation front as
well as the general economic front. Consequently, the general economic environment
throughout the State is looking extremely healthy. An economic growth rate in the order
of 4·5 per cent to 5 per cent in 1985-86 and some recovery in the rural sector of the
economy are expected. The Government recognizes that some difficulties still exist and is
endeavouring to enable farmers to upgrade or, when economic circumstances are not
favourable, to stay in a particular industry, and to assist persons out of industry in certain
areas. This will be done through various forms of assistance and adjustment processes.
The Government recognizes that the agricultural sector is an important part of Victoria's
economy and generates substantial exports. It will continue to work with the rural interests
and the various representative organizations to ensure further growth in that sector.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT TO GRAND FINAL
Dr VAUGHAN (Clayton)-I am sure all honourable members, more than 100000
members of the public and interstate and overseas visitors, will be interested in the answer
to my question which is directed to the Minister for Transport. Can the Minister inform
the House of the public transport facilities that will be made available to those people
attending next Saturday's grand final football match?
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-I cannot predict who will win the football match
on Saturday, but extra efforts will be made by the transport authorities to deal with the
expected crowd. It will be an excellent demonstration of the importance of public transport
to major activities of this type. It will also illustrate the importance of holding the grand
final football match at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, which has been made possible
through the efforts of this Government.
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On Saturday an additional 48 trams, 9 buses and 17 train services will be run to
transport the crowd expected to attend Saturday's match. I know you, Mr Speaker, have
an interest in the match as well as the honourable member for Niddrie-extra services
will be run from Essendon because that suburb has a particular interest in the football
match.
Both the Royal Show and the grand final have demonstrated over the past few days the
importance of transporting people to and from major events and the importance of
adequate public transport facilities. There will be a contrast between the transportation of
football patrons to and from the Melbourne Cricket Ground and the situation at VFL
Park, where significant difficulty is experienced in moving crowds away from the ground.
One could not accommodate at VFL Park the number of patrons expected at the grand
final to be held at the Melbourne Cricket Ground. People can travel easily to and from the
Melbourne Cricket Ground.

PROPOSED NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-I refer the Premier to his inability yesterday to approach
the Commonwealth Government about giving back Army land in Swan Street, Richmond,
for conversion to public city parkland. As the Government promised that the proposed
National Tennis Centre would result in no loss of parkland, what other city sites is the
Government planning to convert to parkland if the Army land is not available?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I have already stated that the site will be replaced by at least the
equivalent of public open space in that area. One of the most favourable options is part
replacement of that parkland by the Commonwealth drill hall land on the south side of
Swan Street.
Two of the car parks will be returned to parklands and the athletic training area at the
eastern area of Yarra Park will be relocated and landscaped. Negotiations are under way
with the Commonwealth Government.
Those measures will bring together approximately 6 hectares of public open space. I do
not know whether the Government can do much better than that.
Mr Reynolds interjected.
Mr CAIN-Let me answer the question asked by the honourable member. I contrast
the commitment made by the Government with the development proposals of the former
Liberal Government made in 1981 for the Olympic Games. Without any commitment at
all for replacement of parklands, the former Liberal Government proposed developing
sporting complexes over a larger area of land. If honourable members examine the files,
they will see that the proposals included a much larger part of Flinders Park than is
currently contemplated for use. No replacement at all for such parklands was proposed.
The former Liberal Government was planning to develop a velodrome and an archery
centre in Royal Park and was to transform the Burnley Gardens into an Olympic village.
The stance taken by the former Liberal Government is in marked contrast to what this
Government has done.
Mr Austin interjected.
Mr CAIN-The Government has made a commitment and it is absolutely true. If the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition wants to examine the letters and the report, I shall
obtain them for him. I shall make the file public if that is what he wants. I am happy to
produce that information because it is clear that the former Liberal Government had
made up its mind. It intended to take that land and no replacement was to be made
available.
A former Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation, Brian Dixon, was on a high, and
members of the Liberal Party went along with his proposal, as they were wont to do in
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those days. No substance or thinking was involved; they just jumped onto the bandwagon
and rode along with the idea.
The Government has stated that the site will be replaced with an area at least equivalent
in size to the public open space under consideration for the National Tennis Centre. A
Bill is now on the Notice Paper which gives formal approval to the scheme in that it will
establish the structure of the trust. Members of the Liberal Party should make up their
minds whether they are for or against the proposed tennis stadium because they do not
have much time available.

WORKCARE SCHEME
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)---:I direct a question to the Treasurer about the WorkCare
scheme which came into operation on 1 September. Can the Treasurer confirm that as few
as 20 per cent of employers in Victoria have registered under the new scheme, and that of
those who have registered, only a few have received official recognition of their registration
with the new scheme?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I am happy to have the opportunity of answering the first
question from the new "styled" honourable member for Murray Valley. The WorkCare
program has certainly been successful and the Government has endeavoured to maximize
the awareness of employers of the existence of the WorkCare scheme. Registrations have
been coming in at an extremely rapid rate.
It is not possible for me to provide the exact number of employers registered with the
scheme, but, as I have previously stated in this place, it is the responsibility of individual
employers to register under the WorkCare scheme. However, regardless of whether the
employer has registered, the employee is covered by the new accident compensation
arrangements.
The Government is endeavouring to ensure that the maximum number of employers
are registered in the shortest possible time-frame and I assure the honourable member
that all the major employers oflabour in Victoria are registered.

VIOLENCE IN SPORT
Mr STIRLING (Williamstown)-Can the Minister for Sport and Recreation inform
the House what action his department is taking to monitor the incidence of violence in
sport, particularly junior sport?
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Sport and Recreation)-I have previously informed the
House of the Government's progress in this regard. Sport and recreation Ministers from
all States and the Commonwealth, together with Ministers from New Zealand and Papua
New Guinea, met recently to discuss the matter. A task force was appointed to tackle the
problem on a national, as well as a State, basis. That task force met on 12 September in
Canberra and I am now waiting for its recommendations. All Ministers for sport and
recreation will in the near future arrange a further meeting to tackle the growing problem.

CROWN SOLICITOR'S OFFICE
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I refer the Premier to the Government's decision to
suppress from the public two legal opinions from the Crown Solicitor-one involving the
Chisholm Institute of Technology golden handshake and the other concerning the powers
of the President in the Legislative Council.
In view of the fact that the Minister for Education yesterday quoted from the opinion
of the Crown Solicitor in replying to a question without notice and the fact that the Leader
of the Government in the Upper House has indicated that he plans to do the same
regarding the opinion he received about the President's powers in that Chamber, will the
Premier reverse his suppression order and allow the public to peruse those decisions?
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Mr CAIN (Premier)-I have expressed my concern about opinions of the SolicitorGeneral provided for the assistance of Cabinet, which therefore take on the characteristics
of Cabinet documents. I leave aside, for the moment, without any acknowledgment, the
question of legal and other advice obtained by the Government and its disclosure.
I have made no comment regarding the opinions from the Crown Solicitor to which the
honourable member refers, either on the issue of the President's powers in the Upper
House or on the issue about which the Minister for Education has been questioned in this
Chamber. I have not expressed a view about those matters and I am prepared to listen to
views expressed about them.
On the issue of the Chisholm Institute golden handshake, the Minister for Education
has been the essence of patience and tolerance when one has regard to the perceived
requirements of academic institutions for confidentiality. I discussed that matter with the
Minister and I take the opportunity of expressing the view that the college council that is
meeting tomorrow should reconsider, as the Minister indicated it might, its attitude on
this matter.
This is not a responsibility of State Governments. Chisholm Institute is an academic
institution which professes, properly, its independence, as these institutions do. It is
funded by the Commonwealth Government. I hope a different attitude will shortly emerge.

ASSISTANCE FOR ETHNIC COMMUNITIES
Mr SIDIROPOULOS (Richmond)-Can the Minister for Ethnic Affairs inform the
House of additional services and assistance now available for Victorian ethnic
communities?
Mr SPYKER (Minister for Ethnic Affairs)-I thank the honourable member for his
question, which again highlights the continued interest and support he has given to me as
the Minister.
I am delighted to inform the House that the Ministry of Ethnic Affairs and the
commission have ceased to be the Cinderella organizations that they were under the
previous Government. The House would be aware that the Minister responsible for ethnic
affairs under that Government is now the Leader of the Opposition.
At that time, the Ministry of Ethnic Affairs was an absolute disgrace. It was a shell
organization that could do nothing and had no resources to allow it to do anything.
In the fourth Cain Budget the Government has increased the community grants program
by 650 per cent, from a measly $100 000 in 1982 to $650 000 in 1985. That amount is not
for additional bureaucrats, but is to ensure that ethnic communities can resource their
own programs and become integrated into society-something they have to work for over
a considerable period.
Under the previous Liberal Government, the amount allocated to the Ministry was $1·2
million, which has now been increased to $3·8 million. Major achievements have been
made in ensuring that when people of ethnic origin come before the courts they have
proper translation and interpreting facilities available to them, which were not available
in the past. There have been many shortcomings in the court system.
This system allows for competent, qualified and trained interpreters and translators to
be available throughout the court system to ensure that non-English speaking people have
equality before the law. I stress again that the whole basis of the Ethnic Affairs Commission
is not to set people up into privileged positions but to ensure equality and integration. It
must be recognized that 27 per cent of Victoria's population has been born overseas and
that Victoria has a continuing migration program. As a result, there is a responsibility to
make newcomers to this country feel at home and to have an understanding of what is
happening in the country so that they can actively participate.
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An additional interpreter and translator service has been provided at police stations
when interrogations occur to ensure that non-English speaking people understand what
takes place. This service has been warmly received, particularly by the Police Force and
the ethnic communities. It will ensure that a better basis of understanding occurs between
police officers and the ethnic community.
These programs have been successful, not only in metropolitan areas but also in country
areas where officers of the Ministry and of the Ethnic Affairs Commission work closely
with ethnic community councils. These councils welcome the assistance that has been
given because ethnic groups are being given opportunities of better caring for their own
community. Again, the success of these programs is a reflection of what is happening
throughout Victoria.
I commend the honourable member for Richmond on his services to the ethnic
communities. The honourable member is of Greek origin and he has made an enormous
effort in this regard. I wish to point out that all the non Anglo-Saxon members of Parliament
are members of the Labor Party because the Labor Party understands and represents the
whole community. A Labor Government will help these people.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SPYKER-I am very happy to pause for a moment. Obviously, I have hit a very
sensitive nerve in members of the opposition parties. As the Premier has said, the Liberal
Party is the stereotype male-dominated party; it has a token female on the back bench,
who was dumped from its front bench. It is about time the Liberal Party recognized that
it should represent the whole State and not just the privileged.

PETITIONS
The Acting Clerk-I have received the following petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Melton and Exford land rezoning
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS Of THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned residents of Melton showeth that we believe that the Honourable the
Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources may grant rezoning of land in Ferris Road, Melton and in
Eynesbury Road, Exford from general farming and conservation A respectively to extractive industry A. Your
petitioners therefore pray that Parliament inform the Honourable the Minister for Industry, Technology and
Resources that his decision not be taken until:
(A) Stage 2 ofthe Extractive Industries Strategy Plan Interdepartmental Committee has been completed.
(B) An environment effects statement has been prepared and placed on public exhibition.
(C) A public inquiry pursuant to section 9 (l) of the Environment Effects Act 1978 has been conducted into all
aspects of the proposed rezonings and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Cunningham (1330 signatures)

Brambles site, Tullamarine
TOTHE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS Of THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

On the subject of the humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the State of Victoria we showeth our
concern over the storage and dumping of industrial waste in residential areas.
It is our belief that the present Brambles site at Western Avenue, Tullamarine, is no longer suitable as it is
adjacent to family residences, therefore operations must cease immediately and be relocated. The site is not
suitable today for the carrying on of dumping, treating, storing, recycling or processing of industrial waste.
Therefore we demand it to be removed now.

Your petitioners therefore pray that you treat this petition as a matter of grave concern and urgency. Your
petitioners in duty bound will ever pray.

By Mr Seitz ( 186 signatures)
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Residential Tenancies Act
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:
This petition of citizens of Victoria respectfully showeth that the current Residential Tenancies Act is unfair
and causes undue hardship and should be repealed and replaced immediately and equitable legislation written in
simple English.
And your petitioners in duty bound will ever pray.

By Mrs Hirsh (365 signatures)
It was ordered that the petitions be laid on the table.

AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT
The SPEAKER presented the Treasurer's statement of the receipts and payments of the
Consolidated Fund and the Trust Fund for the year ended 30 June 1985, accompanied by
the report of the Auditor-General and by the documents specified in section 47 of the
Audit Act.
It was ordered that the report be laid on the table, and be printed.

PAPER
The following paper, pursuant to the direction of an Act of Parliament, was laid on the
table by the Acting Clerk:
Law Reform Commission-Report on the Law of Homicide in Victoria-The Sentence for Murder.

ECONOMIC AND BUDGET REVIEW COMMITTEE
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-By leave, I move:
That Mr Gavin, Mrs Gleeson, Mr Harrowfield, Mr Hayward, Mr McNamara, Mr Rowe, Mr Sheehan, and Mr
Stockdale be appointed members ofthe Economic and Budget Review Committee from 2 October 1985.

The motion was agreed to.

LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-By leave, I move:
That Mr Evans (Ballarat North), Mr Hill, Mr Hockley, Mr Jasper, Mr Lea, Mr Lieberman, and Mr Whiting be
appointed members of the Legal and Constitutional Committee from 2 October 1985.

The motion was agreed to.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-By leave, I move:
That Mrs Hill, Mr McDonald, Mr McGrath (Lowan), Mr McGrath (Warrnambool), Mr Tanner, and Dr Wells
be appointed members of the Natural Resources and Environment Committee from 2 October 1985.

The motion was agreed to.

PUBLIC BODIES REVIEW COMMITTEE
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-By leave, I move:
That Mr Delzoppo, Mr Plowman, Mr Pope, Mr Remington, Mr Seitz, Mr Shell, Mr Steggall, and Mrs Toner
be appointed members of the Public Bodies Review Committee from 2 October 1985.

The motion was agreed to.
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources~By leave, I move:
That Mr Ernst, Mrs Hirsh, Mr MicaUef, Mrs Ray, Mr Richardson, Ms Sibree, Dr Vaughan, Mr Wallace, and
Mr Williams be appointed members of the Social Development Committee from 2 October 1985.

The motion was agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I move:
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, October I.

This is simply a motion taking into account the fact that the House will not meet tomorrow.
The motion was agreed to.

APPOINTMENT OF SERJEANT-AT-ARMS
The SPEAKER-Order! I desire to make an announcement regarding staff and the
appointment of the Serjeant-at-Arms.
fwish to inform the House that I have nominated Peter Norman Bramley to be Serjeantat-Arms in the place of Philip John Mithen, who has been promoted to Assistant Clerk
and Clerk of Committees.
The Governor in Council has been pleased to make the appointment, to be effective
from 29 September 1985, in accordance with the said nomination.

BANK HOLIDAYS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from April 24) on the motion of Mr Cathie (Minister for
Education) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr RAMSA Y (Balwyn)-This Bill, to amend the Bank Holidays Act, fits on one page,
consists of sixteen lines and is designed to repeal section 7A of the Bank Holidays Act. It
could easily be classed as a trivial pursuit, but that is not the view of the Opposition. The
Opposition considers the proposed legislation, even though it is so small, is a classic
example of a Government willing to pander to the demands of a powerful sectional group
in the community, rather than do what is best for the community in general and for the
small man in particular.
The Opposition will oppose the proposed legislation. It is an unnecessary amendment
to the principal Act. It does not have wholehearted support. The amending measure does
not have the wholehearted support of the bankin~ industry, and it certainly does not have
the wholehearted support of the whole commumty. The one group that is unfailing in its
support for it, of course, is the Australian Bank Employees Union.
For some months, the union has been pressing the Government to make this change to
improve the lot of its members. Important as the welfare of employers may be, the
Opposition does not view the change as being in the best interests of the community. Any
person reading section 7A of the Act would be mystified as to what it means. SectIon 7A
states:
If at any time it appears to the Governor in Council that any of the arrangements for providing additional
adequate banking facilities on the last banking day prior to Saturday in each week have ceased to operate or be
carried into effect the Governor in Council may by proclamation published in the Government Gazette suspend
the operation of paragraph (h) of section four of this Act and may by the like proclamation revoke or vary any
such suspension.

The reader of section 4 (h) discovers that that provision enables banks to close on Saturdays.
Section 7A was incorporated in the Act many years ago when it was decided by the
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Government of the day that Saturday need no longer be a banking day given the changed
nature of commercial activities, and the growing practice ofa 40-hour week, concentrating
most business on a Monday to Friday basis.
It was agreed that banks could close on Saturday mornings but part of the agreement
was that in return for this-and to assist industry, commerce and business in general, and
individuals-banks would remain open on Friday until a later hour than the normal
closing time of banks; this was at the same time generally changed from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
This provision was included as a safeguard to ensure that the fewer hours that banks were
going to be open, particularly on the last trading day before the Saturday, did not interfere
with business. It was designed also to ensure that further changes were not made by banks
which might be crippling to industry, commerce and business.
Section 7A has never been acted upon. It has done no harm, but it is a useless reserve
power given to a Government to cover the situation where adequate banking facilities
were not available on the last trading day before the Saturday. Generally, there has been
wide community acceptance of the 5 p.m. closing of banks, or in special circumstances of
the 6 p.m. closing on Fridays.
This issue has been raised by the bank employees union only with regard to the Thursday
before Easter-that Thursday, in effect, becoming the last trading day before Easter. The
bank employees are asking that banks should close at 4 p.m. in spite of the fact that Friday
is a holiday and Thursday is the precursor to the Easter break, which so far as bank
employees are concerned lasts from Friday to Wednesday morning.
The Opposition recognizes that this provision has never been used but must ask whether
it is serving any useful purpose. The Opposition believes it is serving a useful purpose in
reminding the community and banking industry of the need for adequate banking services~
That reminder does not fall on deaf ears. It is important to industry and to the community
that these services should be available.
Why is the Government seeking to repeal this provision? The Government is making
no other amendments to the Act. The reason for the amendment is that pressure has come
from the union which has decided that it does not want its members to work on the Easter
Thursday afternoon later than they would work on a normal Thursday, in spite of the fact
that they are going off for the Easter break immediately they finish work.
In introducing the proposed legislation, the Minister pointed out that over the past two
years the banks and the union have sought a statement from the Government about the
time the Government considered satisfactory for closing on Easter Thursday. For a reason
that has not been given, the Government has never made available such a statement. One
begins to wonder why that is so. If the Government is happy about the banks closing at 4
p.m. on Easter Thursday, it has not been prepared to tell the interested parties that that is
so. The Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs has refused to give that assurance.
The chain of communication between the Ministry, the Minister, the Banks' Industrial
Association and the union is a fascinating one. At the beginning of last year the Minister's
department wrote to the banks stating that it would not accede to the union's request. By
October it had changed its mind and was acceding to the request. I shall take the House
through the extraordinary chain of events, which began as early as 19 January 1984 when
the Banks' Industrial Association wrote to the Australian Bank Employees Union stating
that it was not prepared to join with the union in an approach to the Government seeking
.
a repeal of the section. The letter stated, inter alia:
The union has asked the banks to consider making a joint submission to the State Government to have the
existing legislation changed. This action, in the view of the union, could be justified having regard to the changes
giving greater flexibility and increased trading hours introduced during 1983.
The banks have given the ABEU request full consideration and as indicated to the union verbally on 11 th
January, 1984, I now advise you formally, on behalf of the member banks that the banks are unable to support
the proposaito make a joint submission to the Victorian State Government seeking legislative changes.
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In other words, the banks would not support the repeal of section 7A but, if the Government
and the unions came to an agreement, they would not oppose it. However, the banks were
not supporting the change and a little later honourable members will find out why.
On 5 March 1984 the then Ministry of Industrial Affairs bought into the discussions
with a letter to the Banks' Industrial Association seeking its views. The letter was sent by
the Director-General of the former Ministry of Industrial Affairs and stated, inter alia:
It has been submitted by the union that their desire that the banks close at 4.00 p.m. on the Thursday prior to
Easter, i.e. 19 April 1984, is in line with the agreement reached between the unions and the banks on working
hours and will not reduce significantly the banking facilities available to the public.

Honourable members should note that sentence, which clearly states that the provision
will not reduce significantly the banking facilities available to the public. The letter
continued:
It has further been submitted that facilities available for general banking are much greater now than when
arrangements were made which lead to the legislation in Victoria in 1958 and even at the time of the amendment
which gives Governor in Council the power to suspend the proclamation ofa holiday if banking facilities are not
sufficient to meet the needs of the public.

The union has suggested that although the banks do not support a joint application for the Government to
state that the general introduction of a 4.00 p.m. closing time on Thursday, 19 April 1984, would be appropriate
given the bank facilities that that would provide, there would be no opposition to that working arrangement from
the banks.
The union has advised the Government that it is not seeking any change to the special arrangements that exist
for late trading. as provided in the agreement between the unions and the banks, which apply to nominated
branches.

The director-general continued:
As it appears that this matter is one which could well be settled in the first instance in consultation between
the union and the bank, the Minister has asked me to seek your views on the application which is before him.
I would therefore appreciate your early advice ...

The Minister was seeking the views of the banks even though they had declined to
subscribe to a joint submission.
The views of the banks were forthcoming on 22 March 1984 in a letter to Mr Holmes
from the Banks' Industrial Association which read, in part:
Banks advised the union that they were not prepared to support ajoint application to the Government because
they do not wish to be seen to reduce the trading hours available to the public.

There is the point, Mr Speaker: the banks did not want to be seen to reduce trading hours
to the public. That is what the unions are on about in seeking this amendment. They want
to remove the Government's reserve power to ensure adequate banking facilities on a day
preceding a series of bank holidays and the day preceding a week-end. They want that
power removed so that they can continue their industrial campaign to achieve the working
conditions they desire, regardless of the service that banks are required to provide to the
community.
The banks would not have a bar of that. They do not wish to be seen to reduce trading
hours available to the public, and that is why they backed away from supporting the
unions in ajoint application to the Government. They indicated that if the Governmentwhich one would expect to consider the interests of all sections of the communityconcluded that section 7A should be repealed, the)' would not oppose the decision, but
neither would they support an application to that effect.
The next event in this rather extraordinary saga occurred on 10 April 1984 when again
the Banks' Industrial Association forcefully communicated with the Ministry of Industrial
Affairs following the earlier correspondence, and pointed out to the Government that:
The major area affected would be retail outlets throughout Victoria. The position this year is that the major
private trading banks will be closed from close of business on the day preceding Good Friday, 19 April until the
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day following Anzac Day, 26 April. There is usually criticism by bodies such as the chambers and employer
federations in Victoria on lack of banking services over such periods as the Easter break, and such organizations
may be more able to indicate the effect of implementing the earlier closure as sought by the union.

The banks suggested that the Government should ask industry its opinion about the earlier
closing time for banks. Did the Government do so? If so, it kept the result a top secretone of those classified documents. If the Government did so, I believe it did not get the
answer it wanted. The chances are that it did not even do so.
The Minister told honourable members in this House that the banks and the unions
agreed-not the customers, but the banks and the unions-that:
... since the Act was last amended there has been a significant improvement in the provision by banks of such
services as night safes, automatic telling machines, credit cards and branches providing services beyond normal
working times. Therefore the parties consider that a 4.00 p.m. closure of banks on those days where the last day
oftrading of the week is not a Friday would not be too inconvenient to bank users.

The banks have never said that, as is made clear by the letter I quoted to the House earlier.
The banks would not be party to any move to reduce the availability of bank trading hours
to the community, and the Minister knows that. It was the Government and the unions
that agreed on a 4 p.m. closure of banks on those days when the last trading day of the
week is not a Friday. The Government and the unions agreed that that would not be too
inconvenient to bank users, but no one bothered to ask bank users for their opinions.
The banks suggested the Government should do it, but the Government failed to do so.
The extraordinary point is that by 18 April last year the Government came to its senses.
On that day the Director-General of the Ministry of Industrial Affairs wrote to the chief
industrial officer of the Banks' Industrial Association saying:
Because of the inability of the banks and the unions to reach an agreement on the proposition put fOiWard by
the ABEU, the Minister has advised the union that he is unable to accede to its request.

On 18 April, the Government was standing firm in the interests of the community,
refusing to amend the Bank Holidays Act. The Government had taken a decisive position
and the union request was refused. On 21 October last year a complete about-face occurred,
which was obviously caused by union pressure.
The Government sought further information from the banks, including details of how
many banks were open in 1962 and in 1984, to determine how banking services had
developed. Always helpful, the banks came forward with figures which indicated a reduction
in the number of sub-branches and agencies between 1962 and 1984. In 1962 there were
1210 and by 1984 the number had consolidated to 1182. It may surprise honourable
members to hear that in 1962 only nine banks were operating outside core banking hours,
but by 1984 this figure had increased to 61 out of the 1182 banks. One does not need to be
a mathematician to realize that that is an insignificant number. Those 61 banks are the
larger branches and centres in the metropolitan area and major provincial areas of Victoria.
The remaining 1121 branches close early. How many countless thousands of customers
will that inconvenience?
The Government also asked how many branches have night safe facilities. The number
has increased from 178 in 1962 to 315 in 1984. The trump card was that automatic telling
machines had come into operation in 1984. There were 146 of those machines, whereas
previously there had been none. The Government is telling the small businessman who
does not have access to one of the large branches that may stay open later that he can do
his banking through the automatic telling machine. He can withdraw $200 every 24 hours
during Easter. He can place deposits from pre-Easter trading into the automatic telling
machine or night safe. However, money deposited on Thursday night of Easter after the
banks are closed will not be credited to the accounts until the next trading day which is
the following Wednesday in Victoria and, in certain circumstances, the following Thursday.
Many small businesses are running on overdraft accounts so that it is important to have
deposited money credited to the account at the earliest possible time.
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The Government should not say that the measure is not a reduction in banking facilities
or is not an inconvenience to customers. It certainly enables the banks to collect extra
interest during the Easter period, but it denies that interest to customers. If the Government
is really interested in giving better service to the community and helping small business to
flourish and make Victoria appear to be the financial capital of Australia, it ought to be
doing something other than thumbing its nose at the average person and businessman and
pandering to the demands of unions, about which the banks are very half-hearted indeed.
No one has asked the customers about the matter. The Opposition will not support the
proposed legislation. It is unnecessary. Section 7A places reserve power in the hands of the
Government, and can remain in place without upsetting anyone. The last paragraph of
the second-reading speech stated:
. . . the PropoS~9 amendment will bring the Victorian banking system trading hours on this day into line with
those which exist in the other States.

That is a correct statement, but it is a fundamental half-truth. It is true in regard to the
Thursday before Easter but it ignores the fact that on Tuesday after Easter the banks
throughout Australia will open their doors to do business except in Victoria. Victoria is
the only State with a banking holiday on Easter Tuesday. It is now sought to have banks
close an hour earlier on the day before Easter as well. To claim this move is to bripg
Victoria into line with the rest of Australia is not correct. If the Government has considered
the objectiQns properly, let it remove Tuesday from the register of bank holidays in the
same breath that it is seeking to repeal section 7A of the Act. Victoria would then be level
with the rest of Australia. I personally favour the long Easter break in Victoria, but I do
not support the denial of extra banking facilities on the Thursday night before Easter, 'and
nor will the Opposition.
.
The Government should withdraw the Bill and talk to customers. The repeal of section
7A will remove the protection of banks against union pressure on banking arrangements
on the last day of the week. The day will come when unions will want to return to 4 p.m.
closing on Fridays because working late on Fridays is a hassle for employees. Section 7A,
in a quiet and inoffensive manner, has been a useful provision in the Act, and the
Opposition will be doing all it can to ensure it remains in place.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The Bill appears to be of little significance, but the
honourable member for Balwyn has highlighted many concerns that the National Party
also intended to bring forward. In recent years a dispute has continued to run between the
Australian Bank Employees Union and the banks over the issue of closing time on tt~e
Thursday before Easter. The normal closing time of banks, except when exempted, on
Thursday is 4 p.m., except when Friday is a public holiday, a~d on Thursday before the
Easter break banks may remain open until 5 p.m. These times were established by
agreement in 1962. The honourable member for Melbourne, by interjection earlier, said
agreement had not been rt!ached between the banks and the bank employees. It seems
strange for the honourable member for Melbourne to suggest that the Minister misled the
House in the second-reading speech. Perhaps honourable members will have the benefit
of hearing the experience of the honourable member for Melbourne during the debate,
although, God help us, not for too long!
The' practice was established by agreement in 1962 between the banks, and the
Government of the day dealt with section 7A of the Bank Holidays Act. Section 7A
previously provided that the Governor in Council could suspend the provisions of the Act
which make Saturday a banking holiday if, at any time, it appears that any of the
arrangements for providing additional adequate banking facilities on the last banking day
prior to Saturday in each week will cease to operate or be carried into effect.
In effect it gives the Government, through the Governor in Council, the power to set
Saturday morning as a bank trading day. Honourable members will realize that that
situation will probably never arise.
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It is a section that has never been exercised but at least it has reinforced a provision
which provides for banks to trade until 5 p.m. on Thursdays. The Government has
additional clout with that provision in the section. The National Party believes it is
important that the 5 o'clock closing time on Thursdays is retained. As the honourable
member for Balwyn mentioned, the Government spoke about bringing the situation into
line with the situation in other States. So far as Easter Thursday is concerned, if the banks
close at an earlier time, Victoria may come into line with other States but as the honourable
member mentioned, quite rightly, other States have banks open again on the Wednesday.

Mr Perrin-Tuesday.
Mr McNAMARA-I am sorry, on the Tuesday. In Victoria the banks have closed on
Thursday afternoon until the following Wednesday morning and that is a problem,
especially for small businesses. Many small businesses are open for several days during
that period and some have problems with banking. Although the bulk of businesses are
closed-of course the Public Service comes to a stop as do other areas-quite a number
of small businesses operate, not the least the corner store, newsagencies and others for
limited periods during the Easter holiday time, especially people involved in tourist areas.
Tourism is an area in which a great deal of revenue is generated. In the little town I
come from, Nagambie, there is a huge influx of tourists. I can understand why tourists
come there as it is a beautiful scenic area with wineries and the like. It is a town of only
1500 people, but there is an influx of some 5000 campers in the shire caravan park alone.
In the area represented by the honourable member for Gippsland East, the HRiviera"
tourist area of East Gippsland has a huge influx of tourists through the Easter period. It is
appropriate that businesses should be given every opportunity on the Thursday to carry
out their banking transactions and arrange the finance and the like that they require to
carry on business during that hectic holiday period.
It may be appropriate, rather than considering reducing the trading hours on Thursday,
that honourable members should seriously consider whether banks should open at some
time on Tuesday so that they can provide some services, especially for people in those
tourist areas. This appears to be one issue that has been completely forgotten during the
debate.

The wishes of the Australian Bank Employees Union have been considered and
honourable members have heard that although banks do not enthusiastically embrace the
proposal they do not vehemently object to it. I ask: what about the poor customer? He is
the person who is forgotten right down the track. The Government's view is that the
general customer is the most irrelevant person, and that is an absolute disgrace. The
Government should be caring for the interests of the total community of Victoria, but it
has totally neglected the wishes of the banking public. Parliament has a responsibility to
put those people to the fore. Those are the people who must be considered first and
foremost.
The two Government-controlled banks-the Commonwealth Banking Corporation and
the State Bank of Victoria-closed at 4 p.m. on Easter Thursday in 1985 but I noted the
instruction that the union gave to its members in private banks, which was that they
should walk out at 4 o'clock and to their shame some of them did. It was horrific in the
way that action was sprung on the public. The first that anyone in the community heard
of the situation was on the Thursday morning on the various radio news programs and
talk-back shows.
I was driving in my car and I had the opportunity of listening to the Schildberger show
on 3LO during which he interviewed representatives of the union and he quite rightly
castigated them for springing this on the general public with no notice whatever. It did
create many problems for the general community but the Government will probably say,
"The community be damned, we are interested only in the union movement".
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Even the Minister has done a back flip. I refer again to the letter of April 1984 mentioned
by the honourable member for Balwyn, in which the Minister at that stage appeared to be
strongly of the opinion that he should not back down on his firm stand; that he was
prepared to stand up to the public and the union movement; that he was not going to
allow the additional trading hour that would have been so valuable to the general public
to slip away.
During the intervening period someone must have got at the honourable gentleman.
Whether the changes he has made have been of his own volition or whether he has been
stood over by the bank employees union or the "Moscow Circus" faction of his political
party I do not know, but obviously he has had a change of heart. Now the Government is
sitting back like some obsequious parasite allowing the union movement to run roughshod
over the top of it without consideration bein~ given to how this action will affect the
general public. That situation must be brought Into question.
The Australian Bank Officials Association also made the comment to the Minister in
April 1984 that the major sufferers would be the retail traders, but the retail traders' wishes
and the valuable service they provide to the community appear to have been ignored just
to appease a greedy, graspIng and avaricious union, formerly led by the honourable
member for Melbourne. The association has not improved in the intervening period since
the honourable member left that office, in fact, it appears to be a damn sight worse!
The Minister espouses the view in Parliament that all knowledge and information
comes from him and he struts into the Chamber, this little arrogant larrikin from Arbroath,
as though he was Moses descended from Mount Sinai.
Mr Crabb-Is he a Scotsman as well?
Mr McNAMARA-It is a matter of concern to the National Party and I foreshadow
that it intends to strongly oppose the Bill. The effect of its opposition to the Bill will cause
no change so far as the bank employees and general public are concerned; the status quo
will remain. The National Party does not suggest that the banks will open on Saturday
mornings but it is an important legislative provision to be retained so that the general
public, the banks and the bank employees remember that the general public relinquished
its rights to Saturday morning trading in return for the additional hours of late trading on
other days of the week. It is important that that is kept in mind because, if honourable
members are prepared to give way in this area, we must give way all the way down the
line.
In April 1984 the Minister rightly took that view when he said, "Enou~ is enough. I
will not give way to any of these further demands". It appears the Mimster has had a
change of heart and I am disappointed that he has. I again foreshadow that the National
Party will oppose the Bill.
Mr REMINGTON (Melbourne)-The honourable members for BaJwyn and Benalla
have adopted a regrettable attitude. The Bill has been requested by bank employees and is
not opposed by bank employers.
Mr McNamara-It is not supported by them either!
Mr REMINGTON-They are not opposed to it either. The honourable member for
Benalla needs to be educ~ted because unfortu~a~ely he appe~rs to believe he has to jump
through the hoop every time some clown puts It In front of hIm.
The Bill seeks to amend a breach of agreement between the Liberal Government and
the Victorian Combined Bank Officers on the five-day week committee in 1962 on whose
recommendation legislation was introduced on 10 October 1962 as a result of action taken
by bank workers in pursuing a fi ve-day working week.
At the time I was the federal treasurer of the Australian Bank Employees Union-a
position I held for ten years and I was an active leader in the campaign to obtain a fiveday week for bank workers.
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Prior to the legislation being introduced, 6000 bank workers marched up Coli ins Street
to the steps of Parliament House and I and other bank union officials addressed them in
the gardens of Parliament House.
I pay tribute to that old warrior of the Liberal Party the then Premier, Henry Boltenow Sir Henry Bolte-because he lent bank workers excellent support to obtain a five-day
working week. I visited Henry Bolte in his office on many occasions when we had close,
frank discussions on the issue, and without his support bank workers would not at that
time have obtained a five-day working week.
At the time Henry Bolte was opposed by the rednecks in his party. Indeed, on one
occasion he gave me the task of visiting one of his numbers men, a previous honourable
member for Moonee Ponds, Mr Holden, to ensure that Henry Bolte had the numbers at
the party meeting to establish an inquiry into the five-day week. At the time I was new to
politics and I asked Henry Bolte how he would get the numbers. He replied, "Holden
simply tells them that if they are not going to support me in the party room, I do not want
to see them at all in the room". At the time a joke was made that it may have been
necessary to lock up his opponents in the toilet.
I did not realize how sophisticated Henry Bolte was because when I visited Mr Holden,
he got quite a shock when I told him that the Premier had asked me to visit him to talk
about support for the proposed inquiry. It was not until one month later I learnt that the
gentleman Henry Bolte had sent me to visit was one of the principal back-bench opponents
to the introductIon of a five-day working week for bank employees. Henry Bolte was a
wily fox in giving one of his principal opponents the job of getting the numbers to support
the proposed inquiry.
As a result, Henry Bolte got the agreement through the party room to establish the
inquiry into the five-day working week.
Mr A. J. Gillard, QC, headed the inquiry. At the time I worked at the ANZ Bank at 75
Collins Street where many of the Liberal Party members banked. The caucus leaked like a
sieve because I had first-hand information on what transpired in the caucus room and on
those who were double dealing.
Mr A. J. Gillard, QC, conducted a ,comprehensive inquiry on the five-day working week,
which was not opposed-indeed it was supported-by the bank employers. It is interesting
to note today that once again the bank employers are not opposed to the Bill.
Following the inquiry and its recommendations the then Liberal Government introduced
legislation making Saturday a bank holiday. The union had previously been before the
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission to seek an amendment to the award to
incorporate a five-day working week. However, the commission could not make an effective
order in that regard and the only way bank employers could obtain a five-day working
week was by an amendment to the Bank Holidays Act.
There was a great deal of discussion between the unions and the then Premier, which I
was party to, and, as a concession it was agreed that the then standard banking hours of
10 a.m.-3 p.m. would be increased. It was later agreed to between the banks and the union
that banks would open at 9.30 a.m. and close at 3 p.m. and that banks would remain open
until 5 p.m. on a Friday.
When the legislation was introduced it contained an additional condition. With regard
to banks opening on the last business day of the week when Friday was a public holiday,
it was required that the banks would open until 5 p.m. on that day. That condition created
an annoyance amongst unionist employees. A meeting was held at the Wesley Church hall
in Melbourne. Many members expressed anger at this additional concession. At the
meeting I expressed the view that the concession should not be given because the original
agreement that had been reached with the then Government, supported by the National
Party, did not require late trading on any day other than a Friday and the union expected
Sessjon 1985-14
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that agreement to be honoured. There was a reluctance to working until 5 p.m. on Thursday
prior to a public holiday falling on a Friday.
Today, late trading on the Thursday before Good Friday is an extremely quiet time in
terms of bank trading. Most salaried professional workers, even those employed in the
retail trade, leave on the Thursday to enjoy the Easter break. Generally, there is a desire
to get out of Melbourne as early as possible on the Thursday. Therefore, banking business
is extremely quiet after 4 p.m. and there is not a great deal of public support for the
additional bank trading hours at that time.
On the Thursday when banks close at 5 p.m. it generally takes the bank workers anything
from one and a quarter to one and a half hours to finish up. That has been a sore point
with the bank unions and, through the series of events outlined by the honourable member
for Balwyn-which are correct-bearing in mind that the banks themselves are not opposed
to the Bill, the Government has introduced this measure.
The Bill seeks to create uniformity in the banking industry in Victoria with other States
throughout Australia. There is no good reason why Victorian bank workers should be
disadvantaged in terms of their hours compared to bank workers in other States.
I noted that the honourable members for Balwyn and Benalla both took the opportunity
to have a crack at the Easter Tuesday bank holiday. However, I remind those honourable
members that the legislation covering that bank holiday was passed by the previous
Liberal Government, which, during its 27 years in office, showed no inclination or desire
to change.
Since the Bank Holidays (Saturday) Act was enacted in 1962, bank trading hours have
been extended enormously. In recent times the standard closing time of 3 p.m. was
extended to 4 p.m., giving an extra 5 hours of trade a week or approximately 250 hours a
year.
This simple amendment will cause a loss of banking facilities to people of approximately
1 hour a year. It is a fairly odd situation which would arise only on a Thursday preceding
Good Friday or it may occur at Christmas time on the odd occasion.
I regret the stand taken by the honourable members for Balwyn and Benalla. When one
is in opposition, the tendency is to oppose everything at all costs regardless of the merits
of the argument or the lack of logic in one's opposition.
The Government anticipates support of the Bill from the National Party. I urge all
parties in the House to support the Bill which will correct an anomaly that should never
have occurred in the first instance.
Mr PERRIN (Bulleen)-It is a joy to follow the speech of the honourable member for
Melbourne and to hear his reminiscences about events of 1962. On the face of it, the Bill
seems to be a simple and innocent Bill-but it is not; nothing could be further from the
truth. The Bill repeals section 7A of the principal Act.
For the edification of members of the House, I shall read section 7A of the Bank
Holidays Act:
If at any time it appears to the Governor in Council that any of the arrangements for providing additional
adequate banking facilities on the last banking day prior to Saturday in each week have ceased to operate or be
carried into effect the Governor in Council may by proclamation published in the Government Gazette suspend
the operation of paragraph (h) of section four of this Act and may by the like proclamation revoke or vary any
such suspension.

Critical words are contained in that section which relate to additional adequate banking
facilities on the last banking day prior to Saturday in each week. Those are the critical
words in this Bill. The Minister put forward to the House the true situation in his secondreading speech when he said:
Over recent years a dispute has occurred in Victoria between the Australian Bank Employees Union and the
banks over closing time on the Thursday before Easter.
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That is the nub off the question. The Bill is purely and simply a resolution of an industrial
relations problem. If ever there was a clear indication of the Government's approach to
industrial relations, this is it. A dispute arose between the Australian Bank Employees
Union and the banks and the way the Government intends to resolve the problem IS to
simply accede to the union's request.

Mr Remington-There is no dispute with the banks.
Mr PERRIN-Section 7A is a reserve provision. It does not operate but it is there in
reserve. It is the sword of Damocles hanging over the banks and the banking unions. While
that sword hangs there, closed door deals with the unions cannot be made by which the
banks could close whenever they wanted. The Government cannot leave aside the views
of the banking public and the banking consumer.
It was interesting to listen to the honourable member for Melbourne reminisce about
1962 when he was a bank employee union representative. At that time I was also working
in the banking industry, as a member of the Commonwealth Banking Corporation.
I well remember 1962 because, as part of my first duties, I was required on each Saturday
morning to attend at various branches to help out. Saturday morning trading in those days
was extremely busy.
The branch at which I normally worked was not busy on Saturday morning, so I was
sent to branches such as Carlton and Collingwood, which areas had large numbers of
migrants who kept the banks busy. I remember the first change when banks closed on
Saturday morning and remained open late on Friday'evening. At that stage, I was most
receptive to that change although I know that it was a narrow point of view. It was very
beneficial to me not to have to work on a Saturday. However, as a member of Parliament
I can appreciate that one should not be catering for just one sectional interest viewpoint
but the general viewpoint of the public and the banking community. That seems to be the
missing element in the contribution to the debate by the honourable member for Melbourne.
The union is one of the two parties involved in the agreement. It is interesting to read
the Minister's comments about the union in his second-reading speech. He was speaking
about an industrial relations problem, how he would solve it and how the viewpoint of
the union would be put forward rather than any other viewpoint. He spoke about the two
Government-owned banks, the Commonwealth Banking Corporation and the State Bank
of Victoria, acquiescing with the union's viewpoint and closing at 4 p.m. on the Thursday
prior to Good Friday. It is interesting that the other private banks did not acquiesce; they
kept their banks open even though the union had instructed its members to close the
doors.
Something is wrong with that situation. Unions are dictating when banks will open and
when they will close. Parliament should be considering the interests of banking consumers
as well as the unions.
I remind the honourable member for Melbourne and other members of the House that
the Australian Bank Employees Union is a closed shop union. One simply cannot get a
job in a bank unless one joins that union.
Mr Remington-Incorrect! You are telling untruths.
Mr PERRIN-The situation is that it is a closed shop union and one cannot get a job
in a bank unless one joins that union. That is a clear indication of the dictatorial attitude
of this u.nion. It will close banks whenever it feels the need for a long week-end, or
whatever, without any consideration for banking consumers.
The honourable member for Balwyn made the interesting comment that no surveys
have been done of consumer needs.
Only the point of view of the banking union has been put forward by the Minister for
Education. It appears that the banking union is running the banking industry in this State.
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I shall refer to the banks themselves, the second party in the three party agreement as
was pointed out by the honourable members for Balwyn and Benalla, will not oppose the
Bill. However, that does not mean that they will support it. I remind members of the
Government that there is a distinct difference between not opposing a Bill and supporting
it.
It was interesting to hear the arguments on why the banks should close a little earlier on
the last working day of the week before a holiday. The Minister has put up a number of
suggestions that are all related to new technology. He mentioned the new automatic telling
machines, night safe facilities and the use of credit cards. He also indicated that some
branches remain open a little later on normal working days.
It is true that some bank branches have automatic telling machines. However, they are
not widespread throughout the community, their functions are limited, and they do not
offer a full range of banking services. Deposits made through night safe facilities do not
attract interest until the next banking day. Subsequently, small businesses and businesses
in the tourist industry will be disadvantaged because their money will not attract interest
until the next banking day.

Many businesses are workin~ on overdrafts and interest rates are currently extremely
high due to the economic pohcies of the State and Federal Labor Governments. The
payment of interest on overdrafts represents a large impingement on the small business
community.
Since I have been involved with the banking industry, many technological changes have
occurred. However, technology cannot alter the facilities that must be available and which
are only available when the bank doors are open. It is interesting to note that banks are
losing business to other credit bodies. Building society deposits are increasing at the
expense of savings bank deposits. Credit co-operatives and other community credit
organizations are expanding at the expense of the banking community.
Many of the credit co-operatives and building societies are open for business on Saturday
mornings. One can carry out all types of financial transactions because many building
societies, certainly the one with which I am associated, open their doors on Saturday
mornings. That building society is concerned to give service to the consumer.
After listening to the comments from the honourable member for Balwyn, it appears
that banks have given in a little too easily. The second part of the equation, the banks, are
not prepared to stand up and be counted. Much has been said about the banking union
and the banks, but there is a third part in the equation-I refer to the poor, forgotten bank
customer. During his contribution, the honourable member for Melbourne did not refer
to the customer.
In his second-reading speech when refening to the closure of banks, the Minister for
Education stated:
Therefore, the parties consider that a 4 p.m. closure of banks on those da~ where the last day oftrading of the
week is not a Friday would not be too inconvenient to bank users.

I am pleased to know that the banks and the union hold that point of view, but I am
concerned about the bank users. I wish to know what consumer surveys were undertaken
to discover what inconvenience will be caused to the bank consumers by the early closing
of banks.
The Bill will restrict banking hours. The Opposition believes in expanded choice and
freedom of choice. The Opposition wants the bank consumer to have a greater choice in
banking hours.
Automatic telling machines cannot perform many of the functions that a bank performs.
They have a limit on the amount of money that one can withdraw; one can only withdraw
$200 in cash. If one wanted $1000 or $500, one could not get it.
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Cheques cannot be cashed by automatic telling machines. A businessman may want
some cash to see him over a holiday period, but if the banks are not open, he will be unable
to cash his cheque. Pensioners may wish to cash their cheques, but they are unable to do
so by using an automatic telling machine.
As an experienced bank officer, I know that banks arrange overseas remittances. When
banks are closed, overseas remittances cannot be arranged and migrants will be
discriminated against as they will be unable to forward money to their families overseas.
Large cash deposits are manually made during banking hours. Large amounts of cash
are a security risk and a bank user may wish to ensure that his money is safe.
When banks are not open, the facility of using safe deposit boxes is not provided. If one
wishes access to a safe deposit box, one cannot get it when the bank is closed. Restrictions
on normal banking hours will simply mean that people with safe deposit boxes will have
restricted access to them.
One cannot lodge moneys in fixed deposits or with Government bodies outside of
banking hours. The more that banking hours are restricted, the more those types of
transactions will be restricted.
From time to time bank managers need to speak with their customers, particularly those
in the business community who have substantial overdrafts. If section 7A of the Bank
Holidays Act is repealed, it may adversely affect the business community. Customers of
banks can change details on their credit cards only when the doors of the bank are open;
therefore, any restrictions on banking hours will restrict use of the banking services by
credit card holders. One cannot transfer any amount of money from one bank account to
another if the bank is not open.
If, for example, one decides to take a holiday and wishes to transfer some money from
one's normal bank account to one which is more useful while one is on holidays, one
cannot use the facilities of the bank unless it is open. That again imposes a restriction on
the customers. The same situation applies to any foreign policy transactions, lodging and
receival of bills of lading, letters of credit and so on. None of these transactions can be
facilitated outside banking hours. Therefore, the import and export industries will be
affected by any early closure of the bank.

The debate has not centred around the business community and general customers ofa
bank. Business people will be forced to contain their banking transactions to the hours
that are suited to the trade union movement. The union will determine when the banks
will close and will instruct their members on the banking hours that should be maintained.
The opposition parties believe the Government should reserve the power contained in
section 7A of the principal Act which allows the Governor in Council to suspend the
provisions of the Act that make Saturday a banking holiday. That reserve power should
be the sword of Damocles hanging over the heads of the union and the banks to ensure
that the banks remain open to provide the necessary services to its customers. Honourable
members should understand the use of that power in a situation such as that described by
the honourable member for Benalla, which was that an instruction could be given by a
banking union on the day on which the bank is due to close its doors without due
consideration to its customers.
For example, on the Thursday prior to Easter, the Australian Bank Employees Union
may issue an instruction to its members about when the banks will close on that day.
Section 7A will protect the consumer from those sorts of industrial actions. The Bill is
nothing more than the thin edge of the wedge. The second-reading speech of the Minister
indicated that the dispute between the Australian Bank Employees Union and the banks
was over banks closing on the Thursday before Easter. There is no reason why the same
dispute could not arise over any day of the week which is declared a public holiday.
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For example, Anzac Day falls on different days of the week each year, and on average,
every seven years it will fall on a Friday. The arguments that have been put forward over
the closure of banks on the Thursday before Easter could simply be extended to any
Thursday before a public holiday. Industrial disputation could arise over reducing banking
hours on a Friday before a public holiday, such as Australia Day and the Queen's Birthday,
which both fall on a Monday. The unions could dispute over banking hours simply
because they wish to make the most of a long week-end. Why should banks close early on
a Friday? Why is Friday different from any other day of the week?
The Opposition has serious reservations about the purpose of the Bill. The banks should
provide adequate services to their customers and the unions should be prepared to work
within the hours necessary to provide those services. The Governor in Council should
retain the power to suspend the provisions of the Act that make Saturday a banking
holiday to protect customers. The Government should have the power to dictate the hours
a bank should be open, but only if it is necessary. The Opposition does not want the
Government to dictate when the banks will open and close but it should have the reserve
power to do so in exceptional circumstances.
I have tried not to cover the same ground as that covered by the honourable members
for BenaHa and Balwyn. The speech by the honourable member for Melbourne was not
relevant to the Bill. The honourable member for Balwyn clearly spelt out a series of events
which indicated that the banks had acquiesced to the wishes of the Government not to
repeal section 7A, yet the Minister had changed his mind. Obviously the Government is
not aware of where it is heading. The measure is an example of how the Government will
handle any union disputation. The Bill should be thrown out.
The sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. until 2.5 p.m.

Mr HEFFERNAN (Ivanhoe)-On examining the Bill, one might well ask why the
reduction in bank trading hours on a Thursday should be opposed by the Opposition.
Why is the Opposition making a stand?
The Government should realize that a principle is involved and that the Liberal Party,
as a free enterprise party, believes in the supply of services to the Victorian public. One
might say that the hour the Bill wants to delete from trading on the Thursday before Easter
is irrelevant. However, it is not irrelevant in the over-all picture of banking and the various
.
expectations of the Victorian public.
The free enterprise system recognizes that these services must be provided in the
market-place. If the Opposition supported the Bill, it would be agreeing to the proposition
that there is no reason for banks to fit into the private enterprise system and supply those
services.
The honourable member for Melbourne stated that the Thursday before Easter had no
special significance in relation to banking requirements. However, I point out to him that
in my time in private enterprise the heaviest banking day of the year was on that Thursday
before Easter. Banking was carried out at the latest hour of the day to make sure that no
cash funds were lying around over the long Easter break.
If one were to compare the Easter holiday with the Christmas period, one would soon
see the difference. At Christmas time the work force breaks up on various days over a long
drawn-out period. However, Easter is confined to a shorter, five-day break and most of
the work force takes leave over that time.

The banks have a public obligation, as do other retail services, to supply facilities when
required. I have often heard members of the Government say that they depend greatly on
the economic recovery of private enterprise to take up the slack that exists if Victoria is to
develop fully. However, the first action the Government takes is to tell the private sector
that an agreement has been made with the trade union movement and banks to allow
banks to close early on the Thursday before Easter.
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It appears that this negotiation between the union movement and the banks was easily
brought about. No objections appear to have been made. It is important for the trade
union movement to get the message that there has been a change of direction. The public
will not sit idly by and support unions chasing their own items of interest. The honourable
member for Melbourne said that the banks supported the move.
Mr Remington-I said they did not oppose it.

Mr HEFFERNAN-They did not oppose it. Could anyone say that that really carries
any weight? I have never seen any bigger multinationals or monopolies than banks, and
the honourable member for Melbourne is askin$ the House to take notice of them. I take
no notice of the banking industry. The OppositIon represents small business and service
to the public.
Another important aspect of the Bill involves housing societies. The Government should
take note of how housing societies and banks operate. Housing societies are open on
Saturday mornings and supply services to the Victorian public. It appears that the
Government and everyone else are quiet on the operations of these societies. The Bill will
have a significant impact on private banking in Victoria.
I foresee that society or the banking system itself will investigate the trading hours of
banks. Negotiations will take place. If the proposed legislation is passed, the union
movement will have negotiated with the Government an arrangement to close early on
Thursdays. The Opposition will be compromised because it will be in a situation where
the union movement has ~ained a benefit that will be taken from it in the future, especially
in relation to housing socleties' activities.
The Federal Treasurer recently announced that certain foreign banks will be allowed to
compete in Australia with established banks. It is pleasing to see the Federal Treasurer
allowing private enterprise competition, because the established banks have had a
monopolistic position in industry and have dictated terms to small business. The foreign
banks will supply that competition in the banking industry and they will force the situation
in which trading hours will have to be investigated.
I support public demand for Saturday banking.
Mr Remington-Do you support the sale of the State Bank?
Mr HEFFERNAN-I shall ignore the honourable member for Melbourne, because he
has never worked in private enterprise or earned a private enterprise dollar and,
consequently, would not know. He is now feather bedding his lifestyle through the
taxpayer's dollar. The honourable member for Melbourne was formerly a person of
influence in the banking unions and honourable members should look at what was achieved
durin~ that period, especially through demands of the honourable member's union and its
negotIations with major banks.
Bank takeovers have meant that now the community has fewer banks and the larger
combines are dictating to the community what interest rates and money demands should
be. All this has been brought about through negotiations between the banking unions and
the banks concerned.
I am sure the honourable member for Melbourne realizes only too well the impact that
he had on the banking industry. How many people lost their jobs in this industry because
of the amalgamation of banks? The honourable member is Judged by what he obtained,
but is not judged on how many people he put out of work.
The Government is proceeding in the wrong direction. A vital principle is at stake and
the Liberal Party, as a private enterprise party, will not sit idly by and let the Government
and the trade union movement dictate to the community.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I support the comments made by the honourable
member for Benalla on behalf of the National Party. The National Party perused the
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proposed legislation and during discussion in the party room it appeared to be quite
simple. It appeared to be a small Bill changing section 7A of the principal Act, which did
not seem likely to have a major impact on the community.
Because of my concern with legislation introduced by the Government, I indicated to
my colleagues that there was a need to delve more deeply into the Bill to understand the
real impact, because as with many of the amendments to legislation introduced by the
Government, one needs to understand what impact the proposed legislation will have on
the community, particularly on employers.
Too often, measures are introduced into the Parliament after the Government has made
arrangements with the Victorian Trades Hall Council or the unions concerned. The
National Party is not opposed to the Government having discussions with unions and
people involved in specIfic industries-in this case, the banking industry-but it is
concerned to ensure that Bills passed by Parliament express the views of all sections of the
community. As on other occasions, with this Bill the Government has taken little heed of
the views of business people and the customers of the banks. A sweetheart arrangement
has been made between banking management and the union and they have approached
the Government seeking to change the legislation.
The Government's philosophy is expressed in the second-reading speech of the Minister
for Education. After reading the second-reading speech, one realizes that there has been
no discussion with the people who count most, the customers of the banking industry.
The Minister discusses the closing of banks on Thursdays at 4 p.m. and the changes
proposed. Banks now close at 5 p.m. on Thursdays prior to Easter or a public holiday
creating a long week-end, such as at Christmas or New Year.
The Minister said:
This practice was established by an agreement in 1962 between the banks and the Government of the day, at
the time when section 7A of the Act was proclaimed.

An examination of the second-reading speech reveals the action taken by the Government
and the lack of consideration given to the people affected by this change in the legislation.
The Minister continued:
Over the past two years the banks and the unions have sought a statement from the Government that 4 p.m.
closing time for Victorian banks was a satisfactory arrangement.

No mention is made of the customers of the banks, of the employers or the people who
utilize the system.
This year the Commonwealth Bank and the State Bank closed at 4 p.m. The National
Party opposed this unilateral action taken by the two Government-controlled banks. The
Mimster went on to say that the banks had indicated that they would not oppose the
repeal of the section. The Minister further said:
That banks and the union agree that since the Act was last amended there has been a significant improvement
in the provision by banks of such services ...

The Minister went on to say that the parties considered that a 4 p.m. closing time for
banks on those days when the last day of trading is not a Friday would not be too
inconvenient to bank users. That statement summed up the attitude of the Government;
they have not considered the bank users. They have had no discussion with the people
who count most, those who use the banking system, the consumers..
The Government uses the expression "consumerH on many occasions, but in this case
the consumer did not receive any consideration whatsoever. In fact, the Government does
not give a damn about the user-the consumer, including the business people. An
arrangement has been made between the banking industry and the union to close down
the banks at 4 p.m. What about the customers!
One can understand why the Government is co-operating with the banks and the
banking union. The Government benches contain no honourable member-or very fewwho has operated a business and who really understands the problems of businessmen. If
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mem bers of the Government party had the ex perience of operating small businesses they
would understand that all businesses on the Thursday before Easter close off their books
as late as possible to bank all the surplus cash, cheques and income that they have received
prior to the 5 p.m. closure of banks and that they draw out money that they will need
throughout the Easter period.
Once the banks close in the Easter period they do not reopen until the following
Wednesday after Easter. Throughout the five days of Easter, from Thursday afternoon to
Easter Tuesday, banks are closed. The honourable member for Richmond, who is
interjecting, cannot seem to understand that many business people in Victoria work on
week-ends and on the five days of the Easter period. These business people are forced to
hold their takings over that long period. Some are able to use the night safe system that
banks provide, but while that service is helpful it does not alter the fact that the needs of
bank customers should be considered more appropriately. I am aware of the concern of
business people and the difficulties that they have when banking facilities are closed for
five consecutive days because of working in a family business at Rutherglen.
The National Party is totally opposed to the arrangements proposed in the measure that
are being made between the Government, the banks and the banking union on this issue.
There is no mention in the Minister's second-reading speech of any arrangements or
discussions that have been made with or held with customers of banking facilities. During
questions without notice today, the Premier made great play about the Budget "breakfast",
which cost approximately $130 to $150, and which would not seem such a cheap breakfast
to those who were paying for it.
Apparently the Government was having a Budget "breakfast" to indicate to the business
community what was contained in the Budget and what it could expect. During that
breakfast, did the Premier suggest that proposed legislation would be debated in Parliament
later in the day that would provide for the closure of the banking system on a Thursday
prior to Easter or prior to a Christmas or New Year period when the Friday is a closed
day?
As a result of mergers amongst banks in Australia, huge conglomerates have developed
which are dictating terms to the people who are using the system. These mergers have not
been in the best interests of customers. The Federal Treasurer wants to introduce more
banks into Australia to enable more competition, and I support his attitude. The present
system really hits out at those people who are operating businesses and who operate on
bank overdrafts. They are being hit not only with high interest rates but also with a
multitude of charges that banks impose.
All banks are in collusion on these charges. They all charge the same and when one bank
increases its charges by 0·5 per cent, the other banks follow suit. If a certain quarterly rate
on an overdraft is being charged, all banks fall into line and charge the same. I encoura$e
the Federal Treasurer in his proposed introduction of more banks into Australia. It WIll
allow consumers to obtain funds at the best rates possible and to obtain the best service at
the cheapest rates that are applicable.
The National Party is opposed to the Bill on the principle that apparently there has been
absolutely no discussion with the people who count most-the customers of the banks,
the users and the business people. At that Budget "breakfast", did the Treasurer say to the
people to whom he spoke that he would allow banks and the banking union to close down
the operations of banks as proposed in the measure? Perhaps the whole banking system
should be extended so that banks are open for longer, even at week-ends, perhaps with a
return to the Saturday morning service of the past.

Mr GUDE (Hawthorn)-The Bank Holidays (Amendment) Bill is a matter of concern
to people who care about the community, who care about service and who understand the
business service ethic. It is of no concern whatsoever to those who would be prepared or
who would wish to be subservient to specialist interest groups in the community. There
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are several examples of the Government capitulating to demands of the trade union
movement, whose sectional interests are evident in the Bill.
The honourable members for Malvern, Bulleen, Ivanhoe, Benalla and Murray Valley
have made representations in the forms of the House for and on behalf of the people of
this State, the consumers, the users, the people who use banking services. Already there
are greatly regulated hours of bank trading. Now, the Government is prepared to be totally
subservient to the union movement on the issue of banking hours.
The honourable member for Malvern presented evidence that banks do not want these
provisions. The view of the community has not been sought. The only vested interest
whose view has been sought-and that is Government by vested interest-has been the
trade union movement.
The Government fails to understand enterprise; it does not understand the service ethic.
It fails to understand that when businesses close for the day they need the facilities of

banking services, not just for the purpose of depositing moneys, which is important, not
just for the purpose of obtaining interest on those moneys, and that, too, is important
because that keeps business turning income around and it generates income and creates
employment, but also for the purposes of opportunity and enterprise, which are important.
The availability of banking services affect the personal security of employees working in
businesses where money is transacted. Employees need to be secure in the knowledge that
moneys collected through trading can be deposited with a bank so that businesses are
secure.
The honourable member for Malvern clearly pointed out that of 11 000 banks and
agencies in Victoria, only a few hundred, which is very few, offer night safe facilities. That
is not sufficient to provide full protection for the majority of businesses.
Many Victorians have read in the newspapers about muggings and other problems
associated with banks, or have observed them in some form or another. It is not uncommon
these days. Indeed, the opposite is the case-it is common to find security guards posted
outside banks every day of the week for the protection of individuals.
This Government wants to give away the opportunity of that service to the public. It is
prepared to throw out of the window the security of individuals who may wish to be
involved in banking. It is saying that money should be left on the premises and that one
should not worry about the interest, the prospect of generating employment or about the
fact that the banks do not really want this measure.
That is the direction in which the Government is travelling. The withdrawal of the
amending provision will prove very little other than the total subservience of the Australian
Labor Party coalition that exists in this State, an unholy coalition which exists between an
elected person and a non-elected person. It is a coalition between the Australian Labor
Party-which has a majority in this place and, therefore, the authority to rule-and the
Australian Council of Trade Unions at the Federal level and the Victorian Trades Hall
Council.
One has to ask: which half of the coalition is wagging its tail? Is it the elected
representative? Is it the Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs, who is at the
table, and his colleagues? Are they truly reflecting the wishes, views, wants and aspirations
of the Victorian public? If they are doing so, and if the Government claims it should be
doing so, why did the Government not consult with the community? Why did it not
consult with business in this State? Ifmembers of the Government are truly the ones who
are the makers of legislation in this State, why did they turn their backs on the people who
are most affected by the legislation which this measure seeks to amend?
The Opposition does not need the proposed legislation to exemplify and understand the
situation. One needs go no further than the contracting industry in this State to recognize
the way in which the Government has capitulated to the Architects, Scientific and Technical
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Employees Union, a union not even recognized before the State Industrial Commission
as having the capacity to represent the interests of its people.
The Minister interjects. He is becoming a little testy, only because he does not like the
truth being put on the record for the community to see. I do not have a problem with that.
If the Minister wants to be beholden to his masters in another place at the Trades Hall
Council, that is his right and his prerogative. However, he should be prepared to stand
and be judged along with his colleagues before the community, and be condemned for it.
There are sufficient examples in the market-place in this community of how the
Government is capitulating to the trade union movement. The amending legislation does
nothing more than to reinstate and re-exemplify the position.
The Opposition rejects this needless measure which, I might add, has cost the taxpayers
of this State thousands of dollars. Honourable members have been debating the measure
for a number of hours and each honourable member, including myself, is paid for by the
taxpayers of this State as are you, Mr Speaker, the staffin the Minister's office, the people
involved in the drafting of the measure, the Clerks and the people involved with the
proceedings in this place. All those people who had a direct interest-and I am referring
to the banks and other institutions, the business community and a number of organizations
with which I have had discussions-have wasted time needlessly; they have spent that
time in a non-productive sense. I suppose, for a Labor socialist Government, production
does not mean much. I refer to production in the sense of returning something for effort.
The Government is quite happy to create an additional regulation to keep things going.
The Opposition is totally opposed to the proposition contained in the measure. It fails to
address the needs of the community, the businessman and, in total terms, it neglects the
community outright.
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-Many honourable members on this side
of the House, be it from the Opposition or the National Party, have clearly articulated the
stupidity-Mr Crabb-Clearly articulated?
Mr KENNETI-At least honourable members on this side of the House can understand
the mentality of the Minister on the other side of the table. The proposed legislation, as
the honourable member for Hawthorn has said, sums up the mentality and the loyalty of
the Labor Government.
There is no general concern for the interests of the community; there is no general
thrust, as occurs in Canberra, of the move towards greater de-regulation of the banking
system. To its credit, the Federal Labor Government is moving towards deregulation of
the banking system, and yet this miserable mob opposite is answering the requirements
and decrees issued by those in the trade union movement in this State and moving against
the thrust and directions of its Federal colleagues.
What a stupid situation we are in! Labor Governments are in power in both Victoria
and at the Federal level, and yet they are unable to get their act into order. They are unable
to get themselves into a simplistic situation whereby, as the Federal Government has
done, to its credit, they can both move to extend opportunities, benefits, and freedom of
choice, not only for the business community and the consumers, but also for employees
in that industry. The Victorian Labor Government reacts without question to the local
pressures of its own particular movement.
Honourable members on this side of the House, including members of the National
Party, have indicated quite clearly that they oppose the proposed legislation. It is
unnecessary and totally against the public interests. It is totally against the commercial
reality that the Federal Labor Government, under the Federal Treasurer, is attempting to
introduce into the country to make it competitive.
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Now in 1985, this miserable, incompetent Labor Government says that people are still
not mature enough to decide when they will bank or, more importantly, when they will
shop. How absurd can one get? I am talking about opportunities and about recognition
that the banking industry and individuals are mature enough to run their own lives, rather
than having a Government, Labor or Liberal, coming into this place and introducing a
one-page Bill that attempts to deny citizens and people in commerce the opportunity of
regulating their own lives.
The Minister seems to believe that he knows better than you, Sir, and me, as to when
we bank or pursue those areas of choice, which one could only consider to be the normal
rights of every citizen.
The Minister interjects. I can understand him getting upset. Ever since he gave up
smoking he has been a new man. He has certainly become a bigger and heavier man, and
if he continues, he will certainly grow in stature over the years ahead. He is testy because
he knows that if the Bill were not being thrust upon the Government by the trade union
movement, he would be supporting a freer system than that which the Bill proposes and
that which exists at present.
The Minister spends a great deal of his time, on a regular basis, signing pieces of paper
to give authority, as exemption, from the existing laws of this State. That is a great waste
of his time and is stupid. It is not what the Minister should be doing. Laws need review,
and they should be based upon a common-sense review, on the premise that people know
better than the Government as to what they do in their leisure time, work time or their
normal social activities.
The Opposition has said this before and will say it again: it is opposed to the proposed
legislation because it is opposed to any massive form of legislation that reduces the
opportunities for consumers to decide for themselves what they want to do. I am sure that
in his heart the Minister accepts this as a trumped-up measure and does not support it.
The Minister has enough common sense to know that the time he spends doing menial
work is not justified as a Minister.
If the Minister has any sense he ought to stand up today and say that the Treasurer, Mr
Keating, and Federal colleagues are right about wanting to deregulate the banking industry
and he will withdraw the Bill. That is the right way to go about it. This is a trumped-up
piece of proposed legislation designed to pay a few IOU's to the trade union movement.
If the Minister genuinely wants to help the State he should withdraw this measure and
not allow it to go to another place where it will be rejected. It will be rejected for commonsense reasons. The Opposition is prepared to give credit where it is due and credit must
be given to the Federal Labor Government for deregulating the banking system. Under
this measure, the Minister is saying that he does not agree with his Federal colleagues, and
yet he has stated that he and his coileagues agree with the Federal Govelnment.
Why are we wasting time on the further regulation of people's lifestyle? Are we going to
have economic development and recognize the maturity of the banking system and the
citizens of Victoria and allow them to decide when they do and do not want to bank.
The proposed legislation is unnecessary and flies in the face of common sense. The
Liberal Party and the National Party will not accept this measure here or in another place.
The Minister is wasting his time and should be honest and withdraw the Bill.
Mr CRABB (Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs)-So far, debate on this
Bill had been fairly repetitive-at least until the last speaker who appeared to be debating
a different Bill, because this measure is a deregulatory measure.
The Bill is consequent upon the Commonwealth Bills of Exchange Act which provides
that a Bill of Exchange that is due to be met on a Sunday or a bank holiday can be met on
the following day. That is as much as that Act provides. It does not say anything about the
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hours during which a bank shall be open. I was requested by the banks to direct that banks
close at 4 p.m. on Easter Thursday and I asked what that had to do with me.
Mr Kennett-Nothing.
Mr CRABB-I am pleased that the Leader of the Opposition agrees with me. In 1962,
the Liberal Government introduced section 7A of the Bank Holidays Act which provides
that if the Executive Government determines that banks have not been open long enough
on Easter Thursday it can direct them to open on the following Saturday. Some bright
spark in 1962 thought that was a good idea. I told the banks I thought they ought to decide
when they should open and I would, therefore, introduce a measure to repeal section 7A
of the Bank Holidays Act.
The rural socialists in the corner have come up with the usual argument about regulating
everything. I am disappointed to find the dries on the Opposition side have gone wet in a
desire to be friends with the National Party. The Leader of the Opposition surprised me
because he did not agree with other speakers. This is a deregulatory measure. There is
nothing in the Act that provides that a bank shall open or close at any time.
This humble measure will remove a stupid provision that was inserted in 1962 as an
afterthought, after the Premier of the day had made a rash promise prior to the 1961
elections and introduced a provision allowing the Government of the day to decide
whether banks opened on Easter Saturday if it was not happy about the hours of business
on Easter Thursday. How ludicrous! Did the previous Government ever contemplate
banks opening on Easter Saturday?
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr CRABB-This is a common-sense measure designed io reduce the extent to which
unnecessary legislation is imposed on the business community in this State. The Bill ought
to be supported and I hope the Opposition will have enough sense to reconsider its
decision between here and another place.
The House divided on the motion (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds in the chair).
Ayes
40
29
Noes
Majority for the motion
AYES
Miss Callister
MrCathie
DrCoghill
MrCrabb
Mr Cunningham
Mr Ernst
Mr Fogarty
MrFordham
MrGavin
Mr Harrowfield
Mrs Hill
Mr Hill
Mrs Hirsh
Mr Hockley
Mr Jolly
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kirkwood
Mr McCutcheon
MrMcDonald
MrMathews
Mr Norris
Mr Pope

11
NOES
MrBrown
MrColeman
MrCooper
MrCrozier
MrDelzoppo
MrGude
MrHann
MrHayward
MrHeffeman
MrJasper
MrKennett
MrLeigh
Mr Lieberman
MrMcGrath
(Warrnambool)
Mr McNamara
Mr Pescott
MrPlowman
MrRamsay
MrReynolds
Mr Ross-Edwards
Ms Sibree
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AYES
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
MrRoper
MrRowe
MrSetches
Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropoulos
MrSimmonds
MrSimpson
MrSpyker
Mr Stirling
Mrs Toner
Or Vaughan
MrWalsh
MrWilkes
Mrs Wilson
Tellers
MrsGleeson
MrSeitz

NOES
MrSmith
(Glen Waverley)
MrSmith
(Polwarth)
Mr Stockdale
MrTanner
MrWeideman
MrWilliams
Tellers
MrLea
Mr Perrin

PAIRS
Mr Andrianopoulos
MrCain
MrCulpin
MrSheehan

II

Mr Evans (Ballarat North)
Mr Oickinson
Mr Maclellan
Or Wells

The Bill was read a second time, and passed through its remaining stages.

METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES SUPERANNUATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from July 16) on the motion of Mr Jolly (Treasurer) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr PERRIN (Bulleen)-Although the Bill is reasonably short, it is significant. Its main
purpose is to increase employer contributions, which will do nothing more than hold the
deficit of the fund which at 30 June 1982 was $362 million.
The scheme is not fully funded; in fact, using actuarial terms, the scheme is not solvent!
The Bill achieves nothing in its attempt to reduce the funds deficit. That is the basis on
which the Opposition has the most criticism of the Government. The Bill is incomplete.
In his second-reading speech the Minister suggested that the Government was waiting for
structural changes to the superannuation scheme. The Opposition considers that that will
be an expensive wait, given the report of the Economic and Budget Review Committee in
April last year. One could ask about the motives of the Government in introducing a Bill
which, as I have just said, is incomplete. The Bill does not do what the committee said it
should do.
For the benefit of honourable members I shall provide details of the scheme. The
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund is the twelfth largest public sector
superannuation fund in the State. It is infamous, in that it is the worst fund, and I shall
shortly go into some detail on that point.
At the end of June 1984 the fund had 2002 members. If honourable members examine
page 443 of the April 1984 report of the Economic and Budget Review Committee, they
will discover the details of the fund.
The latest available annual report of the fund is for the year ended 30 June 1984. The
Opposition and Parliament have not yet seen the 1985 report. The 1984 report reveals
that the fund had an income of$18· 7 mIllion, of which $3 million odd comprised employee
contributions; $5·8 million comprised employer contributions; and $9·4 million comprised
investment income. Obviously the fund has a small income. As I mentioned before, it has
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an unfunded deficit of $364 million and I reiterate that it has income of only $18 million.
Honourable members can see at a glance the extent of the deficit.
Table A9 of the April 1984 report of the Economic and Budget Review Committee
summarized the fund and its details. An examination reveals that the fund has had a
history of deficits since 1976. The 1979 deficit was $201 million and by 1982 that had
increased by 81 per cent or $163 million to a staggering $364 million. No actuarial
calculations on the fund have been carried out in the three years from 1982 to 1985.
Extrapolating the figures for the years from 1979 to 1982 based on the increased deficit
of$163 million, the 1985 deficit moves to $527 million. Taking into account the compound
rate of increase between 1979 and 1982 of 81 per cent, the deficit moves to approximately
$659 million as at 30 June 1985.
Comparing that figure with the number of members of the fund reveals some interesting
facts. If one takes that $527 million as the deficit as at June 1985-that is certainly the
most conservative figure one could use-and works on the basis of 2002 employees, one
finds that the average deficit for each employee is no less than $181 800. Using the higher
figure based on a compound increase of 81 per cent in the deficit, $659 million, and
working on the basis of 2002 employees results in a staggering $326 200 deficit. That is an
unconscionable increase for any fund to accumulate in a three-year period.
Parliament awaits the report for the year ended 30 June 1985 and the actuarial
calculations for that period, and the Opposition will be interested to see those compilations
of how the fund has moved between 1982 and 1985.
It would be an understatement to say that the scheme has not operated well. Paragraph
(j) of the chairman's introduction at page (xv) of the April 1984 report of the Economic

and Budget Review Committee states that, "As an example of financial ineptitude, it
would be difficult to surpass the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board's scheme which, on
then current estimates, had accumulated an actuarial deficit of $364 million." Those are
the words of the chairman of that committee, and the position of the fund would certainly
have deteriorated in the meantime.
I refer honourable members to pages 232 to 235 of the April 1984 report of the Economic
and Budget Review Committee for an indication of how that scheme has been managed. I
do not wish to go through the material in detail, but I shall summarize the points made in
those pages.
Firstly, the Chairman of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, in his evidence to the
committee, stated that he believed the benefits to employees were over-generous.
The second point made is that the scheme is and has been in deficit since 1976 and that
the deficit is increasing.
Thirdly, the committee was critical of the changing actuarial assumptions during the
operation of the scheme and suggested that further investigation of the issue was necessary.
It was of deep concern to the committee that the scheme had been operated on varying
actuarial assumptions.
Fourthly, the committee held the view that Government intervention was necessary if
the problems were to be solved, and the Bill deals in part with that issue. As I have already
stated, the Opposition believes the Bill goes only part of the way: it does not attempt to
reduce the deficit; it does nothing more than attempt to control it.
The fifth point made by the committee-and I shall elaborate on this a little laterrelates to the poor investment return on the fund.
Sixthly, the committee also made the point that, on actuarial advice, the contributions
by the employer-that is, the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, and subsequently that
will include household insurance policy underwriters-had been left at 12 per cent when
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they could have been increased to 13 per cent, a step that would have partly ameliorated
the problem.
The seventh point made by the committee was that the increase in the deficit between
1979 and 1982 was due to a considerable increase in salaries and a poor return on
investment.
That is a broad summary of pages 232 to 235 of that report. The report certainly was
not favourable to the management of the scheme. However, that is the past, and the
Opposition does not wish to dwell on it but, rather, is concerned about the future direction
of the fund, given that the Economic and Budget Review Committee has examined the
problem and identified this as one of the worst superannuation schemes in the public
sector. We must now turn to rectifying the situation. In the past three years, the Government
has been prepared to run accumulated losses off the Consolidated Fund to the order of
$1600 million for compulsory third-party insurance losses.
During its first term of office the Government was prepared to borrow to the extent that
the debts of the State now approximate $20 billion.
The report indicates that the Government is preparing to change the basis of the funding
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, and this will change the contribution base from
fire insurance policy holders to municipal ratepayers.
I do not wish to dwell on the report. It is significant that the Government proposes to
transfer the funding basis at some stage in the future. Given that the Federal Labor
Government has reduced funds to municipal councils, it seems to me they will not be in a
position to pay the sorts of contributions that will be necessary to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board which will, in turn, have to pay the contribution to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Superannuation Fund to make the fund solvent. As municipalities will not be
able to make those payments, the ratepayers will have to bear the burden. Metropolitan
ratepayers will have to bear the burden of any reduction in the deficit of the fund. The
future burden will be difficult for metropolitan ratepayers to bear.
I refer honourable members to tables 5.9 and 5.10 of the April 1984 report of the
Economic and Budget Review Committee. The investment performance of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade fund compared with private sector superannuation funds appears
poor. Page 326 of the April 1984 report the committee stated:
The committee is satisfied that the performance of the major funds has suffered significantly from the lack of
investment in shares, from over investment in semi-Government and other fixed interest securities, and from
lack of active investment management. As a result Government and other public sector employers must meet
higher costs of superannuation than they should. Change is clearly necessary in this area.

As I have already pointed out, future change in this area will fall heavily on future
taxpayers and ratepayers of metropolitan municipal councils. The final recommendation
of the Economic and Budget Review Committee in the September 1984 report makes an
interesting statement. One must remember that I am dealing with what must be done in
the future to ensure that the problem is rectified. Recommendation 7.8 states:
The Metropolitan Fire Brigades scheme should be fully funded and the Government should explore ways of
reducing its actuarial deficit.

That recommendation, which was made a year ago, says that the fund should be fully
funded and ways should be found of reducing the actuarial deficit. The disappointment to
the Opposition is that the Bill does neither. It does not provide that the scheme will be
fully funded, it does nothing more than hold the actuarial deficit to the present level and
it does nothing to reduce the actuarial deficit. Page 206 of the Economic and Budget
Review Committee report of September 1984 states:
The Committee would also prefer to see the liability for past service amortised and the cost spread over a
suitably long period even though it is accepted that this would still involve a very significant cost. The committee
declines to suggest who should bear the extra burden of this charge.
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That seems to be the nub of the Bill. The committee has not recommended a period in
which the deficit should be reduced. It has not recommended who should bear the burden
of reducing the deficit, whether it be the general taxpayer, the holders of fire insurance
policies or future ratepayers of metropolitan municipal councils. In September 1985, a
year after the report was presented, there is still no indication on both those points. It has
not been indicated exactly how the Government proposes to reduce the deficit and make
the scheme fully funded.
The Opposition requests that the House be fully informed about what the Government
intends. The Opposition will be supportive of any moves. In three and a half years we will
be back in government and I envisage the situation in which nothing will have been done
to resolve the problems of this fund or any other superannuation fund in the public sector.
The Government is not providing leadership. Its role should be to provide leadership and
give the taxpayer a clear indication of future directions.
This is a matter of urgency because the deficit of the fund is accelerating at a rapid rate.
The Opposition does not expect the Government to overcome the deficit in a short period.
The Government has the capacity to start the process. I suggest to the Government that
during two Parliamentary terms totalling eight years, increased contributions into the
fund could make it fully solvent. That is a suggestion by the Opposition. It is not a
Government suggestion. Honourable members have not been given any indication of the
period in which the Government intends to reduce the deficit. We do not want to wait
until 1988. The matter is clearly in the Government's court.
It is obvious that a contribution rate of21 per cent by employers is extremely high for a
private sector superannuation scheme. I am not aware of any schemes in the pnvate sector
that have required a contribution rate of 21 per cent of salaries to resolve this problem.
The Opposition seeks the following assurances: firstly, given that the contribution rate of
21 per cent was not set to reduce the deficit of, in my view, $659 million, what does the
Government plan to do to make the fund fully solvent?
Secondly, over what period does the Government propose that funding will be caught
up and the shortfall will be met to cover the deficit of the fund?
Thirdly, what means will be used to make up the deficit? This is the nub of the problem.
The Government has a number of options: it could either increase employer
contributions, the cost of which would be met by either the fire insurance premium holders
or future ratepayers or it could make an allocation from the consolidated revenue, as it
did with an allocation of $30 million for the State Insurance Office. The Government
could reduce the benefits paid, or the scheme itself could be examined with a view to
obtaining a better level of investment performance. Indeed, that aspect was heavily
criticized in the report I referred to of the Economic and Budget Review Committee.
The Government could transfer the scheme to the private sector and obtain a far better
return for taxpayers' funds. It was interesting to note yesterday the great play the
Government made of the fact that persons 55 years of age and over in the Public Service
are to be offered early retirement to ensure that more jobs are made available for young
persons. The Government has failed to indicate what effect this will have on the funding
of superannuation schemes.
I turn now to deal with the clauses in the Bill. The Opposition does not oppose clause 4.
With regard to clause 5, the Opposition believes the triennial actuarial investigation of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund would be in the best interests of Victoria.
Clauses 6 and 7 relate to leave of absence and preference being given to a member of the
United Firefighters Union. Under proposed new section 21B (I) if a member of the union
wishes to continue contributing to the fund that person may pay contributions at three
and one-half times the rate of expected contributions, which would increase the
contributions to 24·5 per cent of salary. According to the report of the Economic and
Budget Review Committee, the necessary contribution rate is 28 per cent of salary.
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Clause 8 refers to the contributions by the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board at a
maximum rate of 21 per cent of salaries as opposed to the current maximum of 13 per
cent. I have already referred to the report of the committee on that aspect.
The Opposition is also concerned at the delay on the part of the Government in
introducing the Bill and the failure of the Government to reduce the huge deficit in the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund to make it fully self-funded.
During the next three and half years the Opposition will keep a vigilant eye on all
superannuation schemes. The fund has a hidden deficit and cost to the people of Victoria
in the same way that hidden deficits were run up by the State Insurance Office. Indeed,
there is no difference between what the Government is doing with regard to the deficit of
$1-6 billion in third-party insurance and the deficit incurred by various superannuation
funds. The Government has failed to inform the House of what action it is prepared to
take with regard to those deficits. I refer the Treasurer to an article that appeared in the
Australian Financial Review on Thursday, 30 August 1985 on the deficits of the New
South Wales State superannuation scheme. The article outlines what other governments
should do in similar circumstances and states:
Governments around Australia must make a fundamental decision now: whether or not public sector
superannuation benefits are to be regarded as part of the wages and salaries of public servants and risk a massive
backlash from the public as the real cost of running government becomes known; or cut the benefits to an
affordable level and risk a similar backlash from the public servants.

That newspaper article contains some good advice for the Government on coping with
the hidden liability for past and future benefits. If the Government were to heed that
advice, it would go some way towards resolving the problems. When the community
becomes aware of the hidden deficits, it will throw the Government out of office at the
next State election. The Opposition does not want to inherit any more financial losses.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National Party)-The National Party will not
oppose the Bill but supports it with some misgivings. I commend the honourable member
for Bulleen on the way he handled the nuts and bolts of the proposed legislation. It was
the first occasion on which the honourable member has been the Opposition spokesman
on a Bill, and he handled it very well.
Over the years the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund has got into a
mess. It started under the previous Government, and three and half years of inaction by
the Cain Government has made it worse.
The National Party has not opposed Government legislation on superannuation funds.
The Government could have raised contributions by the board from 12 to 13 per cent of
salaries without passing legislation but it did not do so. Why? Prior to 1 July 1985 the
Government had three years and four months in which to act but it did nothing. Why
were employer contributions not increased from 12 to 13 per cent?
It is the responsibility of the Treasurer to explain how the Government intends to tackle
the huge deficit in the fund.

The honourable member for Bulleen has outlined what the existin~ legislation achieves.
It is inevitable that the 21 per cent contribution by employers will be lnsufficient to contain
the deficit. This huge deficit must be met. How does the Government propose to tackle
that? The Treasurer cannot sweep it under the carpet. He must make a statement now or
cause a statement to be made in another place. The responsibility is his. Honourable
members want to know the answer.
It is a sad state of affairs. It is not all the Government's fault but it must take responsibility
for part of it because it has compounded the problems enormously in the past three and a
half years.

Mr ROWE (Essendon)-I make a brief contribution to this debate because of some of
the inaccuracies that have been put forward today. As pointed out by the Leader of the
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National Party, a deficit in the superannuation fund is nothing new. It goes back to when
the fund was established. The House should be aware that the previous Liberal Government
was advised when it introduced legislation to establish this fund that the limits it placed
on employer contributions would lead to the situation that the Labor Party has inherited.
The honourable member for Bulleen should be aware of that fact when he speaks of the
staggering level of the deficit that has been reported over the years.
I also make reference to the remarks about the lack of action by the Government in this
area. It was the initiative of the Government that brought about an all-party inquiry on
this sensitive area that needed to be brought out into the open. The Government should
be congratulated. for taking that course. As a result of that one year inquiry and the
voluminous report submitted, enormous changes will be made during the next few years
to all superannuation funds.
The report from which the honourable member for Bulleen quoted-and he did so
selectively-stated that the Labor Government blamed the previous Liberal Government
for problems such as lack of co-ordination and lack of centralized control over
superannuation funds in the public sector; as well he directed attention to th~ fact that the
Treasurer has taken action to co-ordinate superannuation changes by establishin~ a section
within the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and by establishing a duector of
superannuation.
With regard to the deficit and the need for its reduction, it must be borne in mind that
the Economic a~d Budget Review Committee recommended that this fund should be fully
funded. There are good reasons for that. At that time the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Superannuation Fund was funded partly bY,the private sector. It makes sense that if
private firms are funding an authority such as this, that employees' superannuation must
be protected and the superannuation fund must be fully funded.
The honourable member for Bulleen made reference to the Government changing
funding arrangements for the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannu~tion Fund and
transferring the responsibility to local government. There would then be no need for that
over':'riding situation of the superannuation fund being fully funded. No one would argue
that local government is about to go out of business and that the interests of employees
need to be protected.
I believe it is of importance to make those points as the situation has changed since the
report was presented and different funding arrangements are being considered.

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-Unlike the honourable member for Essendon I do not
want to look back; I want to look forward. I say with some respect that electors of Sunshine
and Doricaster will be horrified by the effect of the Bill. The honourable member for
Bulleen has given the House an outstanding speech and I congratulate him for setting out
the ramifications of the enormous deficit in the fire brigades superannuation fund, which
he calculates at $659 milli.on for a staff of 2128, of whom 1644 are fire fighters. In other
words, the 2 million income earners in the State must find the best part of$600 million to
finance a fund that is virtually bankrupt. It appears to me that it is the householders who
will pay.
The Bill must be studied in conjunction with the report of the Government working
party on the re-arrangement of the funding of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. This
is summed up in a headline in the Sun of 24 August 1985, ""Homes Face New Fire Tax
Plan". Householders will face the burden of a $659 million deficit. I am concerned that
the Government seems intent on diverting the burden away from insurance companies to
municipalities. It will be the responsibility of the municipalities to organize the collection
of the necessary income to finance the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
I refer to the lastest annual report of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board to illustrate
from where its income is derived. For the year ended June 1984, the board had a total
income of $77 million of which some 64 per cent came from insurance companies. Of
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course, that was recouped from householders and companies paying their insurance bills.
I am reminded by interjection that not everyone pays. Unfortunately, some irresponsible
people in the community do not pay their insurance premiums. I understand that
approximately 13 per cent of the community does not pay its insurance premiums,
approximately 25 per cent under-insure and at least 40 per cent ~ossly understate contents
policies. That means there are anomalies in the present financIng system. The remainder
of the revenue, 10 per cent, is contributed by municipalities but, again, at the expense of
the householder who has to pay rates to cover that contribution. The Treasurer of Victoria
provides a further 10 per cent, again at the expense of the taxpayer. The board receives 7
per cent of its revenue by charging for its services and approximately 3 per cent for interest
on its investments. I am appalled that in 1984-the most recent figures available-the
board incurred a deficit of$4 million. Salaries comprised $50 million and superannuation
contributions comprised $5 million.
The present situation is unsatisfactory. I am extremely concerned about who will foot
the bill for the propositions advanced in the proposed legislation. As I understand the
situation, the Government working party has recommended that approximately 80 per
cent of the cost of running the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board should be borne by
owner-occupiers. Of that amount, superannuation contributions will represent a major
factor as the board will be allowed to contribute up to three times the salaries of the
employees, which is approximately $3 million, as listed in the latest annual report. That
means approximately $10 million a year in superannuation contributions for 2000
employees. That money will have to be found somewhere. If it is to be collected by a tax
on occupiers, they will have to provide some $8 million and, presumably, the remaining
20 per cent will be found by the Government.
Based on the estimates of the working party, householders will pay an annual levy of
approximately $30 a year for a typical house valued at $60 000. In the electorate I represent,
constituents will probably have to pay $45 on their houses valued at approximately
$100 000. Theoretically, that will make everyone pay for the service and will put everyone
on an equal basis, including the minority of householders who do not insure or underinsure their houses.
Only 50 per cent of the calls the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board receives are for fires.
Apparently the fire brigade is also an emergency relief organization. I do not wish to be
facetious, but apparently lost cats or cats that get stuck in trees are the responsibility of the
fire brigade. That responsibility should be a burden that is borne by the general community
as it has little to do with householders in general.
The fire service is a labour-intensive industry and it is frightening that an increase in the
fire service of 1000 per cent has occurred over the past twenty years. That is an increase of
astronomical proportions. Insurance premiums to fund the fire brigade on a typical house
have increased from approximately 2·5 per cent to between 20 and 40 per cent of total
premiums. The insurance companies are complaining as they do not want the responsibility
of levying heavy insurance premiums, the revenue from which must be passed on to the
fire brigade because the insurance companies get virtually nothing out of premiums they
collect for this purpose.
I agree that the present system is unfair, unrealistic and loaded against the responsible
houseowner. It is proposed that municipal councils act as collecting agents, for a fee, and
that assessments be made on a uniform basis. I hope the Government bears the
responsibility of the assessment and that householders do not blame their local councils.
Over the years the contributions from local councils to the fire brigade have been an
increasing proportion of the amount collected from rates. It is becoming a large burden on
ratepayers.
Based on the 1984-85 figures private property owners would be expected to contribute
$41 million a year under the new provisions to fund the fire brigade. The Valuer-General's
net rateable valuation for the metropolitan area is something like $300 million. The City
of Doncaster-Templestowe has a rateable net annual value of $100 million and the
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ratepayers would be required to contribute $1· 3 million. Currently the council is obliged
to contribute only $200 000.
I am not at all happy with the method of determining net annual valuations. If the
method is carried to its proper conclusion, physical inspection of each property will be
required. I do not accept the proposition that a net annual value assessment necessarily
bears any relationship to the ability to pay. Some elderly people may live in expensive
houses but have low incomes; some young people may have heavy mortgage repayments
because they have purchased expensive houses and, based on the proposed system, they
will have to pay a larger contribution to the coffers than other people who may have higher
incomes.
The proposed system does not help those in the fire-risk areas in the outer suburbs who
do something to protect their properties by removing undergrowth and lopping trees. Why
should the people who do their jobs properly be penalized because others are irresponsible?
A larger burden should fall on the Federal and State Governments in the area of fire
protection. It is a general community activity and not one that solely concerns individual
householders.
I am extremely disappointed that the Federal Government has seen fit to opt out of its
responsibilities in the community service area. It is becoming more and more difficult for
municipal councils to balance their budgets and I hope over the next year the Government,
in conjunction with the Federal Government, will give serious consideration to how the
fire-fighting services of this State can be placed in a better financial position so that the
system of funding will not rely on an 80 per cent levy on owner-occupiers. Fifty per cent
of the cost should be borne by the State and Federal Governments and 50 per cent by
house owners. That would be a fair proposition.
I support my party in supporting the Bill, but I am extremely concerned about the drift
in the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund that has occurred over a number
of years. The Government must face up to its responsibilities and it must not pass on a
huge unfunded liability to future generations. Someone must pay, and this fund must be
returned to solvency.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I shall briefly comment on some of the issues raised during
the debate. It should be apparent to all honourable members that the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Superannuation Fund got into difficulties because of the way it was established
in 1976. It was quite clear to everyone who understood the position in respect of the fund
that it would be in a chronic deficit position from that date.
As pointed out by the honourable member for Bulleen, in the period from 1979 to 1982
the deficit problem increased quite dramatically. It is quite laughable to hear the honourable
member claim that if the Liberal Party were in power, the problem would be rectified.
The facts are clear. The problem arose because of inadequate and incompetent decisions
made by the former Liberal Government.
The Labor Government established an Economic and Budget Review Committee to
inquire into superannuation in Victoria. One of the recommendations of that committee
was to increase the employer contribution from 12 per cent to 21 per cent. The time frame
adopted in the proposed legislation was recommended by that committee.
Since I have been given the responsibility of co-ordinating superannuation, the
Government has established the position of Director of Superannuation Policy who has a
small unit which will advise the Government on necessary changes to superannuation. It
has taken a global approach to superannuation and avoids some of the leapfrogging that
occurred under the former ad hoc policy adopted by the Liberal Party Government. The
Government is also considering the rationalization of a number of superannuation funds
for the public sector.
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There are too many superannuation funds in the public sector, which has led to a
number of inefficiencies. The Economic and Budget Review Committee recommended a
rationalization and a reduction in the number of superannuation funds, which would lead
to better management and better investment. The Government accepts that position in
principle. In the process of considering the rationalization of public sector superannuation
funds the Government wjll also consider the future of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Superannuation Fund. There is a progressive argument to sweep that fund into the new
structure with the possibility of restructuring benefits. That will be done in consultation
with the consultative commIttee on superannuation, which I established last year.
The Government is aware of the deficit problem. Unfortunately it inherited a chronic
deficit, which dates back to 1976, from the former Liberal Government. The Bill will
ensure that the Government is better informed about the financial and actuarial position
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation Fund. The Bill provides that the actuary
who will be dealing with the superannuation fund will be the Government Actuary or an
actuary approved by the Treasurer.
The Government has considerably strengthened the superannuation board and enabled
it to focus more attention on the financial problems of the fund. A new chairman has been
appointed to the board, Mr McDonald, who was one of the senior policy advisers to the
Economic and Budget Review Committee. He has considerably strengthened the expertise
of the board in dealing with the metropolitan fire brigades. I am sure that appointment is
welcomed by all honourable members because Mr McDonald's expertise was recognized
by all parties during the inquiry into superannuation.
The Government is simply adopting the standard provisions on leave of absence that
apply throughout public sector superannuation funds. If any changes are to be made to
those provisions, they should be made on a uniform basis. The Government is. also in the
process of considering an expansion of investment powers of various superannuation
funds, and again it should not be a one-off decision; it should apply to a number of
superannuation funds and should give investors the prospect of a wider range of portfolio
investments. Therefore, a higher return should be generated.
In conclusion, I appreciate the support given to the Bill by the Liberal Party and the
Leader of the National Party. The Bill is important and will go a long way towards
rectifying a serious problem that has existed since 1976.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and passed through its remaining stages.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH
Address-in-Reply
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of Mrs Hirsh (Wantirna)
for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech was resumed.
Mr CROZIER (Portland)-In participatin~ in this protracted debate, which is in its
final stages, I have two simple aims: the first IS to reaffirm my allegiance and that of the
citizens of the electorate of Portland to Her Majesty the Queen. The vast majority of my
constituents value very much the traditional associations with the Crown and desire these
traditions to be preserved. The second is to pay tribute to my predecessor, the former
honourable member for Portland, Mr Don McKellar, who is one of the most remarkable
and likeable Parliamentarians ever to sit in this Chamber. I am sure all honourable
members on both sides of the House will agree with that description.
Don McKellar was elected as the member for Portland in 1967. He held the seat initially
for three years until 1970, when he and Sir William McDonald, the then member for
Dundas, were the victims of a political manoeuvre over preferences which resulted in
those two seats passing temporarily to the Australian Labor Party. I might add that had it
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not been for that particular political accident, I understand that it is highly likely that Don
McKellar would have been a member of the 1970 Bolte Cabinet. I think some honourable
members in this House could confirm that opinion, but it was not to be.
Don McKellar was returned to Parliament in 1973 and held the seat continuously until
his retirement prior to the last State election. A little over a year ago Don had the
misfortune to suffer a severe heart attack which prevented his participation in what would
have been his final spring session of Parliament. Honourable members will be pleased to
know that he has made a good recovery from that setback, and from another illness earlier
this year which was unrelated to the heart attack. I spoke to him yesterday. He was in
good spirits and has returned to a fairly active life.
Don came to Parliament with a proud record of service to both his country and the
community. He belonged to that select group in this place who had the distinction of
having served with the Royal Australian Air Force during the second world war. In
addition to the Speaker there are now only three other honourable members in that
category-the honourable members for Mildura, Shepparton and Gippsland East. The
honourable member for Gippsland East can correct me if I am wrong, but I believe that
he, Mr Don McKellar and the former Liberal Deputy Premier, the Honourable Bill
Borthwick, all travelled together to England in the same troop ship.
Mr B. J. Evans-We did not know each other.
Mr CROZIER-They did not know each other then. After enlisting in the Air Force
and completing his flight training in Australia, Don McKellar was posted to Bomber
Command in England and at the tender age of nineteen years was captain of a Lancaster.
In that capacity I understand he flew more than 40 missions over Germany and occupied
Europe.
For some years prior to becoming a member of Parliament he served as a councillor on
the Shire of Dundas, as his father had done before him and his brother, Jock, did
subsequently. It was one of those family associations that are particularly characteristic of
smaller rural councils and one of the reasons why those councils have such a significant
place and have played such an important part in the development of country Victoria.
Don McKellar was a character in the true sense of the word-one of the most colourful
characters in my experience. He was also a shrewd and wise politician who never became
rattled and was almost always proven correct in his judgments. He did not often speak in
this place but, when he did, he was always worth lIstening to. I have been fortunate on
occasions to have been a visitor to this place and to have enjoyed his contributions to
debate. One particularly memorable occasion comes to mind when a racing Bill was being
debated and the House was treated not only to some sound views on the racing industry
but also to some ancedotes of the racing folklore in the Coleraine district.
In the party room Don had often more to say. Honourable members know that that is
where the real debates take place and the tough decisions are made. In those party room
discussions, Don's dry wit became a legend. He had the rare capacity to terminate a long
and often heated debate with a memorable one liner which usually brought the house
down and invariably concluded the discussion on that subject.
In the electorate Don McKellar worked in a quiet, unassuming way, content to get the
job done without fuss or fanfare, not caring whether he received public recognition. Don
was one the most effective representatives of any electorate that I have ever met and only
the people whom he helped-and there were many of them-would really know how
effective was his representation.
I was in a good position to judge that representation and I constantly admired the
effectiveness of Don's efforts, on behalf of his constituents and the way he went about
pursuing any case he believed was genuinely worth pursuing, no matter whether the most
likely decision maker was a Minister of the Crown or an officer of a department. Don was
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certainly no grandstander or limelighter, unlike many people in public life today or for
that matter in previous years.
In this day and age, when politicians of all persuasions often seem to be obsessed with
what media representatives write or say, Don McKellar had the rare capacity to set his
course and pursue his objectives with the same coolness and determination that he
demonstrated as a young bomber pilot over the blazing skies of war-tom Europe.
When I first came to Parliament I was treated to some Don McKellar wisdom. One of
his precepts, as he reminded me on that occasion, was that he had seen more people talk
their way out of Parliament than ever had talked their way into it.
Mindful of that injunction, I conclude this short address as a sincere tribute, not only
from me but also from my colleagues and his constituents, to the services of Don McKellar
to his electorate of Portland, his party and Parliament.
I consider myself especially privileged to have been associated with Don and his wife,
Margaret, over many years as a colleague and a friend.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-As the last speaker in this debate, it is a pleasure to rise
in daylight hours rather than in early morning hours, as I have experienced in the past two
Address-in-Reply debates. It is often quieter at that stage because the interjectors are not
so active.
I express my loyalty and that of the majority of the constituents in the Gisbome
electorate to the Queen, through the Governor, Sir Brian Murray and Lady Murray, who
have done a magnificent job representing Royalty in Victoria. There is no doubt that the
majority of Victorian electors believe in those sentiments and it is indicative of that view
that when discussion arises, as it frequently does, about the Australian flag, approximately
70 or 80 per cent of people believe in retaining the flag in its current form. Those people
want to keep the traditions, old-world values and views that have made Australia such a
marvellous country.
Mr Acting Speaker, I congratulate Mr Speaker on his election to that office and also the
Deputy Speaker and the Chairman of Committees on his appointment to that position. I
am delighted to see him receive some recognition.
Mr Kennett-He was going to be agricultural Minister until his party welshed on him.
Mr REYNOLDS-For the past three and half years, during which the Labor
Government has been in office, the acknowledged expert in the agricultural field has not
been the current Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs or the former Minister of
Agriculture. I am sure the agricultural community would appreciate the current Deputy
Speaker if he were the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs. Although he did not
receive that portfolio, he has clearly received some recognition by Parliament.
The Address-in-Reply debate has been held over for three or four months, so I now
congratulate the table officers on their appointment in the last week and wish them well.
They often tell members of Parliament that they are the permanent ones and we are the
temporaries, but in the time I have been in this place, the table officers have had two
jumps while I have not had one.
I congratulate the Labor Party on its historic win at the recent State election. It is the
first time that the Labor Party has been returned for a second term.
I welcome the new members to this Chamber and I congratulate the honourable members
for Wantima and Dandenong North, who moved and seconded the motion for the Addressin-Reply debate. It is a traumatic and harrowing experience to make one's maiden speech
and I congratulate them on their efforts. I am sure Parliament will be a better place for
having these new members.
The Governor, Sir Brian Murray, must have blanched when he read some of the garbage
that is contained in the Speech that he made to Parliament.
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The Governor stated:
Three years ago today, Labor was called to office by the people of Victoria with a pledge to ensure honesty and
integrity in Government, and to revive the States shattered economy.

The Governor must have had his tongue in his cheek when he read those words. Honourable
members should ask business people and those in private enterprise whether they believe
that that sentence is correct.
The Governor continued:
The achievement ofthese goals over the next four years will require a vigorous and imaginative Governmenta Government that combines sound management with a strong sense of compassion and that will govern in
partnership with all of the people of Victoria.

That is another sentence that must have caused concern to the Governor. This Premier is
the Premier of Melbourne, not of Victoria.
The tremendous concern of rural Victoria was illustrated by the 40000 people who
marched up to the steps of Parliament House protesting against increased taxes levied on
them by the State and Federal Governments. It is a credit to an unorganized group in our
society that they could organize so many people to come to a meeting such as that and it
illustrates the real concern of people living beyond the tram tracks.
At the recent State Conference of the Australian Labor Party, the Premier was quoted
in the Sun newspaper as saying:
Right now I think we all have to admit that this party is in the doldrums.

What an accurate quotation from the Premier in referring to the rebellion within his own
party. The disorderly interjections now being made only prove the truth of what I am
saying.
In the same article the Premier was reported as saying:
I think we run the risk, if we're not careful, of becoming paralysed by disunity and by pessimism.

What an indictment of his party and his colleagues! It is no wonder the Premier has had
to force the Governor to say these words to boost the morale of the party in the doldrums.
It is the Opposition's hope that he will not be Premier for too long.
The Governor continued:
My Government now has not only a mandate, but indeed the most serious responsibility, to carry out its
promised commitments fully and speedily.

Victorians have been taxed off the face of the earth during the past three years. What is a
mandate? It is the clear approval from the people of Victoria to put into effect certain
policies. Mr Acting Speaker, I do not know what happened in your electorate but in my
electorate there was a 6·7 per cent swing against the rebels who are members of the party
that is in the doldrums and is full of pessimism and disunity. If 1200 people had changed
their minds at the last election and voted differently, these rebels would not be in
Government.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr REYNOLDS-I am ignoring the interjections as much as possible, but when an
honourable member says, "Mind your own business", I wonder if that remark is meant
for you, Mr Acting Speaker, or for me.
The Governor went on to say that the Govenment would act to restrain expenditure
and taxation. If the record of the previous three years means anything, the Victorian
community will be pleased if that promise is honoured.
Under the heading "Employment", the Governor's Speech suggested that the
Government has introduced a range of reforms to improve the apprenticeship system and
to provide more opportunities for apprentices in both the private and public sectors. Two
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examples of cases where this has been evident have been brought to my attention during
the past two weeks. Two employers have informed me that three apprentices they have
taken on, and who are ready to enter school this year, have not been able to obtain school
places. These apprentices live in the northern suburbs of Melbourne.

Mr Norris interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-The honourable member for Dandenong is
disorderly and objectionable.
Mr REYNOLDS-The honourable member is extremely objectionable. The apprentices
concerned were two electrical mechanics and a chef. They went to considerable efforts to
obtain apprenticeships and the establishment that employs them was of high repute and
would be a tremendous training background for them. Because those young people could
not get into school they were not taken on as apprentices for some time. They had wasted
a year of their training as apprentices.
Instead of completing three or four-year courses, these young apprentices will now take
four to five years to complete their training. They will have lost the first years of their
working lives, although they may be better tradesmen because of their experience.
Nevertheless, they are not receiving what the Governor's Speech said would be available
for apprentices. What is the good of an employer being prepared to take on apprentices
when the apprentices cannot get into schools? They were prepared to travel up to 40 miles
but they could not obtain places at any school, either on a weekly or a block release basis.
Mr Cathie interjected.
Mr REYNOLDS-If the Minister for Education had been in the Chamber he would
have heard that the apprentices were two electrical mechanics and a chef. The Minister
admits there are shortages, yet he makes considerable noise in the Chamber about the
number of places created by the Government.
It was mentioned in the Governor's Speech that the Government intended to build the
Kyneton to Wandong natural gas pipeline to ensure natural gas supplies for Bendigo and
BaIlarat. That is a laudable aim. As the Premier would have known when he wrote the
Speech, that work is almost finished. It will complete the Victorian grid. Also, it will open
up many other possibilities.
This pipeline practically traverses the middle of my electorate and gives ample
opportunity for extending the grid to the several fast growing and quickly developing
towns that it traverses; for example, the towns of Woodend and Gisborne, where the
growth rate, particularly in Woodend, is extremely high. Further to the east are towns
which I used to represent, Romsey and Lancefield, but which are now in the electorate of
Whittlesea. I enjoin the honourable member for Whittlesea to assist me in pleas to the
Government to have Romsey and Lancefield connected to natural gas at the earliest
opportunity.
Natural gas brings many advantages to country Victoria, especially to the forementioned
towns which are located in the Macedon mountain ranges and which are particularly cold.
Natural gas provides heating at a rate cheaper than either bottled gas or oil. It allows for
industries that seek the availability of natural gas supplies to develop in country towns. I
am sure that is the aim of the Government's decentralIzation policy because, if natural gas
were connected, industries would be attracted to the country and these towns would
prosper without the need of Government incentives. Connection to natural gas is of
tremendous benefit to them. The pipeline to which I have referred passes within a few
kilometres of Woodend, Gisborne, Macedon and Mount Macedon; between those towns
and between the towns of Lancefield and Romsey the pipeline runs only some 4 kilometres
away.
The Governor's Speech allowed a very cursory look, I thought, at what the Government
intended for Victoria in its forthcoming programs. It worried me that a range of portfolios,
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such as transport, agricultural and rural affairs, consumer affairs, ethnic affairs, Aboriginal
affairs and police and emergency services, had been omitted-perhaps there was not room
for them in the Speech. In addition, the portfolio of sport and recreation was amongst the
"also rans" that were omitted. The Government is not interested in the benefits created
through the sport and recreation portfolio. It is not interested in the health benefits and
the recreational value that this portfolio brings to the community. It is a portfolio that
demands a Minister's complete and undivided attention, yet it does not rate a mention.
That is a deplorable oversight by the Government.
The best way of summarizing the Governor's Speech is to suggest that it is more of the
same-it is a bit like this week's Budget. All one can be certain of is that the Government
will tax the people more and more and, if the people cannot be taxed more, the Government
will concentrate on fines for the community.
I shall refer to several local issues concerning the electorate that I have the honour to
represent-it returned me with a much greater majority than I had enjoyed before. Several
Ministers will hear a great deal more about these local needs in the following months,
especially as they become more urgent and money to meet those needs becomes short. I
refer particularly to the Government's promises prior to the last State election. I add that
during the election campaign the Government sent thirteen Ministers to campaign in the
Gisborne electorate in an attempt to wrest it away from the Liberal Party, but it was
unsuccessful.
There is a need in the electorate for a technical school at Sunbury and a new fire station
at Kyneton, where the rural fire brigade and the urban fire brigade both share this facility
and although it is in reasonable repair its maintenance costs become higher as the years go
by. I hope money can be found to give the brigade a new station. It is urgently needed and
it would be fully utilized by this very old and traditional brigade, which serves the
community well.
A need also exists in the area for a further post-primary school. A new school was
opened at Gisborne some five years ago, but in the next two or three years a further postprimary school will be urgently needed in the area between Romsey, Lancefield and
Woodend, halfway between the current Gisborne and Kyneton schools. I urge the Minister
for Education to consider this request because the Kyneton High Technical School and
the Gisborne Technical High School are already full to almost being overcrowded. For
good planning-and I know that the Minister for Education will appreciate that this is
necessary-another post-primary school should be built in the district.
On 1 May of this year a big change occurred in the area serviced by the Kyneton office
of the Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. Deleted from the area served by this
office were the shires of Gisborne, Romsey and Kilmore; these shires were replaced with
the shire of Tallarook, Maldon, and Avoca. As a result of these changes, the office is now
located on the outskirts of the new district that it is to serve. The department may consider
it would be more sensible to relocate this office in the centre of the district. This m9ve
would disadvantage part of my electorate, but it may help the electorate of the honourable
member for Ripon. This would be the second Government office that has operated in
Kyneton for many years that would be lost to the district.
The change has had a disastrous effect on the shires of Gisborne, Romsey and Kilmore
in that they have been transferred to Melbourne administration and to obtain any service
they have to make STD telephone calls.
The officer at Kyneton, David Hinton, has been an excellent officer, who has worked
seven days a week, often well into the evenings because that is when farmers are able to
attend to these affairs. He will not now be servicing those three shires, although people in
these areas continue to telephone him because he has been prepared to help.
The shires of Gisborne, Romsey and Kilmore will be disadvantaged by the change
because historically they were serviced by this office of the Department of Agriculture and
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Rural Affairs. The change is indicative of the scaling down of the services of the Department
of Agriculture and Rural Affairs offices and the cutting back on staff, and it demonstrates
the Government's low priority for agricultural needs.
Another matter that has come to my attention is that the Australian Sports Commission
has presented a policy and action plan entitled "Children in Sport". One of the
recommendations of that policy statement is:
Up to the age of around 12 years, both boys and girls should be provided the opportunity to play on the same
teams. Physiologically, they should be able to participate on an even par with one another.

That is an admirable policy, but it has been put into practice by a Government in Canberra
that does not know what it is doing. Through its sex discrimination Act, the Federal
Government has insisted that, within primary schools, twelve-year-olds, both boys and
girls, should compete together and be selected in all sporting teams.

Mr Cathie-That is Commonwealth legislation.
Mr REYNOLDS-If the Minister had been listening, he would have heard that that is
what I said. That legislation is having an effect on Victorian schools. I shall quote some
examples of the concern that has been expressed.
The Human Rights Commission granted a limited exemption to the Australian Primary
Schools Sports Association for this year's national athletic and swimming carnivals, and a
part exemption was also given this year for sports played in ~primary schools. However,
the legislation exists, and that proviSIOn will be brought into effect. I was interested to note
that the Federal Minister for Education, Senator Ryan, was quoted in the Age of26 March
1985 as saying:
There is certainly no intention at this stage to amend the (Sex Discrimination) act because there is simply not
enough evidence to suggest that we ought to .... I think we should look at the matter further.

No doubt, Senator Ryan should investigate the matter further, but why should anyone do
so when the Act is already in place? Why did the Federal Government not carry out its
investigations prior to the Act being passed through Parliament? I fail to see the logic in
the move.
I am not a~ainst equal opportunity. Like most honourable members, I support and
promote that Idea. I believe children in schools should be allowed and encouraged to play
together, to compete together, and to form teams together where they are of equal ability
and have equal opportunity and chance.
However, in the inter-schools sports teams, is it fair that traditional girls' sports are
being taken over and completely dominated by boys? I know of one instance of a school
in the western suburbs that won the district premiership for softballlast year. It had the
best girls' softball team in the area. This ,ear, all the other schools have boys in their
softball teams who play against the girls. 0 course, the boys in those teams are those who
are not good enough to play in the cricket and other teams.
As a result, the champion girls' softball team has been beaten this year in the first four
games, with the following results: 32-nil; 19-nil; 31-2; 18-1. In other words, the softball
team that was leading the girls' competition last year has not been successful this year, and
has been beaten, ifone adds the scores together, by 100-3.
I shall quote from a letter from Simone Saunders who attends Parklands Primary School
and is the girls' school captain. Her letter appeared in the Community and Real Estate
News of 19 March. She said:
I am writing about girls and boys playing sport together. I strongly disagree. My friends and I have been put
out of the rounders team. The boys have taken over.
In softball only one girl made the team and now she won't play because the boys pick on her. It has gone from
a team of girls to a team of boys.
I have always wanted to play inter-school Sport and now that I have made grade six the boys have taken over.
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That is terribly discriminatory. It is disadvantaging the girls at that primary school. After
all, when the children become thirteen years of age, the sports are again segregated. It is
extremely unfair. I hope the Federal Government will correct the situation in the near
future. It is taking equal opportunity and sexual discrimination too far; it is not necessary.
The motion for the adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the Governor's Speech was
agreed to, and it was ordered that the Address be presented to His Excellency the Governor
by the Speaker and members of the House.

NATIONAL PARKS (ALPINE NATIONAL PARK) BILL
The debate (adjourned from September 17) on the motion of Mr Cathie (Minister for
Education) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.

Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-It is sad for this State and for the management of our forests
that Victoria is under the control of a Government that is completely ignorant, ill-informed
and misguided in regard to forest matters, and, on top of that, that forest management is
in the hands of extremists in the conservation movement.
During the debate on this Bill last week, although I am sure the honourable member for
Greensborough was sincere and meant what she was saying, the honourable member
talked absolute nonsense. She said nothing about forest management; she talked about the
people in her electorate, those at the extreme edge of the conservation movement.
It is of concern to the Opposition that so much has been said about the management of
Victorian forests only because of the pressures that have been brought to bear by people
who have not been in the forests and who know very little about them. Therefore, the
Government is talking about people rather than forests.
Under this Government, national parks are being established for the wrong reasons.
The Labor Government is paying back a political IOU and, in so doing, it is degrading the
whole concept of national parks in this State. Victoria must have quality standards because,
if it does not, the very concept of national parks will be debased.
During his address last week, the honourable member for Gippsland East stated tt,at we
should not be thinking about the votes that are in it for us, we should be thinking about
what is right for our forests and for the State. It is interesting that the introduction of this
measure was timed to coincide with the Nunawading by-election. I suppose the
Government thought that was very clever.
I am certain the Government believed that by introducing the Bill at that time and by
forcing the Opposition and the National Party to state theIr positions on whether they
would support the proposed legislation and if the opposition parties spoke out against it
and said they would not support it, the Labor Party would win a substantial number of
votes in the Nunawading by-election. That did not occur-in fact the reverse occurred.
One should remember that it was a Liberal Government that, in the days of Sir Henry
Bolte, established the Land Conservation Council. From 1976 onwards there was a
concerted policy in the Hamer Government to make available 5 per cent of all public land
for national parks. With the recent establishment of the Grampians National Park that
figure has been surpassed. Since then, the Government has asked the Land Conservation
Council to inquire into an area over which it had already traversed and about which it had
already made recommendations.
Since the establishment of the Land Conservation Council in the 1970s, that council
has applied itself to the alpine areas of Victoria and has submitted recommendations with
an emphasis on the balanced development of public land. The first recommendation put
forward by the Land Conservation Council was for a huge national park to cover almost
the whole alpine area. As a result, 15 000 submissions were made to the council, the
majority of which were opposed to a large national park. The Land Conservation Council
had second thoughts and its final recommendations were for three national parks in that
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area and the Liberal Government at that time gave its general approval to those
recommendations.
Then there was the election in 1982 and the Labor Government-having bought the
extremist vote in the electorate and having been elected to govern-came under extreme
pressure from that element. As a result, the Government sent the Land Conservation
Council back over the area it had already traversed. There was no doubt about the
outcome because the Government was committed and, therefore, the council was
pressurized to come up with a recommendation for a contiguous national park in that
area.
The real point is that the three parks that had already been established took in all of
those areas that contained significant conservation values. On the re-assessment of that
area, when the Land Conservation Council did its job for the second time, another 395 000
hectares ofland were involved in the land grab with which this Bill deals.
In his second-reading speech, the Minister referred to water catchment and mountain
scenery. Imagine talking about mountain scenery in the alps! What other scenery would
one expect to find in an alpine area?
The Government has pulled a confidence trick. In any given forest area, not all of the
timber that is millable has yet been located. That applies particularly to alpine areas. It
may be difficult for city people to understand that there are stands of millable timber in
alplOe areas that have not yet been located. It is also true that not all of the flora and fauna
has been located either. Yet, before lo~ng can occur in any area, extensive surveys have
to be carried out and stringent prescriptlons applied when any fauna or flora is discovered.
On the other side of the coin, when additional timber resources are discovered, a different
set of rules operate. Timber is denied to the timber industry.
The final disaster and the ultimate dishonesty comes about under logging where the
Minister can and will kick the sawmillers out of the logging area before the due date. That
happened recently in the Otways where the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands
decided to turn the tap off for the sawmillers before the due date.
Reference has been made to the fact that approximately 4 per cent of the cattle grazing
area is being affected under this m~asure. There is nothing to stop that area from being
extended, just as there is nothing to stop the Government from deciding to kick the
sawmillers out at any given time, as it has already done in the Otways.
In addition, the public will not get the access promised to it under the terms of this
measure. The natural features of an area attract tourists, not the declaration of an area as
a national park. It is my view that the people of Victoria deserve better.
The one-off logging is a political gimmick and is completely against the public interest.
Contrary to public and popular opinion, Victoria is very well forested, there being
approximately 36:5 per cent of the area covered in trees. Conservation values in Victoria
are very high, but the productivity of wood products is low and, unfortunately, Victoria
has to rely very heavily on imports from interstate and overseas. The bill for that is of the
order of $1 000 million.
Victoria is short of wood products because, when it was settled, most of the undulating
low-lying fertile land was used for agriculture; that land would also have been suitable for
growing forest products.
Supplies of millable timber in the forests are small and scattered. In the alpine region
something like 10 per cent of the total area is suitable for the milling of our famous alpine
ash. All of that timber is needed now. It is needed when it matures and it will be needed
in the future. By introducing this type of Bill, the Government is jeopardizing future
generations. Our children will have to pay the penalty.
One-off logging keeps the sawmillers off the back of the Government. It is a short-term
gimmick so that the Government of the day can say to the sawmiller in any area, ~~Don't
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worry, you can have one-off logging". The Government takes the easy way out in that
instance and pays no regard to the needs of future generations. The Government has
provided no sound scientific, social, economic or conservation values for the proposal. I
maintain that the Bill is a sordid political sham for which our children will pay dearly.
Those who wish to see the vast spread of national parks have become confused between
conservation and preservation. The closing of vast alpine areas in many cases deprives
them of many of the very qualities conservationists admire. It increases the risk of bush
fire and makes those areas far more fire prone. The spread of blackberries goes uncontrolled
and the rabbit population increases. One of the most worrying aspects to Victorian
agriculture and to members of the Opposition is that the closing of alpine areas will mean
that wild pigs will come down from the Kosciusko National Park into the Victorian alpine
area.
Has the Government given any thought to what might happen in the event of an
outbreak of an exotic disease? It would be impossible to quarantine the area. When an
exotic disease breaks out, domestic animals and disease-carrying animals must be destroyed
and hundreds of hectares must be completely quarantined. That would be impossible in
an area that was overrun by wild pigs.
On 5 September 1984, the Chairman of the Australian Conservation Foundation, Dr
Mosley, spoke on the ABC's Michael Schildberger show. I do not wish to knock Dr
Mosley, but he made what I regard to be a remarkable statement. No doubt Dr Mosley
tries to do his job to the best of his ability. However, people are often confused because
they may believe word for word what is said. Sometimes words are misinterpreted. On
this occasion Dr Mosley said:
If you allow the natural vegetation, the native vegetation, to take over, if you protect it, of course it will SQueeze
the blackberries out. Blackberries come in where there are clearings caused by cattle and of course that situation
is reversed when the native vegetation is given a chance.

Anyone listening to Dr Mosley might think that one should get rid of cattle from the
alpine areas so that blackberries are not spread throughout the countryside. Although Dr
Mosley may not have meant it to be misleading, that is how the statement appears. I am
sure all honourable members are aware-especially the honourable member for Gippsland
East, who is not in the Chamber at present-that blackberries will thrive under a forest
canopy. Therefore, the declaration of a national park will not overcome the blackberry
problem. In many cases it may even make it worse. Honourable members know that
blackberries will germinate and grow better in a clearing. The seeds are often carried by
foxes, who tend to use tracks and cleared areas.
Since the cattle have been turned offsome of the areas that are now national park, there
is a mass of tangled gorse, scrub and fallen logs. This type of site is made for future bush
fires. One needs only two dry winters and a drought in summer and one has the ingredients
for a disaster.
As the Opposition pointed out when the Bill was introduced, it intends to oppose the
measure. That announcement was made publicly at the time of the Nunawading byelection. The Opposition has not changed its view and I give notice that it will oppose the
Bill.
Dr VAUGHAN (Clayton)-It is with pleasure that I follow the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition in the debate. I recall that he has served in this place as a Minister of Forests
and I recall that during the period when I was a member of the Opposition and he was a
member of the Government he dealt with Bills amending legislation controlling forests
while I sat on the other side of the table.

I have listened with interest to the comments of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
on this significant Bill. I begin my remarks by disputing his statement that the Opposition
is strongly opposed to the Bill. I suggest that the Opposition is deeply divided on the Bill
and that, as of today , a narrow majority within the Parliamentary Liberal Party is opposed
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to the Bill. By next week I hope there is at least a small majority in the Parliamentary
Liberal Party that supports the Bill.
I know that some members of the Opposition, in their heart of hearts, support the Bill.
I expect someone of the calibre of the honourable member for Berwick to now be a
supporter of the proposed legislation. I know him to be a man of considerable sensitivity.
I do not know the honourable member for Bulleen so well, but from what I do know of
him I would expect him to be a supporter of the Bill.
My neighbour in this place, the honourable member for Syndal, would be a supporter
of the Bill because he is closely attuned to the electorate. I expect he has received the
message clearly from the people ofSyndal that an alpine park would be a great asset to the
people of Victoria now and in the future.
I would expect that, given sufficient time and opportunity to understand the facts of the
matter, even the honourable member for Malvern might be a supporter of the Bill. I expect
that the honourable member for Gisborne is a supporter of the Bill.
When the proposed legislation is debated in another place it is my hope that the
Opposition will have changed its view.
What does the Bill propose? It proposes to form the most ecolo$ically diverse and
spectacular national park in Victoria. The Bill intends that this natIonal park shall be
linked to the most significant of alpine parks in Australia, the Kosciusko National Park,
and that park in turn will be linked to the national park area within the Australian Capital
Territory. This will create for all Australians for all time a national asset of the first order:
an asset that will not only protect the natural environment and the ecological diversity,
but will also bring prosperity for all time to those communities that rely upon the alpine
areas of this State for their livelihood. In the longer term there may in some regions of the
State be a reduced opportunity for the extraction of timber. However, the opportunity for
development of a tourist industry based not only upon the population of Victoria but also
on the national population and on international tourism will be significantly enhanced.
I have received letters from many bodies as a result of the introduction of the Bill. One
of those was the Shire of Mansfield. I note that that shire opposed the provisions of the
Bill that affect its neighbourhood, an objection that was based on economic grounds. In
reply I said-and I now repeat through you, Mr Acting Speaker-that that shire was
incorrect in its conclusion that the proclamation of an alpine national park to protect the
most significant alpine areas of the State would not in fact bring prosperity to the people
of Mansfield for all time. It will bring not merely a passing prosperity; not simply a fast
buck; not prosperity merely to the present generation in that area, but prospenty for all
time.
In his contribution to the debate on the Bill, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
described it as some form of political pay-off to supporters of the Government.

Mr Austin-It is.
Dr VAUGHAN-I suggest that that is a grossly inaccurate and unfair description of the
Bill. The Bill was a commitment of the Cain-led Labor Party prior to the 1982 election
and a commitment of the Cain Government prior to the 1985 election. The Bill now
attempts to put that commitment into place, and I hope it will have the support of the
Opposition after it has had the opportunity of further considering and debating the measure
in the party room.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition made great play of the problem of noxious weeds
in the areas that may be or have already been proclaimed as national parks in Victoria. I
compliment the former National Parks Service, now a division of the Department of
Conservation, Forests and Lands, on the work it has done as the body charged with
responsibility for the management of national parks in this State. It has discharged its
obligations in the area of vermin and noxious weed control under difficult financial
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constraints and in a manner that I hope has the support of honourable members on all
sides of the House.
I pay tribute to those persons who work within the national parks division of the new
department and to those employed in its predecessor body.
I turn now to the record of the Liberal Party in this area when it was in government in
this State. I pay tribute to the achievements of the Hamer Government in the protection
not only of Victoria's natural environment but also in the preservation of our architectural
and cultural heritage. Dick Hamer led a Government of deep sensitivity, and I compliment
him on his achievements as the Premier of this State. If he were a member of the
Parliamentary Liberal Party today, I suspect that the Opposition would adopt a different
view on the Bill. I hope there is a successor in the spirit of Dick Hamer somewhere in the
Opposition who may be able to sway the debate in the party room next Tuesday when the
Opposition re-examines its attitude to the Bill. One sees throughout Victoria the legacy
that Dick Hamer left this State-the national parks that were proclaimed and those
architectural and cultural aspects of our heritage that were preserved during his term as
Premier. All Victorians can feel proud of his achievement.
What would be his attitude to the Parliamentary Liberal Party today, to the Opposition
in this place? I am sure he would wish to dissociate himself from the comments made by
one of his former Ministers who preceded me in this debate. I am sure the sentiments
expressed by that former Minister are not the sentiments that Dick Hamer would express
if he were still a member of this place, and I call upon members of the Opposition to
reflect upon the record of the Hamer Government in the preservation of Victoria's natural
environment, as evidenced by the proclamation of national parks in this State. It is a
proud and worthy record, and I hope members of the Opposition will not want to walk
away from it too quickly. I ask them to reconsider their attitude. After listening to the
contribution of the honourable member for Malvern, they will perhaps be even more
convinced.
In his second-reading speech the Minister explained in some detail the special significance
of the alpine areas of this State. Botanically they are extremely significant; they are
historically significant and aesthetically significant. Their tourism potential is enormous.
These matters deserve reflection by the honourable member for Malvern and others in
considering the Bill and their attitude to it.
One could be more specific in describing the area. I do not want to expatiate unreasonably,
but one could describe the rare mammal species that exist in this special area; the endemic
plant and bird species; and the areas of ecological significance on an international scale.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition commented in a rather harsh way on once-only
logging. I should like to visit the Parliamentary Library to check the attitude of his
Government when in office on this matter when he was Mmister of Forests. I hope he has
checked his facts carefully because my recollection is that it does not marry too well with
what he did and said when he was Minister of Forests.
The Cain Government has already marked up significant achievements in the protection
of the natural environment, continuing the heritage that all Victorians now have as a result
of the actions of the Hamer Government. The proclamation of the Grampians National
Park was a significant step forward. If I recall correctly, it became the largest national park
in Victoria. It will be exceeded in size by the Alpine National Park being established by
this Bill. The Grampians National Park is ecologically significant and has significant
landscapes. However, it will be exceeded in significance as a park and an area of special
significance by the proposed Alpine National Park.
Opposition members ought to reflect on the position their party has adopted to the Bill.
There is a knee-jerk reaction by the Opposition. Opposition members are being led by
rednecks within their own party. As National Party members are interjecting, it would be
remiss of me not to comment on their contributions to this debate and all debates on such
Session 1985.,-15
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matters. I have mentioned the rednecks. Although I hope Opposition members will reexamine their attitude to the Bill, I despair of the National Party. I have always sat with
interest and respect during the contributions of the honourable member for Gippsland
East on forestry matters but I despair about his ever accepting the provisions of the Bill. I
know that he leads his party in this area and I expect the honourable member for Benalla
at all times to fall into line behind the honourable member for Gippsland East and support
his every utterance.
In conclusion I despair at the National Party ever supporting such an enlightened
proposition as that contained in the Bill. I hope that by next Tuesday the Parliamentary
Liberal Party is able to reflect on the position it has adopted. It is a short-sighted, kneejerk reaction led by the red necks of the party. I look forward to learning that it has altered
its position and will support the passage of the Bill through Parliament.
Mr PLOWMAN (Evelyn)-I am pleased to make a contribution to the debate on this
Bill, if for no other reason than that it largely affects the people whom I represent. In the
Evelyn electorate timber milling and associated industries represent the largest single
employer group. The measure is, therefore, of considerable importance to those people.
We are concerned about the Bill, which intends to tie up a vast area of the alpine region of
Victoria to the total exclusion of sawmilling, cattle grazing, mining or any other exploitation
by individuals who have been involved in those activities in the past.
On the face of the matter, the contiguous national park sounds like an attractive
proposition. It appears that it would provide all sorts of additional tourism prospects that
the people of Victoria do not already enjoy. In answer to some of the barbs by the
honourable member for Clayton I indicate that I strongly support national parks in
Victoria and I strongly support the work done by the National Parks Service in this State.
Although the Deputy Premier scoffs, he may remember the proud record of the Liberal
Party in this area. I believe Victoria has more area of national park than any other State
in Australia. With the addition of the Grampians National Park, in excess of 5 per cent of
Victoria's total land mass will be devoted to national parks. The Liberal Party in opposition
can be proud of its record in the past and the efforts in the Bolte era to set up the Land
Conservation Council and, as has been recognized by the honourable member for Clayton,
the implementation of recommendations by the council in the Hamer era to create the
national parks that we have today and the National Parks Service, which has done a fine
job, despite the fact it has been starved for funds, particularly in the past three and a half
years.
The present proposal sounds fine. However, it is the execution of an academic
conservationist's dream and, like dreams, I believe it lacks practicality or any recourse to
reality. It simply has the result of tying up an extremely important renewable resource to
Victoria and will considerably reduce available milling timber in this State. It will result
in the closure of mills and unemployment in the timber industry. The honourable mernber
for Clayton talks about some of the divisions in my party, but I assure him that there are
no divisions in my party on the matter. We strongly support national parks, but we do not
support this national park.
I ask the honourable member for Clayton and the Minister for Education, who is at the
table, what the Australian Timber Workers Union thinks of the measure. I think there
would be considerable division within the Labor Party on this Bill. Members of that union
are extremely upset that their jobs are on the line. Their futures are threatened because of
this measure.
The proposed legislation will also result in moves towards importing more timber into
Victoria. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition pointed out that Victoria currently imports
approximately $1·2 billion worth of timber a year. By closing up opportunities to use this
-renewable resource in Victoria, the Government is simply forcing Victoria to import more
timber. Those imports come predominantly from North America, South East Asia and
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New Zealand. Victoria imports a certain amount of timber from interstate, but its exports
are negligible.
The import of timber would create more problems through the increased cost of timber
which would lead to increased housing costs for potential young homeowners. Such action
would lead to a resultant loss in revenue of royalty payments and the loss of more than
1000 jobs in the timber industry.
It has been su~ested by both the Minister for Education and other Government members
that the tourism mdustry will more than account for the loss in Jobs. However, a study by
Foley and Associate~ concluded that there would have to be an Increase of 700 per cent in
tourism in these areas to make up for the difference in the jobs lost through the annihilation
of the timber industry.
Government members have appeared to suggest that the present areas managed as
forests, parks or reserve forests have no access for tourism. That is a lot of rubbish because
those areas are currently available and attractive for tourism. The only difference is that
10 per cent of that area would be used for forest products and would not be especially
a~tractive for tourism.
Conservation should be considered on a global basis and not just with regard to this
State. A large amount of timber imported into Victoria comes from South East Asia. The
majority of imported softwoods come from the Asian forests in South East Asia, all of
which are non-renewable, but Victoria's forests are renewable. If one wishes to tie up
Victoria's renewable forests, one should accept the environmental damage that will occur
in South East Asia.
Only approximately 10 to 20 per cent of the total alpine area would be of interest to
sawmillers, and this would leave 80 to 90 per cent of the area uncut and available as a
national park.
Mr Cathie-Would you support the Bill if we did that?
Mr PLOWMAN-Both the timber industry and graziers in the high country would
acknowledge that in years gone by management practices in the alpine areas were not as
they should have been and that damage was caused in the forest areas and the high country
through over grazing. However, owing to sensitive control by the Soil Conservation
Authority-now known as the Land Protection Service-and the Forests Commissionnow known as the Division of Forests-in the high country and the forest areas, the soil
degradation that occurred at the turn of the century has been corrected to such a degree
that that detriment has been reduced to an absolute minimum.
Do the persons who claim that they do not want any detriment at all to occur in forest
areas want forest products from those areas? One cannot have forest products without
inflicting some detriment on forest areas. However, if the extraction of forest products is
properly controlled, the detriment is kept to an absolute minimum.
1 commend the honourable member for Gippsland East on the excellent speech he made
on the Bill. The honourable member correctly said that it does not matter whether Victoria
has an alpine park or a reserve offorests because the difference applies only on paper.
A little while ago the Minister interjected and asked whether the Opposition would
support the Government if it amended the Bill. The very definition of a national park is
mutually exclusive of enjoyment by individuals and excludes any exploitation of timber
or land for grazing. If the Government wants a proper national park, it cannot have it
both ways. The Government cannot say, "We will have a national park but it will not be
a proper national park. We will whittle down the definition". If the Government is to call
it a national park, it should have the honesty to manage it as such, and to exclude it from
those other uses.
Closing these areas, which provide a valuable and renewable resource to Victoria, is
simply cutting off one's nose to spite one's f~ce-and for what? Simply to implement a
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conservationist's dream which, as I mentioned at the beginning of my remarks, might
sound attractive on the surface but is not really practical.
It is all very well to say these areas must be preserved for future generations of Victorians;
that is what conservation is all about; but, one must also consider how one can best use
Victoria's resources to benefit future generations. There must be a balance between national
parks and areas where renewable resources can be exploited. For that reason, although I
strongly support national parks and the National Parks Service, I am not prepared to
support the Bill.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I should explain to honourable
members that, although I expressed my intention to call the honourable member for
Benalla, because both the Opposition and the National Party have explained that they are
in opposition to the Bill, I call the honourable member for Box Hill.
Mrs RAY (Box Hill)-In a booklet that has been circulated on this matter, the Victorian
Sawmillers Association states:
Traditionally, the region has been the centre of a multitude of uses by Victorians. It provides water for
irrigation and hydro-electricity, opportunities for bushwalkers, skiers and tourists, and timber for housing and
furniture.

The Bill seeks to accommodate all of those interests as well as grazing rights. It represents
a commendable bid by the Government to achieve the impossible.
The Government recognizes the importance of the alpine area to the State's timber
industry. It knows that some 30 per cent of the total hardwood production, including 93
per cent of select ash, comes from that area, and that it should take that into account.
The park created by the Liberal Government in 1980 had a much greater effect on the
timber industry than will the current proposal. Under that scheme, the amount of alpine
ash available to the timber industry was reduced by some 23 per cent. A&cording to the
Land Conservation Council, the additions to the park proposed by the Bin will not affect
employment.
Mr GUDE (Hawthorn)-On a point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the honourable
member is obviously reading her speech, and I ask whether she is prepared to table the
document from which she is reading.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! I was not watching the honourable
member for Box Hill and I did not realize that she was reading from notes. I ask the
honourable member to comply with the forms of the House. Copious notes are in order
but reading a written speech is not.
Mrs RAY (Box Hill)-I am happy to table any of the documents I have, including the
copious notes to which I have been referring.
I shall quote from a summary of recommendations made by the Land Conservation
Council in its report. It states that additions to the park proposed by the Bill will not affect
employment in the industry over the next ten years. The report also states that mature
resources made unavailable by the recommendations may have an effect on one mill only.
From the year 2000-which will be reached in the next twenty years-the fire regrowth
resources will be the major source of supply of premium $fade timber from the alps and
this will continue until the regrowth, resulting from lOgging, can be harvested in about
2040. After that period, the resources resulting from logging regrowth should start to
become available and the level of output from the alps could in fact be increased.
To summarize, the cumulative impact of the recommendations would be the reduction
of the future available ash resource so that in 60 to 70 years time twelve notional mills
would be supplied rather than thirteen. That is the likely extent of the impact on the
timber industry in the alpine area.
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As to environmental significance, no other alpine area has as much variety of plant life
and wildlife. There are more than 1050 species of plants of which only twelve are found in
Victorian alpine country.
The wildlife of the alps has been referred to by previous speakers. I point out that there
are numbers of species of rare native animals and birds in the area. No other area of
Victoria has such a diverse range of plant life, from herb fields and mountain forests at
one extreme to dry country plants in the rain shadow of the Great Dividing Range.
Alpine environments exist only in a narrow strip in the south east of Australia and
should be considered a precious natural resource. The area proposed to be incorporated
provides some of the most spectacular scenery in Victoria. It will link with alpine parks in
New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory.
The area should be accessible to all Victorians, not monopolized by anyone sectional
group. I take exception to the view expressed by the honourable member for Gippsland
East which ridicules the interests of people in Melbourne and especially people from the
eastern suburbs. The fact that someone lives in an alpine area does not mean that that
person owns the alpine area.
Areas such as the Victorian alps have an important recreational function for people
from the city. Many young people, alarmed by the threats to our existence, feel a sense of
,responsibility towards the natural world and Its preservation. Like the youn~ people who
gathered in the Box Hill Town Hall in the course of the Nunawading by-electlOn-and the
majority of them were young people who supported the Government's National Parks
(Alpine National Park) Bill-have certainly had to accept compromises with the national
park.
The Bill allows for one-off logging and mining areas later to be proclaimed a national
park, but the mountain cattlemen will accept no compromise. The Mountain District
Cattlemen's Association of Victoria started as a logging group which supported the
preservation of grazing rights, for which this measure provides, but they have now adopted
a position of total opposition to the national park.
The Bill suggests no change to a decision by the previous Government to phase out
grazing by 1991; the extent of the grazing then will be 95·5 per cent. During the Nunawading
by-election campaign the impression was conveyed to many gullible people that cattlemen
were being totally excluded from the Victorian high country. I remind those people who
live in the area that we are talking about that public land IS owned by all the people of
Victoria. No wonder they have protected and fought so fiercely for the rights to graze on
this land. This country has been grazed for as little as 8 cents per animal per week. This
has given some stock owners a commercial advantage over other beef producers. Victorian
cattlemen graze as a privilege and not as a right in that country.
Twelve months ago, the Honourable Evan Walker, the then Minister for Planning and
Environment, said, "It does not matter which way you look at it, the mountain cattlemen
have come out of it very well indeed, and of all the special interest groups which lobbied
for or against the park, the cattlemen did best; they got very nearly everything they
wanted". I remind honourable members that 95·5 per cent of the alpswill continue to be
grazed.
The Government proposes to provide an additional eleven rangers and eight vehicles
to patrol and protect the area and proposes the preparation of a management plan which
will involve the actual participation of all interested groups. This will allow a great deal of
public recreation activity without prejudicing the long-term conservation of the park.
Finally, the need for protection of a unique and fragile environment was first formally
mooted in 1952. This Bill has been Government policy in the 1982 and 1985 election
campaigns, but it is also the culmination of the dream of many people for a Victorian
alpine park.
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On the motion ofMr McNAMARA (Benalla), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until next day.

LOTTERIES GAMING AND BETTING (GAMING MACHINES)
BILL
This Bill was returned from the Council with a message relating to an amendment.
It was ordered that the message be taken into consideration next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Land slip at Phillip Island-Builders Labourers Federation-Proposed Traralgon State
Government offices-Hawthorn West Primary School-Proposed ,angers' facility at
Hampton railway station-Bingo games conducted by Ringwood sporting organizationsPayment of overtime to police officers-Dollar Sweets Co. Pty Ltd-Bus services in
Doncaster and Templestowe
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West)-I direct a matter to the attention of the Minister for
Transport involving life being endangered as a result of a land slip on the Phillip Island
tourist road at San Remo. The land slip started on the foreshore reserve area at the beach
level in 1981, and the side of the hill has been slipping towards the ocean ever since that
time.
Three houses have been totally destroyed as they slipped down the cliff and nothing is
left worthy of salvage. One other house is now breaking up and an adjacent property is
being threatened. The Police Department is fully aware of the problem and the police
station, a little further up the hill, is to be moved. The problem has been getting gradually
worse over the past four years and land has been purchased on the opposite side of the
road with a view to establishing a new police residence and moving the existing station
because of the threatened land slippage.
The land slippage is now affecting the Phillip Island tourist road to the extent that I
have no doubt that life is being endangered. During 1979 and 1980, the local shire enact~d
an underground drainage scheme adjacent to the area in question. Not long after that date,
a burst water main allowed large quantities of water to penetrate the area adjacent to the
land slippage. The water main remains under the control of the local water board.
The Road Construction Authority has also been involved in the problem and has known
about it for more than four years. Although this has been a problem for that period, no
rectification works have been carried out by the road construction authority or any other
Government authority. As the local member, I, and many concerne4 people living in the
area, have made representations to the Government since February 1982.
Last Monday I visited the site as the residents were so concerned that they requested
me to attend as a matter of urgency. Cracks have appeared in the bitumen surface of the
highway and it is on the verge of slipping down the hill. Despite that, tourist coaches travel
along the highway in large numbers, together with thousands of private vehicles. Other
heavy traffic contInues to use the Phillip Island tourist road.
The cracks in the bitumen, which are clearly visible, are several centimetres wide in
several areas and on the road shoulder immediately below the bitumen surface it is
possible to push down a rod to a depth of 2 metres without any obstruction being evident.
It is obvious that the road surface is now undermined and is on the brink of collapse. If
one stands on the bitumen surface as a heavy vehicle passes by-as I did with a number
of people on Monday-the bitumen moves. Obviously, this is an extremely serious matter
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not only from the point of view of access being closed to Phillip Island, which has
Victoria's largest tourist attraction in the form of the penguin parade, but also because life
is being endangered.
I call on the Government to take three immediate steps of action and notify the
community within 24 hours on what it will do. The first action that is necessary is to
compensate owners who have lost their houses. It is certainly not the fault of the residents
that their houses have slipped down the cliff. A precedent exists for such compensation
being paid. The problem cannot be rectified unless the private property adjoining the area
is acquired to allow major road works to commence. Secondly, it is imperative that an
immediate major repair and rectification works on the highway take place forthwith.
It is highly likely that the whole highway will have to be closed for some months and
that traffic will be diverted through the township of San Remo. There is no other way of
reaching Phillip Island and that is of concern to local residents.

Thirdly, I ask the Minister to spell out, for the benefit of local residents, whether the
traffic is to be diverted through the town; if so, for how long; and, in particular, what route
the major tourist traffic will take?
Mr McGRA TH (Lowan)-I should have liked to direct the attention of the Minister
for Employment and Industrial Affiars to the problem I raise but, in his absence, I shall
direct the matter to the Minister for Education because it has educational connotations.
I refer to the activities of the Builders Labourers Federation at Horsham in the past
week. The union sought contact with a young man from the Horsham Technical School
who had been employed by a landscape gardener on a work experience program. On the
last day of the program, the BLF organizer saw fit to call on the proprietor of the landscape
gardening operation and, after one and a half hours of debate in the office and after the
organizer refused to leave, the proprietor handed the organizer a cheque for the sum of
$577 which was to cover the union fees for the period of the work experience. It was
calculated that the rate of payment would have been $8.32 an hour and a sum of$94 was
included as the six-monthly union membership fee.
The matter was reported in the Wimmera Mail Times of20 September. After the cheque
was taken to Melbourne by the union official the sum of $483 was sent to the boy at
Rupanyup and the union kept $94.
I know the boy's father is paying back the money to the proprietor because he realizes
the value of the work experience program. As the Minister for Education is taking notes
he should note that I spoke to people at the Horsham Technical School and apparently
approximately 400 students a year undertake work experience programs.
I can tell the House in no uncertain manner that the incident has caused disruption and
a lack of confidence amongst the tradespeople in the Horsham-Wimmera region. Many
tradespeople are now thinking twice before they grant work experience to students from
any schools in the region. To upset a successful work experience program is probably one
of the most outlandish acts ever perpetrated by a union organizer.
Many honourable members would have given students the opportunity of gaining
clerical and other work experience in their electorate offices. They realize how successful
such a program can be. In a work situation young people can assess whether they are
suited to a certain occupation or whether they should take up some other type of occupation
when they leave school. The Government must take a tough line with the BLF organizer.
These types of disruptions almost discredit the work experience program that was set up
by the Education Department in co-operation with business proprietors. I urge the Minister
to take the strongest possible action on this matter.
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-The matter I direct to the attention of the Minister for
Property and Services relates to plans for a State Government development in Traralgon.
As the Minister would be aware, earlier this year proposals were made to the Latrobe
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Valley Regional Commission to make recommendations to the responsible Minister and
the Public Offices Corporation which is under the chairmanship of the Minister to whom
I referred the question.
After considering the proposals, the Minister responded that none fitted the
Government's needs or the guidelines that had been established on Government office
space accommodation. At that time the Minister stated that we should proceed to develop
more detailed specifications for energy-efficient office space development in Traralgon.
Honourable members would appreciate that centres like the Latrobe Valley, Ballarat,
Bendigo and so on wholeheartedly welcome the regionalization development program of
the Cain Government because it IS twofold. Firstly, it brings services within the reach of
the community and the people who live in non-metropolitan areas have greater access to
Government activities. Secondly, it injects new money into local and regional economies.
There is often a flow-on ofjobs through the Government sector. Economists often refer
to that as an indirect flow-on because it may promote jobs in the building industry, the
retail industry and so on. The Minister has taken a considerable interest in the need for
more Government office space accommodation in the Latrobe Valley and I ask him to
relate the present position of this development.
Mr GUDE (Hawthorn)-I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for Public
Works and the Minister for Education.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member for Hawthorn should specify which
Minister is responsible, either the Minister for Education or the Minister for Public Works.
Mr GUDE-Thank you, Mr Speaker. I direct to the attention of the Minister for Public
Works the matter of deficient facilities at the Hawthorn West Primary School. The Minister
may already be aware of the existing problems. The first is that the boys' and girls' toilets
are archaic, disgraceful and unhealthy, and require considerable upgrading. The Minister
would be aware of the concerns expressed by the school community and one hopes that
he will be able to expedite the upgrading of the toilet facilities and bring them within the
confines of the school. It is a matter concerning the health of the students.
The second matter is the relocation of staffing in the school, which has been planned for
a number of years but at this stage has not been brought to fruition. I seek from the
Minister a commitment to get the project under way. The matter is of grave concern
because the school is probably one of the oldest in Victoria. The school does not have a
fire escape and it is unfortunate that it has been without that facility. The matter is of
grave concern to me as the representative of the area.
The Minister wants to blame the former Government. If he chooses to do so, he may.
My only concern is for the health and well-bein$ of students at the school. I am not
interested in scoring political points on it, and it is In that context that I raise the matter.
There is a need to secure a fire escape within the school. It has no external fire escape
and the provision of one may not be achievable, given the architectural significance of the
building and its historic rating. I appreciate that those factors have created problems for
the Government on this question.
I now ask the Government to examine the facility to determine whether an airlock can
be provided within the school building to meet fire control needs. A fire sprinkler system
within the school is also necessary.
The matter is urgent. We are dealing with the health and lives of young people, and I
enjoin the Minister to expedite the matter to the best of his ability.
Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-I direct to the attention of the Minister for Transport a
matter of the utmost importance-an attempt to involve his Ministry and its authorities
in a tax avoidance scheme at the expense of providing proper facilities. The matter is also
raised in an attempt to avoid a massive intrusion upon the social amenity ofa significant
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number of residents in the electorate I represent. It concerns railway land adjacent to the
Hampton railway station.
On one side of the railway line railway authorities are currently proposing, despite
strong protests from residents in the area, to erect a gangers' shed, which includes a fuel
dump, facilities for heavy plant and various other factors that are inconsistent with the
residential nature of the area and the narrow streets that provide access to the land. On
the opposite side of the line is an area of railway land zoned Reserved Open Public Space,
which has been let on a 60-year lease to a trust that is associated with a gentleman wh.o
styles himself, Sir Norman Granville Lewis, and who has some notoriety throughout the
community. I understand that he is a knight only in the sense that he has joined the
Knights of Malta. He has a 60-year lease of this land and has for some years been engaged
in an attempt to divest himself of the lease, which costs him in the order of$1860 a year,
selling it to the municipality concerned on the specific basis that he will donate the
proceeds of the sale to a charity so as to obtain a tax rebate. He is seeking, by divesting
himself of land over which he holds a lease, and which he apparently has no intention of
developing and on which he is expending money each year, only on the basis that he will
obtain a substantial tax reduction by doing so.
Sums have been proffered for the lease from $70000 on one occasion to $40000 on
another occasion. The local council has rightly refused to participate in the scheme on the
basis that it is not prepared to make payments of that kind to a third party to obtain access
for public purposes to public land.
I ask the Minister to investigate the matter urgently. Ifhe were available in the Chamber,
I would present him with a large file of papers on the subject. I ask him to give urgent
consideration to whether the lessee has breached the lease and therefore given the
department a right to terminate the lease, and whether it is preferable for the land to be
made available either to the local council for public purposes, including a purpose that
has been promoted, the erection of residential facilities for the aged in the area, or,
alternatively-and I ask the Minister to consider this in the light of the entirely
inappropriate use proposed for the land on the other side of the railway line-to make the
land in Willis Street available for the gangers' facility that is currently proposed to be
erected off Orlando Street and Railway Crescent in Hampton. The land in Willis Street
would be much better suited for the purpose of the gangers' facility.
In any event, I urge the Minister to avoid this misuse of the lease of railway land by a
lessee with no intention of developing it, solely for the purpose of obtaining a substantial
tax deduction for a private individual.

Mrs SETCHES (Ringwood)-I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for Sport
and Recreation. Last Monday night I had a meeting in the Ringwood electorate for the
benefit of local clubs and organizations, most of which were sporting clubs. The meeting
followed representations from local groups that were having trouble attracting patronage
to bingo evenings which they had been conducting over a number of years.
The clubs that had representatives at that meeting were the Ringwood Bowls Club,
Heathmont Bowls Club, Ringwood Croquet Club, South Croydon Football Club, Ringwood
sub-branch of the Returned Services League, Healesville Greyhound Racing Club and
many other groups. The meeting was held at the East Ringwood Sporting Club, so the
tennis and football clubs were also involved.
The overwhelming feeling from that meeting was that local clubs were having enormous
difficulty attracting patronage to their bingo evenings because of the unfair competition
they were receiving from large bingo centres around Melbourne, particularly the one
operating in Target Square in Ringwood. Apparently that bingo centre runs six days a
week, offering numerous games every day.
The dedicated effort of volunteers and local representatives in running evenings to meet
costs faced by their organizations means that they have a significant interest in this matter.
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That was evident because of the large number of people who were willing to come out and
discuss the matter on the night when the Brownlow Medal votes were being counted.
The view of the meeting was that some controls should be implemented on the operation
of large bingo centres. There certainly should be controls over the prize payouts and the
location of bingo centres. I was told at that meeting that organizations were concerned
because the local bingo centre had only one caller game after game, which seems to be in
breach of the Act. I also had the assistance of Mr Phil Power, Chairman, and Mr Rob
Chariton, Secretary of the Raffles and Bingo Permits Board, and they said they would
investigate some of the concerns raised that might be in breach of the Act.
There are also many well meaning local groups taking part in the big bingo centres that
are finding they are unable to cover costs. Not only are small local groups having problems
raising funds but also local groups involved in running the big centres are not getting any
returns.
The Minister would be aware that when the Act was amended in 1977 it was to provide
the opportunity for small local clubs and groups to run their own functions and pay for
their expenses. It was never the intention for these large organizations, which appear to be
run by entrepreneurial groups, to take up that role. There is clear evidence that those
groups are taking over a large proportion of bingo activities.
The Raffles and Bingo Permits Board should have the power to regulate on issues such
as conditions and to impose limitations on the number of people and the maximum
number of games and prizes. I request the Minister to address the problem occurring in
Ringwood as quickly as possible.

Mr CROZIER (Portland)-I direct a matter to the attention of the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. It has been brought to my notice that members of the traffic
operations group involved in the substantial police operations that followed the Noble
Park shootings have not yet been paid a considerable amount of overtime that was due to
them. As the episode occurred twelve weeks ago, what explanation does the Government
have? Is it part of its Budget strategy and a method of helping the Treasurer to present the
Budget with a surplus, or is it an example of monumental incompetence as exhibited by
the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands recently? Whatever the explanation
is, I ask the Minister to investigate the matter as a matter of urgency with a view to having
the situation rectified and the overtime paynlent due to those police officers expedited.
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-The matter I raise for the attention of the Minister for Industry,
Technology and Resources concerns an answer given by the Premier to a question asked
by me concerning the Dollar Sweets Co. Pty Ltd. The Minister said that he would place
the Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs, Mr Crabb, in charge of the dispute. I
understand that that Minister has not yet contacted the company. The tragedy of the
dispute is that the company is now considering se!ling its buildings so that it can lease
them back in order to pay some of its bills.
The Government has sat around while this company is going down the gurgler and has
done nothing about the trade unionists who are run by a member who is continually going
off to Libya. I find it extraordinary to consider what the Secretary of the Federated
Confectioners Association of Australia has done to the company. I ask the Minister to
ensure that the Premier fulfils the promise made to me to have the Minister contact the
company. It is extraordinary that the company is considering selling its buildings to pay
its debts because of what a bunch of trade unionists has done. The company has done the
right thing and the Government ought to act.

Mr PERRIN (Bulleen)-I refer the Minister for Transport to May and June last year
when advertisements were placed in local newspapers in Doncaster and Templestowe and
other suburban areas on the review of the Box Hill neighbourhood. The situation is that
bus services in Templestowe, East Doncaster and Warrandyte are atrocious. More than
100 statements were made by organizations and individuals in my electorate in the City
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of Doncaster and Templestowe. Two months ago I spoke to a planner for the Metropolitan
Transit Authority who made it clear that recommendations made to the Minister would
be based on Budget restrictions the department had at that time and on the number of
buses available.
Under the Freedom of Information Act I have received a copy of every submission
made to the Metropolitan Transit Authority. There is a clear need for upgrading of public
transport, especially bus services in Doncaster and Templestowe. I ask the Minister when
the recommendations of that review will become available and how many new buses will
be available at the Doncaster depot to ensure that people in the area have adequate public
transport. services.

Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-Three matters
were raised for consideration by the Minister for Transport, but unfortunately he has been
detained elsewhere.
I shall direct to his attention the matter raised by the honourable member for Gippsland
West concerning the state of the highway in his electorate, the issue raised by the honourable
member for Brighton of railways in his electorate and the matter raised by the honourable
member for Bulleen regarding the provisions of buses within the Doncaster area.
The honourable member for Malvern referred to a matter that he had raised earlier with
the Premier regarding an industrial dispute. I shall ensure that the matter is brought to the
attention of the Premier and the Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs.

Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-The honourable member for Lowan raised a
matte,r concerning the action of the Builders Labourers Federation in the work experience
program of the Horsham Technical School. The employer was forced to pay six months'
union membership dues plus wages amounting to $577.
I regard this matter as a disgraceful abuse of the work experience program within our
schools. The Government is totally opposed to such action. The Education Act 1958 is
quite specific. It states that an arrangement authorizing a pupil to be employed in
empleyment affected by an award or industrial agreement made under the Commonwealth
Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904, as amended from time to time, will not be made
until the Secretary of the Victorian Trades Hall Council has first been consulted. That is
the law. That is what is required under the Education Act and that is exactly what
happened in this case. For that reason all teachers involved in this program must inform
the Secretary of the Victorian Trades Hall Council before they arrange work experience
for their students.
The teacher at the Horsham Technical School did these things, naming the school, the
employer and the extent of work experience. The school received acknowledgement from
the Secretary of the Victorian Trades Hall Council. That letter read:
I refer to your recent application on behalf of your students to undertake work experience and wish to advise
that we have no objection to them proceeding.

Of course, in carrying out this function the Secretary of the Victorian Trades Hall Council
agrees, from time to time, to liaise with secretaries of unions that are covered by Federal
awards, and this was the case here for those students working under those official
arrangements.
That system has worked well. It has enabled thousands of students over the past eleven
years to be placed on work experience in jobs covered by Federal awards. There has
continued to be excellent co-operation from the unions on this matter and the Government
has no reason to believe this co-operation will not continue in the future.
Although the action of the BLF official was not illegal, the action was clearly contrary to
understandings which exist between the Secretary of the Victorian Trades Hall Council,
the schools and secretaries of Federal unions and is regrettable.
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Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-The honourable member
for Morwell raised a matter of importance concerning Government offices in the Latrobe
Valley. The honourable member should be congratulated on the energetic way that she
represents the people of the Latrobe Valley. The honourable member has taken a close
interest in this matter.
The Government re~ards development in the Latrobe Valley as of considerable
importance and this project in Traralgon will make a significant impact on the area when
completed. A number of departments are planning expansion of their offices in the Latrobe
Valley and they include the Department of Health and the Department of Conservation,
Forests and Lands. The expansIOn of these departments is due to the expansion of public
services to this area.
The current leased State office building in Hotham Street, Traralgon, is incapable of
sustaining any substantial increase in numbers and is showing signs of age. It has now
reached a point where it is no longer satisfactory for State offices in that town.
Late last year the Latrobe Valley Regional Commission called for tenders to be drawn
up for office space, and a number of submissions were made to the commission. Those
submissions were forwarded to the Victorian Public Offices Corporation, but were not
considered satisfactory or a solution to the problem of providing additional office space
for Government employees. Proposals are now being drawn up for a new look at the space
available in this area.
I have inspected the various sites submitted in those tenders and I believe preference
should be given at this stage to proceed with the Government-owned site in Breed Street.
As soon as my department has done a review of the space requirements of the various
departments interested in taking up space, tender documents will be prepared and tenders
called for the provision of an energy efficient office building in Traralgon. I hope that will
be finalized as soon as possible.
Mr WALSH (Minister for Public Works)-The honourable member for Hawthorn
raised a matter concerning the Hawthorn West Primary School which needs upgrading
and which apparently does not have a fire escape. I expect that the school council has
applied already to the local region to have this work assessed, but I shall have the matter
in vestigated.
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Sport and Recreation)-The honourable member for
Ringwood raised the concern of smaller bingo clubs in the electorate that she represents at
what they believe to be excessive competition from larger bingo centres. The honourable
member for Ringwood has been most vocal on this matter in her representations to me. I
can assure her that action will be taken in the immediate future.
When bingo operations were established in 1977 legislation the Labor Party, then in
opposition, said that proceeds of the game should not go into private hands as had
occurred with bingo operations before the second world war. In the meantime,
circumstances have changed. Halls are being hired by large operators and leased on a
rental basis to clubs. This gets around the Act but leads to the concern of smaller clubs
which are trying to compete.
When inquiries into these practices were made in January, advertisements were placed
in newspapers and letters were sent to permit holders to seek the views of all concerned.
Evidence showed that while some bingo centres and clubs showed no profits at the end of
the year, the profits were_going to the operators. It is a most unsatisfactory situation and it
has had a detrimental effect on smaller clubs which are trying to compete in individual
club-rooms or halls.
The Government intends to initiate legislation in the next few weeks which, while giving
a reasonable but not excessive return to operators, will produce a good percentage return
for clubs, whether the¥. own their premises or operate under private bingo permits. The
proposed legislation Will seek to bnng some sort of fair play into these operations.
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Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and Emergency Services)-I thank the honourable
member for Portland for bringing to my attention the reports he has received to the effect
that members of the Police Force associated with the manhunt in the Springvale area have
not been paid after a twelve-week peiod for overtime owing to them. Obviously, it is
serious when any member of the community is kept waiting for such periods for money
owed, and I shall ensure immediately that this matter is followed up.
The motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 6.19 p.m. until Tuesday, October 1.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

The following answers to questions on notice were circulated-

LOANS TO DEPARTMENT OF PROPERTY AND SERVICES
(Question No. 93)

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Property and Services:
In respect of all moneys borrowed by each department, agency and authority within his administration in the
three-year period ended 2 March 1985:
I. How many loans were transacted over this period, indicating the date each loan was formalized and the
amount of money borrowed as a result of each loan?
2. What are the details of the loan repayments, including the rate of interest payable and whether there is an
escalation clause for the interest rate payable?
3. From whom each loan was borrowed and what are the details regarding each individual or organization
approached to provide finance, indicating the terms offered?
4. What was the total amount of loans outstanding against each body as at 2 March 1982 and 2 March 1985,
respecti vely?
5. What are the full details of each offer to provide finance which was made to each body during this period?
6. Whether he will provide any other information required in order to enable the public to establish the full
extent and cost of such borrowings over the above period?

Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-The answer is:
No moneys have been borrowed by either the Department of Property and Services or any agencies or
authorities within its administration.

SALE AND LEASE-BACK TRANSACTIONS OF DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
(Question No. 191)

Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton) asked the Minister for Transport, for the Minister for
Health:
I. Whether any department, agency or authority within his administration, or any predecessor to such bodies,
has sold or leased back any assets since 3 April 1982; if so, which bodies?
2. In respect of each such sale and lease-back transaction-(a) which body was involved; (b) what was the
nature of the asset concerned; (c) what was the money consideration for the sale; (d) what proportion of the asset
has been leased back; (e) what are the names and addresses of the companies or individuals who are now the
owners of the assets concerned; and (f) what is the expiry date of the current lease?
3. In respect of each such sale and lease-back transaction, whether the proceeds of sale have been retained by
the body concerned?
4. How the proceeds of such sale have been applied?
5. In respect of each such sale and lease-back transaction, what has been the effective rate of interest under the
lease-back arrangement and, if the lease has been arranged on a floating rate or other variable rate basis, what has
been the range of effective interest rates?

Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-The answer supplied by the Minister for Health
is:
The Department of Health has not sold and leased back any assets since 3 April 1982.
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The department cannot say whether any agency under its administration has sold and leased back any assets.
The information requested by the honourable member is too detailed and the time and resources necessary to
provide an answer could not be justified.

SALE AND LEASE-BACK TRANSACTIONS OF DEPARTMENT OF
PROPERTY AND SERVICES
(Question No. 198)

Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton) asked the Minister for Property and Services:
1. Whether any department, agency or authority within his administration, or any predecessor to such bodies,
has sold or leased back any assets since 3 April 1982; if so, which bodies?
2. In respect of each such sale and lease-back transaction-(a) which body was involved; (b) what was the
nature of the asset concerned; (c) what was the money consideration for the sale; (d) what proportion of the asset
has been leased back; (e) what are the names and addresses of the companies or individuals who are now the
owners ofthe assets concerned; and (/) what is the expiry date of the current lease?
3. In respect of each such sale and lease-back transaction, whether the proceeds of sale have been retained by
the body concerned?
4. How the proceeds of such sale have been applied?
5. In respect of each such sale and lease-back transaction, what has been the effective rate of interest under the
lease-back arrangement and, if the lease has been arranged on a tloating rate or other variable rate basis, what has
been the range of effective interest rates?

Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-The answer is:
The information requested is too detailed and the time and resources necessary to provide an answer could
not be justified.
Furthermore, much of the information requested is of a confidential nature and disclosure would jeopardize
the commercial position of the Government and the companies with which it has dealings.

RESIDENCES OWNED BY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(Question No. 252)

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Transport, for the Minister for
Health:
In respect of all residences owned by departments, agencies and authorities within his administration as at
I April 1985, and which have been vacant for two months or longer, what is the length of time each has been
vacant, the location and the reason?

Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-The answer supplied by the Minister for Health
is:
Three divisions within the Department of Health administer properties. In responding to this question,
residences which have been vacant for two months or longer have been listed by administrating divisions.
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Mental Health Division

Residence

Period 0/
Vacancy

Comments

A.ON-GROUND
48 months

Both houses are within the grounds of ur
Ward, the division's forensic facility for the
criminally insane and consequently are not
suitable for tenancy.

I residence at Aradale Hospital Ararat

6 months

This residence is to assist in the recruitment
of senior hospital staff.

24 Gresswell Road, Mont Park

8 months

This house is used as a recruitment incentive
in order to attract overseas nursing or
medical staff.

3 Main Drive, Mont Park

8 months

This house has been used for patient
activities since 19.7.85.

3 Gresswell Road, Mont Park

10 months

This house is used as a recruitment incentive
and has been occupied since 17.6.85.

Residence No. 5 Warrnambool

71/2 months

This house was reserved to assist in the
recruitment of a psychiatrist superintendent
from overseas. It has been occupied since
23.7.85.

Residence No. 12 Warrnambool

2112 months

This house has been reserved for recruitment
incentive for a psychiatrist from overseas. It
is to be occupied from mid-August 1985.

Residence No. 14 Warrnambool

3 months

This house is now used as an extension to
the day hospital program.

12 months

A program to use this house as a halfway
house for patients has been approved and it
is expected that it will be occupied in the
near future.

4 months

This house is reserved as a recruitment
incentive for medical staff.

22 Hobson Street, Eaglehawk

20 months

This house is reserved for use as a regional
office by the regional director.

26 Hobson Street, Eaglehawk

7 months

This hO\lse is reserved for use as a regional
office by the regional director.

32 Hobson Street, Eaglehawk

22 months

This house was used as a group home. It is
currently being used as a recruitment
incentive and a senior social worker will be
taking up residence on the 19.8.85.

Residence No. 4 Travancore

12 months

This house is unsuitable for tenancy due to
the need fot major renovations. It is proposed
to utilize this residence as a child-minding
facility for staff when it is renovated.

3 months

This house is unsuitable to occupy owing to
disrepair. It is currently being renovated.

13 months

This house has been used for patient
accommodation as from 6 May 1985.

2 residences at Girdlestone Street, Ararat

2 Gresswell Road, Mont Park

Residence No. 14 BaHarat

B. STREET FRONTAGE

89 Knight Street, Shepparton
297 Waiora Road, Macleod
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Comments

3 months

This residence is reserved for the hospital's
chaplain. Recruitment procedures have been
initiated in order to fill this position.

10 Myamyn Street, Armadale

14 months

A program is currently being developed to
utilize this residence as a transitional group
home. The difficulty in obtaining
establishment money delayed usage of this
house for this purpose.

6 St Andrew Road, Shepparton

8 months

This house is unsuitable for occupancy due
to disrepair and currently a substantial
renovation project is being developed.

C. OFF-GROUNDS

It is extremely difficult to fill psychiatrist positions and a number of houses are reserved as recruitment
incentives.

Public Health Division
No. 2a, at Heatherton Hospital, Kingston Road, Heatherton, vacant since 25 October 1984.
Residence at Byng A venue, Heatherton, vacant since 2 January 1985.
These residences have remained vacant pending consideration of future requirements, following the change in
role and current redevelopment of Heatherton Hospital to provide acute psychiatric care, psycho-geriatric
assessment and ireatment and psycho-rehabilitation nectssitating major alterations to existing facilities and staff
requirements.
Mental Retardation Division

Residence
4 Phillip Street, Heathmont

Period of
Vacancy

Comments

Feb 1985August 1985

Property purchased and settled 1.2.85
currently being renovated.

Colac Training Centre: Residence No 6

To be occupied within two months by
Director of Nursing.

Kew Children's Cottage: 20 Wills Street

March 1985August 1985

30 Wills Street

March 1985August 1985

Sunbury Training Centre Houses: No 2

Dec 1984August 1985

N06
No 7*
No 12*
Nol5
N025
No 26*

Currently being renovated and furnished. To
be occupied by residents on 19 August 1985.

Held for patient use.

" structural
"
" renovations.
Major
Held for patient use.

* These houses are currently occupied by staff members, while renovation to a staff hostel is being carried out.
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ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS EXPENDITURE BY DEPARTMENT OF
PROPERTY AND SERVICES
(Question No. 261)

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Property and Services:
1. What was the expenditure by departments, agencies and authorities within his administration in the
1984-85 financial year on matters directly related to Aboriginal affairs?
2. What is the estimated expenditure for the 1985-86 financial year in this area?
3. How many staff are employed in each organization, indicating whether full time or part time, and in relation
to part-time employees the number of hours devoted per week to work associated with Aboriginal affairs?
4. What are the costs of all overheads in each organization in connection with employment of staff in the area
of Aboriginal affairs?

Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-The answer is:
I. The Department of Property and Services and agencies and authorities within its administration have not
expended or allocated any moneys to matters directly related to Aboriginal affairs.
2. It would be inappropriate to answer this part of the question as Estimates for the 1985-86 financial year are
part of the budgetary process.
.
3. No staff are specifically employed to work on matters associated with Aboriginal affairs by either the
Department of Property and Services or agencies and authorities within its administration.
4. Asabove.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS EXPENDITURE BY DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH
(Question No. 274)

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Transport, for the Minister for
Health:
I. What was the expenditure by departments, agencies and authorities within his administration in the
1984-85 financial year on matters directly related to Aboriginal affairs?
2. What is the estimated expenditure for the 1985-86 financial year in this area?
3. How many staff are employed in each organization, indicating whether full time or part time, and in relation
t8'part-time employees the number of hours devoted per week to work associated with Aboriginal affairs?
4. What are the costs of all overheads in each organization in connection with employment of staff in the area
of Aboriginal affairs?

Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-The answer supplied by the Minister for Health
is:
I. ABORIGINAL HEALTH EXPENDITURE 1984-85

Program

Aboriginal Liaison Unit
Co-ordinator

State Funds
1984-85

Commonwealth Funds
1984-85

$

$

27782

Typist/Stenographer

16129

Medical officer

21466

Health education officer

19410

Administrative officer
Assistant co-ordinator
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Program

State Funds

Commonwealth Funds

1984-85

1984-85

$

$

On Costs (super etc.)

21 197

General expenses

4330

467

Stores
Books
Aboriginal Health Resources
Consultative Group

5952

Aboriginal hospital liaison
officer scheme

357008

Alcohol projects organizer

24000

Aboriginal pre-school assistants scheme

379615

Aboriginal health statistics
officer

25000

473274

TOTAL

428615

2. I am unable to detail the estimated expenditure for the 1985-86 financial year as all Estimates are part of
the Budget process and are confidential.
3. ABORIGINAL PROGRAM STAFFING
Aboriginal Liaison Unit

(Full time)

(Part time)

Co-ordinator
Health education officer
Typist/Stenographer
Alcohol counsellor
Pre-schoolliaison officer

(seconded from State Education Department
and funded under Commonwealth
Aboriginal Pre-School Assistants Scheme)

Health statistics officer
Medical officer

I ( 19 hours per week)

Aboriginal hospital liaison officer
scheme
Aboriginal hospital liaison officer

19

Aboriginal pre-school assistants
scheme

27 (assistants are employed
sessionally and each works on
average 26 hours per week)

Pre-school assistants
26

28

4. I am unable to detail the costs of overheads as the costs of all overheads associated with the employment of
staff in the area of Aboriginal programs cannot be separated from the normal administrative costs of the
department.
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USE OF VEHICLES BY MINISTRY OF HOUSING
(Question No. 355)

. Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Housing:
In respect of motor vehicles operated by each department, agency or authority within his administration, how
31 many travelled on either the South Gippsland or Bass Highways, or both, on Saturday, I June 1985, indicating(a) the registration number of each vehicle; (b) how many officers travelled in each vehicle; and (c) the purposes
of the trip in each case?

Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-The answer is:
The Ministry has several vehicles permanently allocated to works officers and maintenance supervisors who
are regularly required to travel in the South Gippsland region on official business.
Without indentification of the exact vehicle or vehicles involved I consider that the time and resources
necessary to answer this question cannot be justified.

PUBLICATIONS BY DEPARTMENT OF PROPERTY AND
SERVICES
(Question No. 371)

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Property and Services:
I. What is the name of each book, brochure, pamphlet or publication produced by each department, agency
or authority within his administration in the three-year period ended 2 March 1985?
2. What was the approximate date of publication of each book, brochure, pamphlet or publication?

Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-The answer is:
The time and resources necessary to answer this question cannot be justified. However, in respect of major
publications produced during the year, reference should be made to the annual report of the Department of
Property and Services.

PUBLICATIONS BY MINISTRY OF HOUSING
(Question No. 378)

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West) asked the Minister for Housing:
I. What is the name of each book, brochure, pamphlet or publication produced by each department, agency
or authority within his administration in the three-year period ended 2 March 1985?
2. What was the approximate date of publication of each book, brochure, pamphlet or publication?

Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-The answer is:
The time and resources necessary to answer this question cannot be justified. However, the information may
be gained from available reference material which is held in the Ministry, publicity section situated on level II
of Myer House, 250 Elizabeth Street.

AUSTIN HOSPITAL FEASIBILITY STUDY
(Question No. 389)

Mr GUDE (Hawthorn) asked the Minister for Transport, for the Minister for Health:
I. When the feasibility study called for by former Minister Roper (reported in the Heidelberger newspaper on
27 February 1985) was commenced?
2. When the Minister will advise the Austin Hospital and the public ofthe outcome of the feasibility study?
3. When work will be commenced on the project concerned?

Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-The answer supplied by the Minister for Health
is:
I. The feasibility study on the fitout of level 9 of the Harold Stokes Block was requested by the previous
Minister in a letter to the hospital dated 19 February 1985.
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(Mr Gude has received a copy of the study under the Freedom of Information Act).
2. The Minister met a deputation from the hospital on Friday, 28 June and advised them ofthe outcome of
the feasibility study. The fitout of level 9 is proposed for inclusion as new works in the 1985-86 capital works
program.
Approval will be sought from the Department of Management and Budget for the release of funds for the
project; the works will be authorized and publicly announced when the State Budget is released and the health
capital works program 1985-86 is approved.
3. The project is expected to cost $4·5 million. The anticipated tender target date is November 1985 and work
is expected to commence late January 1986.
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The following answer to a question on notice was circulated-

ABORiGINAL AFFAIRS EXPENl>ITURE BY DEPARTMENT OF
THE PREMIER AND CABINET
(Question No. 255)

Mr BROWN (Gippsiand West) asked the Premier:
I. What was the expenditure by departments, agencies and authorities within his administration in the
1984-85 financial year on matters 4irectly related to Aboriginal affairs?
2. What is the estimated expenditure for the 1985-86 financial year in this area?
.3. How many .staff are employ~ in each organization, indicating whether full time or part time, and in relation
to part-time employees the number of hours devoted per week to work associated with Aboriginal affairs?
4. What are the costs of all overheads in each organiZation in connection with employment of staff in the area
of Aboriginal affairs?
.

Mr CAIN (Premier)-The answer is:
The following information relates to the 1984-85 financial year. From I July 1985 the staff of the Aboriginal
Affairs Unit and responsibility for the financial management of Aboriginal Affairs were transferred to the
Ministry for Planning and Environment.
I. $ I 868 128 made up as follows:
$ 116 235-Salaries and operation of the Aboriginal Affairs Unit.
$ I 376 300-Aboriginal Advancement Trust (Commonwealth funds, transferred through the department).
$375 593-National Employment Strategy for Aborigines Trust (Commonwealth funds transferred
through the department).
2. Estimates for 1985-86 are part of the Budget process and as such it is considered inappropriate to answer
this part of the question.
3. Three full-time staff plus one person employed full time for part of the year on a special project.
4. The costs of overheads associated with the employment of staff in the area of Aboriginal affairs cannot be
separated from the normal administrative costs of the department.
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Tuesday, 1 October 1985
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took the chair at 2.6 p.m. and read the
prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

HOW-TO-VOTE CARDS IN NUNA WADING BY-ELECTION
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-I refer to the remarkable revelation that a
Ministerial adviser has refused to co-operate with police investigations into the electoral
malpractice involved in the misleading nuclear how-to-vote cards used in the Nunawading
by-election. Does the Premier condone this unacceptable behaviour, which clearly hinders
the police, or will he instruct all Ministerial employees to co-operate fully with the police
to have this matter resolved?
The SPEAKER-Order! I am not fully informed on the status of the inquiries into this
matter but I will allow the question.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I indicated my response to this matter last week. If a complaint
is made to the Chief Electoral Officer, it is a matter for him to determine what occurred. I
have faith in his capacity to make such a determination and I do not intend to canvass the
issues which he has been asked to consider.
The Chief Electoral Officer has also received complaints in regard to a ticket that
circulated in the Gippsland South electorate during the State election and a ticket that was
handed out by members of the Mountain District Cattlemen's Association of Victoria in
the N unawading by-election, to which reference is made. I presume the officer will handle
those complaints in the same way.

HOSPITAL WAGES
Mr HANN (Rodney)-Will the Premier advise the House what steps he intends to take
to protect the hospital system from any campaigns by other unions for a flow-on of the
wages offer which has been made to nurses?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-If the honourable member for Rodney had read this morning's
newspapers, he would realize that his question was adequately answered. The Government
believes nurses have a genuine claim for increased wages.
Mr Whiting-Hear, hear!
Mr CAIN-I am pleased to note such a response in the Chamber. An offer for pay rises
for nurses is before the Industrial Relations Commission. The offer takes into account
work value changes, the career structure and the comparable worth of the work that is
being done.
The nurses' case is unique. The Government believes it is within the national wagefixing guidelines. The pay rises will be between 0 and 10 per cent or in that order across
the new career structure. The whole proposal will be considered by the commission.
The Government has always taken the view that, if a genuine claim can be made, it
should be considered and, if justified, met.
The Government has also taken the view that, if a claim is not genuine and does not
warrant acceptance or consideration, it will be rejected. That is the approach that will be
adopted in regard to any suggestion of a flow-on. When a claim has been made, it will be
dealt with on its merits.
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FIRST NATIONAL RESOURCE TRUST
Mr ROWE (Essendon)-Can the Premier inform the House of the outcome of the
public subscription to the First National Resource Trust for the development of the
aluminium site at Portland?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I am pleased to inform the honourable member that applications
for shares in the $100 million first national trust opened on 20 September.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr CAIN-They are shares in the trust sought by people who want a share of the
action. They want to be in it and they have faith in it. I hope the Opposition also has faith
in it.
Applications closed a week later, on 27 September. I am pleased to report that the trust
has been heavily oversubscribed, which clearly demonstrates the support for the Portland
project by the people of this State. Some $75 million has been taken up by the institutional
investors, and $15 million has been taken up by the public.
The demand has been so great that the units will have to be rationed. This is a massive
vote of confidence in the Government's determination, through all the adversity that it
has endured, to restart the project.
Mr Maclellan-Privatization works.
Mr CAIN-It is private enterprise and public enterprise together. The enterprise that
has succeeded in restarting the project is the Victorian Government, which took the real
initiative. The overwhelming demand for shares in the trust is a vote of confidence by
Victorians in the restarting of the project. It is also a vote of confidence in the project, its
success, and its importance to the State.
Forty-nine contracts are now under way on the smelter site; the work force totals more
than 1700 people on the site and a further 4000 are involved in other work off the site.
The first aluminium pots are now set in the pot rooms and work on the first pot line is
expected to be completed in November 1986. It is hoped the first aluminium will be off
that line shortly after that.
It is interesting to note that, at the peak construction period, some 2000 people will be
employed on site, and that peak will be reached either late this month or early in November.
I am delighted at the overwhelming response from the financial institutions and the
public of this State. It represents a tremendous vote of confidence in the smelter.

HOW-TO-VOTE CARDS IN NUNAWADING BY-ELECTION
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-I refer the Premier to his totally
unacceptable answer to my earlier question. Therefore, I must ask it of him again.
Does the Premier condone a Ministerial adviser employed by his Government not fully
co-operating with the police of this State to put to an end the inquiry into the Nunawading
by-election-and it has nothing to do with the returning officer, but is of concern to the
police-and will he also condone similar non co-operation in the airline tickets inquiry if
the people who are involved happen to be members of the Government or Mimsterial
advisers?
The SPEAKER-Order! The latter part of the question is out of order; it is hypothetical.
The Premier may answer the first part of the question.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I have nothing further to add to my earlier remarks on this
matter. It is in the hands of the Chief Electoral Officer, and it is for him to determine the
nature of the inquiry. With regard to both the Gippsland South election in March this
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year and the handing out of tickets during the Nunawading by-election by the Mountain
District Cattlemen's Association of Victoria, it is a matter for the Chief Electoral Officer
to determine, and I shall not interfere.

PHILLIP HOSTEL, MARIBYRNONG
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-I direct a question to the Minister for Education. Because
the Government allowed the closure of a number of hostels for students from country
areas seeking equal educational opportunities at the end oflast year, can the Minister now
confirm that the Phillip Hostel at Maribyrnong will close at the end of this year and, ifso,
what action is the Minister taking to provide alternative accommodation for those students?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-I am having further discussions about the
Phillip Hostel and about the entire role of country education because that is part of the
Government's attack upon discrimination and disadvantage in education.
One of the purposes of entering into resource agreements with the Commonwealth
Government is to ensure that adequate funds are provided to tackle such issues as country
education. I shall be viewing that matter in the light of the total issue.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RESTRUCTURING
Mr POPE (Monbulk)-Can the Minister for Local Government advise the House what
arrangements have been made to further the restructuring oflocal government in Victoria?
Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Local Government)-I am sure that the honourable
member for Monbulk and many members of this Chamber are interested in the restructure
of local government. Today I will be announcing the appointment of Mr Stuart Monis, a
well-known barrister, as Chairperson of the Local Government Commission, which will
have the task of conducting the consultation necessary to carry out the Government's
policy on the restructure of local government.
The position of chairperson has been converted from a part-time to a full-time position.
This reflects the interest and determination of the Government to carry out the task of
implementing major change proposals recommended by the Victoria Grants Commission
which, through its report, drew attention to these proposals for ongoing rationalization
and streamlining of local government administration to achieve a more representative
and more responsive system.
The consultation and implementation will take place in conjunction with local
government and is designed to expand its vital role in becoming a genuine third tier
government, and I reiterate it is the intention of the Government to ensure that this takes
place.
Mr Morris has been a senior member of the Planning Appeals Board since 1983 and
was the author of a major report on land acquisition and compensation for the State
Government in 1983.
The commission will be expanded and the services which the commission will require
will be met by the expansion of staff that is due to take place.
This morning I conducted and joined with the Shire of Warrnambool in the first
amalgamation in local government to occur in Victoria in the past twenty years. It is
significant that at midnight last night the Borough of Koroit terminated and joined with
the Shire of Warrnambool in a new municipality which reflects the capacity of local
government to come to terms with Government policy in a most amicable manner.
I was extremely heartened last night by this function that was attended not only by
representatives of the Borough of Koroit but by representatives of the Shire of
Warrnambool, the City ofWarrnambool and officers in local council, who came from far
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and wide throughout Victoria to be part of what they regard as a new era in local
government.
The appointment of Mr Stuart Morris will mean that the benefits of restructure will be
able to be taken to the community in a manner which has not been previously possible. It
is the intention of the Government to ensure the maximum community involvement in
the process of consultation and development of local government in Victoria. I welcome
the appointment of Mr Morris and commend it to the House.

PAEDOPHILES
Ms SIBREE (Kew)-Is the Minister for Education aware that since 1983 the Victoria
Police Force has given repeated warnings and advice to the Education Department pursuant
to its Standing Orders concerning child-molesting activities of paedophiles in Victoria?
The policy of the Education Department to all such deviants seems to be-The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member is now expressing an opinion and I
direct her to ask her question.
Ms SIBREE-Is it a fact that the policy of the Minister's department is directed towards
moving such people from one school to another and will the honourable gentleman
confirm or deny that one such teacher has been moved between eight schools during the
past two years?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-Without having the details of the particular
teachers concerned I cannot really give an answer to the question, but if those details are
forwarded to me I will provide the honourable member with an answer later.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMISSION
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale)-I preface my question to the Minister for Employment
and Industrial Affairs by saying that this is a very important day for workers in this State.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member is out of order. Will the honourable
member ask the question?
Mr MICALLEF-In view of the fact that the Occupational Health and Safety
Commission officially begins operating from today, can the Minister inform the House of
the names of the members of the commission and the major functions that it will perform?
Mr CRABB (Minister for EmpJoyment and Industrial Affairs)-I thank the honourable
member for his question and for his continued and abiding interest in promoting the
occupational health and safety of Victorian workers.
The Occupational Health and Safety Commission comes into being on this day and I
am pleased to inform the House that apart from the full-time chairman, Dr Keith Benn, a
prominent medical officer, we have the services of thirteen prominent Victorians who will
take part in the commission, five of whom have been nominated by the Victorian Council
of Employer Associations, five by the Victorian Trades Hall Council and three who have
been appointed by me because of their expertise in the field.
The persons nominated by the employer organizations include Mr John Collins, who,
up until last year, was the very distinguished Executive Director of the Victorian
Automobile Chamber of Commerce. I am pleased that Mr Collins will be able to continue
to give his expertise and advice to the people of the State. The others are Mr Alan Day,
the Victorian Vice-President of the Metal Trades Industry Association; Mr Robert Jarmain,
the Manager of Monsanto Australia Ltd; Mr Kerry Klienberg, General Manager, Industrial
Relations, the Australian Chamber of Manufactures; and Mr David Murden, the Chief
Executive Officer of the Master Builders Association of Victoria.
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I am sure that honourable members will recognize these persons as being among the
front line of the people in the State who are concerned with working conditions for the
work force.
The Victorian Trades Hall Council nominees were: Mr Max Burr, the Assistant Secretary
of the Victorian Trades Hall Council; Mr Frank Churchill, Secretary of the United
Firefighters' Union which has shown an abidin~ interest in these matters; Mr Royce Bird,
Organizer of the Federated Ironworkers AssocIation of Australia; Mr John Corsetti, the
Occupational Health and Safety Officer for the Amalgamated Metal Workers Union; and
Miss Susan Reith, the Health and Safety Officer for the Hospital Employees Federation of
Australia.
Again, all five are trade unionists of some seniority and note in the trade union movement
and they are there because of their long and abiding concern with occupational health and
~fety issues. The three persons appointed for their) expertise are Dr Breen Creightort,
Senior Law Lecturer, University of Melbourne; Mt Peter Clark, Co-ordinator, Health
Safety and Environment, Mobil Oil of Australia, and Miss Kathryn Hely, managing
director of an occupational health and safety consultancy.
I am very confident that this commission represents the most expertise one could
imagine being put' together in a commission of this nature anywhere in Australia and
should be of benefit in carrying out its duties which are to recommend to the Government
the guidelines, regulations, codes of practice and licensing schemes which are designed to
prot~ct the health and safety of workers.
The target of the Government is to rapidly reduce by 10 per cent over the next ten years
the incidence of occupational injury and illness in this State, thereby supportin$ the aims
and objectives of the Occupational Health and Safety Commission in reducing Injuries in
the Victorian workplace.

ALLOCATION TO GAYLINE-TELEPHONE COUNSELLING
SERVICE
Ms SIBREE (Kew)-Will the Treasurer investigate the circumstances surrounding a
payment on 10 September by the Department of Health of a grant of $1665 to the
Gayline-Telephone Counselling Service, which is an organization known fO have
advertised as a contact point for paedophile ~roups in Victoria, and will he Institute
procedures to ensure that such moneys are not dIrected to the assistance of such paedophile
'
groups in t~is State?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I do not know the details relating to the question asked by the
honourable member for Kew. Obviously, the matter is one of priority for the Minister for
.
Health and I will take up the matter with him.

FUNDING FOR CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETIES
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-Will the Minister for Housing indicate to the House the
level of funding that will be provided to co-operative ,housing societies this financial year
and when the recipients of those funds will be notified that the funding is available?
Mr WILKES (Minister for Housing)-As to the amount to be made available this
financial year to co-o~rative housing societies in !this State, I indicate that I have written
to the secretaries of all 'co-operative housing societies advising them that the allocation for
this year will·be $30·6 million, which is $600 000 more than the amount allocated for the
previous year.
Later .this week names from the lists will be forwarded to the secretaries and they will
then be able to proceed to write their loans to eligible persons. The limit for loans has been
increased to $51 000 and all the loans will be written under the capital indexed principle.
That will enable many more persons to become eligible for loans under that ~,ystem.
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The country and metropolitan co-operative housing societies will participate to different
degrees depending on their waiting lists and the amount of institutional fundraising that
they have been able to achieve over the past three years. That will be the only difference
in allocations between metropolitan and country societies.
Due to the interest shown by the honourable member for Murray Valley, I will be
pleased to forward him a list of the matters I have raised today.

AVAILABILITY AND STANDARDS OF TAXI-CABS
Mr CULPIN (Broadmeadows)-Will the Minister for Transport inform the House
what steps the Government is taking regarding the improvement and availability of taxicabs?
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-Over recent months quite a number of
honourable members and members of the community have raised with me the situation
of taxi-cab availability and standards in Melbourne. The taxi-cab industry is an important
part of the general transport services and the Government is concerned to ensure that, not
only in Melbourne but also in the rest of the State, there is adequate provision of taxi -cabs
for the community.
The expansion of the metropolitan area and measures such as the drink-driving legislation
have increased the demand for taxi-cabs. In recent years there has been no response to the
demand for additional taxi-cabs or changes in the rules.
The taxi-cab fleet has not changed in number for the past ten years even though demands
on it have increased. That has resulted in many individual and community complaints
about lack of taxi -cabs, especially during peak hours and on week-ends.
The Government has established an inquiry to report by Christmas on the future
arrangements for the provision of taxi-cabs. That inquiry will be conducted by Mr Foletta
of the road transport licensing committee. It is intended that there will be an examination
of whether further taxi-cab licences should be issued in the metropolitan area; whether the
conditions and restrictions currently imposed should be changed, and whether changes
are necessary to the present regulatory practices of the industry.
For instance, the previous Government abolished the four-year rule for the licensing of
taxis and some taxis are now nine years old. The older taxis are not only less comfortable
to ride in but also have potential safety problems.
The Government also needs to examine whether some special taxi licences should be
made available to assist with peak times rather than taxis bein$ generall¥ over a 24-hour,
seven-day-a-week period. The Government also needs to examIne other Issues such as the
increase in the value of a taxi licence, which has risen from $28 000 to $61 000 in less than
two years. That obviously suggests there is considerable interest in buying taxi licences,
which may well have something to do with their scarcity.
The aim of the Government is to ensure that adequate taxi facilities are available in the
metropolitan area and to ascertain whether the current regulatory arrangements in the taxi
industry, which have been in place for a long time, are relevant any longer to the
requirements of Melbourne.

PAEDOPHILES
Mr CROZIER (Portland)-Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services concerned
that police investigations into paedophiles have been hindered by lack of staff?

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and Emergency Services)-I should be concerned
if the facts were as the honourable member put them to the House. The effective strength
of the Victoria Police Force stands currently at its highest level in Victoria's history. I
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shall take up·the complaint of the honourable member with the police and get back to him
in due course.

TEACHERS' STRIKE
Mrs GLEESON (Thomastown)-In view of the reported industrial action to be taken
by high and technical schoolteachers tomorrow, will the Minister for Education outline to
the House what he considers to be the basis of the teachers' concern?
The SPEAKER-Order! I did not hear the latter part of the question. Did the Minister
hear the question?
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-On a point of order, I believe the question clearly
asked the Minister's opimon and, on that basis, it is out of order.
The SPEAKER-Order! I shall not rule on the point of order, but I ask the honourable
member to repeat the question.

Mrs GLEESON (Thomastown)-In view of the reported industrial action being taken
by high and technical schoolteachers tomorrow, will the Minister outline to the House the
basis of the teachers' concerns?
The SPEAKER-Order! There is no point of order. I call the Minister for Education.
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-The Government views the projected strike by
technical and secondary schoolteachers tomorrow as frivolous, totally unjustified and
absolutely unnecessary. I met with the teacher unions about a fortnight ago and I gave
them my assurance that the Government was prepared to instruct the Education
Department to enter into detailed negotiations over a log of claims proposed by the teacher
unions. The House should be aware that the total cost of the 10S of claims demanded by
the teacher unions amounts to the enormous sum of $270 milhon. I do not believe any
Government in a time of restraint can justify expenditure of that magnitude.
The Cain Government has improved the quality of educatio.n, teacher salaries and
teacher conditions. It has achieved smaller class sizes, the best teacher-pupil ratio in
Australia, higher teacher salaries and better learning opportunities.
The Budget has increased expenditure on each pupil in Government schools by 8·6 per
cent; that is an increase in real terms. It has also provided for more clerical assistants to
be made available and for integration aides, as well as increased funds for literacy and
numeracy, computer education and music programs in both primary and secondary
schools.
One matter that appears to be in dispute is class sizes. Under this Government, 90 per
cent of classes in pnmary schools have fewer than 30 pupils, which compares to 78 per
cent under the previous Liberal Government; 90 per cent of classes in secondary schools
have fewer than 25 pupils, which compares with 65 per cent before the Cain Government
came into office; and 90 per cent of classes in technical schools have fewer than 20 pupils.
The facts are that the Cain Government has spent 17 per cent more than the national
average on each student enrolled in Government secondary schools, which are facing a
strike tomorrow. That is a record second to none.
The Government has nothing to be ashamed of in its record of education. The best
advice I can give to teachers is to get back to work and to tell their unions to sit down and
negotiate with the Government.

STATE INSURANCE OFFICE
Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-I refer the Treasurer to the fact that the State Insurance
Office has been losing $2 million--

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER-Order! I ask the House to come to order.
Mr STOCKDALE-Thank you, Mr Speaker. I refer the Treasurer to the fact that the
State Insurance Office has been losing $2 million a day. I ask the Treasurer whether the
State Insurance Office has now shelved plans for a new $73 million headquarters building.
Is it also selling fifteen properties from its investment portfolio?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-This is almost like a slow-motion replay because I am asked
the same sorts of questions day after day. I should make sure that the record on the State
Insurance Office is kept straight. Where the State Insurance Office operates in competition
with the private sector, it makes a profit. The Opposition still does not understand that,
and keeps raising this· issue.
On investment decisions and property sales of the State Insurance Office, it makes
decisions based on .the best rates of return on investment. The honourable member for
Brighton asked this 'question, yet only two weeks ago a newspaper article stated that the
State Insurance Office was rationalizing some of its properties in order to have a more
balanced portfolio. It has absolutely nothing to do with the issue of third-party insurance,
as was implied in the question asked by the honourable member.
The Government is undertaking a detailed review of third-party insurance. It is accepted
by the Government that third-party insurance includes a provision for a social welfare
payment. The Government totally rejects the approach taken by the Liberal Party which
..
advocated a 65 per cent increase in third-party insurance premiums.

TATTSLOTTO
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Lowan)-Is the Minister for Sport and Recreation aware of the
concern expressed by many Victorians about the major discrepancy between the value of
the first division prize for Tattslotto compared with that for second division? If so, what
action can the Minister take to overcome this discrepancy?
.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER-Order! Would the honourable member please repeat the latter part of
the question? '~
Mr W. D. McGRATH-What action is the Minister prepared to take to alleviate some
of that concern?
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Sport and Recreation)-It is true that some controversial
moves have been made in recent months by the George Adams organization. I assume
they were made in an endeavour to increase turnover and make the game more popular
with the public. Those moves have a relationship to the concern with prize differences
that the honourable member mentions.
One of the controversial moves involved increasing the number of numbers available
for selection from 40 to 45 to bring the game into line with some overseas countries. That
move has not been the success at this stage that the George Adams organization perhaps
had expected as a result of surveys that it conducted, although it expected some downturn
of a temporary nature. The situation is probably similar to that which. occurs when train
and tram fares are increased: initially there is a drop in patronage, but then patronage
returns.
I spoke last week to Mr Fair and Mr Gillooly, the top personnel in the George Adams
organization and they advised me that a turnover trough had been reached and that
turnover is now increasing. I am not sure whether it is back to the point where it was
formerly.
The amount of the prizes has also been the subject of controversy. I understand that the
George Adams organization will have a board meeting this week. I do not know wheth~r
those matters are to be raised. However, I shall contact Mr Jim Fair today or tomorrow
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and provide the honourable member with any available information on the matter before
the end of the week.

VICTORIA'S ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
Mr SHELL (Geelong)-Will the Premier inform the House on Victoria's economic
performance, as indicated by the figures released by the National Institute of Labour
Studies?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I am delighted to say that the figures released last week by the
institute confirm Victoria's position as the leader in the economic recovery that is occurring.
The figures indicate that the employment growth in Victoria for the quarter ended August
1985 had increased by 2·9 per cent as compared with the figure for the August 1984
quarter, and that figure compared with 2·2 per cent for the rest of Australia.
Mr Jolly-Not a bad performance!
Mr CAIN-It was a very good performance. Even more impressive, employment for
that critical fifteen to nineteen-year-old group increased by 4·2 per cent in Victoria as
compared with 0·3 per cent for Australia.
Other indicators of employment growth included the Australian Bureau of Statistics'
figures for job vacancies, which indicated an increase of 124 per cent during the year for
Victoria, as compared with 39 per cent for Australia. In other words, Victoria accounted
for more than 33 per cent of job vacancies in Australia for the August 1985 quarter. That
figure is staggering when one has regard to the fact that Victoria's population represents
only 26 per cent of the Australian population. I repeat that Victoria provided 33 per cent
of all job vacancies in this country.
Everyone is aware that unemployment in Victoria over the twelve months has decreased
by 7·9 per cent as compared with a 5 per cent drop for Australia, as a whole, and this
despite a rise in labour force participation in this State. Teenage employment dropped
20·5 per cent in Victoria as compared with 12·5 per cent for Au~tralia. In the month of
August Victoria's unemployment rate of 6·2 per cent was the lowest in Australia since
August 1982-the lowest in three years.
In its latest report, the institute had no hesitation in awarding this State the premiership
for economic performance.

DELIBERATIVE VOTE OF PRESIDING OFFICER
Mr JOHN (Bendigo East)-I refer the Premier to the fact that, against the Premier's
initial wishes, the Attorney-General has released portion of the legal opinion of the Crown
Solicitor concerning the voting powers of the President of the Legislative Council. Will
the Premier inform the House why seven pages of that legal opinion were suppressed by
the Government?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-My understanding is-and I suggest that the honourable member
speak to the Attorney-General about it-that the pages to which he referred relate to
another matter entirely. The Attorney-General released an opinion that contained two
matters, one of which was the subject of the inquiry.
I made it clear last week that the Government was determined to protect the Cabinet
oyster, as I have described it, in respect of freedom of information applications. The
opinion to which reference has been made, and about which there was some dispute, was
whether the opinion of the Solicitor-General was a Cabinet document. It was referred to
in debate in the other place and in press references that the document had been shown to
the President of the Legislative Council. That report was incorrect; it had not been shown
to the President. The President was shown the opinion ofa solicitor of the Crown Solicitor,
not of the Solicitor-General.
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The matter became quite childish in another place. It was a case of"Y ou show me yours
and I will show you mine".

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CAIN-That is true; that is what members of the Opposition were saying. They
wanted to exchange documents, but I became sick of it. I inform the honourable member
for Bendigo East and everyone else that I became sick and tired of the way members of the
Opposition in another place were playing like children. I told them, "Take it all; it does
not matter". The two opinions were the same anyway, so no point could be made.
The Government intends to use all in its power to ensure that the Freedom of Information
Act is not abused in Victoria and is not used in a way that seeks to intrude into the
structure of Cabinet. I made that point clear when I introduced the Bill. The Government
has been generous in the access that it has made available.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CAIN-I believe the Government has been extremely generous, more generous
than Governments administering other Freedom of Information Acts. I have examined
Acts of the United States of America and the Commonwealth, and the Victorian
Government has been much more generous.
I shall do all in my power to prevent any intrusion into the Cabinet process and I hope
that will be supported by all honourable members. The proper government of Australia
and the States depends upon an efficient and properly run Cabinet structure.

TAXATION COMMITMENT OF GOVERNMENT
Mr McDONALD (Whittlesea)-Can the Treasurer inform the House of the performance
of the Government in relation to the taxation commitrnent given prior to the election?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-It is important to note that since the Labor Party has been in
government it has endeavoured to keep taxation to a minimum in Victoria.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JOLLY-For the edification of the Opposition, when the Labor Party came to office
in 1982, it found that the taxation receipts as a percentage of non-farm gross domestic
product were 5 per cent for 1981-82.
Despite the fact that the Government inherited a financial shambles and a huge forward
Budget deficit, the Government anticipates, as a result of a tax constraints policy, that the
percentage of tax receipts over non-farm gross domestic product will fall to 4·8 per cent.
That is a significant reduction of the total taxation receipts as a percentage of output and
goods and services in Victoria.
The Government has demonstrated its commitment to taxation restraint. The Premier
and I have already stated that the Government will adhere to a policy where no over-all
increase in the tax rate will occur in Victoria. That means that for the second term of the
Cain Government, taxation growth will be restricted to the underlying inflation plus
growth.
While speaking on economic growth, I reiterate the figures mentioned by the Premier
today. The growth rate in employment and output in this State represents the best
performance in more than three decades in Victoria. We can look to the future with
considerable optimism in regard to economic activity and employment.

DIRECTOR OF CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I refer the Premier to his answer last week regarding
the Chisholm Institute of Technology golden handshake. Will the legal opinion of the
Crown Solicitor be released this week so that the public can see how money is being spent?
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On behalf of the Government will the Premier give an assurance that the Opposition's
request under the Freedom of Information Act will not be hindered?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-Applications under the Freedom of Information Act are dealt
with by public servants in the way directed by the Act. I have not discussed the opinion
referred to with the Minister for Education. The honourable member should take up the
matter with the Minister.
Mr Lieberman-I have, and he refused to make it available.
Mr CAIN-That was his decision, and I stand by it, if that is what he said. The role this
Government plays in this matter must be understood. These institutions regard themselves
as being independent and take it upon themselves to say that they ought not be in a
position in which they have to reveal what they choose not to reveal to maintain that
independence. I understand the engagement of staff is one of those matters. The honourable
member for Benambra ought not to Question lightly the desirability of independence of
academic institutions.
Mr Lieberman-I am not.
Mr CAIN-Okay. Not 1 cent of Victorian money is involved in this area.
Mr Lieberman-It is taxpayers' money.
Mr CAIN-Yes, but it is Australian Government money, not money for which the
Victorian Government is accountable or responsible to this Parliament or anywhere else.
That point should be stressed. We have been more than patient in the stand taken by the
institute and I believe the Minister has acted responsibly and properly.

PETITION
The Clerk-I have received the following petition for presentation to Parliament:

St Kilda Income Stretchers Resource Centre
TOTHE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OFTHE LHilSLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

This humble petition of the undersigned citizens ofSt Kild~ showcth:
That the St Kilda Income Stretchers Resource Centre (S.K.I.S.) is the only community based organization
formed to offer the unemployed, unskilled and socially disad vantaged residents of St Kilda area a resource for
mutual assistance.
The urgent need for this centre is evidenced by growing numbers of services initiated by S.K.I.S. members and
the referrals received by organizations such as St Kilda Council, Brotherhood of St Laurence, Council for the
Single Mother and Her Child, Meals on Wheels etc.
In February 1985. the Honourable Premier, Mr John Cain, launched a $10 million campaign to fight poverty
in Victoria at a public meeting held at S.K.I.S. headquarters. At that meeting, Mr Cain praised S.K.I.S. for the
"excellent work being done for the low income families in St Kilda".
S.K.I.S. is in urgent need offunding for it to continue serving its members. Iffunding is not provided S.K.I.S.
will be forced to close and St Kilda's poorer residents will lose the only community based service that specifically
addresses the social problems affecting those forced to live in poverty.
We the undersigned, believe that S.K.I.S. should receive ongoing funding so that it can continue this vital
service.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Victorian Government ensure S.K.I.S. receives adequate
funding.
And your petitioners as in duty bound will every pray.

By Mr Sidiropoulos (43 signatures)
It was ordered that the petition be laid on the table.
Session 1985-16
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DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL TO HONOURABLE MEMBERS
The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the House that it is not the usual practice for attendants
to distribute material in the manner in which material has just been distributed. The
normal procedure is for material to be placed in honourable members' boxes.

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS ORDERS
Mr CAIN (Premier)-By leave, I move:
That there be presented to this House a copy of the Administrative Arrangements Orders Nos 33 to 34 of 1985.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Premier) presented the orders in compliance with the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the orders be laid on the table.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid
on the table by the Clerk:
Law Reform Commission-Report on unsworn statements in criminal trials.
Police and Emergency Services-Reports ofthe Ministry for the year 1984-85.
Premier and Cabinet-Report of the department for the year 1984-85.
Public Service Board-Report for the year I 984-85-0rder to be printed.
Public Works Department-Report for the year 1984-85.
Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) Act I 982-Notice ofa guarantee executed in favour ofWestpac
Banking Corporation for financial accommodation made to South Eastern Medical Complex Ltd.
Statutory Rule under the following Act:
Annual Reporting Act 1983-No. 311.
Victorian Arts-Reports of the council and the Ministry for the year 1984-85.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES BILL
The SPEAKER-Order! I intend to rule on the point of order raised last Tuesday by
the honourable member for Gippsland East. The honourable member raised a point of
order on the form and content of the Residential Tenancies Bill and sought a ruling as to
whether the Bill, as presented to the House, was in order. I deferred ruling on the matter
at that time to enable a proper examination to be made of the Bill.
In the past it has been the practice for BilJs to be structured so as to provide for an
enacting formula, long and short titles, preambles where necessary, and for numbered
clauses and schedules.
This Bill conforms to that structure but provides additional matters within what is
normally regarded as the body of the Bill. In the sense that the normal structure has been
adhered to, I find that the Bill is in order.
In respect of particular matters raised by the honourable member, I make the following
observations:
The enacting formula reads:
The Parliament of Victoria enacts as follows-

which varies from the form used in the past section 15 of the Constitution Act vests the
legislative power in the Queen, the Council and the Assembly, known as the Parliament
of Victoria. The use of the new terminology therefore appears to accurately describe the
enactment process.

Industrial Relations Bill
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The Residential Tenancies Bill departs significantly from the usual Bill format by
including footnotes, notes and tables of contents within the text of the Bill. Usually such
guidelines appear in the form of explanatory memoranda attached to the front of the Bill
before the enacting paragraph.
The question therefore arises as to whether such material forms part of the Bill and
requires formal consideration by the House or whether it should be regarded solely as an
aid to the substantive clauses and schedules.
Reference to the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984, section 36, indicates that
footnotes, and in ~his case the note appearing on pages 87 to 91, do not form part of an
Act. Accordingly, the footnotes and note to this Bill do not require formal consideration.
The status of the tables of contents that appear throughout the Bill is not clear. To avoid
confusion, I am of the opinion that they should be removed from the body of the Bill and
attached to the front of the Bill.
In summary, I rule that the Bill as introduced is in order and, with the concurrence of
the House, I direct that the Bill be reprinted before the second reading to relocate the
tables of contents.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS (COMPLEMENTARY INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS SYSTEM) BILL
Mr CR",BB (Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Industrial Relations Act ~ 979, and for other pUfJ)oses.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

LOTTERIES GAMING AND BETTING (GAMING MACHINES)
BILL
:

J

The message from the Council relating to the amendment in this Bill was taken into
consideration.

Council's amendment:
Insert the following new clause to follow clause 4:
Sunset Provision.
"AA. The amendments made to the Principal Act by section 4 continue in force until 31 May 1986 and no
longer and on and after I June 1986 the Principal Act shall have effect as if this Act had not been enacted.".

Mr TREZISE (Minister for Sport and Recreation)-I move:
That the amendment be agreed to.

The purpose of the amendment is as stated in the second-reading speech, namely, that the
provisions in the Bill were an interim measure which were in line with the request of the
policeto'combat a growing problem. The Government has said that there would be further
additional amendments to close further loopholes subject to the report by Mr Eddy being
fina~ized and action decided upon by the Government and the Parliament.
Therefore, the recent Bill that went from this House to the other place was passed
subject to its provisions expiring under a sunset clause on 31 May 1986. The Government
belIeves on or before that date the further steps I iterated in the earlier debate will have
taken place to ensure that the Act will be sufficiently strong to combat the problem that
concerns the police. The request of the police was for an interim measure and the
Government believes this Bill will guarantee that further stronger steps will be taken to
overcome the problem by May 1986.
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Mr W. D. McGRATH (Lowan)-The National Party supports the amendment. As
honourable members will recall, when the Bill was before the House there was much
criticism-especially from the honourable member for Gisborne-about this Bill and the
previous Bill and the fact that the Government had not taken up some of the
recommendations from the Eddy report. In the other place, it was suggested that the Bill
should be opposed and not be proceeded with to force the Government into a position of
putting the options into a new Bill.
The National Party would not oppose the options suggested in the Eddy report being
incorporated in the Bill, but it considers that there would be some delay with the Bill being
redrafted and again presented to both Houses. When the previous Bill was before the
House approximately twelve or eighteen months ago, a moratorium was introduced on its
provisions until 1 January 1985, so that the proprietors of these machines would have an
opportunity of disposing of them.
In the interim, what actually happened was that the microchip, in many cases, was
changed over to a different format from that which was previously used. The people who
made these changes believed that made these machines legal and, of course, under the
previous legislation that did make them legal machines. The police had great difficulty
when coming to seize the machines or put the gaming operations out of business. That is,
of course, why the proposed legislation has come to the Parliament-so that the Minister
can tighten up certain provisions in the law.
When the debate was in progress in another place, I had discussion with the Honourable
D. M. Evans concerning how the problem could be overcome and the National Party
decided that a sunset clause would be an appropriate solution. It would give the Minister
the opportunity to have the Bill passed by Parliament and proclaimed as soon as he
wished, and at the same time allow the police to remove gaming machines from amusement
parlours, thereby restricting some of the gaming operations.
The three main points in the Eddy report are:
Recommendation No. I-The Amusement Machine Operators Association Ltd considers that subterfuge
gaming devices such as in-line or bingo machines and video or poker machines be banned immediately.
Recommendation No. 2-The association considers that it is desirable to have uniformity of town planning
and health Act requirements throughout Victoria relating to amusement centres.
Recommendation No. 3-The association considers that amusement machine operators should be subject to
licensing and that for this purpose an Amusement Industry Statutory Regulation and Licensing Board should be
established.

Basically, the National Party believes they are three sound, sensible recommendations if
the Government really intends to get on top of the gaming machine problems in amusement
parlours. So far the Government has certainly done nothing to help young people who
visit amusement parlours for recreation.
It has been recorded by those who investigated the matter that this sort of activity on
the part of young people does lead, in many cases, to petty theft and corruption within
society. That sort of thing should not be taking place. By agreeing to the insertion of the
sunset clause, the Minister will be able to put the proposed legislation into immediate
operation and give the police the power they need. The proposed sunset clause would
remain in force until 31 May 1986.

If the Minister is fair dinkum about finding a solution to this problem, he will have the
recommendations of the Eddy report framed into legislation and have it passed in the
autumn sessional period, at the very latest. If he wished to move quickly, he would have
such proposed legislation passed in the spring sessional period. He could prepare a Bill in
the next week or so and I am sure the Liberal Party, through the honourable member for
Gisborne, would support the Bill. The honourable member was strong and vocal in his
criticism of this Bill. He has seen the value of the recommendations of the Eddy report, as
he pointed out during the second-reading debate.
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I should think the National Party would also support the Minister if he were to bring in
a new Bill that included the recommendations, especially those relating to the licensing of
machines. There would be no need for another bureaucratic structure to be set up.
The Raffles and Bingo Permits Board could be the licensing board. The National Party
will support the Government in implementing those recommendations. I suggest that the
Minister should move as quickly as possible.
The Government was not successful in its original attempt to tighten up the law relating
to gaming machines in amusement parlours. It now has this opportunity, if staff of the
Department of Sport and Recreation act quickly, of proclaiming this Bill an Act of
Parliament before Christmas. This would put into effect the recommendations of the Eddy
report and would make amusement parlours a much better environment for people who
wish to frequent them.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-I support the National Party in its stance on this
amendment. I join the honourable member for Lowan in supporting the Minister's
intention to bring forward a registration or some other acceptable control mechanism for
this industry.
I mentioned in October last year during the second-reading debate on the Bill then
before the House, that that Bill would not achieve the ends that were needed. I urged the
Government at that time to act. This amendment will ensure that the Government does
act, eliminating inactivity and tardiness in the Government system. The Government at
least will have the opportunity of fully evaluating and implementing some of the
recommendations from the reports available. These recommendations have come from
the Amusement Machine Operators Association of Victoria Ltd, from the submissions I
gave to the Minister from the Open Family Foundation and from the Government's
commissioned report of the working party into amusement machines and amusement
parlours, which will no doubt be known as the Eddy report.
The Amusement Machine Operators Association of Victoria Ltd was the controlling
body of this industry and spoke for the industry until late last year when a split occurred
and several members broke away and formed the Council of Accredited Amusement
Operators, known as CAAO. If the Minister is seeking advice he should consult this group.
Two gentlemen in this group who have a lot of expertise and knowledge and who can
express themselves succinctly are Mr Thomas Davenport and his associate, Mr Sandy
Hazelbrook. These gentlemen should be consulted and given every encouragement to
assist the Minister so that the Bill can come before Parliament, if possible, before the
autumn sessional period next year. The industry should then be more competently
controlled, not in bits and pieces as is happening at present.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston South)-I support the comments of the honourable
member for Gisborne. In relation to the licensing of amusement parlours, it is important
that, in the short term, that is within the next eight months, something positive is done.
However, one other aspect is involved. The amendment made by the Legislative Council
proposes a sunset clause to finish on 1 June 1986.
There are approximately 3000 to 6000 illegal gaming machines in Victoria. There were
3000 gaming machines when the problem was previously discussed, and not one of them
has been removed from the community-instead, the figures have doubled.
If there are 6000 gaming machines in Victoria and if they are to be eliminated from the
community in eight or nine months, 150 machines will have to be removed each week.
That will take many people. It has been suggested that members of the Police Force or of
any other group that will be removing the gaming machines from the community will
seize approximately 30 machines a week. If that is the case, it will be some two years
before all the gaming machines are eliminated from the market-place.
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I want the Minister for Sport and Recreation to be aware that many resources will be
needed to eliminate the gaming machines. I would hate to find that there are still 2000 or
3000 gaming machines in the market-place on 1 June 1986. I add that warning during the
debate and I hope the gaming machines can be eliminated in the time set down.
The motion was agreed to.

NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE BILL
The debate (adjourned from September 17) on the motion of Mr Trezise (Minister for
Sport and Recreation) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-The Bill has created much discussion in the community.
It can be properly summed up in one phrase-the centre will 'be known as "Cain~s
Cathedral". The centre will be constructed as a monument to the Premier; it will be done
without consultation, discussion, forethought and without anyone knowing exactly what
will happen and how much the centre will cost the public.
Mr Fordham-Are you going to vote for it?
Mr REYNOLDS-Ifthe Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources would be a
little patient he may find out.
'
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member for Gisborne
should ignore the Minister f~r Industry, Technology and Resources.
Mr REYNOLDS-The Bill establishes a National Tennis Centre Trust which will be
the trustee of more than 6 hectares of land in Flinders Park on which will be constructed
a tennis centre with the main stadium, or centre court, seating 15 000 people. The court
will be used alternatively as 'an entertainment centre on an estimated 46 days of the year.
The Opposition does not disagree with the principle of a National Tennis Centre. In
fact, it believes a need exists for such 'a centre and fhat it should be in Melbourne.
However, members of the Opposition have distinct reservations about the proposals
contained in the Bill and the location of the stadium.
The National Tennis Centre Trust will act as a body corporate and will comprise
thirteen members who will be appointed by the Governor in Council. The trust will be an
excellent mix and the Opposition has no quarrel with its make-up.
The Opposition is also concerned about the $53 million for the construction of the
centre and some of the ancillary works. The money will be borrowed by the National
Tennis Centre Trust and by the Government financing agency known as VICFIN. The
gravest concern is that the borrowings will be guaranteed by the Treasurer, you and me,
Mr Deputy Speaker, and the public of Victoria. In other words, if the centre fails or falls
short, Victorians will have to pick up the pieces.
The centre will have sixteen outdoor and eight indoor tennis courts. Courts Nos 1 and
2 will be away from the centre court and they will seat 6000 and 3000 people respectively.
Another concern that has been expressed is that stage 2 will be constructed on the 10limont
railway site, and it may be completed by the turn of the century, fifteen years away, if ever!
I thank the Minister and his department for the briefings that I have had during the past
three or four months since the announcement by the Premier that a National Tennis
Centre would be established. The Minister has made information and the department
available to members of the back bench and me at any time. Since the original
announcement was made by the Premier, the plans for the centre have varied considerably.
First the proposal for the centre was to cover some of the railway land known as the
10limont rail yards and part of Ainders Park. The next proposal was in line with the area
mentioned in Part 2 of the schedule to the Bill, which is diagonally marked, horizontally
hatched and cross-hatched.
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The latest proposal was announced in a recent burst of publicity generated by the
Premier and it does not agree with that proposed in Part 2 of the schedule. It varies in that
the outdoor courts extend farther to the east between the railway land and the Old Scotch
College oval, which means that the oval will have to be relocated slightly. Where is the
present plan? Where will the National Tennis Centre be erected? Victorians have a right
to know.
Responsible sources have informed me that the final position has still not been decided.
The City of Melbourne Corporation, the people of Victoria and all those interested in the
tennis centre deserve to know where it will be built. They want to know whom it will affect
and who will be the users of the centre. The variations in the plans make it difficult for
those people to plan ahead.
The Premier recognized that it was to the political advantage of the Government to
force the Victorian Football League to play the grand final at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. The Melbourne Cricket Ground was the traditional venue and the Government
believed the grand final should remain there because it had been played there for many
years and was a tradition.
I wonder whether tradition has now been thrown out the window because the Australian
tennis championships and other important tournaments have been played at Kooyong
tennis stadium for many years. It seems that tradition does not hold much water in this
case.
I have tried to be constructive about the Bill, as will other members of the Opposition,
and I recognize there are certain arguments in favour of the proposal. The Opposition
does not disagree with some aspects of the Bill.
A National Tennis Centre is needed in Australia because the current facilities are
inadequate. Australia must have a new tennis centre to retain one of the four world grand
slam tournaments. The Kooyong stadium is inadequate and obsolete in its current state.
If Melbourne does not get its act together and propose a suitable plan, the Lawn Tennis
Association of Australia will arrange for another Australian city to be the venue of the
National Tennis Centre.
Melbourne also needs a mass entertainment centre. The Sports and Entertainment
Centre is Victoria's largest covered venue with a maximum seating capacity of 7000, but
it is uncomfortable.
The Melbourne Cricket Club and the Olympic Park Committee of Management have
identified the need for an entertainment centre, and have undertaken investigations.
Unfortunately the Government has not consulted with the Melbourne Cricket Club or the
Olympic Park Committee of Management about what investigations have been undertaken
and what plans they have for the future.
The proposed venue of the tennis centre has some points in its favour, but other aspects
concern the Opposition. The availability of the Jolimont railyards for stage 2 is in doubt.
The 10limont railway yards have to be relocated but, according to the 10limont combined
shop committee, that relocation could cost $175 million. Who will foot that bill? You are
right, Mr Deputy Speaker; it will be you, I and the Victorian taxpayers.
The National Tennis Centre will create jobs and will encourage tourism in Melbourne.
The Government announced the project prior to the last election. The Opposition is being
honest and fair when it acknowledges that fact. The tennis centre will have synthetic
courts, which will enable tennis to be played in all weather conditions. Honourable members
realize the inclement weather that Melbourne experiences.
The proposed stadium will also provide for top-class tennis to be played at night and,
will allow media coverage to operate under better standards and facilities than are currently
available. Together with the Australian Open being played at the tennis centre, the Davis
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Cup, Victorian Country Week, Federation Cup, school championships and other
tournaments can be watched by thousands.
Mr Trezise-And courts will be available for public hire.
Mr REYNOLDS-As the Minister interjects, the courts will be available for public
hire. There are three main areas where the Opposition has difficulty in accepting the
proposal. These three areas are centered around the doubt about the need for guarantees
and the lack of information that has been made available to the Opposition.
The Government states categorically that four areas within the vicinity of the tennis
centre are to be returned to parklan(~. Those four c;reas include two asphalt car parks, one
in Swan Street opposite Olympic Pan, No. I oval, and the other between the Old Xaverians
oval and an athletic training track. The Opposition has no quarrel with those areas being
restored to public parkland, but they are small areas and are nowhere near the 6 hectares
that are being developed.
The Government has also said that it will relocate the Army depot. The Opposition has
endeavoured to obtain ironclad guarantees from the Premier for many weeks. No doubt
the Premier will declare the centre open just prior to the 1989 State elections and call it
"Cain's Cathedral".
Mrs Wilson-"Cain's Court".
Mr REYNOLDS-That is even better. No written assurances have been given by the
Premier despite questions without notice from the Opposition and despite this matter
being raised during the debate on motions for the adjournment of both Houses of
Parliament.
In today's Sun newspaper-no doubt the most accurate paper-an article about the
proposed National Tennis Centre states in part:
The State and Federal Government have agreed in principle to a land swap as part of the $53 million national
tennis centre planned for Jolimont.

They may have agreed in principle but there is nothing in writing, no ironclad guarantee.
The Premier, no doubt, rang up the Prime Minister and asked, "What will happen about
this Army land, Bob?"
Mr Trezise-We have a letter.
Mr REYNOLDS-Why has the Opposition not been shown the letter? The Government
is hiding the information. The principles of open government go out the window; they
espouse these principles but do not practice them.
Nowhere in the proposal is there an indication of what the cost of relocating the Army
depot will be. The cost for the demolition of the buildings currently situated on this land
and landscaping is allowed for in the $3·6 million of ancillary work but no amount has
been set aside to relocate the Army depot.
Will the Federal Government or the State Government pay for it? The Opposition does
not know, but it has asked these questions.
The third area of concern, and of more conjecture, is that that part of the ground to be
landscaped and returned to the public as open land is the present athletics training track
at the corner of Punt Road and Swan Street. It is a small triangular piece of land at the
eastern end of Flinders Park; one side abuts railway land, another Punt Road and the
other Swan Street. You, Mr Deputy Speaker, or I, or anyone can walk over every SQuare
inch of that area. Access to the public is limited only when people are practising hammer
throwing late in the evenings and when competitions are being held. At all other times
anyone can walk around that land; there are no fences and there are no charges; it is open
park grassland except for the track and a games throwing area. To propose that this section
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of land, open to the public as it is, will be landscaped-at great cost to the Victorian
people-is sheer humbug.
The Government is committing a giant con trick on the people of Victor ~ by saying
that the 6 hectares of beautiful open parkland that the Government intends tJ take from
the public to build a National Tennis Centre will be replaced. This area is presently used
for several sports. The Moomba organization uses it throughout the Moomba festivities.
The organizing committee of that activity has not been consulted by the Government over
this proposal. Wirth's Circus and other circuses visiting Melbourne use this area. It
contains a cricket pitch, three rugby fields and a sports training area which is used for
sports training during the athletics season. Further, a kite flying club uses the area and
exhibitions are held there.
Every active and passive recreational activity that uses this area will need to be relocated.
To where? The training track at the eastern end will need to be relocated. I am informed
by the Olympic Park committee of management and by the Victorian Athletic Association
that it is imperative that the track be relocated close to the present Olympic Park No. 1
oval which is the athletic stadium, because it is used on numerous occasions. The hammer
throwing event and some field events (. re held in this area when other events are occurring
at the stadium, and the winners of those events go to the stadium to be presented with
their awards.
There is no doubt that this land is used. It is used both for practice and for some
competition events. The Melbourne City Corporation obviously is concerned at the
Government's guarantee of replacement parklands. The Sun of 24 September reported:
The $53 million, centre, planned as a spacious new home for the Australian Open, will eat up 6 hectares of
riverside parkland and the council is not satisfied with the Government's commitments to replace it.
It has called of a binding guarantee that the parks will be replaced by land of equal quality.

There has been no assurance of that by the Government, even in press releases today when
the Opposition flushed out the Premier to make a press statement on the subject. The
article continues:
Councillors have also demanded an urgent meeting with the Government to discuss the project and a fresh
investigation of its economic viability.

I wonder whether that has occurred. Councillor Winsome McCaughey, who is the
chairwoman of the health and community services committee of the Corporation of the
City of Melbourne, has been most vocal in seeking further assurances from the Government,
but to my knowledge she is yet to receive such assurances.
The Opposition has 3~0 been concerned enough to make a number of freedom of
information requests to various departments. A request was made to the Department of
Sport and Recreation 26 days ago, but the Opposition has not yet received a reply. The
Opposition has made freedom of information requests to the departments of planning and
environment; conservation, forests and lands; transport; the Premier; local government
and to the Olympic Park Committee of Management. Only the last has had the courtesy
to reply to the Opposition, which received a reply last Friday. I am grateful for that reply
and I shall refer to it later.
The Labor Party espouses a policy of open government but does not practise it. Indeed,
when the Opposition made a freedom of information request for correspondence between
the Department of Sport and Recreation and other departments relating specifically to the
proposed National Tennis Centre, the Government clammed up.
The second area of major concern is that of the financial predictions-how much will
the centre cost the taxpayer? I thank the Minister for Sport and Recreation for arranging a
briefing between the Opposition and officers from the departments of management and
budget and sport and recreation. However, the Opposition believes the information
provided was inadequate.
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The Opposition asked for a specific deficit cash flow estimate, which it believes is critical
to a financial analysis of the centre but was told that that information is confidential
between the Department of Management and Budget and the Lawn Tennis Association of
Australia.
The Government should make that information available to the Leaders of the
Opposition and the National Party on a confidential basis, if need be, to determine
whether it indicates financial viability for the project. Although the shadow Treasurer will
speak later on the financial aspects of the Bill, I should like to use a quote which sums up
the position regarding the financial viability of the project. I refer to a report by Peat
Marwick which was commissioned by the Government to compile a financial report on
the project. That report states, inter alia:
Although it is unlikely that any of the options available will generate sufficient funds to meet interest and loan
repayments at current commercial rates, each of the options considered generates positive cash flows over a 20
year project life which can be utilized to meet varying proportions of these requirements.

That statement by the Government's own analyst is a damning indictment of the financial
viability of the project.
The third area of concern relates to the problems that will be faced by those of us who
wish to drive a motor car to the National Tennis Centre or any other venue in the area.
Access to the area and parking when one arrives, as well as egress from the venue, will be
difficult.
Punt Road, Swan Street, Batman A venue, Alexandra A venue and the Swan Street
bridge are, as all honourable members realize, totally inadequate and are clogged with
traffic at peak hour periods a ;ld at any other busy times. That problem will be further
exacerbated. The West Gate Freeway is to be extended through a link-up with Swan Street.
Also, if the Government fulfils its promise to remove the toll on the West Gate Bridge, it
will result in an addition of traffic on the West Gate Freeway and, therefore, further
exacerbate the traffic problem in Swan Street.
Some views have been expressed that better traffic management, traffic li~t co-ordination
and so on could help. There is no doubt that an upgrading of Punt Road IS desirable, but I
dare say it is a long way away and will cost a significant amount of money. There is no
guarantee that that will occur. Therefore, there will be a clogging of traffic moving in and
out of the area, nestled under the City of Melbourne against the 10limont railway yard
workshops. No doubt, another major problem will be driving one's car out of the car park.
Currently, some 1970 parking spaces exist in the area, which exist on the two paved
areas on the north side of Swan Street, the on-street parking and, of course, the large area
in front of the Olympic Park No. 2 oval, which is a greyhound racing track.
The environment effects assessment suggests that there is a need for some 3200 car
parking spaces to meet peak demand on about ten occasions a year. Those 3200 spaces
will be used in peak demand on ten occasions a year, but it does not take into account the
use of venues other than the National Tennis Centre and the State Sports and Entertainment
Centre.
I can find nowhere in the report a statement that one of the other venues might be used
at the same time. I wonder whether there will be a function at the Sidney Myer Music
Bowl; whether something will be taking place at the State Swimming Centre; or the
Olympic Park No. 1 oval, which is the athletic track; or whether something will be held at
the greyhound racing track. Will a function or sports event be held at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground? No one knows whether that will occur, and that is not taken into account.
To accommodate 3200 cars, it is intended to spend some $10 million-which is $10
million of taxpayers' money-to build a four-tier car park to house 1000 cars on the paved
area in front of the Olympic Park No. 2 oval. The Minister asks, by interjection, how I
know that the $10 million to be spent is taxpayers' money. I know because the Minister
told me. He said that the $13·6 million is Government money; that the $13·6 million for
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ancillary work will pay for it. If that is not taxpayers' money, honourable members have
been sold yet another pup.
Where will one find the 3200 car parking spaces? Some 300 spaces will be within the
National Tennis Centre. If the Minister or anyone else believes the 300 car parking spaces
in the centre will be available for public use, they are in "'Noddy" land. If an event of any
sort is he1q, players.and members of the media will also attend, whether the event held is
a mass entertainment promotion or is a tennis event. Officials, guests and freebies will
take up most of the 300 car spaces. Those car spaces will not be available to the paying
public who attend the National Tennis Centre.
There are to be 1000 car spaces within the new four-tier car park and 350 car spaces on
the asphalt area surrounding it. In addition, there are to be 650 car parking spaces along
Swan Street and Batman A venue. That gives a total of 2300 car spaces at peak period
when 3200 car spaces are needed, so another 900 car spaces will have to be found. Cars
will be parked also on public parkland between the Richmond Cricket Ground and the
Melbourne Cricket Ground.
If this measure is passed, it is my belief that on more than ten occasions a year~ 3200 car
parking spaces will be required, otherwise the centre will not be a paying proposition and
the taxpayers will have to cough up. The parking assessment does not allow for the use of
the State Swimming Centre or sports ovals: like the Old Scotch oval, and does not take
into accQunt the parking requirements of the countless numbers of picknickers who take
advantage of the barbecue facilities along the Yarra River and who participate in passive
recreation in the area. The Government probably thinks they do not count.
What about those persons who work in the City of Melbourne and who permanently
park their cars in the area? That area will be lost to them so that car parks in the city will
be clogged. This proposal has not been thought through. Inadequate information has been
provided and the proposition has not been adequately considered by the Government.
The estimated cost of the project of$66·6 million, which is supposed to include ancillary
works, is unrealistic. How much will it cost to upgrade traffic management, and how much
will it cost to relocate the Army depot? What about the infrastructure for other services?
The Leader of the Opposition says, by interjection, hI don't know". The Minister does not
say anything and therefore the public of Victoria does not know.
The Government espouses decentralization but this proposal centralizes sport. The
result will be a traffic bottleneck in one corner of Melbourne. I wish to ask a few Questions:
Will the c~nstruction ofa mass entertainment centre, plus the possibility of using courts 1
and 2 for other types of entertainment, threaten the viability of existing venues? I believe
it will.
Artists and groups like Torvill and Dean, Dire Straits, Elton John and Midnight Oil
currently appear at the Sports and Entertainment Centre, but perhaps, in future, similar
artists will be booked to appear at the National Tennis Centre which will threaten the
viability of the Sports and Entertainment Centre.
There is no doubt about that. I have another Question that has not been answered in
any of the information and correspondence I have, and the sheaf of papers is about 6
inches high. Will the foundations strike problems similar to those experienced at the Arts
Centre Concert Hall? There were problems with the foundations during the construction
of the State Swimming Centre and the Melbourne Sports and Entertainment Centre, when
it was built as a swimming centre prior to the 1956 Olympic Games.
Will the water table be a problem? I do not know because I cannot find the necessary
information. I now ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation and honourable members
might hear whether he has some answers.
I have a further question. If the current plan, which involves the outside courts being
between the Old Scotch oval and the railway land, is implemented the Old Scotch oval
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will have to be relocated. In that event, a turf cricket wicket will have to be relocated and
I want to know what the cost of that will be and who will have to bear it? How much will
the taxpayer have to pay to relocate the oval?
Recently I came across a couple of interesting points. I have a copy of the minutes of
the Australian Labor Party Victorian Branch Transport Policy Committee. I wonder
where they came from? The minutes arise from the State conference held on 22-23 June
1985, just three short months ago, and state inter alia:
Regarding the siting of a National Tennis Centre near Batman A venue:
"That a study be conducted to assess the future parking requirements of the area be conducted before any
development takes place."

It is interesting to note the names of the committee members. It appears that the greatest
number of meetings attended by anyone person was eight and Mr P. Gavin attended eight
meetings; I presume the honourable member for Coburg was a member of the committee.
I realize a change of Ministers has taken place and I note that the current Minister for
Employment and Industrial Affairs attended three meetings and the current Minister for
Transport attended one meeting. Obviously, meetings are held even if a Minister is not
present; the committee probably achieves more when the Minister is not there.
I now come to a rather interesting name. A Mr G. Rzesniowiecki, like the honourable
member for Coburg, attended eight meetings. In recent times I notice that a Mr Greg
Rzesniowiecki has written letters to the editor of the Age. From those letters I note that
Mr Rzesniowiecki is the secretary of the Jolimont workshop combined union shop
committee. I wonder whether these persons are one and the same. I think they might be.
Mr Rzesniowiecki calls the scheme a "poorly thOUght out scheme" and in his letter to the
Age states:
The EES states that railway land will be cleared by 1991 to allow stage two of the NTC to go ahead and to
replace the 4·8 hectares lost from Ainders Park with ex-railway land. I would, however, argue on past experience,
that if decentralisation proceeds at all. then the turn of the century is a more accurate date.
Finally, the cost of decentralisation would be prohibitive. We estimate from recent railway reports the cost to
be $175 million.

It seems that Mr Rzesniowiecki is more in tune with things than the Government. This
might indicate a split in the Government.
Mr Sidiropoulos interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Stirling)-Order! The honourable member will ignore
interjections.
Mr REYNOLDS-Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker, but it is a little difficult to ignore
the honourable member for Richmond at times.
In a further letter to the Age Mr Rzesniowiecki states:
The announcement by the Premier, Mr Cain, of the National Tennis Centre on the Ainders Park site is a
cynical misappropriation of uncommitted parkland.

The proposed centre will be a 20 metres high concrete monstrosity.

. . . subsidised by the Victorian taxpayer t<1 the tune of millions of dollars.

That is savage stuff from a person who I am assuming is a member of the Government's
policy committee. That will be an embarrassment to the Government before long, because
the Opposition will ensure that those remarks are quoted more widely.
Other sites were available. The environment effects statement dealt with sixteen and
rejected them for various reasons. I put it to the House that a couple of those sites would
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have been as good as if not better than the proposed site and had a lot more going for
them. In the St Kilda area, the Albert Park committee of management and the St Kilda
City Council were prepared to give unconditional support to a proposal and the available
area there could have been further investigated. There is little doubt that plenty of room
is available in the environs of the West Gate Bridge, although I think that is probably a
little remote from public transport.
An area that has not been investigated-although a nearby area was-is the Newmarket
sale-yards, which area is serviced by trains and trams and good parking facilities are
available at the nearby Flemington Racecourse.
Mr Trezise-It is flood prone.
Mr REYNOLDS-The Minister interjects that that area is flood prone. It must be a
long time since he has sold cattle at Newmarket. If that area were flooded, three-quarters
of Melbourne would be under water! I ask the Minister to look at that site next time he
drives to Geelong.
Another matter has been put to me by the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria. In my
opinion it is the association's own fault that it did not get its act together earlier. However,
the association believes there is ample room to allow the proposal to go ahead on its land,
especially in view of the fact that the association is at last willing to co-operate. The
association has a definite axe to grind, and rightly so.
On 8 February 1985 the association wrote to the Premier, and all it received in response
was a curt two-and-a-halfline acknowledgment from a Neil Morrow of the correspondence
registry. That is all the Premier thought of that letter. The association sought discussions
with the Premier to present a case. I have seen on television the Premier at major sporting
events-something he learnt from the Prime Minister. No doubt he has been at Kooyong
and I am prepared to bet that he has accepted the association's hospitality, but he is not
interested in answering its correspondence. The association wrote to him again on 9
August this year, almost two months ago. One sentence from that letter states:
My Association remains happy to be host to the Australian Open until such time as the proposed National
Tennis Centre is a reality.

Even if the BLF stops work on it for some time, or if, for some reason, the centre is not
built on this site or any other, at least the Premier and the Minister know that the
association is only too willing to remain as host to the Australian Open Tennis
Championships.
It is interesting to note the response to that letter and the only correspondence that the
association has had from~tpe office of the Premier on the issue. After all, the association is
a very senior tennis bod,/in Victoria, although I acknowledge that it may not speak for
the whole of tennis in VIctoria. It deserves the courtesy of a reply signed by the Premier
himself. He snubbed the association, and there can be no excuse for that. The last reply to
the association on 4 September was signed by a Mr Alan Davies, who is only the assIstant
director of the development branch-not even the director; only the assistant director.
That is the degree of courtesy that the Premier has extended to the association. He has
treated it with contempt and has snubbed it, even though that organization had been good
enough to run tennis for decades until recent years.
So much for the Premier's consultation with all interested bodies: clear evidence is
available that consultation has not taken place.
The letter from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, signed by Mr Davies,
contains an interesting sentence in the last paragraph which says:
This means that the National Tennis Centre will be constructed for use by the people of Victoria, but without
the need for taxpayer contribution.

How in the world can he say "without the need for taxpayer contribution"? The very first
thing is that $53 million of funds will be guaranteed by the taxpayers of Victoria; then
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$13·6 million worth of ancillary works will be provided by the taxpayers of Victoria. The
statement in that letter just is not true.
Further comments have been provided to me in a document released under the Freedom
of Information Act from a body that deserves to have been considered and consulted with,
but it has not been consulted. I refer to the Olympic Park management committee. The
Minister will know many members of that committee, since he appointed them to their
positions.
Mr Trezise-They were appointed by the then Minister of Lands.
Mr REYNOLDS- The Minister corrects me. I shall read some comments from that
correspondence:
For example. neither the Melbourne Greyhound Racing Association nor Olympic Park Management has been
asked whether the proposed construction of a multi storey car park on the greyhound car park is acceptable or
whether it might interfere with plans for future development.

That was written to the Minister for Planning and Environment on 25 July this year. Of
course, no reply has been forthcoming. The Melbourne Greyhound Racing Association
conducts meetings at Olympic Park every Monday night and that venue is used at other
times for trials and training sessions, but not once has that body been consulted as to
whether a multi storey car park should be built immediately in front of its venue or
whether it will be able to use that facility.
The Olympic Park management committee also provided an analysis of the environment
effects statement, and it expressed concern that the discus throw area outside the training
track will have to be eliminated completely from Olympic Park because the event will not
be able to be held unless some alternative area is provided for use during an athletic
meeting. The committee of management had anticipated that a second athletics area and
other ancillary buildings would be built if the Army depot were to be relocated.
That was part of their plans for the future. However, beca,use they were not consulted
their plans for the future have gone out of the window. The document states:
The loss of the Army Depot site is a severe blow to our development planning and to the future needs of
amateur sport and or a new swimming complex. the need for which is now fully recognized by the Department
of Sport and Recreation.

I wonder whether the Minister for Sport and Recreation, who is at the table, realizes the
need for that swimming complex. It continues:
It also negates Olympic Park Management's plans for future parking facilities on the Army Depot site.

Because of the project, parking will be prohibited before 9.30 a.m. on week-days in Swan
Street and Batman Avenue where all day parking is available for office workers and people
visiting the city for the day. This move will critically affect training and competitions
conducted at the State Swimming Centre, but this point has not been considered. When
training begins at 5.30 a.m. people involved will not be able to park their cars earlier than
9.30 a.m. Competitions will not be able to be held between 8 a.m. and 8..30 a.m. This small
point has not been considered. I shall quote a~in from the document provided under the
Freedom of Information Act from the OlympIC Park management. It states:
There has been no consultation whatsoever with Olympic Park Management. nor the Melbourne Greyhound
Racing Association which is vitally affected. nor any other of our users. The conclusions reached on parking ...

This is an indictment against the Minister and his colleagues .
. . . demonstrate a deplorable ignorance ofihe requirements of the Olympic Park and adjoining areas.

That is because the Government body appointed by the Government, which has brought
the Olympic Park management committee from a loss to a credit standing in the past two
years so that it is not costing the taxpayers money, is now reaching the stage where it could
easily become un viable because of the actions of the Government and the new National
Tennis Centre in Melbourne.
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Car parking facilities on the northern side are to be done away with. These are vital to
the facilities at Olympic Park because they cater for east-bound traffic, which is traffic
travelling along Swan Street eastward towards Richmond. That traffic will have to turn
right to get into a car park as there will be no car parkin$ on the left-hand side of the road
for that traffic. Because of the alterations to parking facilIties the Olympic Park committee
of management will lose $20 000 per annum in revenue. Not only will it lose revenue
from the hiring of the Sports and Entertainment Centre but it estimates that it will also
lose $20 000 in car parking revenue. The Melbourne City Corporation will also lose much
car parking revenue if the project is put into effect.
Many athletes who train at Olympic Park throughout the year in the evening currently
enjoy free parking. As the Minister will recognize, amateur athletes do not have much
money. Free parking is a significant help to them, and with functions being held at the
tennis centre in the short term, free parking in the vicinity of Olympic Park will not be
available, nor will it be available to officials and coaches who use the facility and the
adjoining ovals, such as Old Xaverians oval and Old Scotch oval at different times. Those
facilities will be clogged up with the extra cars of people using the National Tennis Centre.
The Olympic Park management submission indicates that it initially had 1970 car
parking places, and that $10 million will now be spent building a new car park with 330
additional spaces. My arithmetic may be slightly wrong, but it is not far off. That represents
$30 000 for each car parking space. A large number of people will have to park In those
spaces to payoff that amount of money. It seems that the car parking matter has not been
properly considered.
Another comment from the Olympic Park management is that an environment
assessment report estimates that the net proceeds from the new car parking facilities will
be approximately $500 000 after operation and maintenance outgoings, yet the current
gross income from the 650 car parking spaces within Olympic Park is expected to be
$160 000 for the financial year 1985-86. That means 1350 car parking spaces, which is
about double the previous number, is expected to provide three times as much revenue.
The actual amount received from car parking in 1984-85 was $115 900.
Serious traffic congestion is already occurring. The Olympic Park committee of
management recognizes that problem. Finally, I shall quote some general observations
from the Olympic Park management analysis. It states:
The Minister for Planning and Environment has issued an assessment of the E.E.S. which required that the
Government should not approve the project unless certain safeguards have been assured. It is evident that certain
of these safeguards cannot be assured for reasons outlined in this statement. These safeguards relate to the
following requirements among those listed on page 5 of the Minister's assessment:
The requirement for an equi~lent area of open space faces legitimate objections from parties not yet consulted.
The parking proposal for Olympic Park greyhound area has not been communicated to, nor considered by the
Melbourne Greyhound Racing Association nor by Olympic Park Management.
The package of pedestrian and road works has not been presented to users of Olympic Park.
The Army Depot site should be reserved for future development of Olympic Park facilities.
The removal of the Melbourne City Council car parks from Swan Street north and other parking proposals
must be reviewed.

I ask the Minister to consider this matter. An interesting article recently appeared in the
Bulletin, written under the title of "Batman's Melbourne". It was written by one of the
most highly respected and revered journalists in Melbourne, Keith Dunstan. I shall quote
a couple of sentences from the article which sums up the feelings of many people in
Melbourne.
Now we are witnessing the greatest larceny of public land for a century, unquestionably the biggest Victorian
government steal since they knocked off those great pieces of Fawkner and Albert Parks, all in the name of sport.
You can do anything here under the guise of sport and there won't be a whimper.
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The tennis centre goes into the nice park on Batman A venue, by the railway workshops. We lose all the space
right across to the Old Scotch Oval. That is, the tennis courts will occupy an oval that is used for cricket, for
football, plus two rugby fields, an American football field and space used for Moomba and the circus.
The argument used to justify this, one might dare to suggest, borders on the dishonest. Premier John Cain has
promised to replace the land taken at F1inders Park by giving back open space regained when they clear the
Jolimont Railway yards.

That is if the Government does do that.
Mr Hefl'ernan-And at what cost?
Mr REYNOLDS-The interjection from the honourable member for Ivanhoe is most
relevant. For some time I have spoken on this matter that is of concern to the Opposition
given the lack of answers and information, especially in the area on which my colleague,
the honourable member for Brighton, will enlarge upon later, that is the area of financing
this proposal and its cost to the people of Victoria. How much will the taxpayers be further
slugged by the highest taxing Government the State has ever known to prop up a building
that will be used as a mass entertainment centre and for only one sport. Therefore, I move:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof the words "this House
refuses to read this Bill a second time until the Government provides-(a) a binding guarantee that parkland
alienated for the National Tennis Centre will be replaced by land of equal quality and area and public disclosure
of the details of the location of such land, the timing of such replacement and any other relevant details; (b) full
and frank details of all costings of the Centre and associated works, public infrastructure works, replacement of
parklands and relocation costs and any other relevant costs; and (c) full and frank details of the method and cost
of financing the project and other relevant works including the full extent of borrowings, revenues and other
financial details."

The Opposition is saying that the principles of open ~overnment, which the Government
espouses, screams and yells from the tree tops is tops IS not occurring. The Opposition has
endeavoured to find out about things that are not available because the public of Victoria
deserves to know about them. There is no guarantee of the replacement of the land which
the Army depot occupied, only an agreement in principle, and that would not have been
given had not there been question after question to the Premier in Parliament last week
and in the week before and the Opposition was able to flush him out of his bunker. A
ferret must be sent in to get this information out of the Premier. There has been no
mention of the cost to remove the Army buildings to another site or whether that is
necessary. That information should be supplied; the public demands the information and
the other august body, the Melbourne City Corporation deserves to know.
There are rubbery figures and insufficient information, and the deficit cash flow statement
is not available. The public will lose an irreplaceable parkland, which is part of its heritage.
The Opposition was put here by the people of Victoria in the recent Nunawading
by-election to provide a safeguard.
The principal aim and plank of the Liberal Party is that it would provide a safeguard.
The public strongly returned the Liberal Party to that position and anyone who doubts
that need only look at the 4· 7 per cent swing to the Liberal Party. The Opposition has been
put here to safeguard the public of Victoria a~inst the Government to ensure that Victoria's
heritage is not taken away from us, that VIctorians will not be paying for this monolith
forever and that the replacement of land will be unconditional and that the public will
have an opportunity to discuss the matter. My colleagues who will speak after me at
greater length will enlarge on this issue.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Lowan)-The National Tennis Centre Bill is one that many
people, especially those in the tennis world, will be considering with great interest. Victoria
is the sports State of Australia with its major attractions that are not the responsibility of
any Government, such as the Melbourne Cup, the test matches at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, the Victorian Football League grand final, and the Australian Open that has been
staged over a number of years. This has been accomplished by various sports administrators
and those associated with sport. Victoria has a proud record of particIpation and also the
support of the community as spectators at these major sporting events.
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The proposed National Tennis Centre provides the venue for Melbourne to continue as
a pinnacle of sports entertainment and sport promotion in Australia. Through its history,
there has been criticism that the National Tennis Centre is being built on the Yarra Park
site instead of upgrading the Kooyong facilities. There has been a great tradition with the
use of Kooyong that has been established over a number of years by many great visiting
tennis players and also by great Australian tennis players in the very early days such as
Bromwich and Quist and then Sedgman, Hoad and so on. Margaret Court was another
great Australian player.
For this reason, Kooyong has a great tradition in the world of tennis. Honourable
members today are discussing the establishment of the National Tennis Centre because
certain people at Kooyong some years ago decided that it should become a private club
rather than the focal point for tennis for the whole of Victoria.
It was very disturbing. At the time, I was involved as president of the Wimmera tennis
region. It certainly destroyed the structure of tennis until the new body was establishedthe Victorian Tennis Association-as the main administrative body looking after tennis
in Victoria. Although that association holds that position at the moment, some groups are
affiliated with the Victorian Country Association and the Kooyon~ club still claims to be
called the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria. It is not interested m healing the disunity.
In the interests of tennis, it is essential that there be only one controlling body for tennis
in Victoria, and that controlling body should be the Victorian Tennis AssocIation. The
association represents many players at metropolitan and country levels who are quite
agreed that the National Tennis Centre should proceed.
The tennis centre will cost a lot of money; just the basic centre is estimated to cost $53
million based on March 1985 prices. The honourable member for Gisbome has moved a
reasoned amendment seeking an undertaking that investigations will be carried out in
three different areas before the Bill proceeds through Parliament. The National Party finds
some difficulty in coming to terms with that, knowing that there is some degree of urgency
for the Bill to proceed.
On my understanding of the situation, the Australian Open is contracted to be played
at Kooyong for another two years, after which that contract will run out. It costs some
$470 000 in rent to stage the Australian Open at Kooyong, plus approximately another
$150 000 to $170 000 to set up the tents and the amenities that are necessary. Therefore,
it costs almost $700 000 to stage the Australian Open at Kooyong.
If the National Tennis Centre is not ready to stage the 1988 Australian Open, it would
be proposed that the event be staged in another capital city. I know very well that New
South Wales would like to hold the Australian Open in Sydney. There are also people in
Queensland who would like to stage the event in Brisbane.
It is necessary to move with some degree of haste to have this work undertaken, bearing
in mind that the estimate as of March 1985 is $53 million. If we ha~le for six months or
so, as we easily could, with the continuation of inflation that $53 mIllion would move on
to $55 or $60 million. Inflation can also cause some hiccups in future cash flows.

The Bill should also be supported for a number of other reasons. For example, VFL
Park at Waverley does not seem to be as successful in attracting spectators as the Victorian
Football League would like it to be, because of it's distance from the city and the fact that
it is not near public transport and does not provide easy access, but the proposed tennis
centre is across the road from the Melbourne Cricket Ground. This area is able to attract
more than 100 000 people to VFL grand finals and, indeed, has attracted 70 000 to 80 000
spectators for cricket matches.
It would seem to be the ideal position for a tennis centre to be established. It is close to
public transport, there is easy access to accommodation in motels and hotels within the
city and surrounding areas and there are excellent plans for car parking facilities. Although
they may be costly, there are some fairly sound arrangements for a proposed four-tier car
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park to be built in the vicinity. There are other nearby car parking areas, such as those at
the MCG and the Arts Centre. It has been proposed that 300 car spaces should be provided
under the centre. It certainly appears that those who wish to travel as near as they can to
the centre would be well provided with car parking facilities.
Another reason for moving quickly on this Bill is that under the new arrangements
Australia is now holding one of four Grand Slam tournaments held in the world-the
other three Grand Slam tournaments taking place in France, Wimbledon in England and
Forest Hills in the United States of America. The Grand Slam in Australia is planned to
take place in January, which means it is the first leg of the Grand Slam. When they are
starting a year of tennis the top players are ambitious to win as many as possible of the
Grand Slam events. It follows that the first leg attracts the peak of the tennis world in both
the men's and women's events. It is different from holding the last of the Grand Slam
tournaments, because in that case those who have not had the chance of winning previously
will think twice about participating. As the first event is planned for Victoria in January,
there is every possibility that every good tennis player will want to give himself or herself
a chance of playing.
The top half dozen players will be there and they are the ones who attract the players
underneath their level. These players attract the spectators, the spectators attract the
television cameras and, of course, the big spin-off from that is the selling of the television
rights.
If the world's best tennis players are participating, the greater will be the sponsorship
and participation by television companies, with a consequent increase in the sale of
television rights to overseas countries. That is where the bi~ money is, in selling the
television rights to overseas countries. This will create an additIOnal spin-off to the benefit
of the State of Victoria and also to tennis.
Another aspect of the centre that has some ~ood prospects concerns the phasing out of
grass as a playing surface. I suppose, in a way, It is a great pity that grass court surfaces are
being discontinued, but that is what is wanted in world tennis today. Wimbledon is now
the only other place that uses grass courts for a Grand Slam tournament.
American tennis courts are now installing synthetic surfaces and the new National
Tennis Centre in Melbourne will also have a synthetic surface. I understand the Lawn
Tennis Association of Australia in conjunction with the Victorian Tennis Association has
established six different court surfaces at its Camberwell centre. Those surfaces are being
tried and the most appropriate will be used as the surface in the new tennis centre.
It is common sense to provide a surface that is comparable to surfaces provided on
overseas courts because it will attract the best tennis players in the world to the centre.
Not only is it desirable to attract the best tennis players, it is necessary to encourage better
tennis players in our own country.
It is pleasing that some 28 accommodation units will be built into the tennis centre to
provide venues for leading junior players from Victoria and from Australia to undertake
special skills coaching. In this way Australia will gain tennis players of world rank. In
overseas countries, the coaching programs of junior tennis players are far ahead of what
Australia offers young people. This country has some catching up to do. The establishment
of these accommodation units will provide specialized, extensive coaching programs and
competitive situations which will ensure that when Australian players go to the overseas
circuits they will stand up to the competition and take Australia to the top of tennis
playing. Australia was once one of the leadin~ tennis nations of the world. At the present
time it has slipped behind other world countnes.
A comment was made in the press recently that when the Australians compete in the
Davis Cup semifinals in Sweden, they will compete with Sweden's representatives who
are all ranked within the top eleven players in the world. Australia has only one player
ranked in the first 100 to represent Australia in the Davis Cup.
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Neale Fraser is a competent captain and will probably steer our players through that
semifiral in an admirable way. However, the statistical information indicates that Australia
is facing large obstacles in attempting to win that semifinal match against Sweden.
When country week tennis tournaments were taken from the Kooyong centre and were
controlled by the Victorian Tennis Association, they were played at the junction oval at
St Kilda. That interim measure has been acceptable to country players but, with the
building of the new centre, country players and the general public will want the staging of
major country week and metropolitan week tournaments to be held at the new centre
which will serve as the fodd point of tennis in Victoria.
I received a letter from the Executive Director of the Victorian Tennis Association of
Victoria, Mr Tony Duggan, stating that a news-sheet was sent out to 1000 affiliates
representing nearly 120 000 members. That news-sheet was entitled, "National Tennis
Centre-The Facts". When the country regions attended a conference with the Victorian
Tennis Association, they gave unqualified support for the building of the National Tennis
Centre.
It could be argued that because this centre is a city project it is not important for it to
receive the support of the National Party. However, with the support that has been
demonstrated by country regions, the National Party extends its support to the Bill.

Several of my colleagues and I have attended the architectural office of Messrs Peddle
Thorp and Learmonth and received a briefing about the tennis centre. The time spent
with Mr Colin McDonald and Mr Brian Tobin has been beneficial in obtaining an overall understanding of the project, its site in relation to the environment and other associated
matters.
Environmentally, the new centre will be situated on 6 hectares of parkland across the
railway lit:les in Yarra Park. If I have read today's press correctly, there is a land swap
going on between the Commonwealth and State Governments. The Army barracks will be
removed and relocated elsewhere. That area will then become parkland and will make up
2·5 hectares of the 6 hectares lost with the building of the centre. I understand that a car
park in the vicinity which covers ]·5 hectares ofland will be relocated elsewhere. This will
then replace the 6 hectares of parkland taken for the centre.
The ,Corporation of the City of Melbourne indicated in a letter its concern that parkland
needed for the centre would not be replaced. If the Minister could assure the House that 6
hectares of parkland will be made available, that may overcome one of the severe objections
being made by the Corporation of the City of Melbourne.
The $53 million that will be spent on the building of the centre will be a drain on the
public purse until 1988 or 1990. It will probably be 1991 before returns from hiring the
centre for mass entertainment and from television ri~hts for the Victorian Open and the
Australian Open start to repay the cost of capital and mterest requirements.
That is certainly a problem, but it is always a problem with the establishment of major
facilities such as the World Trade Centre, the West Gate Bridge or the underground
railway loop. However, the proposed National Tennis Centre has a greater potential to
pay its way than the other facilities that I mentioned. The centre will be able to repay its
debt and service its loan through television rights and mass entertainment.
I understand that it is anticipated that a loan will be made by the Victorian Public
Authorities Finance Agency with a term of some sixteen years. The centre, I believe, will
not be able to repay the loan in sixteen years. However, if it were able to repay the loan in
twenty years, it would be doing extremely well.
I have received a copy ofa letter from the Corporation of the City of Melbourne, which
was also sent to the Minister for Sport and Recreation, requesting a' meeting with the
Minister for Planning and Environment to discuss the over-all planning of the park area.
The Minister for Planning and Environment should give an undertaking to the council to
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meet with it to discuss the matter. Not all the residents of Melbourne are tennis or
entertainment minded and many of them enjoy the passive recreation area close to the
city. They should be given some consideration. As the council controlling the area, the
Melbourne City Corporation should have the opportunity of discussing the planning for
the park area with the Minister for Planning and Environment.
I shall refer to matters relating to the establishment of the proposed National Tennis
Centre. The architects of the centre have done an extremely fine job in designing it. They
have examined tennis centres overseas and taken the best aspects of each of them and
incorporated them in the project. The stadium will have a centre court facility with seating
capacity for 15 000 people. It will have a cover that can be drawn over the centre court
stadium if weather conditions require it. For example, if the final of the Australian Open
is scheduled to be played on a particular day and it begins to rain, the roof of the stadium
will be drawn over and the players will be able to carry on with their match and not be
held up by rain. The same applies for mass entertainment, such as a concert, as the roof
can be drawn over to provide an indoor facility seating 15 000 people.
The centre comprises two further stadiums; one seating 6000 spectators and the other
seating 3000 spectators. There are also additional courts and they will be available to the
public. The centre incorporates accommodation facilities for junior tennis players and
parking areas near the stadium. There is also an area for small shops and an administration
area. An eating area makes it a complete venue. Everything has been considered in the
design of the project and the centre should be given some support. It is necessary to
proceed as soon as possible to get the project under way.
If I have any criticism of the Bill, it relates to the membership of the National Tennis
Centre Trust. The trust will comprise thirteen members and that is far too many. A more
sensible number would have been seven or eight members. I question the need for the
Minister for Sport and Recreation to nominate five members of the trust. Perhaps he will
outline who those persons will be when he makes a contribution to the debate.
The Bill provides that two persons shall be nominated by the Lawn Tennis Association
of Australia Ltd, and that is quite correct as it will be the controlling body and should
have representation on the trust. Perhaps the association should have been allowed to
have three members on the trust.
One member of the trust shall be a person nominated by the Victorian Tennis
Association, which will be an influential body in the running of the tennis centre. Three
members shall be nominated by the Minister for Sport and Recreation from the Trustees
of the Melbourne Cricket Ground. I am not certain of their role or the need for them to be
members of the trust. One member shall be nominated by the Minister from the members
of the body incorporated under section 14A of the Crown Land (Reserves) Act and known
as Olympic Park Management, and one shall be nominated by the Minister from the
councillors of the Melbourne City Corporation. The corporation has a right to have a
member of the trust. Some time in the future the proposals contained in the Bill may be
returned to the House so that the trust can be reconstituted.
The controlling body of the proposed National Tennis Centre will be the Lawn Tennis
Association of Australia Ltd. The association will have a responsible job and I am certain
that people such as Mr Brian Tobin have the capabilities and knowledge to make the
centre a success. The controlling body of the minor stadiums and the other facilities
associated with the centre will be the Victorian Tennis Association. For some time I have
indicated that the Victorian Tennis Association needs a focal point on which to base itself
because that is the only way in which it will secure total respect as the controlling body of
tennis in Victoria.
The honourable member for Gisborne criticized the centre because of financial
arrangements. He also criticized it because of parking facilities and the environmental
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impact it may have. Victoria needs a National Tennis Centre and the project has been
well thought through.
Concern appears to have been expressed by the Olympic Park management. I appeal to
the Minister, if the proposed legislation is passed through the House, to ensure that people
who have a direct interest in the proposed centre are part and parcel of the establishment
of it. It should be a total community project. It has the potential to capture large audiences
and top tennis players from around the world. The centre will also have the potential to
attract major entertainers who plan concerts in this city.
The proposed centre has much to offer the tennis public in both metropolitan and
country Victoria. One hopes that the sale of the rights that may be given to television
stations to film any competitions will help to finance the project. One hopes the centre will
meet its financial commitments down the track; one knows that it will not do so
immediately. The National Tennis Centre is a worth-while project for this city.
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-I support the motion moved by the
honourable member for Gisborne. I shall begin my speech with a Quote from Hansard of
25 March 1969. The Honourable J. W. Galbally was then the member for Melbourne
North Province and was the Leader of the Labor Party in another place. He opened with
a speech on the Royal Botanic Gardens, which you, Mr Deputy Speaker, may well
remember. It was proposed that parkland would be taken away from the public in order
to build a restaurant in the gardens. The Honourable J. W. Galbally started his speech by
saying:
Hands off the Royal Botanic Gardens!

He continued to state. which is important:
Once the Government gets a foot into the parks and gardens, that is the end of them.

He also stated:
One cannot help regretting that another of Melbourne's green patches has gone to provide for the freeway.

The Bill represents a total reversal of the position and philosophy of the Labor Party as it
desperately strives to bring about change in the city. It is not as concerped about the
heritage and history of the city as it is with tryin~ to identify those projects that may give
it some electoral kudos as it goes into the next election.
I shall also Quote from the same debate in which Sir Percy Byrnes, a former member for
North Western Province, stated:
The gardens of Melbourne belong not only to the city of Melbourne but also to the State of Victoria.

The gardens and parklands of Melbourne belong to the people of the State. The parklands
of the city are something the politicians have inherited to hold in trust so that they can be
passed on to future generations. It is not our right as members of Parliament in 1985 to
say simply that the original plan of Melbourne and the parklands are ours to give away.
The position of the Labor Party clearly indicates that the very principles that brought it
to office are now no longer relevant. I admit that I am not a mad greeny but I speak as a
citizen of the State. I recognize that one of the greatest assets of Victoria and Melbourne is
the parklands within the city and around the city edges. One has only to visit other cities
in the world to realize that very few can boast the sorts of greenery Victoria has, the wild
life within that greenery and the open spaces that provide an opportunity for people to
rest and enjoy themselves.
As the Honourable J. W. Galbally said in 1969:
Unhappily Melbourne. unlike Sydney, is not blessed with many natural advantages. Melbourne is a flat city
with a bay that is too big, too shallow and too far from the heart ofthe city.

~
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The strength of our city not only to its citizens but also to many citizens of the world who
come to Melbourne to participate in particular events and as tourists is its gardens and
parklands.
The Opposition is concerned about the proposed legislation bCcause it shows the same
lack .of foretho~ght that struck q:te P.rime Mini~ter of Aus~raHa, who ~id in a recent
electIOn campaign, "Yes, a tax summit seemed hke a good Idea at the time". He stated
then that if his party were returned to government it would hold a tax summit. Now
everyone knows that that was a farce. The concept of the National Tennis Centre was also
developed in the vacuum that led up to the election.
The documentation on the proposed centre which has been provided to the Opposition
makes it hard to assess the financial viability of the project and, more importantly, what
land has been promised as replacement land. It is a matter of principle to all politicians
regardless of their party politics. I do not care what people may say; parkland df the sort
being debated today cannot be replaced.
I have heard the Premier state that the Government will enter into agreements to replace
the land. He said, .. It will be replaced. You have my guarantee." The media detan~d the
agreement that may be entered into with the Federal Government over the Swan Street
Army depot, but this project necessitates the utilization ofland that cannot be teplac~d. If
the land is to be replaced with other land in the vicinity of the proposed centre, it is not
good enough for the Government to say that at some stage in the future it will make up
the space. If the Government is genuine about replacing the land and if it ,has done its
work, the Bill should be accompanied by a second measure returning to the people of
Melbourne land of the equivalent size to that which is intended to be stole,n from there.
The Army depot is not on land the equivalent size of that which is proposed r6r the new
centre. Some of the land that has been identified in Punt Road is already occ\lpied ijy a
running track. The land that is proposed for the centre is mainly open space and greenery,
so the land that is to replace that parkland is hardly open space. The honourable men:tber
for Gisborne stated earlier that the Opposition not only wanted the land identified but it
also wanted a time-table which indicated when the replacem~pt land would be returned to
the people of Victoria. I shall go one step further to say that the return of such land should
accompany the proposed legislation now before the House.

It is unfair to steal the public's parkland simply because ari individual has proposed a
scheme to build a massive cathedral on it. I bitterly oppose the concept o( stealing
parkland. I recognize that Melbourne's parkland is one of its greatest strengths. It will be
difficult to replace that parkland.
I recognize that that land is held in trust and s~ould not be given up lightly because one
is told that it will be replaced. Various groups that use the land have not ~en consulted.
The scheme has been naively put together by the Government, which is supPosed to have
public relations skills.
,
The honourable member for Gisborne has asked for further information. The honourable
member for Lowan referred to the new car park and stated that it should have sufficient
car parking space. However, the Opposition estimates that that venue will provide only
150 car spaces in excess of car park space already hvailable. There is no justification, on
the figures provided, for spending an extra $10 million for facilities that will provide
minimum car parking. The increased traffic problems are another planning aspect that has
not been adequately considered.
-Parliament has a responsibility to assess projects to see whether they are- economically
viable. The accountants commissioned by the Government stated in theirreport that, in
their opinion, the project was not economically viable and had too many ingredients
which placed the whole project at risk. I have no doubt that the Premier of Victoria is
committed to the project. I understand that he has a love of tennis and that, because the
Lawn Tennis Association of Australia Ltd could not come to an agreement with the
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Kooyong administration, Parliament has before it a Bill which not only steals parkland
but will also commit Victorians to spend $100 million.
What will that $100 million provide? It will provide an entertainment centre and a
tennis stadium. Mr Deputy Speaker, I am not sure about the constituents you represent as
the honourable member for Sunshine, but if my constituents had the opportunity of
deciding between another entertainment centre with a number of synthetic tennis courts,
when there is already one entertainment centre across the road from the proposed site,
and getting health services delivered regularly and having trains run on time, they would
decide they were already paying enough taxes and charges and would wish for delivery of
basic services.
The information associated with this project is insufficient for Parliament, the
Government or the Opposition to make a realistic and honest assessment. Honourable
members would be flying blind when considering the viability of the project. However,
the Opposition is not flying blind when it considers the impact the proposed facility will
have on venues surrounding the site.
The Government and people of Victoria have spent millions of dollars on the Sports
and Entertainment Centre. I ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation whether that
amounts to $13 million. The development of the proposed project across the road will
turn the entertainment centre into a white elephant or will reduce significantly its utilization.
Olympic Park No. 1 and Olympic Park No. 2 will also suffer. Those facilities will be
severely curtailed because of their inability to provide facilities to all Victorians. Members
of the Government have stated that Victoria needs to retain the Australian Open. The
Liberal Party is not against a tennis stadium being constructed in Victoria. However, it is
not prepared to allow proposed legislation to pass without pointing out its deficiencies. It
is ridiculous to agree to the Bill and to spend $100 million so that Melbourne retains the
Australian Open tennis championships.
Mr Deputy Speaker, you have probably been to the Australian Open over many years,
as I have, and you would recognize that It is only in the last two days of the tournament
that the grandstands are full. For the rest of the time, especially in the first week, there
may be only 200 people sitting in the stadium.
Mr Trezise interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The Minister will have every
opportunity in his reply.
Mr KENNETT -If the Minister cannot understand this issue, how can he possibly
understand the ramifications and concept of the Bill? Honourable members have been
told that, to retain the Australian Open, Victoria has to invest up to $100 million, perhaps
more. If the proposed venue is so good, why has not private enterprise shown any interest
in constructing it? The reason is that the project is economically not viable.
Mr Norris interjected.
Mr KENNETT-I shall come to the interjection of the honourable member for
Dandenong in a moment. If the Government is hell-bent on giving away Victoria's
parklands to have this stadium built, why has it not decided to make available Hinders
Park and tender it out to private enterprise to see whether it will erect, run and own the
stadium so Victoria would not have this huge financial loss? If the Government believes
the project is so good, and correct financial calculations have been undertaken, why does
it not ask for tenders and allow a private firm to administer the complex? The reason is
either that the Government has not thought of the idea or, more likely, that even with that
scenario the project would not be profitable.
Victoria will have an enormous stake in this project that will be borne by the taxpayers
for the sole purpose of retaining the Australian Open. This is the Premier's big proJect;
there is no doubt that it is to be the showpiece of his premiership. At the end of hIS term,
John Cain will look upon this project and will say, "Gosh, did I not do a good job; that is
my project". Without a doubt, this is "Cain's Cathedral".
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The project is not justified on the information supplied to the House. Victorians cannot
afford such a proposal. The Liberal Party has examined the project for some time and is
concerned about it. It is concerned about the principles behind stealing Victoria's parklands
to give exclusive use to people involved in tennis and entertainment. The National Tennis
Centre will not be used by the masses. It will be used by those who can afford either to
watch the tennis or to be entertained by show business personalities.
If one wants to go to the Sports and Entertainment Centre to see a show, one will
discover that the price of tickets is expensive. If one wants to take one's family, tens of
dollars are involved. Hinders Park and the surrounding land will no longer be available
to Victorians, but to those who can afford to pay the entrance price.
That is not why Melbourne was planned the way it was 150 years ago. Melbourne was
planned so that everyone could enjoy its greenery, parklands and streets. The Labor Party
is now turning free parklands into areas for the exclusive use of a few people who are rich
enough to use them. People from Ministry of Housing buildings and estates will never be
able to use that parkland which is held in trust for their continued use.
The Labor Party wants to take away the rights of the average citizen and redirect them
towards people who can afford to purchase tickets to see the tennis, Billy Joel or anyone
else. Similar actions have occurred with other Victorian facilities. The land referred to in
the Bill should be retained by Parliament in trust for Victorians for the future.
Unless the Government clearly indicates to the Parliament what land will be used to
replace the public parkland there is no justification for the Government to rob the poor to
provide a benefit for the rich. That is what the Government is doing. In this case one of
the rich will ultimately be the Premier of the State. It is he who is hell-bent on creating the
stadium.
The stadium will be administered by a trust and the honourable member for Lowan has
already referred to the composition of that trust. The funding of the project will be by
Government guarantee. I doubt whether the Lawn Tennis Association of Australia Ltd
will be able to inject $1 into the scheme. The 1984-85 annual report of the association sets
out its current assets and states that the association's total assets amount to $1·2 million,
yet the association is about to embark on a project involving $100 millionn which it will
have over-all control. I cannot understand how the Premier can sell out the interests of
the community to two or three individuals who have control of the Lawn Tennis
Association of Australia Ltd who support the concept of the stadium. All the costs will be
guaranteed by the Government, but contracts will be entered into with other individuals
to run the stadium. It is a massive sellout. It is a project showing the ego of the Premier.
The honourable member for Gisborne requests that the House refuses to proceed with
the Bill until more information is provided. I understand the Government is rejecting that
concept because I am sure that any independent information will concur with the report
of Peat Marwick Mitchell and Co., which questions the economic viability of the project.
The honourable member for Brighton will later refer to the economic viability of the
project.
Mr Jack Galbally, when conducting a campaign against the development of part of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, used the sentence, "Keep the Government's hands off our
parklands". It is ironic that almost twenty years later the very party that was so concerned
for the parklands of the State on behalf of the people of Victoria is now the Government
that wants to rob the people of precious public parklands.
Mr Trezise-You have had a change of mind.
Mr KENNETT-I understand what the Minister for Sport and Recreation is referring
to. He refers to the scenario of the Opposition, when in government, wanting to steal
public parkland for use as a proposed site for the 1988 Olympic Games.
Mr Trezise interjected.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The Minister for Sport and Recreation
is normally fairly good about obeying directions from the Chair, and I ask him to do so on
this occasion.
Mr KENNETT-The Premier, of course, was misleading the Parliament in making
these allegations because he failed to say that that project was rejected by the very
Government that considered it. The Premier did not say that openly or honestly; he
wanted it thought that the Opposition, when in government, put up the scheme and had
thought it right through.
Other areas of the State have parkland that is more easily replaced than parkland near
the central business district. Other areas can be used to replace open space, but the city
does not have the available parkland.
The project is opposed on two grounds: firstly, that it is not economically viable and,
secondly, that it does not use this scarce resource-the parklands-in a satisfactory manner.
The Opposition, does not argue against the philosophy of the project. As the honourable
member for Gisborne has said, it could be sited at the Newmarket saleyards or at St Kilda
or the Kooyong stadium could be upgraded. The Opposition is opposed to the stealing of
public parklands and, more importantly, the economic documents that have been produced
to support the project.
The people of Victoria deserve to be better governed. The Government has adopted a
different approach from the one it used to the Alpine National Park, where it says that the
people need more parkland; the same Government is saying that it does not mind stealing
from the people of Victoria public parkland that is accessible to all the people. The
Government has no hesitation in creating more public parklands in the north-east of the
State, knowing full well most people cannot get there, especially those in the low income
brackets.
This centre is the pet project of the Premier. It will be known as "Cain's Cathedral" and
will undoubtedly involve the State in a tremendous additional cost, not only economically
but also socially.
The Opposition asks the Government to provide all the information that is available
either today or while the Bill is between here and another place. The Opposition will
reserve its final position on the proposed legislation not because it is opposed to the
development-it has never been opposed to the development of a national tennis centrebut because it is opposed to the stealing of public parkland at this site and because the
economic rationale on which the project is based has no credence whatsoever.
If the Government has additional information, the Opposition asks that it be made
available to Parliament. The Parliament should not assume that this project is anything
more than an ego trip for the individual who heads the Government. The Premier's
personal approach to the administration of the State's finances would, under normal
circumstances, mean that he would not support this project. However, this is the Premier's
cathedral; this is what he wants to be judged by. If the project is finally built it will be
citizen John Cain, politician, who will have to bear the responsibility and who will be
required to answer to the people on why so few will ever have access to that land because
of the costs involved and why the people of Victoria should bear the imposition of more
taxes just to pay the substantial interest bill and the potential losses that may be derived
from this project.
Mr NORRIS (Dandenong)-I support the National Tennis Centre Bill. The proposed
centre is the most exciting and significant development in the long history of Australian
tennis. It is sad to hear the Leader of the Opposition make the comments that he has made
to the House today. One would have thought that he would have the best interests of
Melburnians and Victorians at heart, yet he is knocking a centre such as this. One of the
difficulties of being in opposition is that one can often become a whinger or a knocker.
After some period in opposition, the Leader of the Opposition is developing into a very
negative, whingeing, knocking politician. In this debate he has based his argument on the
Bill being an attack on Victoria's heritage, and he has quoted the Honourable John
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Galbally, a former member of the Legislative Council, and Sir Percy Byrne a former
National Party Leader. The Leader of the Opposition spoke about the gardens of
Melbourne. Everyone realizes that Melbourne is a magnificent garden city. The term,
"garden city", was coined for Melbourne by a former Leader of the Liberal Party, Sir
Rupert Hamer.
The problems to which the Leader of the Opposition referred have been addressed. The
problem of so-called stealing of parklands has been addressed, but members of the
Opposition will not accept those assurances. The Premier has told members of the
Opposition of a direct swap of land-the Army barracks at Swan Street-but that is not
good enough for the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr Kennett-The Premier did not say that at all.
Mr NORRIS-Members of the Opposition are not happy with the Premier's assurance
because the Opposition, from the very moment the proposed National Tennis Centre was
mentioned, has decided to knock the centre. It has opposed it. From the word "go" it has
whinged, griped and moaned. The honourable member for Gisborne, who has a position
to maintain, has led the whingeing. He did not say that the proposed centre was fantastic;
he knocked the project. Anyone who has seen the plans and the model of this project, as
has the honourable member for Lowan, will be excited about the project. It is a great
tennis cen1re concept.
The Leader of the Opposition wanted to know why private enterprise should not have
developed a national tennis centre project. I defy anyone to tell me where else in the world
has private enterprise entered into this type of project-Wimbledon?
Mr Kennett-Yes.
Mr NORRIS-Wimbledon be damned!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! Honourable members should cease
interjecting. We are not under the rules ofTammany Hall now. The honourable member
for Benalla should show some decorum. He has the call next and will be able to express
his views then.
Mr NORRI8-Where else in the world has a concept of this magnitude been a project
of private enterprise? This project will be an international tennis centre as well as an
entertainment centre. Nowhere in the world has this type of project been funded by private
enterprise. I defy any honourable member to name one that has not had the backing of a
Government, either local, State, or Federal. There is nowhere in the world where this has
occurred.
I support the Premier's comments. Members of the Liberal Party are supposedly the
great defenders of Victoria's national heritage-they have spoken about it in debate on
the proposed national alpine park, and so on. However, there was the farce of a former
Liberal Minister for Sport, Recreation and Youth, the Honourable Brian Dixon, and his
great dream of the Olympic Games being held again in Melbourne. The Labor Party will
continue to refer to what this former Liberal Minister planned because it demonstrates
how members of the Opposition are a bunch of hypocrites. The Honourable Brian Dixon
was going to be the greatest land grabber.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! There is an objection to the word
"hypocrites", and it should be withdrawn.
Mr NORRIS-What would be an appropriate word?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-The speech so far has been made by the honourable member
and he should know what is an appropriate word.
Mr NORRIS-They are a bunch of backsliders-how is that?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member should withdraw the word
"hypocrites", and return to the subject of the debate.
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Mr NORRIS-I wit~draw the word, "hypocrites". The stance of the Opposition on this
issue is hypocritical. The Honourable Brian Dixon intended to give a great display ofland
grabbing-the greatest display ever. Neither the Leader of the Opposition nor the
honourable member for Gisborne, both of whom supported that Liberal Government,
will ever be able to live that fact down. That is whr their arguments on this issue are
hypocritical. They,are r?tbags. I hope that is not unparliamentary.
The DEPUifY sPEAKER-Order! This debate is getting a little out of hand. I request
honourabl~ members to cease interjecting,' and I request the honourable qtember for
DaridenQng td return to the subject of the debate.
Mr NORRIS-I can understand the original concern of members of the Opposition
and of certain merribers of the public that some land will be taken for the proposed tennis
centre, but that issue has been addressed by the direct swap of land that wiU take place.
The Army barracks, -in Swan Street, will be~waPl)ed. Nothing ventured, nothing gained!
That cancels out any loss of parkland. The proposed centre will be the fQ<tus of world
tennis. It will ensure that Melbourne will be retained as a Grand Slam venue for the
Australian qpen.
. .
I understand that the honourable member for Brighton will refer later to the economic
viability of the project. The honourable member. will be aware that an independent
financial feasibility study on the National Tertnis Centre was conducted by Civi'l and Civic
Pty Ltd and that the study concluded that the centre would be financially viable as' a tennis
centre. If the honourable member for Brighton wishes to dispute the report;lhat will be his
privilege.
The Leader of the Opposition based his whole argument on the preservation of existing
parkland. The 'project minimizes the use of parkland by relocating the development close
to railway land. A large proportion of the centre will be based on what is now rajlway land.
In addition, new parkland will become available bya direct swap with the Swan Street
land.
The primary role of the Bill is to produc~ a top quality tennis and entertainment centre.
As the nonourable member for Lowan correctly pointed out, the siting of the centre is
fortunate~, In proximity will be the Melboqrne Cricket Ground, a world ,class sporting
venue, the' National Tennis Centre, a smaller entertainment centre, the Sidney Myer
Music Bowl, the Arts Centre, and a swimming centre. No city in the world has all $ese
facilities available so close to the city centre. Wimbledon, for example, is way out the
suburbs of London and the venue for the French Open is located on the· outskirts of
Paris-it is nowhere near a bull's roar of the city centre. Melbourne will be fortunate, in
having this exciting complex. This is where I differ from members of the Opposi~ion, and
this is the crux of the argument. The project is most exciting. .
" , ",
(
The other point on which I would Ijk~ to concentrate is the Sports and Entertainment
Centre. The Leader of the Oppositiop again suggested that the construction of this 15000seater building over the road will kin the smaller centre that has been built where the,old
'"
Olympic pool used to be. That is no~ necessarily so.
One of the things that has held Victoria back from the mass entertainment point of view
is the lack of a large entertainment centre. -The 7000-seater where the old Olympic pool
was is not big enough for certain types of acts and entertainment. It is just not financially
viable for these acts to come to central MelbolJrne. They go somewhere else, such as the
showgrounds, as in the case of the Bruce Spritlgsteen concert. 11) this day and age, 7000
seats are not enough for the top acts and top shows. The Sydney Entert(jinment Centre is
a magp.ificent centre-well built and well used.
Mr· Leigh-But who pays for it?
Mr NORRIS-Who is paying for it?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member for Malvern
is to keep quiet.
)
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Mr NORRIS-I believe the cost can be justified. If Melbourne has a smaller
entertainment centre, a 7000-seater, and over the road there is a larger entertainment
centre, we will attract the shows and the artists who now go only to Sydney to perform.
They do not bother to come to Melbourne because it is not financially viable. They will
now come to Melbourne and Melbourne will retain its right to be known as the
entertainment capital of Australia.
Mr Kennett-Who are you talking to?
Mr NORRIS-I am talking about the Leader of the Opposition's remark-The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member for
Dandenong should ignore the interjections from the Leader of the Opposition. He has had
his chance and he blew it.
Mr NORRIS-I am talking about the argument put forward by the Leader of the
Opposition when he said that a 15 OOO-seater would kill the 7000-seater over the road. My
argument is that they will attract completely different types of shows, artists and audiences.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member for Brighton and the Leader
of the Opposition are interjecting once again.
Mr NORRIS-I heard a whisper then suggesting that Dallas Brooks is finished. I hope
they were talking about the Dallas Brooks Hall, which is still very well used, although it is
a small venue and would not seat more than 1500 people. So far as artists are concerned,
it is not worth playing there unless one is a local artist who may not command large
audiences.
Gone are the days when international artists would play at venues the size of Dallas
Brooks Hall or the Princess Theatre. As individual artists, they go into large venues, as
proven by the success of the Sy'dney Entertainment Centre. This is why Melbourne
desperately needs a centre that wIll seat 15 000 people-to put us back on the map as the
entertainment centre of Australia. If this project were to proceed, Victoria would have a
double wham my-we would be back on the map as the sporting centre of Australia and
as the entertainment centre of Australia with this exciting and magnificent venue.
I compliment the architects and also the consultants on the detail they have gone into
in planning the entertainment aspect of the centre. The backstage facilities, the lighting
grids, the facilities that will be installed for staging, the large trucks and vehicles that carry
the equipment-it has all been thought of and it has all been incorporated in the planunlike the existing Sports and Entertainment Centre, which is a refurbished swimming
pool.
If any honourable member has ever sat in this centre for any length of time, he or she
will have come out with a very bad dose of cramp. The seats are poor and small, and the
acoustics are extremely bad. If honourable members have been to see Billy Joel or Elton
John at the Sports and Entertainment Centre, they would have realized that it is a lousy
venue acoustically. The acoustics ofa venue are vital to top-class artists.
Already, the acoustic engineers have been to work on the plans for the tennis centre and
acoustically it will be second to none. That is something that cannot be said about the
Sports and Entertainment Centre. It has lousy sound, lousy acoustics, and if one goes to
see a world-class artist, one is invariably disappointed by the quality of sound. That will
not happen at the new tennis centre.
The other exciting concept is the magnificent sliding roof. Just imagine, Mr Deputy
Speaker, attending the tennis centre with your family and your wife to see one of your
favourite artists or one of your favourite shows. Imagine that it is a lovely evening and the
roof slides back and you are there under the stars; a spot of rain comes along-inclement
weather in Melbourne-and the organizers say, "Hello, it's raining", and the roof slides
over. I cannot think of an entertainment venue anywhere else in the world that will have
this unique sliding roof. I agree that this is another gimmick but it is a practical gimmick.
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The centre will be a venue that performers the world over will be proud to play in-our
entertainment centre that seats 15 000 people.
The Opposition has got itself into a terrible bind over this matter because it has been
dead against the project from the word go. The argument it has put up has been more than
thwarted by the study, the papers and the architects.
The honourable member for Brighton will speak after me and will attempt to demolish
some of the financial details that have been provided, but his argument is all terribly
negative. It is knocking the proposal and what does that say about Civil and Civic Pty
Ltd? They were the consultants-Civil and Civic.
Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-On a point of order, twice during his speech, the
honourable member for Dandenong has purported to quote from a report. I call on him
to cite and table the section from which he is quoting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! Is the honourable member for
Dandenong quoting from a report?
Mr Norris-No, Mr Speaker.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-Order! There is no point of order.
Mr NORRIS (Dandenong)-The honourable member for Brighton will have an
opportunity to demolish my argument at a later date.
As I said before, the Opposition is in a mess. It cannot stop itselffrom claiming that the
Premier has grandiose plans and that this will be some large, lasting monument. Our
Premier is a progressive, far-sighted politician and that is why he is the Premier of Victoria,
why he will be the Premier of Victoria after the next election and why the Opposition will
still be on the Opposition benches. It will not look to the future, it will not be positive. It
will not say, "Let's go for the risk. There may be an element of risk but let's go for it". The
Opposition sits back and whinges and knocks and talks about the heritage of my
grandchildren and so on. Those arguments have been demolished as political nitpicking
of the lowest order.
Car parking has been mentioned: what better venue for car parking than over the railway
line? New pedestrian access will be built over the railway line and there is car parking
galore outside the Melbourne Cricket Ground. Underground car parking will also be
provided at the centre.
There will be landscaping-not just a flat piece of parkland as at present but landscaping
from the road. I beg any member of the Opposition who has not seen the plan and model
to do so. Do yourselves a favour! Having looked at the plans and having looked at the
model, members of the Opposition will have to agree with the Government that the new
National Tennis Centre to be constructed in Melbourne will be something of which
Victorians can be proud, because it will ensure not only that we remain as one of the great
tennis centres of the world, but also that we retain our claim of being one of the great
entertainment centres of the world. I fully support the Bill.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I should first advise the House that I have a personal
interest in this matter as I am a member of the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria at
Kooyong. However, I have taken the opportunity of considering all sides of the matter.
The honourable member for Lowan invited his National Party colleagues to examine the
display by Civil and Civic Pty Ltd. I advise other honourable members who will take part
in the debate to consider the proposal, because it is certainly interesting.
The amount of money that will be involved in building the National Tennis Centre is
of concern. It has been estimated on March 1985 figures at a cost of approximately $53
million, which is a substantial capital amount in anyone's terms. If honourable members
and the Minister were realistic, they would realize that the centre will not be built at a cost
of $53 million, because the cost will not be assessed on March 1985 figures, but on the
figures that will exist twelve months or two years hence, over the two-year construction
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period. I am sure all honourable members would be pleasantly surprised if the complex
were built for less than $70 million.
Other honourable members have already said that this is obviously a large amount of
taxpayers' funds. When dealing with such funds, one must ensure that they are used in
appropriate fashion and that, so far as possible, the capital invested is recouped by the
general community.
' :.
However, if that hard and fast principle were applied to many other projects, which
both the present Government and previous Governments have undertaken in the past,
probably none of them would have proceeded. I shall mention a few of those projects
briefly. More than $200 million was spent on the construction of the West Gate: Bl1dge,
which is obviously not servicing that debt. The World Trade Centre, which was built at 'Cl
cost of some $186 million, is also not servicing its debt, nor is the Arts Centre. The
Melbourne underground rail loop was constructe~ at a cost of some $600 million.
To refer to history, facilities such as the State Museum, the State Library and State art
galleries have also been built. Again, they are facilities to which the Goverriment of the
day decided the general community was entitled-'so that it could enjoy various artistic and
sporting pursuits.
" .
Melbourn~ is fairly limited as an attraction in the sporting area. It has, of course, its
beautiful bay and the Yarra River, of which Sydney-siders are a bit too critical. I assure
the House that the banks of the river in the city have been recently developed into good
picnic spots,attractive gardens and barbecue areas; ap.d one can see the gracious oarsmen
gliding up and down the river in their racing shells.
'
When considering feature events held to attract people to Melbourne, one should bear
in mind VFL football and the granp final, which was held last week-end, as' well as the
spring racigg carni~al, which has recently commenced. The other feature event held in
Melbourne would have to be the Australian Open tennis tournament, which is a Grand
Slam event. It is certainly a major sporting event on the world,scene.
I am concerped about things that have occurred in the past. As a member of the
Kooyong Tennis Club, I say that when Kooyong for the members' group won election to
the committee, the club'perhaps made a major tactical error in taking the view that there
should be a greater slice of the benefits for the existing members of the club. I was' a
member of the club at that time-and I have been a member for almost twenty years. I
believe that that is what initially gave the impetus to the Lawn Tennis Association of
Australia 'to involve itself. Of course, the association is a national body for tennis. If. the
association is unable to come to a suitable arrangement with the Kooyong Tennis Club
and if nothing is done a~out building a national class tenp.is centre in Victoria, New South
Wales or some other State will very quickly grab the ball and run with it.
Melbourne is fairly light on major attractions and, as much as members of the National
Pa,rty admire the initiative and drive of the Queensland Premier, I am sure he would be
one of the first to seize the opportunity to build a facility such as the National TeI1nis
Centre now being proposed. I notice that the Deputy Premier nods in agreement. I
compliment the honourable gentleman on having the fbrtitude and vision to do something
in Victoria to ensQre that these valuable events are retained in this State, where they
rightly belong.
.
It saddens me that some agreement cannot be reached about keeping the Australian
Open at Kooyong. Perhaps that door is not yet fully closed. Perhaps there is an opportunity
of negotiating with the Kooyong Tennis Club to ensure that facilities exist to enable the
tournament to contihue 'at Kooyong, so that the tradition can be carried on. That is
something that one cannot buy and sell. One cannot put. it into fibreglass and; concrete and
say, ""There iris; we have exactly the same again".
•
, Something will be lost by taking the tournament from Kooyong to a smart new centre
with all itsmopern facjlities. Something will be lost in lhe way o'ftradition, and I am sure
people who attend Kooyong, Wimbledon and other venues around the world will
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acknowledge that the tradition that tha~ sporting facility has built up is important and that
it is a pity that the event cannot be retamed at Kooyong.
The question was asked as to how much the Lawn Tennis Association of Australia could
contribute towards the construction of the National Tennis Centre. I should hope that it
will contribute an amount equal to, if not greater than, the amount it has contributed to
date for the hire of facilities at Kooyong. It contributed approximately $470000 for the
hire of the facilities at Kooyong for the Australian Open tennis tournament last year. Of
course, the association also spent some $150 000 to $200 000 in setting up marquees and
paying other costs involved in staging the event, but it contributed almost $500000 just
for rental.
The question has been asked whet~er such a large capital in.vestme~t car:t. ~ fully
serviced. As I said earlier, if the same view were taken of other major pubhc factll~les that
have been built in this State, they certainly would not have been proceeded WIth. The
West Gate Bridge would not have been built, and the honourable member for Geelong
would have been one of the first to suffer as a result. That facility was built for the general
public of Victoria; it is not paying its way, but it ~s a public facility that the former
Liberal-National Party Government financed at the time.
The World Trade Centre was built at a cost of more than three or four times the
estimated cost of the National Tennis Centre. It cost approximately $186 million, and I
am sure all honourable members would agree that it is not servicing the interests out there.
The underground rail loop was constructed at a cost of $600 million and, purely on a cost
basis, expenditure of that amount would be quite difficult to justify.
Mention has been made of the loss of public land and how the various parking
problems and so on will be handled. The Minister and the honourable members for Lowan
and Gisborne have advised the House that the Swan Street Army barracks will be made
available, which will somewhat offset the public land that will be lost. A fairly valuable
area of parkland will be lost to the people of Melbourne.
It is a matter of deciding what we want for the city. Do we want to retain the Australian
Open in Victoria? If what is required to retain the Australian Open-and if the Lawn
Tennis Association of Australia cannot come to an arrangement with Kooyong-is a
national body administering tennis, and initially that body was offered the White City,
then it would look for the best offer. I am sure that the Queensland Premier, Sir Joh
Bjelke-Petersen, would be quick to take up any offer made. It would be a loss to Victoria
if the Australian Open was not retained in Victoria.

When considering servicing the debt to pay for the National Tennis Centre, I have
before me a summary of income and costs and, with the concurrence of the Minister, I
seek leave to have the document incorporated in Hansard.
The SPEAKER-Order! I have not yet seen the document so i am not aware of
whether it is suitable to be incorporated. If the honourable member would send it up to
me I will advise him on whether it can be incorporated.
The document is suitable to be incorporated in Hansard. The usual courtesy is to show
a document to the Speaker. prior to seeking leave of the House to have it incorporated in
Hansard. Is leave granted?
Leave was granted, and the document was as follows:
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NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE INCOME AND COST STREAM SUMMARY
SENSITIVITY STUDY
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(Project cost $53 million in March 1985 prices)
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$ 'OOOs (current dollars: 7 per cent annual inflation)

Year ending 30 June

Net Revenue: Australian Open
Victorian Open
Court Hire
Mass Entertainment Centre Net
Revenue
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Administration Costs
Refurbishment Costs
Total Costs
Net Revenue
Building Costs
Cash Row

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

4259
285
393

5229
308
I 135

6320
332
I 349

7390
360
1444

7966
389
I 545

8589
421
I 653

9262
454
I 769

9987
492
1892

10771
530
2025

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
1280
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0
7891
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0
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0
9622
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11062
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15623
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3716
11907
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11907
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16792
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12816
0
12816
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13796
0
13796
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0
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$ 'ooOs (current dollars: 7 per cent annual inflation)
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Net Revenue: Australian Open
Victorian Open
Court Hire
Mass Entertainment Centre Net Revenue
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Administration Costs
Refurbishment Costs
Total Costs
Net Revenue
Building Costs
Cash Row

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2oo~

2003

2004

2005

11 617
574
2167
6342
160
20860
3 137
I 734
4871
15988
0
15988

12531
622
2318
6786
171
22428
3357
1856
5212
17216
0
17216

13 519
670
2481
7261
183
24114
3592
1985
5577
18537
0
18537

14584
726
2654
7769
196
25929
3843
2124
5968
19962
0
19962

15738
785
2840
8313
210
27886
4112
2273
6386
21501
0
21501

16982
847
3039
8895
224
29987
4400
2432
6833
23 154
0
23 154

18326
916
3251
9518
240
32251
4708
2603
7311
24941
0
24941

19779
991
3479
10184
257
34690
5038
2785
7823
26867
0
26867

21349
1072
3723
10897
275
37315
5390
2980
8370
28945
0
28945

2006

2007

24881
23046
1249
1 155
4262
3983
12476
11660
315
294
40139 43183
6172
5768
3411
3 188
9583
8956
33600
31 183
o -10000
31 183 133600
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Notes
I. Revenue and cost figures are as estimated by Peat Marwick and Mitchell for the Full Mass Entertainment (FME) mode, in the "National Tennis Centre: Market
Study and Financial Analysis" report (September 1984). Figures include all revenues from the activity (i.e. both "L TAA" and "Centre" revenues are included).
2. The Mass Entertainment revenues, as estimated by Peat Marwick and Mitchell, were criticized by some industry sources as being too high. While the original
data are still considered reasonable, these data have been adjusted downwards by $500 000 p.a. (in March 1985 prices) to give conservative estimates.
3. The LT AA share of revenues will be finalized between the LT AA and the Trust once the latter is established. The LT AA revenues, when agreed, will be deducted
from from the Net Revenues to give Centre revenues available to pay interest, borrowings etc.
4. The Building Costs entry includes, in 2007, an amount for the residual value of the complex (this represents some $23 million in current prices). The amount is
entered as a negative figure as the other building costs were subtracted to give the cash flow-this figure is added.
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Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-On a point of order, I am not precisely sure whether
the honourable member for Benalla has properly identified the source of the document. If
the document is to be incorporated in Hansard will the honourable member identify it?
The SPEAKER-Order! I uphold the point of order. As I was not in the Chamber
earlier, I am unable to say whether the honourable member quoted the source. If he has
done so already, I ask him to repeat it and, if he has not done so, I ask him to advise the
House of the source.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I apologize for not showing the document to you earlier,
Mr Speaker. The document was provided by the Project Manager, Civil and Civic Pty
Ltd. It details cash flow for the funding of the project. While obviously a lot of these figures
are dependent on the ultimate capital cost of the project it has been estimated that revenue
from the Australian Open would be approximately $4·258 million for 1988.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-On the point of order, I understand the honourable
member has sought and has been given leave to incorporate the document in Hansard. I
wonder whether the honourable member would be kmd enough to make the document
available to the House so that it can be photocopied and copies made available to
honourable members to enable them to follow the honourable member's remarks.
The SPEAKER-Order! I uphold the point of order. I ask the honourable member for
Benalla to make the document available to the House as soon as he has completed his
remarks so that it can be made available to honourable members.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I should be happy to make the document available. It is
estimated that $393 000 would be obtained from court hire, $1·673 million from mass
entertainment centre net revenue and $65 000 from other revenue. The total net revenue
would be $5·394 million.
One of the major areas of revenue for the Australian Open will be provided by television
rights. The United States Open receives somewhere in the vicinity of$15 million to $16
million from television rights within the United States, so we are looking at a figure of $4
million for the Australian Open. Worldwide, I understand that four nations are taking a
direct line from the Australian Open and it is expected that that $4 million could increase
to approximately $12 million. The television revenue could have been understated.
Another important point to consider is that the timing of the Australian Open will
substantially improve in the next couple of years when it will be changed from a December
tournament to a January tournament. That will have the immediate effect of placing the
Australian Open at the start of the world Grand Slam circuit rather than at the tail end of
it and of attracting more top line international players, because if anyone wants a chance
at winning the Grand Slam they will have to take out the Austrahan Open first. That
change should have been made years ago. It will increase the amount of revenue Australia
will derive from world television rights.
In the area of other entertainment, the National Tennis Centre will have an undercover
centre court which will provide seating for 15 000 people and it can also be used as an
indoor entertainment centre. It will be suitable mainly for pop concerts and international
class boxing events. We have a young and enthusiastic population in Melbourne which
embraces sport. We have two world boxing champions. There will be a ready source of
revenue if our Commonwealth boxing championships and other sporting attractions take
place in this venue.
•
During question time the honourable member for Lowan asked whether the number of
trustees for this centre, proposed as thirteen, was too large a number. I ask the Minister to
seriously consider that matter. I can understand why, in the past, the Kooyong membership
took the action it did, although it was unfortunate that it led to placing a burden on the
LT AA which ultimately led to the Kooyong facility losing the national sports centre.
During a fifteen-year period the Kooyong membership carried the Australian Open on its
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back. We obviously should have come to a better arrangement. This led to a splitting of
the organizers of the Australian Open with the traditional home of the Australian Open.
That is sad.
The proposal put forward by the Minister will result in a world-class tennis facility, a
world-class entertainment facility and a world-class training facility with accommodation
for 28 juniors who can be billeted at the National Tennis Centre.
I hope it will lead to a resurrection, which is sorely overdue, of Australia on the world
tennis scene. In future I hope we will see that Australia regains its rightful position as the
No. 1 tennis nation and, at the same time, that Victoria retains its rightful position as the
venue for the Grand Slam tournament, namely, the Australian Open.
Mr STOCKDALE (Brighton)-It ought to be clear to anyone who looks honestly at the
position the Opposition has adopted on this issue that it does not oppose development in
Victoria, that it is not opposed to tennis, that it is not opposed to a tennis centre, that it is
not knocking the Australian Open and that it is not knocking the Lawn Tennis Association
of Australia, or anyone else.
The reality is that sport is a major attraction in Victoria and that Victoria has long been
the centre of sport in Australia-in fact, Victoria has long been one of the major sporting
centres of the world. Australia has a rightful place amongst the leaders in world tennis.
Anything that advances and preserves its place in world tennis is worthy of support.
However, that is not an open cheque on the purse of the Victorian community. The
Government has sadly misjudged the expectations of the Victorian community.
The history of the project is illuminating. The project was announced clearly as a
political device for the March 1985 State elections. It is no coincidence that it was
announced when it was. It is no coincidence that the subsequent history of the project and
what has been disclosed as we go is the making of policy of the run, the making up of the
package on the rUB, the design of the project on the run and the explanation of the financial
costings of the project on the run.
As I said, the Government has sadly misjudged the Victorian community. The days
when the loyalty o'f the Victorian people could be bought for a few trinkets are gone. It is
no longer good enough for the Premier-the 1985 John B~~man of Melbourne-to sprinkle
around a few trinkets in the hope that he will win suppon. The Government is mindless
to fall for the Sukarno technique of providing glQs~y showcase pieces in the hope that they
will be a symb01 of the achievements of the Government. The people of Vlctoria look
beyond the offer of a glossy status symbol on precious parkland of the State and see what
is really going on. It will be a temple to the vanity of the present Leaders of this State if
proper justification is not provided.
It is interesting that the Minister should come into the Chamber and begin to make
interjections. The same types of arguments were advanced about the World Trade Centre
by those who now sit on the Government benches. Whether it was right or wrong, it
cannot provide justification for a project that has its real basis in exactly that type of pbrkbarrelling. All of that is predicated on the assumption that the Government has no case. If
the Government has a case and if the project is everything the Government claims it is, it
has nothing to fear from public scrutiny of the proposals for replacing parkland. and the
costing of the project.
The real test will be whether in the full light of public scrutiny the project fulfils the
promise the Govenftnent is making. The Government owes it to the people of Victoria to
establish, firstly, the financial viabllity of the project and secondly, the protection of our
heritage in precious parkland. I for one do not want my children growing up in a garden
State that is cove~ed
with artificial
grass!
.
,
d
Let us go back to establishing the basis for the use of the parkland and the basis of the
claim of financial viability. The motion moved by the Opposition does not knock the
proj~ct. It knocks the indecent haste with which the Government has sought to push the
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proposal through the Parliament and through public debate. The motion seeks information
to which Parliament is entitled and to which the people of Victoria are entitled.
The concerns of the Opposition are twofold: firstly, with respect to the parkland question;
and, secondly, with respect to financial integrity. The Opposition is not alone in its
reservations about the effect on parkland. The relevant planning authority is the Melbourne
City Corporation. I refer to a report in the Age of 24 September 1985 headed, "City
Council Votes A$ainst National Tennis Centre". It is misleading to describe the
Opposition's positIon in those terms as it was misleading to describe the position of the
Melbourne City Corporation in those terms.
The planning and public works committee of the Melbourne City Corporation
recommended that the corporation advise ,the State Government of its opposition to the
tennis centre unless a binding guarantee was provided that alienated parkland would be
replaced by land of equal quality and area.
If the Government regards that as an unreasonable condition for approval of the project
by the relevant planning authority, let it say so. If it is not an unreasonable conditIOn,
have we not here a repeat of the Melbourne Cricket Ground proposal where the
Government swept aside the planning procedures when they got in the way of its pet
hobby project?
Whether one wants the lights at the cricket ground is immaterial; the State has proper
and lawful planning procedures and the Government should not proceed on any basis that
is not available to a commercial developer.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE-I am speaking about planning procedures. I fear that, given the
proper and responsible position of the planning authority, the Melbourne City Corporation,
the Government will a~ain sweep aside the proper planning procedures at the expense of
the Victorian commumty.
Guarantees are sought in the reasoned amendment. The first guarantee concerns replacing
parkland. The second guarantee concerns the provision of proper costin$s of the project
and the third guarantee concerns a proper explanation of the financial baSIS of the project.
The Opposition has additional reservations which have been dealt with by other
Opposition speakers, especially the honourable member for Gisborne, who referred to car
parking and other environmental considerations, and a further reservation concerns the
effect the proposed centre will have on other facilities, especially Olympic Park, the Sports
and Entertainment Centre and the Sidney Myer Music Bowl.
The honourable member for Dandenong waxed eloquent about the report and purported
to quote or summarize the findings of the financial analysis of the project. Unfortunately
he had his wires crossed. The study to which he referred is entitled "The National Tennis
Centre Feasibility Study, September 1984" and was prepared by Civil and Civic Pty Ltd.
That is a building proposal that does not make any conclusions about the financial
integrity of the project. The honourable member attributed the conclusion on which he
relied to a statement that does not appear in the study to which he referred. Even more
importantly, the study that deals with the financial viability of the project made exactly
the reverse conclusion.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE-The honourable member tenders a document that I asked him to
attribute in the first place. It is an extract from the study by Peat Marwick that is repeated,
and only repeated in the Civil and Civic document. If the honourable member bothered
to read properly and understand the document he was purporting to quote from, he would
know that it was the Peat Marwick study that was the source of the quotation and it says
the reverse. I will quote what the Peat Marwick study concluded, because it is an important
document. It is a sophisticated study of not only the project but also a large number of
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options that might have been employed in the final proposal. It is important to note the
reservations contained at the beginning of the study. Page 13 of the report states:
Financial Viability and Sensitivity Analysis
Due to the large number of variables inherent in a project of this nature. in excess of fifty possible operating
scenarios were identified. After discussions with the steering committee. it was decided to concentrate on nine
operating scenarios. which are detailed in Exhibit 2.2. opposite.

The table opposite page 13 sets out the various criteria assumed in the different scenarios:
Option 1 has been utilized as our base model. which we have used to perform sensitivity analysis on the key
variables.
We have assessed the financial viability of the National Tennis Centre on two bases:
Total cash flow available to service interest and loan repayments over a project life of twenty years. In these
projections we have made allowance for building and equipment replacement which may be required over this
20 year cycle.
Calculation of an internal rate of return for the project over a 20 year project cycle. For this calculation we
have imputed a residual value for buildings and equipment at the end of year 20 and included the initial capital
cost of the proposed Centre.

Page 14 sets out a table showing the twenty-year cash flow of the various options and the
internal rate of return. It is important to note that the internal rate of return stated from
one set of variables to another varied from 2 per cent to 9·7 per cent, so there is a huge
range of probable internal rates of return. The finance available for the project depends
upon the actual format of the approach adopted.
The Peat Marwick report continues:
By inspection of these results. it can be seen that the final decision on each of these key variables can
substantially affect the over-all viability of the proposed Centre. As the Centre increases its usage into the full
mass entertainment mode. the incremental surpluses produced significantly increase the internal rate of return
generated by the project.

So it is particularly the reliability of its usage for events other than tennis that will have
the strongest variable impact on the financial viability of the project.
Hence, the Opposition points to the fact that there is an undue concentration in the
rhetoric of the Government-especially in speeches like those today of honourable
members opposite-concentrating on the tennis use. The honourable member for
Dandenong was an exception, but even he made no attempt to deal with the financial
implications of the grandstanding and the art in which he was engaged.
On page 15 the Peat Marwick report concludes:
In this report we have evaluated the viability of a number of potential operating scenarios for the National
Tennis Centre. Due to the significant fluctuations in results obtained. we do not believe that the issue of project
financing can be correctly addressed until the preferred operational mode for the Centre is established.

Except for the fact that a multi-use scenario has been adopted, on the present state of the
information available to the Opposition, it is not possible to say which of those operating
scenarios is currently intended to be adopted if the centre is constructed. Indeed the
Opposition is advised that even the proposals set out in the Bill do not constitute the
Government's preferred option at this stage of the investigation.
It is important to note the highly contingent nature of the financing, dependent, as it is,
on those variables that have not yet been narrowed down.

Peat Marwick conducted a sophisticated analysis, taking into account centre design;
capital cost; management organization; attendance at tennis events both here and overseas;
sponsorship; television rights; other sport and entertainment uses; court hire and private
and social aspects; and it analysed the financial viability of the project. Contrary to what
was said by the honourable member for Dandenong, page 122 of the report states-and
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these are the actual words used by Peat Marwick, not some high-blown summary reversing
the conclusion:
From our investigation it would appear that a venue utilizing an artificial surface and designed to accommodate
full mass entertainment facilities yields the most attractive return. Although it is unlikely that any of the options
available will generate sufficient funds to meet interest and loan repayments at current commercial rates, each of
the options considered generates positive cash flow over a twenty year project life which can be utilized to meet
varying proportions ofthese requirements.

Far from concluding that the project was economically viable as put forward, even on the
most favourable set of assumptions, the report of the Government's own consultant
concludes that the operation of the centre will meet only part of the repayment obligation
of financing, being capital and interest.
The major factors affecting the financial viability of the centre are: the mode adopted;
the format adopted for the centre; the capital cost actually incurred; the Australian Open
Tennis Championships being conducted at the venue every year; the attendance every
year of leading male tennis players; other entertainment uses being at an optimum level;
the revenue-sharing arrangements with the Lawn Tennis Association of Australia; the
financing method used; and other uncertaintie~ such as the financing of infrastJ1lcture
works and the replacement of parklands. Except for the current state of play on the base
mode being a full entertainment facility, no definite public disclosure has been made on
anyone of those points. It is important to realize that the Opposition is not opposing the
development of a tennis centre; it is seeking full disclosure in Parliament and in public of
those variables; of the financing package to be adopted; of the best estimates availaple on
the other matters; and of the final determination of the revenue-sharing arrangements
with the Lawn Tennis Association of Australia. Not one element of those essential variables
has been the subject of full and frank public disclosure at this
, point.
The sitting was suspended at 6.27 p.m. until 8.6 p.m.

Mr STOCKDALE-Before the suspension of the sitting I was about to deal with the
costing information that has been publicly provided. It has been publicly provided in the
sense that it had been made available to the Opposition. The publicly stated costs of the
project are approximately $53 million. On the basis of the information that has been
provided, it is clear that the figure is grossly misleading. That figure is the construction
cost of the tennis centre structure alone on March 1985 prices. It is not entirely clear, but
as a result of information given to the Opposition early yesterday, it appears that it might
include a small proportion of the public infrastructure works associated with the project.
The projected cost supplied in current prices assumes a 7 per cent inflation rate and, in
the projections of cash flow provided to the Opposition, the effect of that in current dollars
is an actual cost of$12 million in 1986, $38· 7 million in 1987 and $9· 7 million in 1988. In
current dollars that is a total of$60·4 million.
The amount to be borrowed to finance the project is not, as has been publicly stated,
$53 million, but is at least $60 million. In a'moment I shall indicate that even that figure
is misleading. As has been pointed out by previous speakers, public projects <10 not have
a record of coming in on time and on budget. The history of public projects~ is that they
invariably cost more than they are expected to cost at the time of budgeting. It is clear that
any delay or an inflation rate higher than the projected 7 per cent constant figure will affect
the project and require the borrowing of additional fllnds to complete the construction of
the centre.
'i
That is not all. The Opposition has been supplied with data from sensitivity and
viability studies. They indicate that to at least 1992 the net cash flow from the project will
not fund the interest commitments, let alone repay principal. The trust will have a deficit
on an annual basis, after the revenues that it generates of about $1·9 million in 1989 down
to approximately $77000 in 1992, apart from the capital debt. Those figures assume the
repayment of no other capital debts at lhat stage.
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That being the situation, unless the Government provides a subsidy from the public
purse, it will be necessary for the trust to borrow money to pay the interest. The estimation
of the total cost by 1991 to provide the working capital to build the centre and to repay the
interest at the rate that will not be met by the net cash flow, in current dollars will total
borrowings of$67·7 million.
I seek leave of the House to have incorporated in Hansard a table setting out the
calculations involved. The source of those calculations is data provided to the Opposition
in the form of attachments to a letter to Mr Harvey Parker, Director-General of the
Department of Sport and Recreation from the Department of Management and Budget
setting out two alternatives as models for proposed financing of the National Tennis
Centre.
The SPEAKER-Is leave granted?
Mr Trezise-Leave is granted.
Leave was granted, and the table was as/allows:
NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE

Year

Capital
Expenditure

Net Cash
Flow

Interest

Financed
Cost

$

$

$

$

1985

0

0

0

0

1986

(12000000)

(12000000)

0

(12000000)

1987

(38700 000)

(38700 000)

(1680000

(40380000)

1988

(9700 000)

(4845000)

(7 333 200)

(12 178200)

1989

0

7 102000

(9038 148)

(1 936 148)

1990

0

8564000

(9309209)

(745209)

0

8954000

(9413538)

(459538)

1991

67699095

Mr Maclellan-What rate of interest was that calculated at?
Mr STOCKDALE-It assumes interest of 14 per cent. They are provided not as models
of actual financing proposed but as models of two possible forms of financing which would
be available and it may be that the ultimate package of financing used would be one or the
other, somewhere in between or a mix of different methods of financing. On the basis of
either of the scenarios attached to that letter, amounts of that magnitude would have to
borrowed over the period to 1991 in order to meet the construction costs and the interest
payments which would not be met out of net cash flows.
It is clear that borrowings to the order of$67 million to $68 million would be required
if the project met all the other projections and conditions. In addition, there are other
costs which have not been publicly disclosed. The first is what is now reported to be stage
1 of the infrastructure works put at $13·6 million, which includes $10 million for a car
parking structure to which the honourable member for Gisborne referred. In addition the
stage 2 work in the feasibility and the environmental impact study statement was estimated
at some $17·8 million dollars. Both figures are in March 1985 prices. The cost will increase
again by at least 7 per cent so those figures understate the true cost which the project will
require for finance.
There is no allowance in the costings which have been provided to the Opposition for
the cost of financing those works. They include a $10 million car parking venture and it
may be that that will generate some cash income. However, the advice given orally to the
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Opposition is that as of this week no viability study of that part of the project has been
made and so nobody knows whether it will provide the revenue to service the borrowings
necessary to construct the car park.
The other works are not revenue-generating works and so they must be funded by
borrowings and either included in the financing of the total project or met out of the public
purse. There is a suggestion that some of them are elements which have to be constructed
in any case as part of other projects, for example the linking of Spring Street and Batman
A venue. Whether that is accurate or whether that project would be required if it were not
for the centre and what the financial arrangements would be in the context of the tennis
centre or apart from the tennis centre is a matter for further investigation. The inclusion
of those works in the general plan for the centre shows the need for proper public scrutiny
of the costing of the whole project.
No allowance has been made for the cost of the replacement of park lands. No allowance
has been made for the relocation of the Army buildings from their present site and there
is no allowance made for the cost of business to other venues such as the Sports and
Entertainment Centre and the Sidney Myer Music Bowl. It is obvious from the location
and nature of the project that it will have an impact on the utilization of those projects.
Figures have been provided to the Opposition on the total cost of the project to the year
2004. These figures show a capital cost for the tennis centre alone of $60·4 million in
current dollars. They show interest payments up to a point at which the project is claimed
to become self-funding of $117· 7 million. They show the stage 1 works which in March
1985 dollars are $13·6 million. Stage 2 works in March 1985 dollars are $17·8 million.
If we are to be fair dinkum about the funding, it is necessary to examine the cost of
financing those infrastructure developments to the extent that they are associated with the
project. It may be that some discount is possible or appropriate if they are works which
otherwise would proceed.

If we were to simply finance over ten years-the usual period of Government
borrowings-at 14 per cent, assuming the debt is repaid and not rolled over at that time,
the interest bill on the infrastructure development would be of the order of $44 million
and that would be a financing cost ratio less than the cost ratio assumed in the Government's
projection on the tennis centre. This, unlike the tennis centre, refers to aspects which
would not have any revenue-raising capacity.
This morning in the Age there was an estimate given of the value of the replacement of
land at $8 million. Even ifit is assumed that the relocation expenses of the Army and any
associated works took only another $5 million, this would be considered a conservative
estimate, the all-up total cost to the year 2004 of the project would be of the order of$265
million. Until the point where the project became self-financin~, on the tables that have
been provided to the Opposition, the revenue would be approximately $191 million and
so there is a short-fall of approximately $74 million.
No doubt, those rough figures can be subjected to much criticism but the essential point
in that analysis of the tennis centre is that if construction of the centre is the basis upon
which the infrastructure works are to be implemented, which the environment impact
study suggests, then the real cost to the community will be approximately $265 million
and not the $53 million that has been publicly advertised as the cost of the project. The
funding implies a deficit of $74 million over the period during which it will require
financing.
The project is held out as a commercial venture; it is not held out as a public service
facility, which ought to be provided out of public funds. It is held out as a commercial
project and, as with other projects into which the Government and especially socialist
Governments have invested public funds, one must ask: why is it being financed by the
Government at all? If it is a commercial project being undertaken on commercial criteria,
justifiable on commercial criteria, why is the Government in it at all? Why does it need a
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Government guarantee? Why has not a private developer said to the Lawn Tennis
Association of Australia, "We will finance it on a proper commercial footing"? It is dressed
up with a viability analysis, an environment impact statement with terms such as "real
rate of return" "internal rate of return", and sophisticated computer projections.
All of that is window dressing to disguise the fact that no commercial developer would
undertake this project on the current financial arrangments. Why is it not submitted to the
ultimate commercial test, the free market? Why is it not put forward on the basis of no
Government ~uarantee, no Government underwriting of the cost and put forward as a
project that wIll stand on its own commercially? If the Government is to put it forward on
that basis, the Victorian people are entitled to a full and frank disclosure.
The Opposition seeks to have the Bill delayed so that the project can be properly
analysed and there is full public scrutiny of the finances, the costing and the very important
question of the replacement of public land, which will be allocated to the project. I
commend to the House the reasoned amendment moved by the honourable member for
Gisborne. It is no less than the community deserves.
Mr LEA (Sandringham)-The argument on the proposed National Tennis Centre has
raged for almost twelve months. Indeed, provision of the centre was part of the
Government's platform at the last State election. Due to the emotional connotations of
national pride and goodwill it is hard to argue against sport in Australia. Many arguments
have been advanced in favour of the proposed centre, such as: the Lawn Tennis Association
of Victoria is in need ofa permanent home; the construction of such a centre would retain
one of the Grand Slam tournaments in Australia; the administration of the Lawn Tennis
Association of Australia and the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria could be housed in
the one building; the centre would provide a training venue for young players; the centre
would be close to the central business district; it would be remote from residential areas;
it would have proximity to public transport; and it would provide the potential to develop
tourism and tennis, which, after cricket and football, is Australia's national sport. It is
hard in such a debate to separate emotion from objective consideration.
In essence the Liberal Party supports the establishment of a National Tennis Centre.
Opposition members have posed a number of questions, which the Government has not
answered. The major question concerns the suitability of the proposed site. Honourable
members who have walked down Batman Avenue towards the State Swimming Centre
would have noted that the proposed site is the last piece of parkland before one reaches
the city. Conservationists have expressed doubts about that area being used as a site for
such a centre.
I should like to quote some objections that have been printed in the newspapers in the
past few months. I referl~ the Age of 10 December 1984 and an article under the heading
"City land grab" by Michael Hogan, which states, inter alia:
The inner city land grab is on and Victorians are going to pay for it. Look at what is happening with regard to
the restaurant proposal for Princes Park.

Again in the Age of 22 December 1984 under the heading "Environment study condemns
the new tennis stadium", an article states, inter alia:
,Melbourne would no longer have a green belt along both sides of the Yarra if the State Government approved
a tennis stadium in Ainders Park, the Conservation Council of Victoria says.

In the Herald of 2 September 1985 a similar article appeared under the heading, "Tennis
Centre: Council wants parkland swap". The Premier has given no written assurance to the
community that the swap will occur.
Is another site preferable? I can think of a number of other more preferable sites. For
example, the Newmarket sale-yards, the St Kilda football ground and Kooyong, all of
which have ample space and ease of transport access. A site close to Tullamarine airport
could also be considered because of its proximity to international transport facilities and
access for people from the western suburbs.
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The Government appears to be obsessed with siting the centre at Flinders Park and has
paid litle regard to the environment and planning aspects. Another idea promoted in the
press is that it is expected that the Jolimont railway yards will be available in the future,
allowing space for stage 2, which includes relocation of some outside courts and this land
could be returned as parkland. But this may not happen.
The Government should provide assurances in writing rather than verbally because the
community has a right to such assurances. I have indicated some of the arguments in
favour of the centre. It is difficult for an Australian to argue against the Australian Open
tennis tournament being located in Melbourne but I want to cut away the web of
emotionalism and examine the financial aspects.
The honourable member for Brighton gave a detailed analysis of the financial problems
involved. I had the privilege of attending a briefing with my colleagues and representatives
of the Department of Management and Budget and the Department of Sport and
Recreation. The information provided at that briefing appeared to cover up the actual
costs of the proposed centre. Even someone without accounting experience would have
realized that the interest repayments were not included in the balance sheet that was
provided at the briefing.
The honourable member for Brighton correctly pointed out that in the first five or six
years the interest owing on capital will exceed any profits generated by the Australian
Open and the entertainment centre. I would now like to refer to the financial predictions
for the centre for the next twenty years.
The estimated increased net revenue is a little optimistic, even allowing for a normal
rate of inflation. Indeed, the estimated financial income is decidedly rubbery. Interest
repayments are based upon revenue generated by the Australian Open and the
entertainment centre. However, the consumer price index could vary in the next twenty
years. For example, a situation similar to what occurred in the 1960s could have a
dramatic effect on interest repayments.
The estimates provided to the Opposition do not take into account fluctuations in the
value of the dollar and interest rate increases. At present the interest rates on home loans
and real borrowings are escalating at an enormous rate. What will the interest repayments
be? I must confess that I did learn something about the financial management of the
Government. In the first five or six years in the life of the proposed tennis centre there will
be no capital repayments.
With the interest on capital, instead of borrowing $52 million Victoria is probably
borrowing nearer $80 million. However, once a figure is mentioned in the Budget, the
community tends to forget that capitalization of interest is part of the total cost to the
community.

Mr Shell-How would you finance it?
Mr LEA-If I could continue, I am suggesting that the real issue is the provision of a
proper statement of figures. The Victorian community has a right to know exactly how
much this centre will cost, how much the infrastructure will cost in the first stage, what
the environmental issues are, how much it will cost to provide adequate car parking and
whether the Commonwealth will give an assurance that it will swap land at Yarra Park to
replace lost parkland. There is nothing in writing from the Commonwealth about that.
Probably all of us have driven to the Melbourne Cricket Ground for a football final or
test match and have encountered problems with parking. We all know the problems faced
by people who use car parking facilities regularly, those who go to work in the city and
park their cars in that area. I find it hard to believe that a 15 OOO-spectator centre will have
adequate car parking facilities as well as providing a replacement for land which the
Minister proposes to take from the Olympic Park site.
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The Government is committed to the building of the centre. One would support it in
that notion except one shotileJ also look at all the issues which should be brought out into
the open. Whatever briefings the Opposition has received contain unanswered questions.
The Premier and the Minister for Sport and Recreation need to answer these questions
and to make them public. Discussions should be opened up. We should know whether the
centre will cost a total of$13 million in twenty years or $26 million.
The Liberal Party supports the notion ofa tennis centre. It would be something wonderful
to have in Melbourne. However, we want to know what it will cost and what the
implications are for the community. Much emotionalism has been displayed in the House
about the issue. It is time,that objective facts were examined.
There has been discussion about the alienation of public parkland and the proper siting
of the centre, the replacement of the parkland and the tabling of the actual cost so that the
community is aware of it. The,Liberal Party has had trouble in gleaning information from
the sca~ty documents so far preSented. Surely the public has the right to proper information.
Other issues have not yet been considered. The taxpayers will foot the bill, as usual, for
yet another extravagant promise made by the Government at the election. That promise
was made emotionally and was clouded by the lack of financial and strategic information
about car parking and other issues.
We all know of anothet leader in this country who uses sporting situations to develop a
politic;al image. The public has the right to have the information tabled, as requested by
the honourable member for Gisborne. I remind the House of that request for information
and for which an answer has not yet been received. Firstly, replacement of quality parkland
should be provided and should be guaranteed in writing.
Mt Ross-Edwards-Do not put it off for twelve months or it will cost another $10
million!
Mr LEA-It is a pity that the Leader of the National Party missed my earlier comments.
The ,ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! The honourable member for
Sandringham should t~ke no notice of unruly interjections.
Mr LEA-I shall certainly take note of that. Full and frank detailing of the cost of the
centre should be tabled. The public infrastructure work has been glossed over and is not
included in the costings that have been presented to the public. ReTevant relationships for
borrowing and finances should also be made available. No statement has been made about
the cost to the taxpayer. It will take the community and six successive Governments to
finance this project, which is anticipated will take until 2004 on estimates which have no
foundation and details o[;financial burden which have not been revealed.
I reiterate that the Liberal Party strongly supports the notion of the tennis centre.
However, it wants to know the real facts and requires the Premier and the Minister for
Sport and ,Recreation to provide details of the cost which will enable Liberal Party members
to ascertain exactly what is taking place with this event of importance to the Victorian
community.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-Over the past few months, we have heard in this House plenty of
rubbish about the tennis centre site. However, the rubbish and double talk toni~t is
monumental. I cannot recall in such a short space of time in debate both here and In the
other place so much rubbish as has come from the Opposition in the past two or three
hours.
The Government has done its homework properly and has provided to the people of
this State a viable project. The prime purpose of this project is to ensure that the people of
this State and this city retain the Australian Open tournament-the Grand Slam tennis
tournament that has been played here for many years. At the same time, Melbourne will
be provided with a 15 OOO-seat mass entertainment centre. Taken together, these two
functions will provide a major boost for the economy, for tourism and will increase
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dramatically sporting, recreational and entertainment opportunities available for
Victorians.
The centre will not be for spectators alone. The community will be able to play tennis.
People who work in the city will be able to go to the centre and play tenpis as they do now
in the suburbs. What other city in the world provides that benefit to its comm.unity?
People are knocking the project for all manner of reasons. I would be interested to know
where the votes of those people lie in the long run. Will they oppose it and go on the
record as opposing it? Despite the nonsense they go on with, as the Leader of the National
Party. interjected, if the project is put off for twelve months with a reasoned amendment,
it wIll cost another $10 million. N,ot only that, Melbourne will lose the Grand Slam
tournament.
The Government is determined to ensure that the site chosen is environmentally
acceptable, that no parkland will be lost and that the centre will be economically viable.
Those are the three objections that have been raised since this proposal came under
investigation.
So far as the environmental impact is concerned, an environment effects statement has
confirmed that the Ainders-Yarra Park site is the most appropriate. That statement has
been made available for public scrutiny and the advantages it lists are apparent to all.
That site is centrally located and is accessible to public transport. These two advantages
were regarded as essential by the Corporation of the City of Melbourne for its mass
entertainment venue.
The Bill limits the site to 6 hectares; three sites taking in approximately 6 hectares have
been identified as the parkland replacements: firstly, the two car parks on the north side of
Swan Street will be returned to parkland and will be landscaped. Secondly, an athletics
training area that is leased by the Victorian Athletic Association will be landscaped and
the association will be relocated. Thirdly, as the House was made aware today and
Victorians were made aware yesterday, following receipt of a letter from the Federal
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Tourism, Mr Brown, an in-principle agreement has
been reached with the Federal Government for the relocation of the Army depot. I refer
to the land at Port Melbourne and the land on the south side of Swan Street presently used
by the Army depot. That land will be returned to public parkland. An in-principle agreement
exists, and the Government believes that satisfies the requirement that parkland be replaced.
I hear the honourable member for Caulfield interjecting and he knows something about
the Olympic Games. I remind him of what the party of which he is a member did not do
with regard to the Olympic Games when it was in government. A firm proposal exists to
replace the parkland to be used for the tennis centre with land, commensurate in area, that
is now used for other purposes.
A further important environmental aspect is parking and the recommendations of the
environment effects statement will be followed. The strategy provides for parking for some
3200 vehicles, together with measures to improve public transport access. The Government
has been diligent to ensure that the proposed National Tennis Centre will be commercially
viable. The Government has agreed to provide some replacement land for the public open
space and to provide an additional parking area. A large part of that area is for a new
parking station in the Olympic Park complex, and that development is expected to be selffunding.
Apart from the Government commitment, which will benefit not only the tennis centre
but also the entire area, I indicate that the project will pay for itself. A number of financial
feasibility studies have been undertaken and they indicate over-all capital costs of $53
million. The project will produce an excellent real rate of return, and the tennis centre will
be totally debt free sixteen years after it is opened.
Mr Ross-Edwards-It would not matter ifit were 25 years!
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Mr CAIN-That may be true, but sixteen years would be a remarkable performance.
The proposed National Tennis Centre will be constructed on Crown land at no cost to the
Victorian taxpayer. In those circumstances it is hard to understand how even the Liberal
Party could knock the project.
I heard some of the remarks made by the honourable member for Brighton. What he
said about the financial aspects of the centre is totally dishonest. He received a full and
frank briefing-Mr Perrin-Rubbish!
Mr CAIN-I am advised that nine members of the Opposition attended a briefing on
Wednesday, 11 September. It should have been crystal clear to those who attended the
briefing that the Peat Marwick report, to which reference has been made, was based on
capital costs ranging from $65 million to $70 million. I am advised that members of the
Opposition were informed at the briefing that the project had been modified since the
publication of the report and that further work had been done by the Department of
Management and Budget on a reduced capital cost of $53 million. That was carefully
explained to members of the Opposition.
At the briefing, the reduced capital costs were stressed again and again to those who
attended. Do members of the Opposition deny that? To come here tonight and speak
about a totally different figure is an exercise in making obfuscation an art form. With
the reduction about which honourable members were told, including two fewer feature
courts-Mr Reynolds-We did not mention that.
Mr CAIN-Members of the Opposition were informed that there would be two fewer
feature courts and that, with those amendments and adjustments, the project would
produce a positive cash flow. As a result, the project will pay for itself in sixteen years.
That is a remarkable performance.
If members of the Opposition wish to criticize a project like this, they should vote
against the Bill. A project that offers that return is a real gift to the Victorian people on a
long-term basis by bringing about the economic and tourism benefits that flow from being
one of the four cities in the world that hosts a Grand Slam tournament.
It is the bi~ time, and with the revised time-table that will be introduced-having the
tournament In Australia in January or February instead of at the end of the yearMelbourne will have the first of the four Grand Slam tournaments to be played in the
year. As I am advised by tennis officials, the paucity of top ranking players that Australia
has been able to attract to the December tournament will be reversed. The players who
stay away because of the imminence of Christmas will come to the tournament after
Christmas.~' ;
Mr Perrin-Why?
Mr CAIN-Because they believe it is a tournament in which they should take part-a
tournament that the Opposition is trying to stop. I am appalled that the Opposition should
be so negative as to want to find all manner of reasons to try to prevent the project going
ahead. Are members of the Opposition serious? Are they ~oing to vote against the Bill?
Do they really not want the project to succeed? Those questlOns should be answered.
The Opposition can move all the reasoned amendments it likes, but the real test will be
how it votes at the conclusion of the second-reading debate. Will it vote against the Bill
here and in another place and delay the project proceeding? Is the Opposition in favour of
this State hosting a Grand Slam tournament? If the Opposition votes against the Bill, it
will rightly attract the condemnation of most Victorians because they want this State to
have the best tennis that the world can produce; they want this State to have available in
the heart of the city, tennis courts for the ordinary "mug" players-like me-and members
of the Opposition to use as they wish. That will be a capacity that no other city has, and
members of the Opposition want to deny that. Let them indicate where they stand.
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The Minister for Sport and Recreation has been more than patient with all ,the rubbish
he has had to put up with from the Opposition during the past few weeks and in this place
tonight. I hope the Opposition realizes at last the benefits that will flow to the People of
this St~te in both the short and long term with the construction of the proposed Natipnal
Tennis Centre. If members of the Opposition wish to play petty politics and raise all types
of Aunt Sallys, let them go on doing it and the people of Victoria will judge them
accordingly.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! I call the Leader of the National
Party.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-On a point 'of order, Mr Deputy Speaker, the
National Party has made it quite clear that it supports .the Government's proposition. The
fact that the Opposition has moved a reasoned amendment makes it quite clear that it
differs from the proposition. I put it to you, Sir, that, since the Premier ,has just spoken,
the call should properly go to the Opposition rather than to the Nationa~ Party.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! Firstly, the honourable member for
Hill, who is addressing the Chair, is out of his place. The honourable member for
Gisborne is the lead speaker for the Opposition on this Bill. According.to past practices
and precedents the courtesy of speaking next, when the call came, has always been given
to the Leaders of the parties, whether they are from the Opposition or the National Party.
Having now resu,med,the chair I have called the Leader of the National Party.
For~st

1

'.

Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National Party)-Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker.
The National Party has given the proposed legislation a tremendous amouJ;lt of
consideration during recent months. It realized the importance of having a top tennis
venue and entertainment centre in Melbourne. The National Party wants the centre to
proceed quickly. All the arguments in the world could be given about where the centre
should be built and about how much it will cost.
The Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria wants the centre to be built at Kpoyong but
the members of the club at Kooyong crucified themselves eight or ten years ago \\:'hen the
movement for the Kooyong Tennis Club wanted the venue for members only. One cannot
expect to have all the facilities for members only and then expect all international tennis
events to be staged at that club. All political parties have received representations from
members of the Kooyong Tennis Club. I should have liked to have seen the intf;rnational
tennis tournament continue at Kooyong but the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria was
slow in putting forward an alternative scheme. Had it put forward a proposal three, four
or five years ago, no doubt this tennis centre would have been built at the tennis club in
Kooyong or in the vicinity of Kooyong.
No place will be perfect. Perhaps Hinders Park is not perfect but one could argue against
it on environmental grounds; one could argue that parklands are being taken away-one
could argue until one was black in the ,face-but, the site would still not be perfect in
everyone's eyes. One could argue about how much it will cost but no one could possibly
know that.
Members of the Liberal Party know only too well that one cannot estimate how much a
project will eventually cost. For example, they entered into projects such as the West Gate
Bridge and the Victorian Arts Centre and many other projects in good faith yet they still
cost more than anticipated before they were finished. Members of the National Party have
been to the proposed site, as no doubt have most other honourable members and they are
worried and concerned about it, but all factors must be taken into consideration.
The quicker the proposed centre is buUt, the less it will cost. Everything will cost more
tomorrow. If the reasoned amendment proposed by the honourable member for Gisborne
is passed it will only put off the project until next year. Work on the centre cannot be
started until next year. That is ascertain as the day dawns. Common sense tells one that if
the centre is to be built at Hinders Park, it should be started as quickly as possible.
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Another important aspect that should be taken into consideration is that Melbourne
stages one of the Grand Slam tournaments, of which there are only four in the world. The
reason it is staged in Melbourne is part of history. Australia became a big name in tennis
tournaments in the early days when Australia and New Zealand competed together to
represent Australasia. That was before the first world war, and now Australia stands on its
own. In the early days Australia dominated the Davis Cup tennis tournament but that has
not been so in recent times.
When one considers the tennis tournaments staged in the United States of America,
France and England, one should not be stupid enough to take for granted the tournament
held in Melbourne. We should hold on to it. If honourable members want to hold on to
that tournament in future, the State should provide adequate facilities as quickly as
possible. We should want to keep in Australia for Australians one of the four Grand Slam
tournaments. It is important that we do so.
The Premier stated that the National Tennis Centre will be the first of the four centres
at which these Grand Slam tournaments are held. He stated that it will be a big incentive
to attract the world's best tennis players to Australia in January. One must remember that
Melbourne has very few tourist attractions in sporting events. It has the grand final of the
football, the Melbourne Cup and the Australian Open. These events draw international
tourists. If Melbourne were to lose the Australian Open, it would be a serious loss for the
State.
Mr Reynolds-What about the cricket?
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS-Yes, cricket is also a drawcard for the tourists. Melbourne is
the cricket and tennis centre of Australia. This is a serious state of affairs. I do not criticize
the Liberal Party, but the judgment by the National Party is based on what is best for
Victoria and Australia.
One could put forward a dozen arguments why the centre should not be built. One could
argue about the appropriateness of the site at Flinders Park and how much the centre will
cost. It is said that the centre will be paid off in an incredibly short time. I, too, am sceptical
about that, but if it takes 25 years to build, if it needs to be restructured, if it eventually
costs more, and if the construction is not as smooth as proposed by the optimistic Minister,
it will be worth it. Sydney and Brisbane provide better entertainment centres than
Melbourne. Melbourne is miles behind. The entertainment centres and sports venues
should be combined.
Members of the National Party have listened to all arguments over the proposed centre,
have discussed the centre with the planners and seen the models. If the Opposition can
bring forward a better PNPosal for the proposed tennis centre while the Bill is between
here and another place, the National Party will be only too happy to consider it. The last
thing I wish to have on my conscience is that I knocked back something that was good for
Victoria. If one carries the argument proposed by the Liberal Party to its logical conclusion
it means the proposed legislation will not pass through both Houses. It is all very well for
members of the Opposition to say that they will vote for the measure here, but I ask them
what will happen in another place.
Mr Perrin-We will vote for it!
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-That makes it very convenient for the Liberal Party. The
measure will be passed, yet if the National Tennis Centre eventually costs $85 milhon the
Opposition can say that it voted against the measure. It gets it both ways because Victoria
will have a tennis centre of international standard and the Liberal Party will receive all
the kudos. I had to answer that interjection.
The National Party will vote on the measure on the basis of what it knows now. If there
are any major flaws in the proposal, it will consider them while the Bill is between here
and another place. We are playing for big stakes. We are playing for Victoria and for
Australia. The National Party has put that proposition above politics. Where does the
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Liberal Party want the centre built-at Aemington Racecourse, Kooyong or Port
Melbourne? Where is the best spot?
The argument has been put forward that the centre may eventually cost $70 million or
$80 million. If it costs that amount I say that Victoria can still afford to build it and it will
be paid off in a comparatively short time. There are advantages in having the centre in the
heart of the city because people will come to it from all directions in the State. There is no
greater advocate for decentralization than I, but certain facilities should be provided in
the heart of Melbourne because all public transport comes to Melbourne. The building of
VFL Park at Waverley was a disaster. The Melbourne Cricket Ground is better because it
is centrally located. If the Victorian Football League wanted a second oval with the
facilities of the Melbourne Cricket Ground it should have been built at Carlton. The
money was wasted on VFL Park.
If the Liberal Party wants the centre built at Footscray, it should say so. I say the centre
should be built in the city. Many precedents have been set in favour of building such a
centre in the city. The former Liberal Government agreed to many top facilities being
built in the heart of Melbourne.
Mr Shell-What about Geelong?
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS-It would be ridiculous to build the National Tennis Centre in
Geelong. The Government should not be looking after the interests of a particular
honourable member. The National Party is concerned about doing the best for Australia,
Victoria and Melbourne. It wants to provide the best centre for entertainment and sport.
Inevitably faults will be found with it whatever site one picks and whatever finance is
obtained.
It would be hopeless to build a stadium to be used just for tennis. The centre should be
designed for a combination of events so that it will pay its way. The proposal is far from
perfect, but so far it is the best scheme that has been put forward. The building will be
started in 1985 and should not be put off until 1986. That is important.

Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I was impressed by the theatrical techniques
employed by the Premier and the Leader of the National Party. The Leader of the National
Party employed pathos to great effect. I could almost hear the violins playing softly in the
background. The Premier was positively Wagnerian. I expected to see Lohengrin and
Brunnhilde emerging with spears and shields any moment.
Theatrics aside, the House has been subjected by the last two speakers to obfuscation
and dissembling of a most depressing order. The Opposition supports the proposal that
there should be a national tennis centre and that such a centre should be in Melbourne.
Mr Ross-Edwards-When? Next year!
Mr RICHARDSON-The Opposition has adopted the responsible role that an
Opposition should adopt. It has acted as the voice of the people in the face of inadequate
preparation and presentation of information by a Government which is committed to a
worth-while project that has not been thOUght through and on which insufficient homework
has been done.
This proposal emerged as a whiz-bang, "what a great idea" promise prior to the last
election. The Premier said, "Gee, what a lovely idea. Just before the election, 1 shall
announce a national tennis centre for Melbourne. Golly, that will get me lots of votes, will
it not?" That is what the Premier did and he did gain some votes from the proposal.
After the election, his advisers went to him and said, ··Mr Premier, that whiz-bang idea
you had was a good one, but we have a problem in paying for it". The Premier then told
them to go away and to return with some figures that would demonstrate that the project
was viable, that the Government could pay for it and that it would not disrupt the
environment, traffic and other planning matters. The Premier said, ··1 do not know how
you will do it-frankly, I do not care-but provide me with a document that 1 can present
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as a public document which will prove it all". The loyal advisers then went away and
returned with a document.
The difficulty the Opposition and the community have with the explanations illustrating
how the project will be paid for and the effect it will have on the environment, parkland,
traffic and other matters in the planning of a major exercise is that the answers are simply
not there. The Premier said that all the information was provided, not only in written
form but also in briefings by departmental officers to the Opposition which explained
everything.
Some documents in the form of commissioned reports were provided; that is public
knowledge. Briefings for interested members of the Opposition were also held. However,
neither the published reports and documents nor the briefings answered all the questions.
The Government does not know the answers to the questions and the Opposition has had
to take a responsible course of action. The honourable member for Gisborne moved a
reasoned amendment:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof the words "this House
refuses to read this Bill a second time until the Government provides-(a) a binding guarantee that parkland
alienated for the National Tennis Centre will be replaced by land of equal quality and area and public disclosure
ofthe details of the location of such land. the timing of such replacement and any other relevant details; (b) full
and frank details of all costings of the centre and associated works. public infrastructure works, replacement of
park lands and relocation costs and any other relevant costs; and (c) full and frank details of the method and cost
of financing the project and other relevant works including the full extent of borrowings, revenues and other
financial details."

What could be more reasonable than that? The Leader of the National Party, for whom I
have enormous affection and respect, interjected that the adoption of this amendment
would lead to the delaying of the project until next year. Why should that be so?
If the Government has all the answers, as it claims to have-and as the Leader of the
National Party believes it has-there is no reason why such a disclosure should take more
than 24 hours. If the Government were forced to delay this proposal until next year, as
has been stated, not suggested, by the Leader of the National Party, who is obviously privy
to information from the Government that has not been made available to the Opposition,
it would mean the Government had a problem in providing the information requested by
the amendment.
I ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation, when he replies to the remarks of honourable
members, to address himself to that question: Will the adoption of this reasoned
amendment lead to the delaying of the project until next year; if so, is it because the
Government does not have the answers?
If the Government had the answers, it would have no difficulty in accepting the proposal
because it would be able to supply that information within 24 hours, and this would satisfy
the Opposition and the Victorian public. The reasoned amendment of the Opposition is
aimed at protecting the interests of Victoria.

The Government proposes that a trust vehicle will be established that will finance the
centre by borrowing all the funds required, but the State will guarantee all borrowings.
The amount to be borrowed is stated as $53 million for the project-the buildings and so
on-but an extra $31·4 million is required for infrastructure costs, together with a series
of additional costs that have not been calculated. The figures provided by the Government
are so rubbery that they could be used as a trampoline. The Victorian taxpayer will be
indebted to the tune of $100 million without any guarantees, without any knowledge on
the part of the Government of where the roller-coaster will stop. The Government has not
done its homework.
The Government has not addressed itself properly to the question of the alienation of
public parkland and the promise of replacement of that parkland cannot be believed. Part
of the land that the Government proposes to return as public parkland is already parkland.
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One cornerstone of the Government's argument is the acquisition of the Army depot
land from the Federal Government. After weeks of pressure on the Government by the
Opposition the Parliament is told that agreement has been reached in principle for the
transfer of the Army depot land to the State Government. Agreement has not been
reached, nothing has been signed, no deals are done; all that is achieved is an agreement
in principle. What that really means is that the Federal Labor Government has agreed to
get the State Labor Government off the hook for the time being.
Inadequate attention has been given to planning aspects of this proposal. All the usual
procedures to be employed in the proper planning of a project have been thrown out the
window. The Minister for Planning and Environment has ridden roughshod over his
Ministry and its guidelines. He has told officers of the Ministry the type of report they are
to present. The planning procedures are a sham.
Inadequate attention has been given to the question of traffic and parking requirements.
Again, the Government, through its Ministers, has ridden roughshod over the established
procedures that should apply. So many questions are left unanswered. One of the most
serious questions that has been raised and left unanswered was raised by the consultants,
Peat Marwick, in its report, which concluded:
Although it is unlikely that any of the options available will generate sufficient funds to meet interest and loan
repayments at current commercial rates, each of the options considered generates positive cash flows over a 20
year project life which can be utilised to meet varying proportions of these requirements.

That is the conclusion of the consultants who were employed to evaluate the financial
viability of the project. They conclude that the project is not financially viable according
to the usual definitlon of financial viability.
The Government constantly refers to financial viability, so one must presume it is
employing the definition of commercial viability when referring to financial viability. If
that is not the definition that the Government has employed, let it state what definition it
has used. If it believes the word "viability" means breaking even, let it say so. The
consultants conclude that the project will not break even. If the Government believes
"viability" to mean an acceptable level of loss, let it say that. To date the Government has
said nothing except to continually restate that the project will be financially viable.
The only way in which the project can generate sufficient income to approach financial
viability is, firstly, if the Australian Open tennis championship is held at the centre every
year for the next twenty years and that tournament attracts the top tennis players in the
world, and, secondly, it has to be used on almost 50 occasions a year as a major massentertainment centre, and that has to occur for another twenty years. This project has
many unknowns and imponderables and that is why the Opposition says, "Give us the
facts".
The Opposition wants a National Tennis Centre in Melbourne. It supports the idea. It
is proud of Melbourne and its position in tennis in Australia and in the world. It wants to
have a centre such as this, but it has a responsibility to the public, which the Leader of the
National Party does not seem to share, to raise the voice of caution and to ask the
questions that must be asked and to demand the answers that must be demanded. The
Government has failed to produce the answers up to date. The Opposition has no choice
but to move the reasoned amendment moved by the honourable member for Gisborne,
which calls upon the Government to halt the progress of the Bill until it has produced, in
answer to the Questions asked, clear evidence that will support all the claims made by the
Government about this project.
The Opposition will not be in opposition forever. After the next election the Opposition
will inherit this project and members of the Opposition would like to be sure that we will
not inherit a Labor Party white elephant that will be a financial burden on the taxpa;yers
of Victoria for more than twenty years in the future. The Opposition is being responslble.
It is demanding answers and it is providing a mechanism for the Government to supply
those answers.
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. I. reiterate: if the Government is so convinced that its arguments a~e sound and
unassailable, if the Government is so sure: that it has all the answers, why does it hesitate?
If it has all the answers and if it is right, it can produce those answers within 24 hours. If
not, the Government will oppose and reject the amendment.
If the 'Government cannot prod\lce the evidence and the information it will throw out
this: amendment, apd that will be the test ofthe Government; if the Government does not
accept the amendment it will be admitting that it does not have the answers; it will be
admitting that it has not done its homework; it will be admitting that its arithmetic has
been shonky; it will be admitting that a,vital project has not been thought through, that
the homework has not been done and that it is committing the Victorian community to a
financial burden that will last for more than twenty years.
If the Government has confidence in itself and in the work that it has done and in the
figures that it has, it will embrace the amendment and it will produce the evidence within
24 hours to say to the Liberal Party that it was wrong. But I bet the Government cannot
do it!
Mr DICKINSON (Barwon South)-The electorate that I represent is close to Melbourne
and it has an interest in international sport. My remarks are not intended to delay the Bill,
but to provide reasonable debate; I do not pose problems, but solutions. Over the years,
Premiers ofVictori~ often have liked to leave monuments in their wake and, tonight, the
present Premier highlighted his urgency in presenting this proposal without presenting to
the people of Vic~oria the full facts. I am reeminded of ~he many great things that have
occurred in Victoria-the Tullamarine airPort, going back to Sir Henry Bolte, and the
Victorian Concert Hall. Now, it is this Premier's desire to cover the 10limont railway
yards ~nd this venture may present him with that opportunity. No one disagrees with the
concept of Melbourne as the venue for Grand Slam tennis events.
I have had an interest in international rowing and, in this context, I refer to the decision
of the Minister for Sport and Recreation, who has selected Carrum as the venue for
international rowing events as distjnct from Geelong on the grounds of environmental
matters; the cost of building the proposed rowing centre at Carrum is astronomical and it
would be preferable to have it built at Geelong. Again, as in this matter, the people of
Victoria are being told that if a decision is not made quickly, Victoria may miss the bus.
No one wishes that to happen.
I reiterate that tpe idea of the proposed National Tennis Centre is good. Certain speakers
have referred to the location and I, too, have reservations about the location, because
there is oth~r land around Melbourne that could be used for this purpose. I refer to land
near the Aemington Racecourse and· to vast areas near the West Gate Bridge in the
elec~orate of Williamstown. These areas appear suitable for recreational centres which
could be used also for pop festivals, and so on. Honourable members who have visited
Sy~ney are aware that wh~n pop concerts are held in the showgrounds, one can hear them
halfway across Paddington.
Melbourne parks have a history daling ~ack to the planning of Melbourne when
Ferdinand Von Mueller was an inspiration touno the world for his care and devotion to
parks that are renowned to international visitors to Melbourne. Anyone visiting London
will enjoy seeing Hyde Park which consists of 1000 acres of land that has been left intact.
It has not been encroached upon. That is what should be happening i~ Melbourne.
Near the parks of Melbourne is the Melbourne Cricket Ground, which is a colosseum
to the people of Australia, asit is the home of football and Australian test cricket. During
the second .world war it was the home of American troops. One might say that they were
the gladiators who fought for the defence of this country during the war years; they were
housed in that stadium. I was proud to be associated with the Melbourne 1956 Olympic
Games because I ran with the Olympic torch. However, whenever sporting venues have
been located in parklands in Melbourne, those venues have grown like topsy.
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I am concerned about the exchange of land of the Army barracks in Swan Street and
whether this land really is suitable. As I said, I do not wish to· frustrate the opportunities
of Victoria holding the Grand Slam tennis event, but, having lived in Melbourne and
having seen what has happened throughout the State, the skyline of the city and the rate
at which historic buildings have been knocked down and replaced by giants of steel,
concrete and glass, I have wondered at the appropriateness of these decisions and whether
they simply have been political decisions. I am concerned about the remaining parks in
Melbourne, and I am speaking for those people who do not wish to see these parks perish.
The Minister for Sport and Recreation is aware of my sentiments on the promotion of
international sport. I urge him to examine closely the environmental impact this proposal
will have on these parklands and the suitability of the site for the proposed project. I urge
him to consider the site I have suggested near the West Gate Bridge, which would not take
parklands but would use an area that presently is a dump. It would be an excellent site for
the venue ofa pop festival, also. You, Mr Deputy Speaker, would be very much aware of
the needs of the people in the electorate that you represent.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)-Order! The honourable member should not
use the Chair as a basis for his argument.
Mr DICKINSON-The geographical area that I suggest goes near to your electorate,
Mr Deputy Speaker, and to the electorate of Williamstown. I am concerned that the
Government may move hastily into a proposition that has not been considered totally. I
again ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation to examine the questions that have been
raised in the debate. He should examine how much taxpayers' money is being spent on
the project. The House has been assured that the proposed centre will pay itself off in
sixteen years. However, the Government cannot run even the State Insurance Office, or
V/Line, and these propositions can become heavy burdens.
Honourable members should be aware that Prime Ministers and Premiers appear to
take every opportunity of highlighting their own ima~es along with the image of Australian
youth by associating themselves closely with sportIng venues and fixtures. Honourable
members should not be deluded. The rulers of the Roman Empire deluded the populace
with fun and games while the economy declined. I would hate to think that Australian
people are being deluded while being amused with sport, when other vital issues are at
stake.
Some of my constituents are elderly, some are young and some are unemployed. Most
of them would consider this project to be of low priority, particularly when they have the
care of the aged and also care of youth ahead of them. Elderly citizens would be concerned
about their own welfare and think about retirement villages or centres where they could
associate with their friends.
Honourable members must consider the over-all picture of what they are doing and
must not be carried away simply because this is an opportunity of grasping a great
international event. The State Government was very reluctant at one stage to contribute
money towards yachting ventures, which are being promoted in Western Australia.
Governments tend to put money into areas where they believe the votes exist, but
sometimes much money is wasted and, in hindsight, it is a great pity that money is
squandered on things that bear little return when the people of this country are in so much
need and in dire straits.
I am concerned that the Bill is encroaching upon something which is very much part of
Victoria's heritage. I should like to hear more from the Government about the
environmental impact of the project and the amount of money required to finance it.
Mr HEFFERNAN (lvanhoe)-It would be simple to stand up tonight and say that if
one had the finance to invest money, as a private entrepreneur, in a tennis centre, one
would not commit $1 of personal finance to this project on its present figures. When this
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was raised on a previous occasion, the Premier criticized the Opposition for its handling
of the matter.
In July of this year, I raised in this House the matter of the tennis stadium and its longterm implications, both financially and in terms of planning. It is interesting to note that
the Premier's reaction to the question at the time seemed to indicate that the Opposition
was completely out of focus with the development to the extent that he referred to that
question as nonsense. I can now indicate to the honourable gentlemen that he should eat
the words that he uttered, particularly in view of the fact that what I believe to be the
greatest economic disaster this Government had undertaken since it came to power is
slowly unfolding.
I believe the Government has been sold a puppet. In private enterprise, is has been led
up the garden path completely. One ought not to be critical of the people involved in
tennis. They came to the Government and sold the proposal to it, and how quickly the
Government has been taken in!
I offer no objection to the promotion of any sport in this State. That point ought to be
made quite clear. One does not want to approach the matter with a negative attitude.
However, there is an obligation on a member of Parliament to convey to the people of
this State the general thrust of the action that the Government is taking in supplying to
professional tennis players of this country a major facility involving public funds and
Crown land.
The announcement of the proposal to the general public was made in an emotional
manner. When the Premier made the announcement, he did so without attaching to it a
feasibility study relating both to planning and economic factors. The public has a right to
know the full implications of the development. An increasing number of people are asking
about the viability of the project, which is difficult to imagine in light of the Premier's
earlier statement that everything was in order and that no problem existed with the project.
I now indicate to the House what I consider, at this stage, to be the situation re~rding
the development. Firstly, there was complete breakdown in negotiations WIth the
management of the Kooyong facility, which has world-wide acclaim and has an important
history attached to it. Because of the failure of the negotiations, instead of endeavouring
to overcome the problem, the Lawn Tennis Association of Australia took its bat and ball
and arrived at the doors of Parliament seeking assistance.
No business combine, enterprise or developer ever approaches the Government unless
it is not sure of the long-term viability of its proposal. If the proposed tennis centre were a
profit-making concern, it would not be left at the doorstep of the Government for help. I
make that point quite clear, and honourable members should not be misled by some of
the remarks made by the Premier earlier this evening about the financial viability of the
project.
In assessing the proposal in commercial terms, as stated by the Government, one
recognizes the Government has told honourable members that it has considered the
proposal on a commercial basis, and that is what I now intend to do.
If the development were being undertaken by private enterprise for an hotel, office block
or similar development, what kinds of car parking requirements would be enforced on
that developer by the Corporation of the City of Melbourne? For any project, the
requirement would be 3200 car parking spaces. What will the tennis centre supply? It will
have only 300 car parking spaces; that represents a shortage of 2900 spaces.

If private enterprise applies for a permit from the Melbourne City Corporation and fails
to provide sufficient car parking spaces, it is charged $10 OOO-and that is a conservative
figure-for each car parking space, which means that an estimated $29 million worth of
car parking would not be included in the project if private enterprise were building the
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ce!ltre. It. see\D.s to me that one rule exists for the Government and another exists for
pnvate enterprise.
I do not )\{~nt to be told that 'the car parking areas supplied by. alternative sporting
facilities orarly others already existing ip the..,area will be used to offset the problem. The
reason is that a major sporting area is ~Ing etitered into, which, on financial grounds, will
require to ~ used at a high peak, justifying each sporting facility being required to have
,
its own car p a r k i n g . .
I believe the final all-up cost of the new proposed tennis centre wili be apprQximately
$1 00 miUi~n-and I want to record that stat~ment because it willlbe rajsqd again, and I
can be held'to itand I am quite willing for that to occur. That will be the sjt\lation rather
than the rubbish that JIonourablemembers have heard tonigh,t about the cost of the
project. That is the figure that the, Premier oUght to use in his feasibility studies of a
financial re~urn to the taxpayer.
The Premier is naive to expect that! this ptoject will proceed to co~pletion 3.1 a total
cost of $53 million. A very relevant Point to the costing is the actual building of the
stadium. No one has indicated this point to date. Can the Premie~. deliver to the people of
Victoria an ~greeme~t with .the ~yilders! UbQurers Federation, over a. three-year ~pod,
that there wIll be no Industnal dIsputes? <;art he guarantee that there wIll be no addltlomtl
costs and, that no site allowances will be paid in light of his poor relationship with the
BLP?
In practical terms, honourable m.embers have before them a proposal for a major project
instigated and fully supported by the Premier, who is relying on his great friends, the BLF,
to deliver the goods! I can imagine the smile on Norm's face out in the bluestone.
Honourable members should als~ co~~ider whether the project has the support of the
Melbourne City Corporation. There has been no consultation with the Olympic Park
management or the Melbourne Greyhound ~acing Association.
c'
Mr Trezise interjected.
' .
Mr HEFFERNAN-The Melbourne City Council has not been approached by that
body at all; the council has not been informed and has had no discussion with that body.
There is no mention of the thousands of people who park in Batman Avenue and
Alexandra A venue on Sundays and
public holidays when they come to the area for
barbecues and family outings. The additional barbecues which have been announced for
the north bank of the Yarra River will further aggravate the problem. The Olympic Park
management is already concerned because of the Melbourne Sports and Entertainment
Centre and soccer activities which already have had an adverse impact on the area.
The elimination of car parking on the north side of Swan Street is not compensated for
by additional spaces in the pioposed multi-storied cai park because'Ufthe need to deny
access to eastbound Swan Street traffic. This traffic could be diverted to another route to
finally approach from the east which is not, in engineering terms, the right way to approach
traffic management. Olympic Park would lose annual parking revenue of $20 000 in
addition to the loss to the Melbourne City Council if these spaces. ate limited. The
elimination of kerbside parking in Swan Street, which provides short-term free parking to
hundreds of athletes and officials who use Olympic Park seven days a week, eliminates
230 additional spaces of easy access and egress for patrons to major park activities.
The immediate effect of parkin~ changes will be a net loss of car spaces for users of
Olympic Park and the Yarra bank. There is a shortfall of car parking requirements. The
car parking provisions supplied under the proposal provide for a net gain of 190 car
parking spaces.
c

on

I wish to indicate to the Minister that a new building for 1000 car park spaces with car
spaces for 350 on the asphalt area plus 400 spaces at the National Tennis Centre provides
a maximum of 1750 spaces.
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The spaces lost will be: 680 Melbourne City Council car parking spaces, plus 150 spaces
between the Old Xaverian and Old Scotch grounds, 230 kerbside parking spaces, and 500
car parking spaces at the Greyhound track, a total of 1560 car parking spaces. This
represents a gain of only 190 car parking spaces. It is assumed that all these spaces will be
required by the National Tennis Centre for tennis events. There is no gain to Olympic
Park.
I refer to the statement of the Minister for Planning and Environment wherein, at the
rear of the environment effects statement, there is a broad estimate of stage I. As I have
already indicated, if this development is proceeded with to stage 2-and I can assure the
House that if we are locked in this far stage 2 shall automatically take place-stage 2 will
involve an additional $30 million of desirable works. If that is added to the estimated
cost, without the additional cost incurred for landscaping, compensation to the railways
for its land, compensation to the Commonwealth Government-which the Minister has
indicated there will be for the Army land-one can see the cost of this project to the
taxpayers of Victoria as being horrific.
The so-called "'business tycoons" of the Government, who have failed to acquire any
personal private enterprise expertise and success, are now setting the State, at great cost to
the taxpayers, down a further direction of irresponsible financial development.
I shall move away from the financial aspect of this development, and examine the
planning effects and further development of the State. The Melbourne City Council has,
at great cost, purchased property and developed "breathing space" by means of the City
Square, as part of the future development of this State. The total cost to date on the City
Square has been $20 million. Here we are, just half a mile away selling off and enclosing
public parkland. The city has undertaken to provide $20 million worth of space for future
generations in the centre of the city. One cannot follow the logic of a Labor Government
undertaking this project in the manner it has. I shall not at this stage even bother to
mention the impact of traffic in this area.
I wish to refer to the environment effects statement and to highlight the tremendous
implication of the advertising of the procedures taken on this environment effects statement.
The expenditure of $53 million for the construction of a National Tennis Centre cum
entertainment centre was announced on Wednesday 26 June 1985 by the Premier, John
Cain, and the Minister for Planning and Environment, Evan Walker. It was stated that
the project would be completed in time for the January 1988 Australian Open, with
construction beginning in October 1985.
The events that led to this announcement had their conception in early 1984 with
discussions between the Lawn Tennis Association of Australia and the State and Federal
Governments. These discussions led to several reports being commissioned. Areas covered
and issues addressed were the requirements for an entertainment facility in the central
activities district of Melbourne, the assessment of a site for a tennis centre facility, and the
feasibility of a combined tennis and entertainment centre. This process resulted in Neil
Trezise, the Minister for Sport and Recreation, corresponding with Evan Walker, the
Minister for Planning and Environment, on 3 October 1984 seeking advice on whether an
environment effects statement would be required under the Environment Effects Act 1978
prior to the construction of the National Tennis Centre on the Hinders Park site.
Three days later, on 6 October 1984, the Premier, John Cain, while standing on the site,
stated that Hinders Park would be the location of a National Tennis Centre.
In a letter dated 12 October 1984, Evan Walker, the Minister for Planning and
Environment, wrote to Neil Trezise, the then Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation,
stating that an environment effects statement was required.
The Premier, having hung his hat on the proposition, was no doubt conducive to the
objective assessment of the environment effects of the proposal by the assessment officers
within the Ministry for Planning and Environment. The environment effects statement
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was exhibited between 19 November and 19 December, during which time submissions
were invited from interested and affected groups and individuals.
This process resulted in 40 submissions being received. The assessment process then
required the assessment officer within the Ministry for Planning and Environment
documenting the contents of the submissions-both pro and against-and arriving at a
recommendation to develop the project in full or in an amended form, or not at all. The
assessment, after consideration by the Minister for Planning and Environment, would
then be endorsed or rejected.
The assessment period in this case, after the close of submissions, has been approximately
six months, resulting in the announcement by the Government on Wednesday, 26 June
1985, that the project would go ahead in an amended form after going before Cabinet on
Monday, 24 June 1985.
Aside from the environmental considerations, which by themselves hold a considerable
question mark over the National Tennis Centre, there are several issues which commit
the Government to long-term expenditure directly associated with the development of the
project.
I believe in the planning and environment process but the heavy hand of the Minister
overruled his departmental heads on what they would have recommended under the
normal processes. There is no doubt about that. Where does that leave the National
Tennis Centre? The development announced by the Government is only the first stage of
a two-stage proposal. The second stage is proposed to occupy the site of the present electric
suburban train maintenance workshops at Jolimont.
Several propositions have been placed on the public agenda for the Jolimont-Ainders
Street railway yards. Even the Ministry of Transport is reviewing its commitment to the
proposal because of the enormous costs involved and the questions involved in the
decentralization of the yard's functions. The total cost of the decentralization of the
functions, together with the value of the land being handed over, is estimated to be $175
million at 1984 values. According to the Ministry of Transport, the time scale is a minimum
of five years from the commencement of the project.
Where does that leave the National Tennis Centre? Instead of a world-class facility,
which is what we are after, the players, sponsors and the public will have to put up with
only half of a world-class facility for a minimum of five years, or for the life of the facility
if decentralization of the Jolimont workshops does not take place. Have we an assurance
that that will happen, or is the Government to proceed only with stage 1 of the project?
In 1985 dollars, the facility will cost $53 million to $55 million. A blow-out figure of$60
million has been allowed for the project. I should like to examine a further cost. What is
the value of the land upon which the stadium is to be built? In the private market I would
conservatively value the land at $15 million. Therefore, the professional tennis players
who play in this State are having $15 million worth ofland handed to them.
I heard the Premier say tonight that Victorians will have a public tennis stadium on
their doorsteps. Has anyone heard of anything like that? Does the Premier know that it
costs $25 an hour to play a game of tennis on an indoor court? It appears that the
Government has lost track of what the working class is all about.
The next classic question is the building of an $11 million four-storey car park to
compensate for the loss of car parking space. Have honourable members examined a fourstorey car park? Victorians are being asked to build an $11·4 million car park in the
~ardens to overcome the parking problems. The only thing one can say about that is that
It would blend in with the Melbourne Cricket Ground lights and the two buildings will be
an eyesore on the landscape of the State.
The Government has suggested the establishment of a management structure to bring
interested groups together. At the briefing with architects in the Minister's office I was told
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that all groups need to be involved. It was pointed out that not all the areas could be used
at the same time. Therefore, it seems that a $100 million complex is being established with
a management structure that will not allow all options to be booked at the same time
because of traffic problems. That is great business planning!
Mr Simmonds interjected.
Mr HEFFERNAN-I note that the great conservationist has decided to comment. If
the Government intends to implement these proposals I wish the Minister would make it
clear, especially with respect to the swimming pool. I have received many inquiries about
the future of the swimming pool.
I turn now to the effect the proposals will have on the Moomba festival, which is an
important people's festival. For the past 30 years in the first two weeks of March the
festival has taken place in the Alexandra Gardens and Flinders Park. A setting up and
dismantling period has been allowed in the weeks before and after those dates. Flinders
Park is used extensively for community events. What will happen if that venue is removed
from the hub of the Moomba festival? I refer to a letter from Mr Bob Moors, General
Manager of the Moomba festival, to Wilson Sayer Corporation Pty Ltd, urban and regional
planners in Fitzroy, which stated, inter alia.
About 5 years ago the police expressed concern at the crowds the Festival was attracting which caused problems
for police safety and security measures. The Festival diverted more of its attractions on to Ainders Park to ease
the congestion in Alexandra Gardens. The move has been successful.
The F1inders Park site is now fully utilised and we are planning to instal new power facilities for 1985 to handle
the increase in activities.
Parking in the surrounding area is always a problem during the Festival. This has been exacerbated by the
advent of the Sports and Entertainment Centre. A new entertainment complex as proposed for the tennis centre
would SIgnificantly add to these pressures.
The Festival has no alternative areas in which to expand.

What is the future for the organizers of the Moomba festival? What does the Minister
intend to do about finding alternative areas in which the festival can take place? The
Opposition has received no answers from the Government about financial and other
matters associated with the tennis centre. The Government has failed to supply the
necessary information to the people of this State. The lack of private enterprise and
business expertise on the part of the Government is obviously showing. The Premier owes
the people of this State a complete reassessment of the whole project.
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-I shall not spend a great deal of time discussing the Bill because
some of my colleagues, such as the honourable member for Gisborne, know a great deal
more about the subject than I do. However, since I represent the area which includes the
Kooyong tennis stadium, which stages the Australian Open, and has done so for 30 years,
it is important that I make some comments.
At the outset, I am surprised at the lack of co-operation on the part of the Government
in failing to accept the amendment moved by the honourable member for Gisborne.
In fact, all he is asking for is the truth. What is the Government hiding? The Opposition
has sought information under the Freedom of Information Act, but the Government has
failed to come clean. The Opposition is asking for information to which the Victorian
people are entitled.
I point out that, as politicians, we and the Government have no right to dictate to the
community where sporting events shall be played and who should play them. That is the
role of the sporting body concerned. I do not care what fights the lawn tennis associations
are involved in. That has nothing to do with me or the Minister. Nevertheless, the
Minister persists with his Government's intervention, just as he did in regard to the
dispute between the Melbourne Cricket Ground trustees and the Victorian Football League
over the venue of the VFL grand final. As an individual, I care what happens but it has
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nothing to do with the Government. However, the Minister persists with Government
intervention in these areas.
What is the Government hiding? Firstly, it is hiding the fact that it will guarantee a $53
million transaction for an organization that has approximately $1· 5 million in the bank.
The only reason it can obtain the money is because the Government is supporting it.
The Minister for Local Government interjects. I suggest that he fix up the mess in the
Oakleigh City Council and other areas rather than poking his nose into the sports area. He
should be the last one to talk.
The Minister for Sport and Recreation is intent on covering up a massive bungle by the
Government. The Premier promised the JohnCain,junior, tenms stadium-Cain's castle,
or whatever. He promised to create this monstrosity in this area at Government cost. In
the end, it will not meet its financial commitments because there is no way in which it can
do so. I hope the Minister has been to the Australian Open Tennis Championships at
Kooyong. Ifhe has, he will realize that on many days during that event the stadium is not
filled because many people are doing other things. I accept that television rights are sold
and so forth, but the fact is that the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria cannot guarantee
that it will obtain the necessary return. What does the association care? It has the
Government as a sponsor and, through the Government, it will be sponsored by the
people of Victoria.
I recall the Government talking in the 1982 State election campaign about white elephants
such as the WorId Trade Centre, but Government Ministers now have the gall to include
it among the great feats they have achieved for Victoria.
The fact is that the Minister's proposal will cost this State $100 million-$53 million
for the building in today's terms, and honourable members know that that means something
in the order of$70 million; and approximately $30 million in infrastructure. No mention
is made of the replacement land. The Premier, who is not well renowned for keeping his
commitments, is saying, hI will give you the land". For the past 40 years politicians of all
persuasions-the Liberal Party included-have been saying that they would do something
with this land, but none of them has done it. The Minister and the Premier are no different.
I suspect that the Premier's promise will be exactly that-another half-baked promise that
will be thrown out to suit himself when he thinks the electors have forgotten about it.
The proposal will cost Victoria $100 million. If it is such a marvellous concept, where
are the private developers? Overseas, private developers are involved in these sorts of
projects, but they are not around on this occasion. They do not wish to participate because
the return will be below the return they would be entitled to expect. A developer would
expect something of the order of 15 per cent, whereas the expected return here is 10 per
cent or less, and that cannot be guaranteed because it will depend on the number of
spectators present at anyone time.
The Government promised open government. As I said before, the Opposition's requests
under the Freedom of Information Act have been refused. The Minister is hiding the
information under his desk. Opposition members went to the Minister for Planning and
Environment and he would not talk to them because he has overruled his department.
The Minister for Sport and Recreation sits there scowling. He supports open government.
What a joke! He supports open government when it suits him to do so. I predict, together
with many other Opposition members, that the National Tennis Centre will be a white
elephant for the future-something Victorian taxpayers will pay for but something which
they should not have to pay for.
I have had consultations with the Lawn Tennis Association of Victoria and the Lawn
Tennis Association of Australia. I well remember when Mr McDonald and Mr Tobin
from· the LT AA spoke to the Opposition. They were not prepared to answer questions
relating to the financial aspects of the proposal. I suspect that they had been told by the
Minister and perhaps by some of his cohorts not to give information to the Opposition. If
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they did not have the necessary information, they should not have been proposing the
deal. We are talking here about a substantial amount of money.
I shall not respond to unruly interjections from the Minister. I do not have to turn up
to every briefing that the Minister and his stooges put on. However, I did attend briefing~
with the LT AA and I took time to seek out its representatives independently and talk to
them privately rather than in front of the Minister's stooges who do not necessarily let the
truth come out. I have gone as far as necessary to find out where I should stand on the
project.
'
.
.,.
.
"
It seems that the Minister is hard of hearing: I repeat that I do not care what the Lawn
Tennis Association of Australia and the Lawn Tennis Association ofY.ictoria do. I do care
that irrepmceable"Crown.land is involved. One wonders ,where the Australian Conservation
F owndation stand~ on this matter. I am aware that some ,.groups have made an effort to 40
something about ithe matter, but c~rtaiil elements from the media and other a'reas have
~
perhaps failed to report the fact.
'

The Government is sUIlPosedly committed to protecting the environment, yet it is going
about wrecking it in the most effective manner. The Government has not done its
hbmework. Th~ scheme was designed by the Premier at a time when he thought it would
gain him some 'support, and he has 'ha~ to follow it through. I wish td see the Auslratian
Open Tennis Cbampionshipscontinue in this State, but not at the cost of the Victorian
':
, .1
taxpayer. That sporting event has nothing to do with the Government
,;

'

;

I

I recall the Minister, when in opposition, referring to rowing as an elitist sport. I gather
the press releases"were inaccurate. I remember that the Minister did what he could to st~p
rowing because he believed it was an eliti'St sport. He now has the gall 'to say that tennis is
the' people's spo,"!~ but rowing is not. What rubBish!
, The Minister for Sport and Recreation deserves to be condemned for not being prepared
to face the .r~cts. The motion ":loved by t~e h<?nourabl~ me,mber for Gisborn~ o~ ~half of
th~ OpPOSItIOn merely asks hlql to prOVIde mformatlon. I wonder how many tImes; the
OPposition has to ask the Minister. The Opposition has asked ,for details of transactions
and for the Minister to tell honourable members how the Lawn 'Tenni~ Association of
ViCtoriayvill be able to pay back the money over the period. I am sure everymeinber of
the Opposition will be delighted to support the measure if that happens. However, the
Minister is not prepared to give us the information because, although he"secretly belieVes
the Opposition is right, he is not prepared to admit it.
The Minister is under Cabinet responsibility which means that whatever that bunch of
suckers decides, the Minister must go along with it under solidarity.! believe that as he is
responsible for sport· he should come out and suppo'rt the amendment becau~e the cost
will have to be funded by the sporting cQmmunity or from somewher.e else. I remember
earlier in the ~ay listening to a contribution by the honourable member for Danqenong
and the prilliant piece of acting in whi~h he participated. It is a pity the television cameras
were not here'lo record another episode of COP Shop. He delivered a considerable diatri~
against the Leader of the Opposition ana other members of the Opposition for making
points that we believe to be fair. We are riol knocking. We are asking relevant :questions.
Not one member of the Opposition has failed to take a stand on this matter. YJe want the
',
Australian O~n tennis tournament to fo~~inue in this State.

Mr Trezi~e- Youwanted to get oui of tennis.
!
l

Mr LEIGH-We want it to continue~ As a private individual I want it to continue, but
that has nothing to do with whether the Government collapses in a heap. The honourable
member for Dandenong made a boring speech. One could say it was ludicrous, although
an excellent acting job. If I had been a director, I would have cut it and used parts of it. He
was negative in his remarks about the Leader of the Opposition. He was knocking the
qpposition. I believe the Leader oftHe;Opposition has made relevant points.
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If the Minister for Sport and Recreation is serious about this issue he should move an
amendment as suggested by the honourable member for Gisborne. He will realize that the
stand taken by the Opposition is in the interests of Victorians. Tennis is an important
sport. I enjoy attending the Australian Open as a local member and I should like it to
continue. It comes back to the point of whether the Government should be actively
involved in doing this deal. There is no doubt that at the end of the day the State would
be poorer by approximately $100 million because of the mere fact that nobody else wishes
to become involved. Other honourable members, such as the honourable member for
Ivanhoe, made excellent speeches, particularly in relation to car parking in the area.
The Minister has yet to explain how many more car parking spaces will be provided.
Parking facilities are needed at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, Olympic Park and generally
in the area. It will be interesting to see how many cars can be parked in a small area. Not
enough parking spaces are available. In any other sport, the circumstances and rules that
the Government would apply would be to suit itself and the developer would not be given
an opportunity. I know the Minister for Sport and Recreation is a reasonable and fair
man, unlike some of the lackeys in the Cabinet. If he is interested in arresting the small
business community-Mr NORRIS (Dandenong)-On a point of order, I find the term "lackeys in Cabinet"
unparliamentary and offensive and I ask that it be withdrawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! Will the honourable member for
Malvern withdraw the term?
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-I withdraw anything the honourable member for Dandenong
finds offensive. I merely hope that one day he has the opportunity of participating in that
arena.
If the Minister is serious about sport, I ask him not to allow the rest of the sporting
community to pay the price for this facility because his department will ultimately have
to fund it, and I do not know whether it can. If he believes the department can fund it, it
must have much more money hidden under the carpet than was indicated in the Budget
Papers. I want the Australian Open to continue in this State, but not at the cost of the
Victorian taxpayer. I support the stand taken by the Opposition and hope the Government,
through the Minister, will adopt a more responsible attitude.

Mr PERRIN (Bulleen)-I support the reasoned amendment moved by the Opposition.
I am disappointed with the standard of the debate from honourable members on the
Government side of the House and from the National Party. They seem to have concluded
that if this tennis centre on this particular site does not go ahead, Victoria will lose the
Grand Slam and the Australian Open tennis tournaments and Victoria as a whole will be
a loser. Nothing could be further from the truth. One of the roles I played in assessing the
viability of the tennis centre was to examine the financial aspects. In my view, the finances
do not add up. I shall deal with that in more detail in a moment.
The Opposition is doing nothing more than seeking information. It has flagged three
areas that are of tremendous concern. Part (a) of the reasoned amendment deals with the
area of parkland that will be alienated. Parts (b) and (c) deal with the financial viability
and ask the Government to provide further information so that the Opposition can make
a value judgment on whether the proposed tennis centre is viable and will continue to be
viable. It appears the Government is saying that the Opposition must accept the proposition
purely on blind faith. It will not provide the guarantees or financial information sought.
The Opposition must simply accept what the Government claims is the situation.
I find it difficult to accept because I am a professional accountant used to dealing with
propositions put forward by various bodies and determining whether they have any
financial viability. My assessment as a professional accountant is that there is insufficient
information for me to reach a conclusion. The honourable member for Malvern outlined
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that the Government is prepared to intervene in areas in which it has never been involved.
To my mind, that is simply nothing more than the socialization of tennis.
Until now, the Australian Open has been without Government interference. There is
no reason for Government interference. I remind honourable members that this is a
twenty-year project. It will impact on the Victorian community for the next twenty years
at a minimum. The figures provided by the Government to the Opposition make that
very clear.
The Bill simply looks at stage 1 of a tennis centre. It is interesting that the Bill covers
this part of the tennis centre and its financial viability, whereas stage 2 has not been
examined. When it is examined, I am sure honourable members will learn that a further
financial burden will be placed on the State.
Mention has not been made of the grand plan of the Government to develop the
10limont railway yards. I remember many occasions when the Government floated in the
press that it had grand plans for these railway yards. It is interesting that no costing and
no mention has been made of that. Perhaps it is another furphy. Is the Government
simply announcing plans for its own convenience without any real substantiation of those
plans?
Many honourable members relied on the September 1984 report prepared by Civil and
Civic Pty Ltd on a National Tennis Centre feasibility study. It is fascinating that the
honourable members for Dandenong and Benalla and the Premier talked about the figures
in the report. Those figures-the cost study of the centre's viability-were tabled by the
honourable member for Benalla. I advise the House that at a meeting on 19 September
members of the Opposition met with officers of various departments to examine the
viability of the statements. It was an interesting meeting.
I attended the meeting and I was one of many honourable members who asked questions.
The people representing the Government, Mr Harvey Parker, the Director-General of the
Department of Sport and Recreation, Dr Tony Ward and Mr Tassos Piloussis of the
Department of Management and Budget, and Mr lan Spangler of the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet, tabled at the meeting the very financial analysis that was used by
many honourable members, including the honourable members for Dandenong and
Benalla. It showed that those honourable members were not familiar with a financial
analysis; otherwise they would have asked rather disturbing questions.
The financial analysis prepared by Civil and Civic Pty Ltd does not include any interest,
as if the tennis centre and the loans that it will generate simply will not have any interest
to pay. That is not taken into the costing. It is staggering for members of the Government
and Government officers to try to advise the Opposition on figures for which no account
had been taken of interest.
The Opposition asked the questions that needed to be asked-for example, what sort of
interest was to be paid-and the answers were rubbery. They thought that it may be 14
per cent; they were not quite sure, but 14 per cent sounded about right. When asked what
would be the finance cost-which was not included in the costing-apparently it had not
been included because it was not known. We were not given an accurate description of the
finance costings, just as we were not given information on the interest.
The assumptions made when preparing the documents are interesting, and I am staggered
that Government party members have not examined them. The document has a current
annual inflation rate of 7 per cent-it is constantly 7 per cent over twenty years. If the
Government is putting that forward as its economic performance, Victoria is in for a very
bad economic time. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
countries, with which Victoria competes on the international market, mostly have less
than half that inflation rate. An inflation rate of a constant 7 per cent over twenty years is
not acceptable. At best, anyone in private industry trying to do a financial analysis would
vary the inflation rate, because inflation rates vary from year to year.
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When asked about the terms of the loan, again no answer could be given because no
term had been examined. The term of the loan determines the interest rate that one pays,
but there has been no finance arranged for this and, when we asked those Questions, we
were given no undertakings and no information. The Opposition asked where is the
money to come from? Is the Government pretending'to borrow money overseas? Will
tbere be an inflation problem? Will there be a situation with currency hedges? Will there
be currency losses on those loans? No information was given to members'ofthe Opposition
because no information was available. It appears that the Government has not included
several costs in tbe costs of the project.
.
The Government has talked of $53 million and honourable members hav~ spoken of
up to $80 million-the Leader of the National Party spoke of $80 million. That amount
will affect the am punt of interest to be paid and the term over which money can be
borrowed, yet this 'is not properly (tocumented in' the cash flow analysi~.
.
I

.

Not included in that analysis is the cost ot relocating the land that supposedly ~he Army
will give up~ or the infrastructure costs necessary to make it a viable proposition. There
will be infrastructure costs, road widening costs, and public transport costs. There will be
an e.hormous ~umber of public c~~ts th~t ~ust be ~ncluded in the 'project to make the
costlngs'submltted to the OpposItIon VIable. The mfrastructure cost~ that have been
suggested are. in exce~s of $3Q million-it is not a $53 million project out a $100 million
project when one takes into account those costs and other factors that have not been
included in ,the cash analysis.
l

,

The Opposition asked what rate of return was used in the analysis. Apparently a 10 per
cent rate of return was used, and that is a very low rate of return. Funds tould be put out
into the overnight borrowing market to get a rate of return' better than 10 per cent in real
terms-but, no, that is the real situation. When asked why 10 per cent -was chosen, the
answer was given that that was Government policy.
'
,

, j

,

People want to know why private enterprise will not undertake this project. Private
enterprise would not updertake it for a 10 per cent real rate of return---,-it is not viable
under thQse circulllstances. To say that the figores are rubbery is no ~xaggeration. No
sensitivity analysis was provided to the'Opposition. When members asked'how rubbery
these figures were, we were given figures for the net revenue froni the Australian Open, the
net revenue from the Victorian Open, rev~nue figures from co~rt hire, mass entertainment
centre revenue ahd other revenue figures.

.

'

In accordance with Sessional Orders, the debate was interrupted.

ADJOURNMf:NT
Serviceton Victorian Railways In~titute 'Hall-Trial speed limits-Safety helmets for
cyclists.....:..~ountry Fire Authority-School buses-Syhdal Te~hnical SchoolAvailability of log-books for truck drivers-Amalgamation of Diamond Valley and
Eltham shires
:
The SPEAKER-Order! The time' appointed by Sessional Orders for me to interrupt
the business of the House has now arrive~ The QQestion is that tpe House 40 now adjourn.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Lowan)-Serviceton was established as a railway town on the
Victorian side of the border with South Australia. Most of the railway operations have
been discontinued, and this means that many of the facilities provided for the railways in
year~ gone by are no longer re~uired~
_:"
Some weeks ago I wrote to the Minister about the Serviceton Victorian Railways
Institute Hall. The community wants responsibility for the use of that hall but at present,
due to a special Act that was passed some years ago to contrQI the use of the hall, the
community cannot use it.
"
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The community has sought my assistance in approaching the Minister and asking him
to repeal the Act so that the community can use the hall as a public hall. V-Line, as it is
now known, has no further use for the hall, and I therefore ask the Minister to introduce a
Bill as soon as possible to repeal the Act covering the use of that hall.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable member for Lowan is out of order in requesting
the Minister to introduce legislation.
Mr W. D. McGRA TH-I seek an assurance from the Minister that he will meet the
wishes of the Serviceton community so that the hall will come under its control.
Mr POPE (Monbulk)-I refer the Minister for Transport to the lowering of speed limits
in residential streets in the electorate of Monbulk. The electorate has a much higher
percentage of children under five years of age than other electorates. With the large number
of pre-school children in the electorate, there is always the danger of accidents due to the
amount of through traffic that uses the residential streets, especially in an area with a high
percentage of two-car families.
When I was a councillor with the Shire of Lilydale from 1979 to 1982, on a number of
occasions I raised the issue of limiting the speed of traffic through the residential areas.
Each time I raised that issue, problems were encountered. Therefore, I was pleased recently
when the Minister introduced trial speed limits for municipalities that were keen to take
up the idea.
The shires ofSherbrooke and Lilydale in my electorate both wished to take part in trials
reducing traffic speed to 40 kilometres an hour in residential streets. The Shire ofSherbrooke
pursued the matter with the Road Traffic Authority, and speed limit trials are progressing
in that shire.
However, I am concerned at the attitude of the Shire of Lilydale, which initially did not
intend to take part in the trials unless it discussed the matter with representatives from
the Ministry of Transport. Following that discussion and two or three months after officers
from the Road Transport Authority visited the shire and identified certain streets as being
part of the trials, the shire decided not to pursue the issue.
Given the concern on the matter expressed by the people I represent in the area, I am
extremely upset that the Shire of Lilydale has decided not to pursue the matter. I should
like the Minister for Transport to indicate how the speed trials are proceeding and the
facts behind the Shire of Lilydale not pursuing these trials.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley)-I refer the Minister for Transport to the need for
cyclists to wear safety helmets. The high school at Wheelers Hill has written a letter to
me-a copy of which it sent to the Minister-expressing its concern on the matter following
a recent accident outside the front gate of the school. The accident involved a child who
suffered head injuries, and the school council subsequently wrote a letter to me on the
matter.
The council believes a publicity campaign should be mounted on the need for cyclists
to wear safety helmets because of the number of accidents involving motor cars and
cyclists and the horrific head injuries that result from children not wearing safety helmets.
Although there would be considerable cost factors involved in the introduction of
regulations requiring the compulsory wearing of safety helmets by cyclists, that factor
should be balanced against the number of lives saved, and so on. I am prepared to help
the parents in the area to conduct a campaign locally on the need for cyclists to wear safety
helmets but the parents believe such a campaign should be conducted throughout the
State.
It is a problem for the State. We all realize that children who are not wearing safety
helmets and are involved in accidents are in grave danger of suffering brain damage.
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I have already spoken with the media, which are prepared at this stage to support a
campaign that would give credence to this serious problem.
Could the Minister assist with formulating a campaign that could be beneficial to the
community? This would enable me to report favourably to the local high school.
Mr J. F. McGRATH (Warrnambool)-I direct to the attention of the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services the plight of a manufacturer in the electorate I represent
which supplies automotive parts to the Country Fire Authority. It is a small family
business that has shown entrepreneurial ability in this specific field of auto parts
manufacture. The quality of the product is such that the authority commissioned the
manufacturer to supply the product on a Statewide basis. The firm has entered into a
costing arrangement to carry out that service.
Will the Minister investigate the payment for goods supplied by this manufacturer? I
have a statement that details the account of the CFA with the auto parts manufacturer.
Unfortunately, the account covers amounts outstanding for the past fifteen months. The
total is in excess of$8000, which is owed to a small family concern.
In July 1984, the amount owed was $505; in October 1984, $1241 . 32; in May 1985,
$380; in June 1985, $2843.28; in July 1985, $1242.90; in August 1985, $1774.03; and a
small amount in September; making a total outstanding of$8140. 10.
It is obvious that a firm of any size, not even a small family concern, would be unable
to continue to supply a product on those trading terms, especially in this day and age with
the high rate of overdraft interest that is attracted in the commercial field. This small
business manufacturer is extremely frustrated, having already supplied four batches of
copy invoices after receiving ten slips from the authority requesting those invoices and
supplying a photocopy of the original costed invoice with the goods. Fifteen months later,
this firm is still waiting for payment.

Could the Minister respond to this problem and endeavour to effect some reconciliation
of this outstanding account for my constituent?
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-I direct a matter concerning school buses to the attention
of the Minister for Transport. Last night I attended a meeting in Traralgon where
representatives of parents from the area and students from local high and technical schools
were gathered. It was also well attended by students from other schools in the Morwell
electorate.
The meeting was convened by the Traralgon youth committee, which has links with
youth councils and other youth bodies in Victoria. School bus transportation is an issue
that arises at both the local level and at peak organizational levels within Victoria. The
issues raised were relevant to students within city boundaries in the Morwell electorate
and for students in country areas.
The concerns expressed at the meeting related to bus overcrowding and the long hours
that many students have to travel to attend their studies. The two main points that
emerged from the meeting related to behaviour on school buses and the need for material
and literature that would assist in the education of students on the importance of good
behaviour on buses for their own safety and that of other students. That literature could
be directed not only to students but also to parents to discuss with their children.
Regulations governing student numbers on buses and standing and seating were set
down by the previous Government in 1978. Can the Minister advise me of the present
position relating to student numbers on buses? This point received the most attention
from student and parent representatives at the meeting last night. Could the Minister also
consult with the Minister for Education about providing material and literature to students
and parents regarding safe behaviour on school buses so as to protect students on their
journeys to and from school.
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Mr COLEMAN (Syndal)-I direct a matter to the attention of the Minister for Education
concerning the Syndal Technical School, which, for five years, through its annual
maintenance grant application, has sought to gain funding for the services of a nurse to
cater for the large community of students at the school.
The school has a total of approximately 1200 pupils and 100 staff. That is a large
community of people who are drawn together each week and there is the constant need
for the services of someone other than the school staff to attend to illnesses and accidents
as they occur. The school council, at its meeting on 14 August, was fortunate enough to
have offered the services of two parents who are qualified nurses and who, during the
second term, were able to compile a set of records that reported for the first time the
incidence of both illness and accidents that occurred at the school.
A synopsis of the investigation shows that during the second term, among students there
were four suspected fractures, a dislocated elbow, a burst ear abscess, several cases of
concussion, numerous sports and yard injuries, acute fainting spells, two students choking
on boiled sweets, four semi-conscious students, epileptic seizures and three bicycle accidents
en route to the school.
With the help of the two volunteers, for the first time the school has been able to put
together a full set of records regarding the incidence of problems relating to health matters
at the school. Based on the material it has compiled, the school council is seeking to have
consideration given to the employment of a nurse. For that reason the school council has
compiled a report and has taken up the matter with the regional office of the Education
Department. However, no indication of support for the proposal has been forthcoming.
I direct the matter to the attention of the Minister for Education for his consideration.
It represents a situation that exists in virtually every secondary school-the teaching staff

are required to give consideration to matters which should be addressed by other people
and thereby leaving the teaching staff to attend to the duties for which they are employed.
I ask the Minister for Education to consider the matter. Hopefully, the appointment of
a qualified nurse to the Syndal Technical School will result.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I direct a matter to the attention of the Minister for
Transport regarding the availability of log-books for truck drivers in Victoria. I have
raised this matter with the Minister through correspondence, but for the benefit of
honourable members I indicate that in the past. log-books, have been available for truck
drivers from police stations across Victoria. With the development of Road Traffic
Authority offices at strategic locations, a restriction has occurred in the availability oflogbooks.
Log-books are now only available at the Road Traffic Authority offices and selected
police stations, especially those operating on a 24-hour basis. In correspondence with the
Minister earlier this year, he indicated the Road Traffic Authority offices across the State
where the log-books were available. He went on to indicate the police stations where logbooks were available.
When examining the list, one finds that in north-eastern Victoria, Road Traffic Authority
offices are located at Wangaratta and Wodonga. However, those offices are closed outside
normal office hours. After that time, truck drivers can only obtain the log-books from
24-hour police stations. The only appropriate stdtion in north-eastern Victoria is at Benalla.
The problem, as indicated by the honourable member for Lowan by interjection, also
exists in western Victoria where there is a Road Traffic Authority office at Horsham.
Although there is a major police station at Horsham, the log-books are not available from
it after normal office hours.
The problem exists across Victoria. The situation in north-eastern Victoria is that truck
drivers using the Hume Highway between Goulburn and Sydney-which is used extensively
by truck drivers-have limited places from which to obtain log-books. The drivers come
into Victoria from New South Wales and if their log-books have run out, they cannot
Session 1985-18
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purchase another one until the next morning when they can attend a Road Traffic Authority
office. Many of the truck drivers are forced into a situation of utilizing more than one logbook. Honourable members know the problems that that creates for truck drivers and also
members of the Police Force when they are trying to enforce the law.
Will the Minister review the availability oflog-books so that they will be made available
to more 24-hour police stations operating in north-eastern Victoria, which would include
Wangaratta and Wodonga?
Mrs TONER (Greensborough)-I raise for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government the 21 st birthday of the Shire of Diamond Valley. The Shire of Diamond
Valley seceded from the City of Heidelberg 21 years ago. Last night I attended a function
to celebrate that 21 st birthday.
Diamond Valley has a progressive council. Over the years it has been a model twentieth
century municipality in its delivery of services and economic planning. The municipality
has a commitment to the principle of restructure. It covers a unique area of about 30
square miles and has a population in excess of 60 000 people. Pressure has come for
restructure on the outer fringes of Eltham municipality and its developing townships.
The Green Wedge Association, which functions in Eltham's north riding, sought a
re-examination of boundaries by the Local Government Commission, which concluded
that the whole of Eltham and Diamond Valley shires should be amalgamated. The Shire
of Eltham examined the proposition and suggested that two-thirds of the Shire of Diamond
Valley should be returned to the City of Heidelberg. I know the Minister for Local
Government is committed to restructuring municipalities and is also interested in the
capacity of municipalities to manage well. The Shire of Diamond Valley has done that
over the years.
I seek from the Minister an assurance that along with the commission's proposal and
the proposal for a component of the Shire of Diamond Valley to be incorporated in the
Shire of Eltham and another component to be returned to the City of Heidelberg, he will
consider maintaining the status quo of two viable municipalities that represent two different
communities of interest. Those three propositions need to be considered. Any restructure
of a municipality should not be considered only in terms of its economic arrangements.
The Government is committed to considering the sociological, demographic and historical
factors of the municipality.
The Shire of Diamond Valley is 21 years old this week. I ask the Minister to send the
shire a 21st birthday cake, card or key. I seek an assurance from the Minister that the
current viability of the Shire of Diamond Valley will be considered in his Statewide review.
Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-The honourable member for Lowan referred to
the Victorian Railway Institute arrangements in Serviceton. The Government is currently
reviewing the matter to ascertain whether proposed legislation can be introduced this
sessional period to overcome the local difficulties. The matter requires the attention of
Parliament and I hope it can be dealt with in this sessional period.
The honourable member for Monbulk referred to the applicability of 40 kilometres an
hour road signs in his electorate. I should point out to the House that a trial is taking place
to try to ensure that lower speed limits are adopted in residential areas so that residents
and their families can take advantage of the situation. The trial began with a number of
councils taking advantage of the scheme. In the Sherbrooke area, which is in the Monbulk
electorate, a trial scheme is under way. It is disappointing that the Shire of Lilydale, which
was going to take part in this trial, did not do so. A variety of inner and outer-urban areas
are involved. The trial not only involves the erection of 40 kilometre an hour signs, but
also traffic management arrangements to ensure that the trial is realistic.
A number of shires and cities are involved, including Broadmeadows, Collingwood and
Hawthorn through to Mornington and Sherbrook. It is a pity the Shire of Lilydale did not
take part because, as honourable members know, it contains a large number of quiet
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streets, the residents of which have young families. It would have been better if the shire
had decided to become involved. I hope that at some future date it will do so.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley referred to cyclists' helmets and to
representations he had received from the Wheelers Hill High School. Over the past two
years there have been two major efforts to increase the proportion of cyclists using helmets,
and these efforts have been extremely productive. The number of primary school children,
in particular, using helmets has increased threefold to about 40 per cent. There is still
some distance to go and the Government is considering a further helmet rebate scheme
for the coming Christmas period. The scheme will depend on whether funds are available
and also on consideration of helmets by the Standards Association of Australia.
As honourable members would be aware difficulties exist with appropriate standards
for helmets. We are trying to work through that as quickly as possible.
The honourable member for Morwell referred to the number of students ferried by
school buses in the electorate she represents. At present the Department of Education and
the Ministry of Transport are considering the future of bus services in country Victoria.
There is something to be said for the integration of these services to ensure that maximum
services are avaIlable both to school children and the general community. The matter will
be dealt with on a region-by-region basis. The matter has been agreed in Geelong and
Bendigo and is currently being studied in the Bellarine area. Concern has been expressed
about overcrowding on school buses and the matter is being considered by the Road
Traffic Authority.
I hope they will suggest arrangements that are within the financial capacity of the
Government. I hope to be in a position during the current calendar year to inform the
honourable member for Morwell as to the arrangements in her area.

The honourable member for Murray Valley raised a question concerning log-books for
truck drivers. The Government's policy has been to remove a whole range of activities
from the Police Force to enable them to carry out other duties and to increase the
responsibilities of the Road Traffic Authority. That 'has meant that some benefits people
have traditionally had in relation to log-books and other matters are not now so easy to
obtain .
. I examined the matters raised by the honourable member and determined that
arrangements for log-books were adequate in the area he represents. However, I am always
happy to receive additional material from the honourable member and to have it examined
by the authority.
.

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and Emergency Services)-The honourable
member for Warrnambool raised with me a case of late payment of an account by the
Country Fire Authority. I share the concern expressed by the honourable member about
what appears to be a very grave delay in settlement, which could well bring into doubt the
very survival of the business concerned. I shall raise the matter immediately with the
chairman of the authority and ensure that an explanation and, I hope, appropriate action
are forthcoming immediately.
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-The honourable member for Syndal raised an
issue concerning the Syndal Technical School council and the need to provide the services
of a qualified nurse for some 1200 pupils and 100 staff. The school has done a good job in
using voluntary labour in preparing and maintaining a record of illness and accidents in
the school. That will be useful in the future.
The cost to the Government of providing a qualified nurse in all larger schools would
be prohibitive. All I can suggest is that, if the school council sees this as an urgent need, it
should allocate its resources for ancillary staff in that direction, as in fact some schools do.
Howevet, I shall' examine the matter and ascertain whether any further assistance can be
given.
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Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Local Government)-The honourable member for
Greensborough raised the question of the 21st birthday of the Shire of Diamond Valley. I
recall the establishment of that shire, having been a resident and ratepayer of the City of
Heidelberg at the time of the severance, when an active campaign was conducted.
The restructuring of local government is an issue of concern to all councils in Victoria.
I have visited and discussed the Government's program with many councils including
those of Diamond Valley, Eltham and Heidelberg. Today I announced the appointment
of Stuart Morris as the full-time chairperson of the commission that will carry out the
Government's policy of restructuring in Victoria. That commission is in the process of
being upgraded to enable it to undertake the widespread consultation and research that
must precede any changes to the system.
Initially, the commission will work to a Statewide reference, which means it will develop
guidelines for reshaping the system as a whole and by identifying sub-State areas.
Municipalities will continue to be encouraged to develop their own proposals for reform.
I expect the first report from the commission to be made available in three months.
The appropriate criteria the honourable member for Greensborough mentioned are not
simply financial but are those defined in section 24 of the Local Government Act. They
include the community or diversity of interest, communication patterns, historical,
sociological and demographic. :features, economic and employment patterns, and the
demand and supply of services. There are other important factors of population, area,
provincial areas, interdependence of town and country, and rate revenue and administrative
costs.
It is a complex matter, but I shall certainly convey my best wishes to the Shire of
Diamond Valley on achieving the ripe old age of 21 years. I have visited a number of
municipalities recently. The Shire ofNumurkah celebrated its IOOth birthday and the City
of Hawthorn its 125th. Last night at midnight I attended the final council meeting of the
Koroit Borou~h with its councillors and citizens. This morning I was present at the first
council meetmg of the newly amalgamated Borough of Koroit and the Shire of
Warrnambool.
I commend the initiative and spirit in which that project was arranged and I hope in the
months ahead that there will be many more of them.
The House adjourned at 11.12 p. m.
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Wednesday, 2 October 1985
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took the chair at 11.3 a.m. and read the
prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

INSTRUCTIONS TO MINISTERIAL STAFF
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)-My question to the Premier relates to his
amazing refusal yesterday to give instructions to Ministerial advisers and Labor Party
employees to co-operate with police investigations into the electoral seam. In view of the
fact that the Premier~s decision is attempting to put Ministerial staff above the processes
of the law, will the Premier reconsider his decision and now instruct staff to co-operate
fully and frankly with the police?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-As the Treasurer frequently says, the Leader of the Opposition is
a slow learner. I have made it clear that the conduct of investigations into complaints
made by persons about the conduct of elections is a matter for the Chief Electoral Officer
to pursue. I shall not be canvassing issues that are the subject of gossip and press speculation
in the course of such an inquiry. That is the proper course to follow in an inquiry of that
nature.

FRINGE BENEFITS TAX
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National Party)-I refer the Premier to the fringe
benefits tax payable by the States to the Federal Government. Will the Premier give an
undertaking that he will join with other Premiers, particularly Mr Burke and Mr Bannon,
in objecting most strongly to paying this tax and, I hope, refusing to pay it when demanded
by the Commonwealth?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-On 19 September or thereabouts the Federal Treasurer announced
that non-cash fringe benefits would be taxed from I July 1986. The Victorian Government
supports attempts by the Federal Government to put in place a fairer and more equitable
tax system. It attempts to remove the rorts and loopholes of the tax system and to reduce
tax avoidance as part of that process. That is an important point. I understand the tax is
to be levied on all employers at company tax levels. The Victorian Government does not
seek special treatment. If the Leader of the National Party is of the view that that should
be so, he should remember that it is outside the Constitution.
I am aware of the suggestions made by a number of people, not just Mr Burke and Mr
Bannon, about the constitutional validity of the matter. The Commonwealth has levied
taxes on the State before, and pay-roll tax is an example of a tax across the States. The
Victorian Government at this stage has not decided to mount any challenge. It is examining
the financial implications of the payment. We must face up to the reality of the tax issue.
I support the new tax structure. We suppprt it because it is fairer and presents the prospect
of an ordinary taxpayer in the long term paying far less tax and some of those who have
been avoiding tax for years and resorting to all sorts of rorts paying more. Honourable
members on the Government side of the House are all for that system. Ifit is necessary to
remove rorts and some of the excesses of fringe benefits, so be it!
All honourable members must acknowledge that these people have made it a bit hot
with some of the packages put together such as low interest housing loans, subsidized
school fees and club fees and a range of benefits that bear no relation whatever to the
person~s capacity to do the job for which he or she is paid remuneration by the employer.
Either the National Party and Liberal Party support a fairer system of taxation, or they do
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not! If they believe the States should be treated differently from other employers, let them
say so! That is not our position at "''le moment.

TEACHERS' STRIKE
Mr SEITZ (Keilor)-Will the Minister for Education further inform the House of the
current teachers' strike and the consequences thereof?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-lthank the honourable member for Keilor for
his Question. The Government has a responsibility to the public, parents and the students
in State schools. The only people who will suffer as a result of the disruption to the school
program will be the students.
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr CATHIE-Teachers in Victoria have the best working conditions anywhere in
Australia. When I looked at the claims made by the teacher unions in advertisements run
in the media over the past two mornings, I could not find one justification for any
projected strike action by teachers. They claim, first of all, that they are seeking a full
curriculum for all students. This Government has done a great deal in the development of
a broad, challenging and purposeful curriculum for all students in Victorian schools. That
has resulted from the Blackburn report and the action the Government has taken, not
only in setting up the Blackburn inquiry but also in implementing the recommendations
of that report.
, : .
The Government, in the current Budget, has extended finance for extra music programs
in Victorian schools and is spending more for computer education iu order to deal with
the problems of new technology.
.
The second point the teacher unions make relates to the operation of full library services
in each school. That is a matter for negotiation about the hours of work for library teachers
and librarians within the school system.
Teacher unions want reduced class sizes. This Government has a record second to none
in that area. Ninety per cent of all classes in secondary schools have fewer than 25 pupils
and 90 per cent of all classes in technical schools have fewer than twenty students. The
Government has achieved reduced class sizes to provide better teacher contact.
'
Teacher unions complain about the need for more practical activities for students. They
do not appear to be aware of the fact that in the technical and further education area the
Government is already providing additional finances, to support a 27 per cent increase for
first year apprentices. They do not appear to be aware that the Government made a
commitment to the Youth Guarantee Scheme to ensure that all young people are offered
either education, employment and training or a combination of each of those elements.
They do not appear to be aware that the Education Department and T AFE are creating
500 work study or traineeship positions.
The teacher unions refer to better leal ning opportunities for students who have English
as a second language. That is a Commonwealth program. The State Government cannot
do much about the fact that the Commonwealth has cut back in tpat area. The unions talk
about the need for more resources for the integration of disabled children into our schools.
Three and a half years ago there were no aides for the integration of disabled children into
our schools. By next February, as a result of the latest Budget, the Govern'ment will have
created 400 integration aide positions in Vict()rian schools, which will double the number
of aides available to schools.
Lastly, the unions complain about the provision of school buildings. Over the three
years of the life of the first Cain Government, capital expenditure for capital works in
Victorian schools has been increased by a massive 45 per cent. There is no substance
behind those claims by the teachers and I shall be doing all I can later this afternoon and
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early tomorrow to encourage the teacher unions to come back to the negotiating table so
that no further disruption occurs to our schools.

DIRECTOR OF CHISHOLM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I ask the Minister for Education whether, given the
fact that the council of the Chisholm Institute of Technology met this week to consider
the circumstances of the golden handshake payout to its director, the Minister will confirm
that the value of the golden handshake, including non-money and money components,
has now proved to be more than $300 000. Will the Minister divulge the details of the
package and assure taxpayers that the package contains no taxation minimization
component?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-The House will recall that last Wednesday I
suggested to the President of the Chisholm Institute of Technology that the college may
wish to consider releasing further information about the termination of the contract of
employment with the director.
Yesterday, I received a message from the council ofthe Chisholm Institute of Technology
which stated that the council met on Thursday, 26 September and resolved to issue a
statement to the Minister for Education regarding the settlement agreement with the
director, Mr Patrick Leary, subject to agreement between the parties on the form of the
statement. The message stated also that no such agreement had been reached between the
parties and that a further meeting of the council was being convened for later that day,
Tuesday, I October, for further consideration of the matter.
I have not received further information than that message and I am not prepared to
alter my previous stance that, until the council itself is prepared to release information on
this matter, I am not prepared to release any further material.

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION, FORESTS AND LANDS
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-I address a question to the Minister for Education,
who is the representative in this place of the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands.
Is the honourable gentleman aware that at meetings of regional managers of the department,
the director-general requires the regional managers to act out roles such as sitting on the
floor pretending that they are Aborigines or park rangers dealing with campers and that,
furthermore, in his program of getting regional managers to know one another the directorgeneral requires them to gaze into one another's eyes?
Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER-Order!
Mr B. J. EV ANS-To gaze into one another's eyes and to hug one another.
The SPEAKER-Order! I am not able to hear the honourable member's question
because of the continuous barrage of interjections. First, I ask the House to come to order
and, second, I ask the honourable member to get to the point of his question.
Mr B. J. EVANS-I ask the Minister whether he is aware of these unusual activities
and, if not, will he make inquiries on whether the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands is aware of and approves of such activities. Will the honourable gentleman report
to the House accordingly?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Education)-The honourable member appears to be
consistent in his continuing attacks on the new Department of Conservation, Forests and
Lands. I am certainly not aware of what the management policies and practices are within
the department. I shall pass on his inquiries to the Minister and I am quite sure that a
satisfactory answer will be forthcoming.
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TITLES OFFICE DEALINGS
Mrs HIRSH (Wantirna)-Will the Minister for Property and Services inform the
House whether there has been a significant increase in dealings lodged with the Titles
Office?
Mr McCUTCHEON (Minister for Property and Services)-Honourable members will
be aware of the many economic indicators on which the Treasurer has commented already
that display growth activities in the Victorian economy. Last week's Budget has confirmed
and strengthened the State's economic prospects, and the dealings at the Titles Office are
yet another indicator of the very high level of economic activity through sales and purchases
of property.
In the financial year 1984-85, 579000 dealings were lodged at the Titles Office, which
is the highest level recorded at the office. This activity reinforces the point that members
of the opposition parties may not appreciate. The construction of houses and other buildings
is increasing faster in this State, at 11·6 per cent, than in the rest of Australia, which is 7·1
percent.
In addition, the Budget contained amounts of money to help improve the capacity of
the Titles Office. It provided an additional $2·1 milhon for projects to automate the
register and to continue to raise the efficiency of the office. A further $1 million will be
spent on completing improvements to the building so that clients and staff can conduct
business under better conditions.

TRANSFER OF SENIOR SERGEANT BARRY DICKSON
Mr CROZIER (Portland)-I refer the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to
his attempt to avoid my question yesterday and I now ask him specifically whether it is a
fact that Senior Sergeant Barry Dickson was transferred from the child exploitation unit
after being censured by his superiors for allegedly criticizing the inadequate resources
allocated to the unit in its combating of child molesters.
Mr MA THEWS (Minister for Police and Emergency Services)-It may be that the
view of the Opposition is that it is appropriate for there to be Ministerial intervention in
the internal management and decisions of the Victoria Police Force but it is not the view
of the Government, nor do I propose to act on his advice.

HEALTH RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH STATE ELECTRICITY
COMMISSION POWER LINES
Mr SIDIROPOULOS (Richmond)-Is the Minister for Industry, Technology and
Resources aware of the claims made concerning the health risks associated with State
Electricity Commission power lines and, if so, can he inform the House of the suggestion?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I thank the
honourable member for his question and I commend him and his colleague from the
Upper House, the Honourable Barry Pullen, for their continuing and understandable
vigilance on behalf of their electors, especially in view of some of the press reports on this
matter over recent times.
The facts are that the State Electricity Commission design practices are well within the
standards accepted as safe by the World Health Organization and are, of course, consistent
with the best international practices. Similarly, the National Health and Medical Research
Council has also advised that the World Health Or$anization recommendations form and
offer an acceptable basis for the design and operatIOn of high voltage transmission lines.
The State Electricity Commission has the best and the latest advice from the World Health
Organization following the organization's extensive research right across the world. I
repeat, the standards adopted and implemented by the commission are well within the
advice and research of that august organization.
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I have also taken action to ensure that the concerns being expressed by some of these
individuals and community groups are fully and properly explored. I have requested the
State Electricity Commission to prepare a definitive statement on the electro-magnetic
fields associated with its transmission lines and the relationship of the commission's
operation to those accepted standards. This statement will be incorporated into the
environment effects statement which will be prepared for the proposed Brunswick to
Richmond transmission lines.
In addition, arrangements are being made on advice from the National Health and
Medical Research Council for an independent health alld medical expert from the United
States of America, who is associated with the international research, to visit Australia to
review the commission's documents and he will also participate in public forums of
interested groups in Victoria. I expect the advice from this independent expert will be
available to me towards the end of October.

EFFECTS OF PAY OFFER TO NURSES
Mr GUDE (Hawthorn)-I refer the Treasurer to the Government's pay offer to nurses
of rises up to $150 a week, and I ask whether the Minister can explain how the deal fits in
with the accord, what will be the Government's proposal to prevent exorbitant flow-ons
to other professions and, importantly, under which heading in the Budget is the cost of
the offer covered.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-It is interesting that the honourable member for Hawthorn
refers to the wages accord when his party is totally opposed to it and wants to deregulate
wage fixation. I assume that is the Liberal Party's policy because Victoria had industrial
chaos when it was in government. The Labor Government has rectified that situation and
Victoria now has the best industrial relations record of any State in Australia.
In relation to the nurses, it has been widely recognized-I assume even by members of
the Opposition-that certain nurses have been underpaid for a considerable time due to
neglect by the previous Liberal Government in relation to the working conditions that
prevailed then. There is no doubt that the previous Government would not discuss those
issues with the nurses' federation. The Government has not only endorsed the prices and
incomes accord but it has also taken the firm view that any wage increase that is granted
should be in conformity with the centralized wage fixing principles which apply throughout
the land.
If any wage increase flows from the offer that has been made by the Government, in
accordance with the normal circumstances covering wage increases awarded through the
that will be taken into account through Treasurer's Advance.
normal wage fixing proc~ses,
, I
The Government has put a proposal which will have minimum, if any, flow-on effect.
The Government has attached the offer to conditions associated with industrial relations
procedures which will minimize industrial disputation and has sought the co-operation of
nurses to improve productivity in the future.
The offer that has been made is industrially sound and, as the Minister for Employment
and Industrial Affairs and I have stated on a number of occasions, it is in conformity with
the centralized wage fixing system operating in Australia at present which has brought
about greater economic growth in Victoria and nationally and a better industrial relations
environment.

CANAC REPORT
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Lowan)-Can the Minister for Transport inform the House
whether he has received a report from the committee established to review the
recommendations of the Canac committee into grain freight and, if so, what action the
Minister is planning on the recommendations?
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Mr ROPER (Minister for Transport)-Many honourable members are extremely
interested in the grain handling review. I received the report late last week and have had
it studied. The Government is currently ensuring that sufficient copies of the report are
printed so that it can be distributed next week. The Government discussed the matter this
morning with the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association. If sufficient copies are
available, it is my intention that they be distributed next week so that suitable time is
allowed for affected communities and other interested groups, such as the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association, honourable members, unions and councils to consider
the report with a view to taking action next year as a result of a detailed consultative
process, especially with country Victoria.

FRANKSTON BAPTIST CENTRE
Mrs HILL (Frankston North)-Can the Premier inform the House what action is being
taken by the Government to protect the health and well-being of the residents of the
Frankston Baptist Retirement Village and whether that action extends to allaying the fears
expressed by the residents not only of the hostel and the nursing home but also those in
the independent living units?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-Following the matter being raised last week by the honourable
member for Frankston North during debate on the motion for the adjournment of the
House, the Government inquired into the position at Baxter. The honourable member
has taken a very close personal interest in the matter. The village has been experiencing
serious financial difficulties and last week it became clear that the financial backers of the
village were no longer prepared to fund the venture and that approximately 150 members
of the staff would not be paid.
The Baptist Church also refused to help, saying that the village was an independent
operation, that the chairman of the centre, Mr Payne, was not a member of the church
and that it was not the church's responsibility.
Mr Brown interjected.
Mr CAIN-That may not be right. I am merely reporting what the situation was. As
the honourable member for Gippsland West knows, the Government acted quickly and
properly to try to provide some short-term relief by providing funding to ensure the
continuation of services in both the nursing home and the hostel and to allow time for a
restructure of the affairs of the Frankston Baptist Centre, including its other properties in
Queensland and South Australia.
Of course, that will also allow time for the legal rights of the residents to be clarified. It
seems to be a management problem and that is being closely examined.
In co-operation with local members, I will have a letter forwarded to the residents
indicating the Government's concern and its desire to reassure residents, so far as possible,
that their difficulties are known to the Government and that it will do what it can to
minimize any inconvenience to them. The letter will also inform them about ,hort-term
funding, to allow time for a financial restructure, which will involve examining the general
management. During the coming months, there will be visits from representatives of the
Law Department, Department of Health, Ministry of Housing and Department of
Community Services, who will be able to answer specific inquiries that the residents may
have.
A committee of Government Ministers is being established to monitor the situation
and co-ordinate the Government's action, because a number of agencies are involved. I
am part of that committee, as are the Attorney-General, the Treasurer, the Minister for
Health, the Minister for Housing, and the Minister for Community Services.
The letter will convey this information to the residents at Frankston. I hope it will help
to relieve the tension and anxiety, which I know from representations that have been
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made to me by honourable members from all sides of the House, are being felt by the
people.
I believe someone said that those people are mainly over 75 years of age, and that they
are tense and anxious, as one could well understand.
The Government will do what it can with the resources and capacities available to it,
and within the limits that the law imposes, to assist them in any way possible.

Mr

AMALGAMATION OF FOOD INDUSTRY UNIONS

lIAYW ARD (Prahran)-Is the Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs
aware of the formation of a new union group to be called the Food Industry Unions
Federation of Australia, which will be an amalgamation of unions, including those covering
confectioners and the food preservers, with the intention of forcing a 36-hour week on all
firms in the food industry by using the strategy of attacking one firm after another?
Does the Minister intend to protect firms from the predatory actions of this new union
group, keeping in mind that he has done absolutely nothing to protect the Dollar Sweets
Co. Pty Ltd?

Mr CRABB (Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs)-I am pleased to note
that the Opposition has a new shadow spokesperson. Spokepersons seem to change rather
rapidly on that side of the House; they must get tired very quickly! Perhaps I should refer
to what the Opposition has done regarding the sweets dispute. The Opposition has done
nothing but make life difficult for everyone concerned .
. However, the Government supports the amalgamation of unions, if that is what the
unions desire. It believes Federal legislation ought to be amended to make it easier for
unions to amalgamate. The former Federal Liberal Government made it more difficult for
that to occur. Generally speaking, the Government believes the amalgamation of unions
is a good thing, and it has certainly worked well for the community at large and for the
union members. Amalgamations have worked very effectively in the past.
There is no cause for alarm because some unions wish to do that. On the contrary, one
would think that that course of action would be to the advantage of the industrial relations
climate in this country and of all concerned.

YOUTH GUARANTEE SCHEME POSITIONS
Mr REMINGTON (Melbourne)-Will the Minister for Employment and Industrial
Affairs advise the House, of the latest Youth Guarantee Scheme positions being made
available by the Govermpent?
Mr CRABB (Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs)-Today the Government
has commenced advertising the third round of work study positions, and some 525
positions are being advertised. There are now positions in hospitals, health facilities, the
Education Department and the Road Construction Authority, and also positions in the
Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands.
That will provide a total of 1500 positions that have been advertised as part of the
Government's work study program. The only positions remaining to be offered to young
people are integration aide positions which will be advertised closer to Christmas and will
commence with the next school year.
The Government is confident that by early next year it will have made available at least
1250 work study positions. Some 600 young people have already started work and others
are at the interview stage.
The program has been well accepted by all concerned, including departments, the young
people themselves and trade unions. It is a pilot program which will inevitably have some
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teething problems. However, the Government can say with some pride that Victoria has
led the nation in establishing these first traineeships in Australia.

PETITIONS
The Clerk-I have received the following petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Red meat trading hours
TOTHE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the State of Victoria respectfully sheweth:
I. That section 81 of the Labour and Industry Act of Victoria by unduly restricting red meat trading hours
relative to all other products. places meat at a competitive disadvantage at the retail level.
2. That this discriminative restriction causes inconvenience to consumers, retards retail innovation and
undermines industry funded meat promotional efforts.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the restrictions on red meat trading hours be removed by the deletion of
section 81 of the Labour and Industry Act of Victoria.
And your petitioners. as in duty bound. will ever pray.

By Mr Austin (6087 signatures), by Mr Hann (5814 signatures) and by Mr Sheehan
(5669 signatures).

Pre-school education
TOTHE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERSOFTHE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of citizens ofthe electorate or Corio sheweth that the preservation of pre-school services
is essential to provide every child with the right to a kindergarten experience without discrimination.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the State Government ensures that the existing high standards of preschool education be maintained by granting the maintenance subsidy on the basis of individual centre needs and
number of kindergarten groups attending the centre and index the maintenance subsidy grant through the
consumer price index rises.
And your petitioners. as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Trezise (58 signatures)
It was ordered that the petitions be laid on the table.

PORTLAND SMELTER JOINT VENTURE PROJECT
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-By leave, I move:
That there be presented to this House a copy of-(a) the Portland Smelter Unit Trust financial statement
1984-85; and (b) the Treasurer's statement relating to the Portland smelter joint venture project.

The motion was agreed to.

Mr JOLLY (Treasurer) presented returns in compliance with the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the returns be laid on the table.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid
on the table by the Clerk:
Property and Services-Report of the department for the year 1984-85.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961-Gisborne Shire Planning Scheme, Amendment No. 9/1984.
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INTERPRETATION OF LEGISLATION (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Council and, on the motion ofMr CAIN (Premier), was
read a first time.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Council and, on the motion ofMr CAIN (Premier), was
read a first time.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS (COMPLEMENTARY INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS SYSTEM) BILL
Mr CRABB (Minister for Employment and Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Industrial Relations Act 1979 to give effect to four
proposals which are intended to assist in achieving some areas of complementary operation
and more effective liaison between the Commonwealth and State industrial relations
jurisdictions.
For the information of honourable members, the concept of producing complementary
industrial relations legislation was first raised in 1979 at the conference of Commonwealth
and State Ministers of labour. The issue was further developed at Premiers Conferences
in 1982 where it was agreed to adopt a report commissioned to examine and report upon
the steps that could be taken to achieve a complementary industrial relations system and
more effective liaison between the Federal and State jurisdictions.
The Bill honours Victoria's agreement to enact legislation to implement the
recommendations of that report. The issues that are dealt with in the Bill are: Firstly, to
enable joint sittings of the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission and the
Victoria Industrial Relations Commission. Secondly, to facilitate the operation of section
448 of the Commonwealth Act dealing with the reference ofindustrial disputes within the
jurisdiction of ~~Local Industrial Boards" -when constituted by a State Industrial
Authority-by permitting them to exercise Federal conciliation and arbitration jurisdiction.
Thirdly, to enable members of the Commonwealth commission to exercise, by agreement,
Statejurisdiction where requested by the president of the Victorian commission. Fourthly,
to provide for conferen~s between State and Federal tribunals to ensure co-ordina~ion
between awards.
In the past, attempts to resolve some industrial disputes have been impeded because
they have involved both Commonwealth and State jurisdictions. These changes are
designed to remove some of the inflexibilities in the present systems so that the tribunals
concerned might come together to resolve disputes or authorize a member of one of the
respective jurisdictions to deal with a dispute. The Bill is the first step in moving towards
greater co-ordination between the Commonwealth and the States in the industrial relations
area.
As I said earlier, the Bill represents Victoria's agreement to facilitate complementary
industrial relations systems, and the action by way of this Bill completes the picture of
complementary legislation across Australia. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion ofMr GUDE (Hawthorn), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Wednesday, October 16.
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Anglican Church ofAustralia Bill

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF AUSTRALIA BILL
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the motion for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The SPEAKER-I have examined this Bill, and am of the opinion that it is a private
Bill.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be dealt with as a public Bill and that fees be dispensed with.

The motion was agreed to.
The debate (adjourned from September 18) on the motion of Mr Fordham (Minister
for Industry, Technology and Resources) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan)-In responding to this measure I have to declare an
interest. I advise the House that I am a member of the General Synod of the Anglican
Church and also a member of the Gippsland Diocesan Synod of the synod. It is for that
reason that I have an interest in the Bill and I thank my colleagues for allowing me to
respond to this debate.
From first-hand knowledge, I am aware of the restraints and problems imposed on the
Anglican Church of Australia because of its lack of flexibility to respond to modern
conditions. Honourable members will be aware that the Anglican Church is governed by
Acts of Parliament, both Federal and State, and it is for that reason that the Bill amends
the principal Act, which is the Church of England Act 1854.
It is not often that an Act of such age is amended by Parliament. The Act has some
historical significance. When I read the footnote of the original Act, I discovered that it
was gazetted on 5 December 1854-two days after the Eureka Stockade. That puts the Act
in its correct historical context.
The Anglican Church is governed by Acts ofGeneral Synod and Acts of the synods of
the various dioceses throughout the State. To a large extent, each diocese is free to govern
its own affairs. Each diocese meets in an assembly known as the synod to make rules for
the regulation of churches within each diocese. However, superimposed on that is the. fact
that the Anglican Church is also governed by Acts of Parliament, and the principal Act of
1854 determined the composition of assemblies, as they were called in those days, which
later became known as synods.
The principal Act laid down who would be a member bfthe synod and how they would
be elected. The Act indicates that each clergy has a seat on the synod and that representatives
of each parish within a diocese would also have a seat on the synod.

As time has passed, it has been found that the limitations imposed by the 1854 Act do
not meet the conditions of the present age. A need exists for the Act to be amended to
allow additional people to take their place not only on the floor of the synod but also to
have a vote. It is for that reason that the Bill is before the House.
Deaconesses of the church, office-bearers, religious sisters and non-parochial
congregations do not have direct representation on the synod. I know of one diocese in
Victoria where a deaconess was given a seat on the synod as well as a vote, but, so far as
the law is concerned, there would be some doubt about whether her vote would be valid.
The Bill will rectify that problem and, if the synod so resolves, it can give deaconesses a
full seat on the floor of the synod and know that the vote of such a deaconess will be valid.
Another problem with the present restrictions in the principal Act is that office-bearers
of the synod, such as the registrar, the chancellor and the advocate, do not have the right
to a seat on the synod. Various methods have been used to try to obtain such persons a
seat. Often, a registrar or a chancellor was the elected representative of a parish. That
applied especially in country parishes that were distant from the parish centre and which

